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PAET III. 

MAGNETISM. 

CHAPTER I. 

ELEMENTARY THEORY OP MAGNETISM. 

371. ] Certain bodies, as, for instance, the iron ore called load¬ 
stone, the earth itself, and pieces of steel which have been 
subjected to certain treatment, are found to possess the following 
properties, and are called Magnets. 

If, near any part of the earth's surface except the Magnetic 
Poles, a magnet be suspended so as to turn freely about a 
vertical axis, it will in general tend to set itself in a certain 
azimuth, and if disturbed from this position it will oscillate 
about it. An unmagnetized body has no such tendency, but is 
in equilibrium in all azimuths alike. 

372. ] It is found that the force which acts on the body tends 
to cause a certain line in the body, called the Axis of the 
Magnpt, to become parallel to a certain line in space, called the 
Direction of the Magnetic Force. 

let us suppose the magnet suspended so as to be free to 
turn in all directions about a fixed point. To eliminate the action 
of its weight we may suppose this point to be its centre of 
gravity. Let it come to a position of equilibrium. Mark two 
points on the magnet, and note their positions in space. Then 
let the magnet be placed in a new position of equilibrium, 
and note the positions in space of the two marked points on 
the magnet. 

Since the axis of the magnet coincides with the direction 
of magnetic force in both positions, wa h OVA J-V — i. *n~- 

VOL. II. 



2 E1EMENTABY THEORY OP MAGNETISM. _ . [373- 

in the magnet which occupies the same position in space before 
and after the motion. It appears, from the theory of the 
motion of bodies of invariable form, that such a line always 
exists, and that a motion equivalent to the actual motion might 

have taken place by simple rotation round this line. 
To find the line, join the first and last positions of each of 

the marked points, and draw planes bisecting these lines at 
right angles. The intersection of these planes will be the line 
required, which indicates the direction of the axis of the magnet 
and the direction of the magnetic force in space. 

The method just described .is not convenient for the practical 
determination of these directions. We shall return to this subject 
when we treat of Magnetic Measurements. 

The direction of the magnetic force is found to be different 
at different parts of the earth's surface. If the end of the axis 
of the magnet which points in a northerly direction be marked, 
it has been found that the direction in which it sets itself in 
general deviates from the true meridian to a considerable extent, 
and that the marked end points on the whole downwards 
in the northern hemisphere and upwards in the southern. 

The azimuth of the direction of the magnetic force, measured 
from the true north in a westerly direction, is called the 
Varjation, or the Magnetic Declination. The angle between the 
direction of the magnetic force and the horizontal plane is called 
the Magnetic Dip. These two angles determine the direction 
of the magnetic force, and, when the magnetic intensity is 
also known, the magnetic force is completely determined. The 
determination of the values of these three elements at different 
parts of the earth's surface, the discussion of the manner in 
which they vary according to the place and time of observation, 
and the investigation of the causes of the magnetic force and its 
variations, constitute the science of Terrestrial Magnetism. 

373 ] Let us now suppose that the axes of several magnets 
have been determined, and the end of each which points north 
marked Then, if one of these magnets be freely suspended and 
another brought near it, it is found that two marked ends repel 
each other that a marked and an unmarked end attract eLh 
other, and that two unmarked ends repel each other 

If the magnets are in the form of long rods or wires 

oimlj and longitudinally magnetized, (see below, Art. 384,) 
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tliiitmiiHi hi'twrun t}i»*itp iin4 f flu* f*u*u <4 loptihiiun,all r \pi*,rri«"4 

liiiniurieiil!i'i thut! Ir% m 
! h. 

!Uit if } ui }.\l \ an4 j #4} l»u the* «H»nrr«*tw nnit« uf fi»»gin4ir jn4*% 

lutigtli iijpI tllUtl 

/\n ^ 171-p. 

whutidn it Ctiliiittfp tlmt 

[••■I !'■■>■! u 

i.r | ... j |/.U' 5 ,!H], 

* M»'ri u# r,l»it4 I# «i»I |t<^# , 



4 EbKMKN'TAItY Tiir.t'UY nf 3 i i * 

The dimensions of the unit-polo arc th«-tvfoiv * n* rcgardii h-ngth, 

(—1) as regards times and J as regard •« tttajM, Them* dtnmM’dtiii* 

are the same as ilm.se of the rlrrfnmtntie unit «»f rlwirieiiv, 

which is specified in exactly the same way in Art* it, lit 
375.] The accuracy of this law ma\ U* mmaid’‘!*’d to havo 

been established by the experiments of t buluinh with tlio T**r^i*m 

Balance, and confirmed by the e\pt*ntn»*iit>» of and SS eb« i, 

and of all observers in magnetic oh** natoi'ic*, who tuv evei) day 
making measurements of magnmic tjttiifittftm, and who obtain 

results whkdi would he inenmintent with mrli uth«<r if tin !nw 

of force had been erronemtsh u^unmd. It di<nvcn ndditi<»tiul 
support from its eondniemn with the lawi of idertn.ioutie 

phenomena. 
S76.] The (juantity which we have hitherto culled the ^tren^tli 

of a pole may also \m called a ijttanitiy of * ptoud* 4 

we attribute no properties to * MttgiieSsUttt' mivjit tSoh»*;|'vi'«i 

in the poles of magnets. 

Since the expression of the law of fonv i^!%fr«tt gU« n *1111111* 

titics of* Magnetism * has exactl) llm earn*’ umthonmf mat fW«t 
as the law of force between *j*mmi«ea ?#i" ESreirmay 4 *4 

numerical values much of the nmchrmathml !*« nUn*'ni ui mi%}* 

netism must he similar to that of rWfrnon #IVi >'**»<<, howo-vm, 
other properties of miignets which tumi |«* Umum m mind, mid 

which may throw some light on the ideetrieal |»ro)M*ritf'*i **f \m4w, 

JMrttioii itt'tWen thr nf «j 

377.J The quantity of magnet shiu at ostr p«|p «f » magnrl 1% 

always equal and opposite to tlml at tint of Imf,of into** ip’inlH 
thus:— 

J% evciy MiUjnvt thf tuhd tjunuhhf 1## iforkottwt 
algebraically) in zem. 

Hence in a held uf force which himiftmm and ihnmgh* 

out the space occupied by ih<* tiiagnri, tl*e fnfro itciing utt tin* 

marked end of the magnet is exutrfly e«pijiJ, f$pjmmtU^ and pamlM 

to that on the unmarked end* no ilmt lli«i tmtMrnnl uf tli« tntmm 
is a statical couple, tending to plum the mm of the nmgmi %%% % 

determinate direction, hut not to m«m> tkm mugmi m mwhuh in 
any direction. 

Th.H way be mmly jm.vwj l.y j-tmi,.# tlw nmgmi i«,n, » *,,*11 

vessel ami Heating it in wftUr. Tj.. *. ,,,4 ««J| turn m * ,v,un» 



rittj'M ur v M\r»xi:r, 

«liivrthmt mum h> hritt ^ tlm n\m <*f thr minno-t »m isnu im |*»n *ih!»* 

to tlm *iirri*tt«»n tif fli«^ *"1111! i * ”1 iiiii^iii t i»« luiiM, Imf ifis-tv \\j|| ho 

Ii«i motion of flu* % ri4#ti**l n#i ji \\ lit *1«- in imv *Iinrii<m ; ho tlmi 

limit’ run ho ini ramm* of fhr |i*rr»« imvui.U t}*•■» nortli mrt tluit 

tmvu!*i« tho noiilli, or flto irvrrw. It nm\ nhm h«* *!irwii fnmi 

tho flirt tlilll 14 of ntm4 »1oom Hot lilt* r IN Vkri^ht. 

If «lo« ^ iilii r tip’ ii|*}iiiimf §»«>#§! am 1»f ifi m-itf tv of it ^ t mnmm^ 

if in fhr.no Isititn<!*oi to 1 i11f iiloii|| tin* |s.\uir4;n tlm iioillt, 

Ilir iHiitio of iiiortui* mi (Jotriniiiif'4 |t\ ilio mi »if roin 

fioii, rpiinuiin u!tnlUaiv«i. 

‘I* \ H thr 1Ill«14]o of II Ion ,* thill fllll nn I ho r\similpuf if 

*•* fotttj*l III !#o viwi 140 1104^11**1 ip Jtl’ojw | f to*, hut if f ho linmttof If* 

htotofi fit iSilif rrtt'li of fho jtjprr?i jn lollinl In Jiillp a l$ni^ 

infir |r»h* ill flio jihiro of li*i«*tiniiini tlii-i iirw ]*olr in * 

ojipii imp! fit tSir ollp f Jioli III tutp/mj tn tloif jmw if 

l"' oil lirr hs imtvfiH lint loin HI hi hr* Ill%ifi|f l!|f| flirt*!, of 

hi lift I nllipf uioiiipit to ju i»rtivo n I n lnr<» mo iiih «ji|iih 

ft «*■ hirnli fh# h*nr' fliiii tn»/iis l into n iniml # i of *Umi 

J*h’r« m li**- .hull *4it4iii4 ii witr# of »iho> t um$tn t*, iwit of wttirti 

lift l J*o!r>* of 1i|tf|ii| l!o ^44114#- WfNfipit* f*\ fh,oti of fill* «*| t^tfPtl 

loft^ iJt?4f?fo f J hi ^ inlllf i|4irnf ion of j«oh'H m iiof xjopr/nut til ft 

r|i«lo*f4 III oft* f gS , lot »t» Juliof t* IIP niht f f Imf iiIImi hlofthifi^f 

th « 111 4j^ln I Hr iilllo fo »lo%|olk I m ' o|mi ,if o ill*, jiilto, III fill! 

iiijtpfiiv of th* if tillfftftiiofi fo| min ptioifios, 

Ih *J I 1 * t II# J«l|l III! fho J»lrm Ilf |}|« f|$|4|f|$»?t VmHUuH' 14 

III III’#! At Pftf h Jp«lfit ot Jtifirf |i4tl i h**i r l%lll I n 

* If to I of oJfj#o?*lfo htloli, J«hl4?o*l 111 tft flit #irt t hn tlilll 

llp'ii itpliofi mi uni' ttiJo i |oJo %till null, 1 ho um^jurtt 

I Irtift % * I -iilii, litm tip rrftin«‘ |*i tr<> mi pi u% »| iiftinrli 

tm O j4oh'j,.# »l||p HI #’4trl| * n*h * intol * fJi|»OMt p 1-0 ri|t4i f it 14* S Ilfl4 

till. J«|tl h* t H f ot* th»'*o jil h ft * %lnhif t 1*0 taiuno Uv iiofioSo 

in thi*s vmp„ %%**> l\u It tip nux^u* I to ho itm*v njt of 

lilt 1*’ %hoif l#, mu4 lit*. j4p iptiiis tin <uo tip* niiipi# ft4 in 

|}ir riPM of I ho 4|llhl»4«>l4 imi% ti^nol ftp 

4 VPfi hr.foSP |ft mg t loin’ll* Uliph 14 JI ui hUU\]i j#Ml trh *i * iirli of 

tlilll !l 1*114 t«»# 1414*1 |»<*Jr *; If W* rP|Ji|Npfo ftl) 

Iw h** tim4o nji of fiiirh }«isfirh'\ it i?* mohnl tloit 4fff^ 

tlir ftl^ohfUiPtt.i If % of Ilsllflirf min ||| opfth j»ftit$rlo in frfo, 

tip? *|l||4fll4t| III Iiio nimlti Will Iilfcp jP't «f of III 

it# jl|#lr« Will t*P of r |mil hilt t»f Suin.iL 



6 ELEMENTARY THEORY of MHAMO’M. 

Vof/r.-/ 

380.] Since the form of the law of mugn* tm «"i wn 

with that of electric action, the mine iviihow* *bwh ^ 

for attributing electric phenomena to tlm . I 

or two ‘fluids3 can also he used in favour m th* * t 

magnetic matter, or of two fcim^ *»! magiune 

otherwise. In fact, a theory of iimgm im mot' ’, ^^ 
purely mathematical sense, cannot lad i»* «^p an* ^ ? 
provided now laws are freely introduced tu ^er-urn s 

facts. 
One of {hose new laws must he t!j«i f!e* ma/m m<* il * 

pass from one molecule or partied «•! lie- i * ’-m ■ 
that the process of magnetization cmmhk* m •,« p** 

certain extent the two fluids within v*Ai panmd 
the one fluid to he mow concentrated at »'■ o;<s, 

fluid to bo more concentrated ill tin1 oth* r * n i t im 

This is the theory of Poisson. 
A particle of a magnetizable l*tdy t*\ *m tld * th' *>. 

to a small insulated conductor ttith* uf «d.•*!,,'*, 

two-fluid theory contains mdefinif* h i u* * : «. 
quantities of the two electricities. Wh* n .ot ' '• < m< 

acts on the conductor, it separate th«< * L*-’Si no'. » * * . - 
to become manifest at opposite ;d»h >> »«f tV *■, $ i>> m 

similar manner, according to thin th»*«>rj, ilv e : 

causes the two kinds of magnet bun, which wm* * f 

a neutralized state, to he separated, and i*< a; | ■ re 
sides of the magnetized particle. 

In certain substances, such m *»ci it> n ** A ?d - • 

substances which cannot he pernifiie'isiH ?.»,*£««< <i'. * ' 
netic condition, like the electrification *4 ih,. n i,,;.*, o *, - 

when the inducing form in retimv* d *. Jn m/ 

as hard steel, the magnetic condition ih h v, * -» 

and, when produced, remains nftir th- f *,v* 
force. 

^ This is expressed by saying that in 0*,, j**i< t rV5,- , 

Coercive Force, tending to prevent alt*tntmi» m ?fV ,, 
tion, which must ho overcome tHfuto i}4„ t ai A 

can bo either increased or dinjinb#!e'<b In in,- 

* }Sm» &*•* tM« C. 14 

*■ a i 



MAGNETIC POLARIZATION. 7 38i.] 

electrified body this would correspond to a kind of electric 
resistance, which, unlike the resistance observed in metals, would 
be equivalent to complete insulation for electromotive forces 
below a certain value. 

This theory of magnetism, like the corresponding theory of 
electricity, is evidently too large for the facts, and requires to be 
restricted by artificial conditions. For it not only gives no 
reason why one body may not differ from another on account of 
having more of both fluids, but it enables us to say what would 
be the properties of a body containing an excess of one magnetic 
fluid. It is true that a reason is given why such a body cannot 
exist, but this reason is only introduced as an after-thought 
to explain this particular fact. It does not grow out of the 
theory. 

381.] We must therefore seek for a mode of expression which 
shall not be capable of expressing too much, and which shall leave 
room for the introduction of new ideas as these are developed 
from new facts. This, I think, we shall obtain if we begin by 

saying that the particles of a magnet are Polarized. 

Meaning of the term ‘ Polarization! 

When a particle of a body possesses properties related to a 
certain line or direction in the body, and when the body, re¬ 
taining these properties, is turned so that this direction is 
reversed, then if as regards other bodies these properties of the 
particle are reversed, the particle, in reference to these proper¬ 
ties, is said to be polarized, and the properties are said to 

constitute a particular kind of polarization. 
Thus we may say that the rotation of a body about an axis 

constitutes a kind of polarization, because if, while the rotation 
continues, the direction of the axis is turned end for end, the 
body will be rotating in the opposite direction as regards space. 

A conducting particle through which there is a current of 
electricity may be said to be polarized, because if it were turned 
round, and if the current continued to flow in the same direc¬ 
tion as regards the particle, its direction in space would be 
reversed. 

In short, if any mathematical or physical quantity is of the 
nature of a vector, as defined in Art. 11, then any body or 
particle to which this directed quantity or vector belongs may 
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be said to be Polarized *, because it has opposite properties in 
the two opposite directions or poles of the directed quantity. 

The poles of the earth, for example, have reference to its 

rotation, and have accordingly different names. 

Meaning of the term 6 Magnetic Polarization 

382.] In speaking of the state of the particles of a magnet as 
magnetic polarization, we imply that each of the smallest parts 
into which a magnet may be divided has certain properties 
related to a definite direction through the particle, called its 
Axis of Magnetization, and that the properties related to one end 
of this axis are opposite to the properties related to the other 
end. 

The properties which we attribute to the particle are of the 
same kind as those which we observe in the complete magnet, 
and in assuming that the particles possess these properties, we 
only assert what we can prove by breaking the magnet up into 
small pieces, for each of these is found to be a magnet. 

Properties of a Magnetized Particle. 

383.] Let the element dx dy dz be a particle of a magnet, and 
let us assume that its magnetic properties are those of a magnet 
the strength of whose positive pole is m, and whose length is ds. 

Then'if P is any point in space distant r from the positive pole 

and r' from the negative pole, the magnetic potential at P will 

be — due to the positive pole, and — ~ due to the negative pole, 

If ds, the distance between the poles, is very small, we may 

r'—r = ds cose, (2) 

* The word Polarization has been used in a sense not consistent with this in 
Optics,where a ray of light is said to be polarized when it has "properties relating 
to its sides, which are identical on opposite sides of the ray. This kind of polarization 
refers to another kind of Directed Quantity, which may be called a Dipolar Quantity, 
in opposition to the former kind, which may be called S Unipolar. 

When a dipolar quantity is turned end for end it remains the same as before. 
Tensions and Pressures in solid bodies, Extensions, Compressions, and Distortions 
and most of" the optical, electrical, and magnetic properties of crystallized bodies 
are dipolar quantities. 

The property produced by magnetism in transparent bodies of "twisting the plane 
of polarization of the incident light, is, like magnetism itself, a "unipolar property. 
The rotatory property referred to in Art. 803 is also unipolar. 
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where e is the angle between the vector drawn from the magnet 
to P and the axis of the magnet *, or in the limit 

^=-^rc°se- (3) 

Magnetic Moment. 

384. ] The product of the length of a uniformly and longitud¬ 
inally magnetized bar magnet into the strength of its positive 
pole is called its Magnetic Moment. 

Intensity of Magnetization. 

The intensity of magnetization of a magnetic particle is the 
ratio of its magnetic moment to its volume. We shall denote it 
by I. 

The magnetization at any point of a magnet may be defined 
by its intensity and its direction. Its direction may be defined 

by its direction-cosines X3 /x, v. 

Components of Magnetization. 

The magnetization at a point of a magnet (being a vector or 
directed quantity) may be expressed in terms of its three com¬ 
ponents referred to the axes of coordinates. Calling these 

A,B,C, A=I\, B = hx, 0 = lv, (4) 

and the numerical value of I is given by the equation 

12= J.2 + P2 + (72 (5) 

385. ] If the portion of the magnet which we consider is the 
differential element of volume dxdydz, and if I denotes the 
intensity of magnetization of this element, its magnetic moment 
is I dxdydz. Substituting this for mds in equation (3), and 
remembering that 

r cose = X(£~x) + iA(r}--y)-\~v((---z), (6) 

where £, rj3 C are the .coordinates of the extremity of the vector r 

drawn from the point (x, y, z), we find for the potential at the 

point (£, 17, Q due to the magnetized element at (x, y, z), 

{A (£-z) +B(r>—y) + C((-z)} Xdxdydz. (7) 

To obtain the potential at the point (£, u? 0 due to a magnet of 
finite dimensions, we must find the integral of this expression for 

* {The positive direction of the axis is from the negative to the positive pole.} 
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every element of volume included within the space occupied by 

the magnet, or 

V=fff{A(t-x) + B(r,-y) + C(C-g)}jsdxdydz. (8) 

Integrated by parts, this becomes 

V = JJa i dydz+JJB^dzdx+j'JC^clxdy 

-um+*+'>** 
where the double integration in the first three terms refers to 
the surface of the magnet, and the triple integration in the 

fourth to the space within it. 
If l3 m, 71 denote the direction-cosines of the normal drawn 

outwards from the element of surface dS, we may write, as in 

Art. 21, for the sum of the first three terms 

//<■ ’l A + mB + nC) 

where the integration is to be extended over the whole surface 

of the magnet. 
If we now introduce two new symbols cr and p, defined by the 

equations a-= l A + mB + nG, 

,dA dB dC\ 
p ^ dx + dy + dz' * 

the expression for the potential may he written 

V—J'J^dt3+JJJ^dxdydz. 

386.] This expression is identical with that for the electric 
potential due to a body on the surface of which there is an 
electrification whose surface-density is <r, while throughout its 
substance there is a bodily electrification whose volume-density 
is p. Hence, if we assume <r and p to be the surface- and volume- 
densities of the distribution of an imaginary substance, which 

we have called ‘magnetic matter,5 the potential due to this 
imaginary distribution will be identical with that due to the 
actual magnetization of every element of the magnet. 

The surface-density <x is the resolved part of the intensity of 
magnetization I in the direction of the normal to the surface 
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drawn outwards, and the volume-density p is the ‘ convergence ’ 
(see Art. 25) of the magnetization at a given point in the 

magnet. 
This method of representing the action of a magnet as due 

to a distribution of * magnetic matter’ is very convenient, but 
we must always remember that it is only an artificial method 
of representing the action of a system of polarized particles. 

On the Action of one Magnetic Molecule on another. 

387.] If, as in the chapter on Spherical Harmonics, Art. 129 5, 

we make d 7d d d 
~7T= + (1) 
dh dx dy dz 

where l, m, n are the direction-cosines of the axis h, then the 
potential due to a magnetic molecule at the origin, whose axis 

is parallel to hli and whose magnetic moment is m15 is 

d m1 m1 

dh, r yi2 ,V1> (2) 

where is the cosine of the angle between ht and r. 
Again, if a second magnetic molecule whose moment is m2, 

and whose axis is parallel to h29 is placed at the extremity of 
the radius vector r} the potential energy due to the action of 

the one magnet on the other is 

W ■ : m., 
d%_ 

dh. 
- m, m, 

d2 

2 dhxdh2 & 
m1m2 

(/x12 — 3 AjA2), 

(3) 

(4) 

where p12 is the cosine of the angle which the axes make with 
each other, and Ax, \2 are the cosines of the angles which they 
make with r. 

Let us next determine the moment of the couple with which 
the first magnet tends to turn the second round its centre. 

Let us suppose the second magnet turned through an angle 
dcf> in a plane perpendicular to a third axis h3, then the work 

dW 
done against the magnetic forces will be d<fi, and the moment 

of the forces on the magnet in this plane will be 

dW_ mxm2 /cfy12 d\2s 

d<p r6 ^ d<p 1 d<j>' (5) 
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The actual moment acting on the second magnet may therefore 
he considered as the resultant of two couples, of which the first 
acts in a plane parallel to the axes of both magnets, and tends ’to 
increase the angle between them with a couple whose moment is 

zyi3 sin (AtA2), (6) 

while the second couple acts in the plane passing through r and 
the axis of the second magnet, and tends to diminish the angle 
between these directions with a couple whose moment is 

3«y2 cos sin 
(7) 

where (rAJ, (rhj, (hh) denote the anSles between the lines r, 

Al, h*. 
To determine the force acting on the second magnet m a 

direction parallel to a line hs, we have to calculate 

dW 

dhq 

d3 

dhj^dh^dhg '-r 

|3! ^3 

(3) 

= — m1m2 , by Art. 129 c, 

= 3 
rn^m^ 

{^1^23 d- ^2^31 + ^-3^12 ® AiAjAj}, by Art. 133, (9) 

= 3X^ (^-SA^d-Sp.jj—-j-A2 + 3^23—-j-Ax. (10) 

If we suppose the actual force compounded of three forces, B, 
E1 and S2, in the directions of r, and h2 respectively, then the 

force in the direction of h$ is 

h$B d~ ^13^1 +A*23-®2‘ (^) 

are the angles which the axes of the magnets make with r, if/ the angle 
between the planes containing r and the axes of the first and second magnet 
respectively, then 

/ti2—3 A-jXg = -»2 cos 0X cos 62 + sin 91 sin 02 cos^. 

Thus the couple acting on the second magnet is equivalent to a couple whose axis 
is r and whose moment —dW/dif tending to increase \p is 

sm 02 sm 02 sm 

together with a couple in the plane of r and the axis of the second magnet whose 
moment —dW/d02 tending to increase 02 is 

— { 2 cos 01 sin 02 + sin cos 02 cos if/}. 

These couples are equivalent to those given by (6) and (7).} 
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Since the direction of hs is arbitrary, we must have 

E 
3^2, , . 

4 0*12 ^ AjAj), 

Bl = 3-^K 
rjr 3m,m9. 
-#2 = 

(12) 

The force it! is a repulsion, tending to increase r; IZ] and H2 
act on the second magnet in the directions of the axes of the 
first and second magnets respectively. 

This analysis of the forces acting between two small magnets 
was first given in terms of the Quaternion Analysis by Professor 
Tait in the Quarterly Math. Joum. for Jan. 1860. See also his 

work on Quater7iions) Arts. 442-443, 2nd Edition. 

Particular Positions. 

388.] (1) If and A2 are each equal to 1, that is, if the axes 
of the magnets are in one straight line and in the same direction, 
M12 = 1, and the force between the magnets is a repulsion 

R + -H"i + H0 
6m1m2 

(13) 

The negative sign indicates that the force is an attraction. 
(2) If Aj and A2 are zero, and /i12 unity, the axes of the magnets 

are parallel to each other and perpendicular to r, and the force 
is a repulsion 

<14> 
In neither of these cases is there any couple. 

(3) If \ = 1 and A2 = 0, then /x12 = 0. (15) 

The force on the second magnet will be —in the direction 

2 m in 
of its axis, and the couple will be-1—2, tending to turn it 

DA 

3 
bC 

Fig. 1. 

parallel to the first magnet. , This is equivalent to a single force 
3 7Yb 7Tb 
—acting parallel to the direction of the axis of the second 
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magnet, and cutting r at a I"*'"* tw,t'tl,ir,U **f itl4 1, u«th 

from 
Tlum in the figure {1} two magnets nr,' mn4e to float •*» w»t,-r. 

m.,being in the directiun of the »*»•• -f »'«.>•“* )*»' «»* "«*« 
axis at right angleH to that of mt. If i*» H»<*. .1, K, 
connected with )«, and n. »«'•• eoinn oto.l i*v UH'niis 

of a string T, the system will !«• in j.iovul. 4 '/’ cut-, 

the line at right angles at » l»u»i «•«»•' th»»4 f tl,. 4i«t«iie.' 

from to m>r 
(4) If wo allow tlm second magnet listn mhtmt it* 

centre till it com oh to a pmtioit <*f ntnhlr equiliht him, H' *ill 
then ho a minimum m regardi* A., mid thvivivt** tSir tv***lvril 

part of the force duo to wy taken in the tlirrriiiin nt* h%t w til lw 

a maximum, lionets if wo whli to p»dM*« the gs* j* hmMp 

magnetic force at a given pint in h gn* ti dmefhn hi i»f 

magneta, the positions of whose cnittr# §i»«* 4%%* ii» «it* «*rd« r 
U> determine tlir jtiMjwr ttf 

tin* ftXtst of* t!o w in»gfi*’l#i |n jintitun^ 

this otlrcf# Wt tf»V« tifily |m | »!.**%* ii 

* lllllgliel ill flip gtvefi ilin^lwll ill tilP 

given pint, ioi4 In utuMurv** tlm tiitw 
finit t*f Hfahh * *|in!i|iritiiti t»f 11*#* uxvn 

t»f H HrOohd SHlg!ft«‘f ttlirfl Ifa in nlfp in 

pluoetl lit pfirh t-f the£tvett pint*. 

The mugn* nnn*f thru !«* | linnet %* ills 

their n\*‘i in tW ihmHiMtiM iii*linit*Ml 

hy that **f flm vruti-S I 

Of course*in perforinmg ilm* e\j*< riimi*! we mmt n»h« mre^nut 

of terrestrial magnetism, if it t’xi*U», 

Lot the second magnet ho in 11 p»iti«m t.if »Ut4<' jiiililiriiitu 

as regards its direction,! hen uinee tl$oe«nj»Ip il vnni«*)m»4 
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js ciSj -be placed so that its positive pole i3 at a point -where 

the potential is V, and its negative pole at a point where the 
potential is V', the potential energy of this magnet will be 
qn (Y— V'), or, if ds is measured from the negative pole to the 

positive, dV 7 
m -r- els. 

ds (i) 

If I is the intensity of the magnetization, and A, jjl, v its direc¬ 

tion-cosines, we may write, 

mds = Idxcly dz, , dV , dV dV dV- an ds dx ^ ^ dy^~ v dz ’ 

and, finally, if A, J5, G are the components of magnetization, 

A = A/, C = vl> 

so that the expression (1) for the potential energy of the element 

of the magnet becomes 

To obtain the potential energy of a magnet of finite size, 
we must integrate this expression for every element of the 
magnet. We thus obtain 

as the value of the potential energy of the magnet with respect 
to the magnetic field in which it is placed. 

The potential energy is here expressed in terms of the com¬ 
ponents of magnetization and of those of the magnetic force 
arising from external causes. 

By integration by parts we may express it in terms of the 
distribution of magnetic matter and of magnetic potential, thus, 

W=JJ(Al+Bm+Cn) VdS-fffv(^ +~ + ^) dxdydz, (4) 

where l, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal at the 
element of surface dS. If we substitute in this equation the 
expressions for the surface- and volume-density of magnetic 
matter as given in Art. 385, the expression becomes 

W=ff VadS+ fff VP dxdydz. (5) 
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This expression may be expanded in terms of spherical har¬ 

monics, with their centre at the origin. We have then 

F=F0+F1+T^ + &c., (2) 

where V0 = -,r being the distance of (£ 17, () from the origin, (3) 

W 
tt jx+vy+fr 
V1 r 3 3 

Tr 3(£« + 7j2/+Cz)2-(«2 + 2/2 + z2) (F + ^+C) 
^ =-2r^ > W 

&c. 

To determine the value of the potential energy when the 
magnet is placed in the field of force expressed by this potential, 
we have to integrate the expression for W in equation (3) of 
Art. 389 with respect to x, y and z, considering £, rj, £ and r as 
constants. 

If we consider only the terms introduced by Yx and V2 the 
result will depend on the following volume-integrals, 

IK~ JJJAdxdydz, mK=JJJBdxdydz, nR—j'J'JGdxdydz; (6) 

L =JJJAxdxdydz, Jf= JJjBydxdydz, AT =J'JJ'czdxdydz; (7) 

P =JJJ(.Bz + Cy)dxdydz, Q = JJJ(Cx + Az) dxdydz, 

R =zJJJ(Ay + Itx)dxdydz. (8) 

We thus find for the value of the potential energy of the 
magnet placed in presence of the unit pole at the point (£, rj, Q, 

-^*3 

^L-M-JSniW^M-JSr-^ + ^JSr-L-Mj + SjPvC+QCe+Iter, 
^5 

+ &C. 

This expression may also be regarded as the potential energy 

of the unit pole in presence of the magnet, or more simply as 
the potential at the point 77, £ due to the magnet. 
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This is the simplest form of the first two terms of the potential 
of a magnet. When the axes of y and z are thus placed they 
may be called the Secondary axes of the magnet. 

We may also determine the centre of a magnet by finding 
the position of the origin of coordinates, for which the surface- 
integral of the square of the second term of the potential, extended 

over a sphere of unit radius, is a minimum. 
The quantity which, is to be made a minimum is, by Art. 141, 

4 (.L2 + M'1 + A2 - MN- NL-LM) + 3 (P2 + Q2 + P2). (16) 

The changes in the values of this quantity due to a change 

of position of the origin may be deduced from equations (11) 
and (12). Hence the conditions of a minimum are 

2 l (2i—ilf-—-Z\r) + 3 n Q+3mR = 0, \ 
2m(2 M—N—L) + 3 l jR + 3 71 P = 0, t (17) 
2)i(2l~X-I) + 3mP + 3 IQ = 0. ) 

If we assume Z = 1, m = 0, w = 0, these conditions become 

2L—M—N = 0, Q= 0, jR = 0, (18) 

which are the conditions made use of in the previous investi¬ 

gation. 
This investigation may be compared with that by which 

the potential of a system of gravitating matter is expanded. In 
the latter case, the most convenient point to assume as the 
origin is the centre of gravity of the system, and the most con¬ 
venient axes are the principal axes of inertia through that point. 

In the case of the magnet, the point corresponding to the 
centre of gravity is at an infinite distance in the direction of 
the axis, and the point which we call the centre of the magnet 
is a point having different properties from those of the centre of 

gravity. The quantities L, M, JST correspond to the moments of 
inertia, and P, Q, P to the products of inertia of a material body, 
except that L, M, and A are not necessarily positive quantities. 

When the centre of the magnet is taken as the origin, the 
spherical harmonic of the second order is of the sectorial form, 
having its axis coinciding with that of the magnet, and this 
is true of no other point. 

When the magnet is symmetrical on all sides of this axis, 
as in the case of a figure of revolution, the term involving the 
harmonic of the second order disappears entirely. 

393.] At all parts of the earth’s surface, except some parts of 
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the Polar regions, one end of a magnet points towards the 
north, or at least in a northerly direction, and the other in a 
southerly direction. In speaking of the ends of a magnet we 
shall adopt the popular method of calling the end which points 
to the north the north end of the magnet. When, however, we 
speak in the language of the theory of magnetic fluids we shall 
use the words Boreal and Austral. Boreal magnetism is an 
imaginary kind of matter supposed to he most abundant in the 
northern parts of the earth, and Austral magnetism is the ima¬ 
ginary magnetic matter which prevails in the southern regions 
of the earth. The magnetism of the north end of a magnet is 
Austral, and that of the south end is Boreal. When therefore 
we speak of the north and south ends of a magnet we do not 
compare the magnet with the earth as the great magnet, but 
merely express the position which the magnet endeavours to 
take up when free to move. When, on the other hand, we wish 
to compare the distribution of imaginary magnetic fluid in the 
magnet with that in the earth we shall use the more grandilo¬ 
quent words Boreal and Austral magnetism. 

394.] In speaking of a field of magnetic force we shall use 
the phrase Magnetic North to indicate the direction in which, 
the north end of a compass needle would point if placed in the 
field of force. 

In speaking of a line of magnetic force we shall always sup¬ 
pose it to he traced from magnetic south to magnetic north, and 
shall call this direction positive. In the same way the direction 
of magnetization of a magnet is indicated by a line drawn from 
the south end of the magnet towards the north end, and the end 
of the magnet which points north is reckoned the positive end. 

We shall consider Austral magnetism, that is, the magnetism 
of that end of a magnet which points north, as positive. If we 
denote its numerical value by m, then the magnetic potential 

^(7)’ 
and the positive direction of a line of force is that in which V 

diminishes. 



CHAPTER IE 

MAGNETIC EORCE AND MAGNETIC INDUCTION. 

395.] We have already (Art. 385) determined the magnetic 
potential at a given point due to a magnet, the magnetization of 
which is given at every point of its substance, and we have 
shewn that the mathematical result may be expressed either in 
terms of the. actual magnetization of every element of the 
magnet, or in terms of an imaginary distribution of ‘ magnetic 
matter,5 partly condensed on the surface of the magnet and 

partly diffused throughout its substance. 
The magnetic potential, as thus defined, is found by the same 

mathematical process, whether the given point is outside the 
magnet or within it. The force exerted on a unit magnetic pole 
placed at any point outside the magnet is deduced from the 
potential by the same process of differentiation .as in the cor¬ 
responding electrical problem. If the components of this force 

are a, /3, y, dV dV dV 

dy 9 ^ dz 

To determine by experiment the magnetic force at a point 
within the magnet we must begin by removing part of the 
magnetized substance, so as to form a cavity within which we 
are to place the magnetic pole. The force acting on the pole 
will depend, in general, on the form of this cavity, and on the 
inclination of the walls of the cavity to the direction of mag¬ 
netization. Hence it is necessary, in order to avoid ambiguity 
in speaking of the magnetic force within a magnet, to specify 
the form and position of the cavity within which the force is to 
be measured. It is manifest that when the form and position 

of the cavity is specified, the point within it at which the 
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while the effect due to the surface-density on the walls of the 

cavity remains, in general, finite. 
If, therefore, we assume the dimensions of the cylinder so 

small that the magnetization of the part removed may „be 
regarded as everywhere parallel to the axis of the cylinder, and 
of constant magnitude /, the force on a magnetic pole placed at 
the middle point of the axis of the cylindrical hollow will be 
compounded of two forces. The first of these is that due to the 
distribution of magnetic matter on the outer surface of the 
magnet, and throughout its interior, exclusive of the portion 
hollowed out. The components of this force are a, /3 and y, 
derived from the potential by equations (1). The second is the 
force B, acting along the axis of the cylinder in the direction of 
magnetization. The value of this force depends on the ratio of 
the length to the diameter of the cylindric cavity. 

898.] Case L Let this ratio be very great, or let the diameter 
of the cylinder be small compared with its length. Expanding 

the expression for R in powers of we find 

22 = 
la* 

b2 (3) 

a quantity which vanishes when the ratio of & to a is made 
infinite. Hence, when the cavity is a very narrow cylinder 
with its axis parallel to the direction of magnetization, the 
magnetic force within the cavity is not affected by the surface 
distribution on the ends of the cylinder, and the components of 
this force are simply a, j3y y, where 

dV dV 

dx5 dy' y ~~ dz' 
We shall define the force within a cavity of this form as the 

magnetic force within the magnet. Sir William Thomson has 
called this the Polar definition of magnetic force. When we 
have occasion to consider this force as a vector we shall denote 
it by <£>. 

399.] Case II, Let the length of the cylinder be very small 
compared with its diameter, so that the cylinder becomes a thin 

disk. Expanding the expression for R in 

b 1 &3 

powers of -, it becomes 
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the ultimate value of which, when the ratio of a to b is made 
infinite, is 4 itI. 

* Hence, when the cavity is in the form of a thin disk, whose 
plane is normal to the direction of magnetization, a unit mag¬ 
netic pole placed at the middle of the axis experiences a force 
4 7r I in the direction of magnetization, arising from the super¬ 
ficial magnetism on the circular surfaces of the disk *. 

Since the components of I are A, B and C, the components of 
this force are 4 ttA, 4 nB, and 4 ttG. This must be compounded 

with the force whose components are a, ft, y. 

400.] Let the actual force on the unit pole be denoted by the 

vector 33, and its components by a, b and c, then 

Cl = CL Hb* 4 7T A, \ 

b = /3 + 4 7iB, ( (6) 

C = y + 4 ttC. ) 

We shall define the force within a hollow disk, whose plane 
sides are normal to the direction of magnetization, as the Mag¬ 
netic Induction within the magnet. Sir William Thomson has 
called this the Electromagnetic definition of magnetic force. 

The three vectors, the magnetization 3, the magnetic force 
and the magnetic induction 33, are connected by the vector 

equation 8 = $ + 4*3. (7) 

Line-Integral of Magnetic Force. 

401.] Since the magnetic force, as defined in Art. 398, is that 
due to the distribution of free magnetism on the surface and 
through the interior of the magnet, and is not affected by the 
surface-magnetism of the cavity, it may bo derived directly from 

the general expression for the potential of the magnet, and the 

* On the force within cavities of other forms. 

1. Any narrow crevasse. The force arising from the surface-magnetism in 
4 7T Jcos e in the direction of the normal to the plane of the crevasse, where c is the 
angle between this normal and the direction of magnetization. When the crevasse 
is parallel to the direction of magnetization the force is the magnetic force $; when 
the crevasse is perpendicular to the direction of magnetization the force is the 
magnetic induction 

2. In an infinitely elongated cylinder, the axis of which makes an angle « with the 
direction of magnetization, the force arising from the surface-magnetism is 2 irXnxn «, 
perpendicular to the axis in the plane containing the axis and the direction of 
magnetization. 

3. In a sphere the fore© arising from surface magnetism is j irI in the direction of 
magnetization. 
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lino-integral of (he magii-tie feree tok.-n along am mirve from 

the point .! to the pant h in 
tr'tlx ,'t‘i l , 

i, (“«/, 4 'fw. 

where VA atul V„ denote the [hU-hUiiI* #« .1 and IS 

?; iv (♦*) 

as 

,S'nrfii>r-!nt>‘jr<‘( */ /».(«.-f»on. 

402.] The magnetic indnetion through the »urft»e - o 

the value of the integral 

(/ I) *»'«*■>»»•!>', 

tikttii«,!4 

if| -» 

where ^ denote the tiiinnniii Is of *!#• omgto'lit* itidtief #>t* #f th. 

element of nurture i/N, mi* 1 * lh<* nu^h* i ll^ »'? 
the induction and tin* m*juml to tie- * h**n* of ni ,1*11? t&e#, ntt4 flV* 

iritegration i« to lut lie1 ^tiifne^, tthtch 

he either closed or hounded hi it rlw4 mitt* 
If a} />,c denote the cofiiJ««ftefiiA *4 *hr iu4n/f mfi. <i*» I 

4 n the ilireetHm»rii«i!i«*M of the p^tinmh fhe mi 

may he written /f 
y j I t /•? 4 | . . I If >. 4i*» 

If we substitute for tlm ooi*ij*m« nt* $4 th < umgiictn* f»* 1* 
their values in terms of then** «.f ih»- m&g?# t*e umi tfo- 

magnetization us given in Art, 4 mi, wp litui 

Q ~ J j rl + #0 4 4 H / Ml ^ if I *V | I i ■'J #• m If # ' ./A 11 s 

We nlial 1 now suppose tlmt flu? mirf§tr« «%w wliWi fliti 

tion extends in n, dosed mir, mml tu fdmlt iIip vnttto 

of the two terms on the rightduiiid *i4« **f tlii* 

Since the inathenintitml form **f llin r«?Uit**ti l«4w®*iti i#iagiir44i? 
forces and free tntigitrliptji i# tint mum m tlini **u *bct§#r 

force and Iren electricity* w«i ttitty apply llw» fmuti in 

Art. 77 to the first term in the vuluo *if t/ h) «4l«tliiil4iig n, il f, 
the components of magnetic ftm%% f«#r A, h, X tlio ryn^ mt* 

of electric force in Art, 77, &n«j th# mitti *#f llitf (ii»f 

magnetinm within tin* chmed unrlure, r, |h# nlgi t»f 
the free ol(‘drieit}% 

Wo thus obtain the etjiiftittift 



Si Sirin’ IM! lit; u , 

Sinro tnwy timgttuf iu |*mtirt** him t w ** jtulaH, whirh lira rtjuul 

in miiiiprit'&l lungiutu»h* hut «*t mgim, tlm mini 

of lilt! itifigiwttmii of ilw | mi I Vi /mm. 1 f aura, Ilium’ |*iu tirlim 

whirl* lira riil inly within flip o]« >u* * I mu fWu S vm% tntutrihutn 

nothing to thv nl^rl*niia ntim «*f fho umguutmm within S Ilia 

Vtilttu uf M lilllftf t hi*! afutu *h*Jw*n»| * *111 y uli lluma Hiflglirtii* 

jiiirtit’I«*h w liirli tin* mil Ia tin* mnitira S, 

('otmhlrr ii i-iiisiill ul«'iu»iif uf I!?*’ nni^tii’f t»f h-ugth .<* iui»l tniim* 

vurna mrthrn i\ tmw;u* ft/*-4 m ilia tliimiiun **f itn Imtgllt, mi tlmt 

tin' nlrntgfit tif in jiulrti in in. Ilia timimnt uf ttiin mimU 

will ho m#t iiinl tin* int« unity nf it* fftftgft* li/iiltuii, firing 

ilia iiiiiti nf tlio limglirlio fimiiiaiil |t» tin* VottUmi, will U* 

l«*»t tlii« niiinll tiiiigtn^t W rut hy thu mirfiira St mi tlmt llm 
fliiwlkiti nf iimgjn^imtifisi itmkun mi nugh* # with ilia imrnuit 

tlniwii mitwiinln from th«* m§i I’ura, than if *iS iluiitilrs tin* ii.raii nf 

tho motion, p iis <•„«/, (It) 

Thu ttn§|fitt%*fi jml«« th nf fliim ititigfirt lam within tin* mirfitt'i* S> 

if w*j ih*n«»lu l«y */ th«* jimf **f th** ftra iniign*’timu 

within ^ whirl* in mtifi thts!t»4 !a thm lit tip inii.gtt«4, 

tlM v, in !k\ 

I rati /*i$, (15} 

To fin*! Jf» tin* nlguhruir mini nf lli« fum mitgnHmm with in tin* 
r It mm l itiirCfttfn wo itiiint ittfogfitfa thin oxpmmkm uv« r flu* 

rhw**»l KtirlftfP, mi Ifni 

iir writing A, If, * * i**r th«*rMiii|M»u«*fin uf um$tu*t'vmtu>nt mnl /, m, » 

lilt* lti» «litwli«iti«in,i:iiiii«^i «*| ilia ii*<rmnl *ittiwn imlwn4‘4i», 

1/ II J A I H-.m htyts. (If.i 

Thin givim tin thu vtihi*’ of flip m<« gial in Ilia mmuini li-riii «ti 

itia right tmtnl at‘ 111 a Thr uilna «f 1/ in tlmt 

mjinitiwii limy thriufuru l*p lr«#in a?,) and {I tl )* 

1/ I a J# 4 n if o, | IT | 

or, #nr|k/r -iiiftgral uf f|-r ppigpr-fu fitrf#ii||li tiny 

rlnxnl 
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4()in If \v«« nsMiini* HH |1«- «•!>■** >i that «f tl»« *!»«§. « 

ontial’ilrinci.t of vohum* •( . «* *•»•»«»« 

, f . *«. <’* “ 
J.f ’\f 

This in tli.* .-uii-lin-o. «!»■■’» - ■ »'«P * 1 

the components of the ionite-lie 
Siiwo the distribution ol m4n.-t .-n j- 

induction through »n> mu# - ‘ •' 1 » 
depends only mi th«< f-uu and ]^u»u ■>' ’ 

not on that of the Mufrnm \uAi, 
404.] Sudani at e\*-r\ pewt *4 "*»wh 

/*i i ».'* » nv n 

odk» f' * 

t\h • wk I ** ' 

a ‘l r i$t * * «' * - 

I tro 

aw called aurfnren of tin iwitwtwn and the of t«i# 

Buch Hurfacea in called ft hi1* of vmn.e'jam I condition^ iha* 

a curve* a, may U4 a line of induei*>.*u me 

1,1./ 14y t '■ 
tul, h t> ■ <k 

A Byntmu of line* of indiwwm dtA*n ••'*«**> I'1*11'4 

of a cloaca! curve* form* 11 inbnhu railed a ? * 

induction. 
The induction nero** nny ^#4* r* ■ i vnAi m tub*' t* th*- «***o 

If the induction In twin the Ink- #, e*>>4 a 1 ml iut*> *4 tc 

duction. 
All that Fiimdsiy # m%n about litic* *#f mngtitffifl fpfttp nod 

magnetic Bphondylohb m walk m* < kk Ii .m \i o? 

the*, linen am! tuU** of urngm tic iii4u«Hu**«t 
The magnetic* force* timl thr iimgii«tie ni4iielit*ii »t« 

outmde the magnet* hut within tin* tit)winner of tlt» iiiaifli«l ll*«n 

muHt he carefully diKtingtiiidirti. 
In a aimight uniformly nmgte-k/vd I %t fkrr-P 

due io the mngtmt it#«*lf ip frutii ihr tm4 wlneli \mk%%%m i»«*rHs, 

which we call flu* jurati\ e Jwde, ill# JPsftttli eii«| or r »■ 
polt^ both within the magnet and m %\m »{*«#»> wiliitnil, 

Tlu^ magnetic, imhietioti, on tJw? otl-iet |i%n«h |# fr«*tn 111® 

poaitive pole io the tiegmtiv# *jui^i4# llii? •lid ffutii lli# 
negative polo to the {wwitttvr wiilmi the lo^giiri^ ihni n 

and tuh(*H of induction an* fe'eiii^fing nt eyeli# li^nf^ 

* $-f* * mwim »»t|t§ 



VECTOR-POTENTIAL. 29 405.] 
The importance of the magnetic induction as a physical 

quantity will be more clearly seen when we study electro¬ 

magnetic phenomena. When the magnetic field is explored 
by a moving wire, as in Faraday's Exp. Res. 3076. it is the 
magnetic induction and not the magnetic force which is directly 
measured. 

The Vector-Potential of Magnetic Induction. 

405.] Since, as we have shewn in Art.*403, the magnetic in¬ 
duction through a surface bounded by a closed curve depends on 
the closed curve, and not on the form of the surface which is 

bounded by it, it must be possible to determine the induction 
through a closed curve by a process depending only on the 

nature of that curve, and not involving the construction of a 
surface forming a diaphragm of the curve. 

This may be done by finding a vector 21 related to 33, the 
magnetic induction, in such a way that the line-integral of 
21, extended round the closed curve, is equal to the surface- 
integral of 33, extended over a surface bounded by the closed 

curve. 
If, in Art. 24, we write F, G, H for the components of 21, and 

a, 6, c for the components of 33, we find for the relation between 

these components 
_dE dG h __ dF dE _dG dF 

a ~~ dy dz 3 ~~ dz clx 9 ° dx dy * ' 

The vector 21, whose components are F, G, E, is called the 
vector-potential of magnetic induction. 

If a magnetic molecule whose moment is m and the direction 
of whose axis of magnetization is (A, fx, v) be at the origin of 
coordinates, the potential at a point (x3 y, z) distance r from 

the origin is, by Art. 387, 

—m 

c — m 

/ d d 
^ dx + ^ dy 

A d2 , 
( dxdz ^ 

ds 1 
+ V~T~] ~ > dz' r 

d2 dV 
dydz V dz2' r3 

which, by Laplace’s equation, may be thrown into the form 

d /\ d 
m-\X- 

d d / d 
m-T-(v - 

d 

dx^ dz dx'r dy\ dy rdz'r ;)r 
The quantities a, b may be dealt with in a similar manner. 
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Hence 
in 

III | ii 2 

•v 
}‘ t. .' I 

>* v I 

From this expmm um (/ iiihI II may I** found |#v Hvuuuotrv 
Wo thus nee that the vector •jH4«4it*.il nf a ,m * n «i*tt, ,fMP t,» 

a magnetizcHl particle pkeril lit cite origin, m ftiitfwrttntJH r^tutl 

to the magnetic moment *4’ tin* particle 4ni4rsl hv fhr fl,jttAre 
of the radius vector am I multiplied ly iSie win,* t4 iJ„, 

between the axis of magnetization nn4 ftw raditi* \m*u»rt mn4 the 

direction of the vector-potential in j-^-rj^j^ik-itlar t« t!m plmi,, %4 

the axis of magnetization and the radius verier, and i« mvh that 
to an eye looking in the positive duei-fioii ahmg the ail, «4 

magnetisation the vector jwteiitiiil i« drawn in the Srme>u*m *4 

rotation of the hand* of a watch. 

Hence, for a magnet of any farm in wliirti j, fl #s mm tj|f, 
component of iiiagnetimtifiii at the jMimt fj/tP 0illll|tCia 
nonts of the veetcir-po^ntkl at the pthtif ^ mm 

a =Jff %,lrH 

whmsp in put. fur miiei**,,*,. ft* *»,« r,«,,r.*Al „f i|,„ ,Uim^ 

between the point* {(, 0 »»d P *ft.| tfc* i»|,fmttolMI#w 
extended over the |,j u,„ tmgnH, 

A,f’tV1?0 WAlttr* t,r wl|ilHtO* of 
Ait. 385, become whni oxpnwwl in U* «„»*, hut*UMM 

Itomemhering tlinf ^ ^ t * 4 
* dj* #/ r * that tli*i ilitcgi^l 
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we find for the value of the ^-component of the magnetic 

induction, 

_dH_dQ 

a~~ dr, dC 

d*p x -n d2p r 

dzdCf dxdr, dxd3d‘ 

-!/!*<&+&+&>***■ (21> 

dV 
The first term of this expression is evidently — ^ 5 or, a the 

component of the magnetic force. 
The quantity under the integral sign in the second term 

is zero for every element of volume except that in which 
the point (f, £) is included. If the value of A at the point 

(6 Vt C) is (A), the value of the second term is easily proved 
to be 4 7r (A)} where (A) is evidently zero at all points outside 

the magnet. 
We may now write the value of the ^-component of the 

magnetic induction 
a = a+4 7r(iL), (25) 

an equation which is identical with the first of those given 
in Art. 400. The equations for b and c will also agree with 

those of Art. 400. 
We have already seen that the magnetic force <£) is derived 

from the scalar magnetic potential V by the application of 
Hamilton's operator V so that we may write, as in Art. 17, 

£=~VF, (26) 

and that this equation is true both without and within the 

magnet. 
It appears from the present investigation that the magnetic 

induction 23 is derived from the vector-potential 21 by the 

application of the same operator, and that the result is true 
within the magnet as well as without it. 

The application of this operator to a vector-function produces, 
in general, a scalar quantity as well as a vector. The scalar 
part, however, which we have called the convergence of the 
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vector-function, vanishes when the vector-function satisfies the 
solenoidal condition 

dF dG dE_ 
d£ + drj + d( ~~ 

(27) 

By differentiating the expressions for F, 6r, H in equations (22), 
we find that this equation is satisfied by these quantities. 

We may therefore write the relation between the magnetic 
induction and its vector-potential 

33 = V 21, 

which may be expressed in words by saying that the magnetic 
induction is the curl of its vector-potential. See Art. 25. 



CHAPTER III 

MAGNETIC SOLENOIDS AND SHELLS* 

On Particular Forms of Magnets. 

407.] If a long narrow filament of magnetic matter like 
a wire is magnetized everywhere in a longitndinal direction, 
then the product of any transverse section of the filament 
into the mean intensity of the magnetization across it is called 
the strength of the magnet at that section. If the filament 
were cut in two at the section without altering the magnetiza¬ 
tion, the two surfaces, when separated, would be found to have 
equal and opposite quantities of superficial magnetization, each 
of which is numerically equal to the strength of the magnet 
at the section. 

A filament of magnetic matter, so magnetized that its strength 
is the same at every section, at whatever part of its length the 
section be made, is called a Magnetic Solenoid. 

If m is the strength of the solenoid, ds an element of its 
length, s being measured from the negative to the positive pole of 
the magnet, r the distance of that element from a given point, 
and e the angle which r makes with the axis of magnetization 
of the element, the potential at the given point due to the 

element is m ds cos e m dr ^ 

?1 r* 3# 

Integrating this expression with respect to s, so as to take 
into account all the elements of the solenoid, the potential 

is found to be . i i N 
A)’ 

being the distance of the positive end of the solenoid, and r2 

>hat of the negative end from the point where V is measured. 

* See Sir W. Thomson’s ‘ Mathematical Theory of Magnetism/ Phil. Trans., Jure 
.849 and June 1850, or Reprint of Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism, p. 840. 

VOIi. II. D 
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TU-nco Hit- potential -In" <" » i‘i* 8«»'i .ji..-»nl> 

,nit. *1.•** 
po»M(.li nf «»'•>»!'■ h>: '' 
orcurvi-tl. between these point- . 

Hence the emln of n wU.-nl nmy O rale 4 m n 

its polcH. , , , 
If ft Holentiitl form* » •■lo-.l r»r\«> llm ]--t* n» ih> -»>i. <-• ' 

is zero at, every point, ->* »h«t •* »*»»* • 1|‘* 
magnetic action'm*r can it* k? i> •> O ^ i w<*h* *>t 

breaking it. at some point f*n,i ’ ‘ i',u 1 ” • 
If a magnet nm lx-.livel--1 «>•».■ v-b i.,.» 1, »U •**' wl.ieh.iito> 

form cloHe.i curves ..r haw rh-n . Mien.iJ:.-- m the . «»-» 

aurl'ace ot'the ninguet, the , ms I t*» h-- •..■J. te.i-tul 

ami, mnee the action of tin* iiwgiM -!-*•? « Hti*» l* »)-*» **■** 

of the cntls of the w»lr»oi'l<>. tie- -Inti sl.nts* *#» ,4' v 

magnetic matter will 1*> entirely 
Hence the cotulition of tlm )*<i*t** >•, 

,IA .til *t#‘ . A 

whero A} //, (* rare the eom|w»m nM at v*v % „*r*ii‘ n ui miy 

point of the magnet 
40H.] A longitudinally liUtn^nC, «*f irliMi ft* 

ntrength vnri<4H at \m\U *4 it» hngth, tr$i% v #|r^ ;* * i 

to 1)0 made tip of ii lii*f««H»‘ of *Mj«*m**d% of «l afl« length*, 
tho sum of flu* Htroligtltrt of nil lhr» h*»*d% I'lUbar-lt llmni^Si 
a given Mention Wing tin* nmgorijr -O'* yili *. *t* f h. fiWfttrttt ml 

that Boction. Horn*** fifty b*iigiiu Imnily f$ ^‘1 !l In tomtit 

may bo called a Complex Solenoid 

If tho Htrength of ii complex mi m>t%y in m, 

then the potential dm* !« IN anion m 

t* i 'm lfr # i | /;h; { . , *f# wlirfu m in V 
I I in 

mt 

m3 j i * 
r J r ( 

"*1 *l»»i 

TIub HhevvH that l»rf»it|ri ilwi arthm t#f lh** t %%v%i »ii4## wliiwii 
may in thin eitue 1m of 4 if lb* rut ntmiglh^ lJiri'*+ i«% mi *1^4 < 

to tho dintribution of iimigiimry tmgmtw nhn#g %‘h^ 

filament with a linear drifwty 
4 m 
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409. j If a thin »h«*II of mngimtit* mattm* in tmignoti/mi in a 

dhwtiojt ovm*\ whnm stnntml In Itn mirfnrr, thr intritnify of Un* 

magnrti/4ifion nf miy phmr until tplml 1»y ilm ihirknmt of tho 

Hlwlt lit that ptfirr in cntlrii I ho Sttvngf U of tin* iiiiignotio ulioll 

nt that plttm 

If ill*’ ntmngth of a nlo ll h »'\cn \\ horn tho nmw\ if in mllnl n 

Simpln iiiii||!ioiio wltrll; if it \ ariim from point in point it may hr 
ronrtnviat lo hr Mil* It* II j * nf il lllililltrr Ilf fiiinplr %\hA\h MUjWt'pOM'tt 

iiinl overlapping molt other. ll in therefore mlliwl n t niiiph** 

iiingtiotitt wlirlh 

l#ot ilH ho list elmitmit ol the nurfaro nf the ulmll tit ninl 4* 

tfio utraiigtli nf tin* nliell, Omui tin* potential nf imy point, 4nr 

to tit© efoimutt nf the aholl, m 

<i I* *1* *1Sn»» t, 
i"A 

whom f in tin* tingle hrlwn n the vrotor r i% Hint the normal 
ilmwti outward* from the punitive »tile of I ho ulmll 

tint if dm in the mil id tingle ra» 1 limitint hy dS nf the point l* 

V^dm r ■■■ si#S‘ Inrn f „ 

wiwitw ,/r 

It lift therefore ill tint pun*’ of ll Miiiijilr liliigfiriit’ Iilntii 

r * 

nr, the time l»# n m*o/i«<r-fit? p|irll »f imi| nt m Me 

/imlinl ##| #1# #lrrn#|lA inli# Mr n#ii|lr rtMfrmfrtf lo/ ifn riltfr 

a! ihe ||imi 

4t<f J Tin* nftttto rrtfiiiSi, tuny he obtained iii ii iliflhrrtil way hy 

hiljl|!fi#illg flip Itmgfmtu* nlirll jilnrrit in any field nf magneto1 

foiw, mi«t determining the potential energy tim* In the jMitniitiii 

nf tht* fttlitdi 

If V h flit* jutlmtlki nt fitn olmnriii dSt then lli» niergy iSiip 
to thi# fli#tl|i*lif I* 

t titiY d V d\\ . , 
1 ■* * 

nr, the |i#\wln#f of Mr t/ Mr* f#tfo Mr |-nrf the 

tii rfdtx0* i nlfs'fftil of* ilVfdi* *~iW< fo Mt f‘/nnf nf il#\# i*f fit aim’ll* 

|li#4ir#»ii I* tint 1« T'kmw-f #|f Tw-mvIrM | 3^, 

II t 
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Hence, integrating with respect §» all mwh AmwaU, the 

energy due to the position of the shell m the fi**{,J h* v^unl Ip 

the product of the strength of the shell him I tlm Htudneo integral 

of the magnetic induction taken o\er the of the 4**41, 

Since thin surface-integral b the mtn^ f^r sm y two mrfmum 

•which have the mime hounding edge nn4 »lu m »t itielmle between 

them any centre of force, the neibn u! the magnetic ulirll 

depends only on tin* form of it** edge 
Now suppose tin* Held id fotce Iff he lliftt ilii*-. iii ii iniigiii^lie 

pole of strength m, W e have m*« n \ Ati 7«*, I W. I flint flip 

surface-integral over a nuriar** bumd-4 !*\ n gi\ rn edge if* ilio 

product of the strength of the nod the ?«4id tingle ntt blended 

by the edge at the pole. Hence tin* es» rgv 4ti« to the mutual 

action of the pole ami the sholl in 
*f» m m, 

and this, hy Cireeiib theorem, h npictl to tb* product of ih* 

strength of the pole into the put* uha\ -he- *«* the dtp'll at f ho 
polo* The potential due to the do !1 0*e*« f* *e *|*a% 

411.| If a magnetic jmle a* imm a jpngti mu the mg,it?te 

surface of a magnetic ahtdl, nnd t*n*» 4 a I f%n% path m „pae** 
so as to come round the «4g<* t«* a p m? eh a, %% j4l |p lf 4 

hut on tin* positive nidi' of th 4e 4 tl • ,*tcdi % 43 %iit% 
continuously, and will iner* me< hi 1 »(i»> m * il^* jih«^hi. Tin* 

work done hy the pole wdl b 1 4* pod fh» i4md p! mo 

point OU the punitive side of f b *b 4 it\ 41 * % r* h 4 fhj.it, nf flu 
neighbouring point on the iirgiiin i mm 1 * I p. 

If a magnetic shell forne* a eh, 1 d ^utt er th*- je#i. 

the shell is even when* y« m, *m 1 m ilo within y* 

everywhere 4nd»„ being puMt<%e «h«x» fie j ntm -,4e »4 iV 

shell is inward. Hence wtcjt a idull e*t*r» iiriii»n *»ii nny 
magnet placed either mitfnde imnb tb n!i,4] 

412.] If a magnet can W div,.h*4 itii^ h magmi.r filudS^ 
cithei closed or having lh* n r4/< ^« u fl+« an fur** «#i ih«» 

the distribution of nmgnetbm nhh ! |(&i^ list If 4 tU mm 

of the strengths of all the 4eH> Iiam ly w $t» jwedng 

ftom a given point lu a puint i.. v, , 1 1 % a 1ii*p 4x^iv«si «iih$n 

the magnet, then the conditions *4 bun !tni ipi»^im44/ni4*in aip 

A*'1*, II <• - f‘\ 
<U- ,1/ if; 

Tho quantity, tf>, which thin miwju* i« ly 4«-i.-ri»iin*« th*« «»»%• 



37 -4.15.] POTENTIAL DUE TO A LAMELLAR MAG-NET. 

xxetization at any point may be called the Potential of Magnet¬ 
isation. It must be carefully distinguished from the Magnetic 

Potential. 
413.] A magnet which can be divided into complex magnetic 

sliells is said to have a complex lamellar distribution of mag¬ 
netism. The condition of such a distribution is that the lines of 
magnetization must be such that a system of surfaces can be 
clzrawn cutting them at right angles. This condition is expressed 
*£>37 the well-known equation 

dC 
dy dz 

dJ3\ jy /dA. 
) +B\ dz dx 

dCv n,dB 
) + C{- ■dx 

dA 
dy 

) = 0. 

Forms of the Potentials of Solenoidal and Lamellar Magnets. 

414. ] The general expression for the scalar potential of a 
magnet is 

r=fff(AS+B%+ct)dxd«d\ 
“where p denotes the potential at (x, y> z), due to a unit magnetic 
jo ole placed at (£, 77, f), or in other words, the reciprocal of the 
distance between (£, 7?, 0, the point at which the potential is 
measured, and (xy y, z), the position of the element of the 

xxnagnet to which it is due. 
This quantity may be integrated by parts, as in Arts. 96, 386, 

v = JJp(Al+Bm + On) dS -jf j'p + ^ + ^-) dxdydz, 

"where l, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal drawn out- 
-waxds from dS, an element of the surface of the magnet. 

When the magnet is solenoidal the expression under the 
integral sign in the second term is zero for every point within 

■fctie magnet, so that the triple integral is zero, and the scalar 
potential at any point, whether outside or inside the magnet, is 
gi-ven by the surface-integral in the first term. 

The scalar potential of a solenoidal magnet is therefore com¬ 
pletely determined when the normal component of the magnet¬ 
ic action at every point of the surface is known, and it is 
independent of the form of the solenoids within the magnet. . 

415. ] In the case of a lamellar magnet the magnetization is 
determined by cj), the potential of magnetization, so that 

A-B = ^, G-^-- 
dx3 dy9 dz 
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The expression for i' »my thrrrf,»r.> Mtiit.-u 

Integratiii}' this rxjnvsi*ii>H fy j-iut\ «*■ Jm4 

The second term h zero unle^* th V* ** t"j Jf mr'»oh 4 

in the magnet, in which vtisv it l^r»»n« < 3 m >. %% In-w- { * i» lJi^ 

value of </> at the point (£\ < I 11* *ui ,t%t- /i ,d imu !»« 
expressed in terms of i\ the hm* »h*nvn fr^n# *.< , i f»* i w * 4 j, 

and 0 the angle whirl* fhd hie* node * %* ,f < i * i*mi? ml *\t aw n 

outwards from <1St m flint the e m %% riff, n 

V - f I j_9 •!'•'" ’J.‘ j i ,,, 
* * 

whore the Hocond term m «C row;.*' /mo wLn « * 4I% j,H-nf ( y 7# ^ 

is not included in the tntlwfittnv *d ih«‘ in mn* t, 

The potential l\ expressed hv thi > ♦■.<,?*«*! iit i* ,* *tt mmaie 
even at the aurface of the miteiei, iilot <; ! * %dk> t < tjd.p ul\ 

zero, for if wo write „ % ^ 
li ' I j ' <f* #•<*« « a \ 

and if 12j ih the value of i / at a p 44 free, *4% jt!j31♦ th* 
and i2,» that at a point elt^r to ih»- Iim;! hn% *},,* 

!l !lf f I ■ 1; >, 
or r. 1;, 

1 he quantity J2 in not eiaifisnioiM at f hv ^ fir- tu„%K jh«i 

The components of uiagnHir 4t4wm.it iv:^ *• *«tt«4 *#* 1» p% 
the equations # 

„ f 4,i */*« 
«C,r J>/ ff% 

416»| In the ease of n lime Hu? -iritrd ni\* n , f v» <•> 

ma} also siniplify the vrrfoi j *4* n?$s1 » i n 3ryt 
Its ^-.compomuit may !«* wn«!< n 

^ (,yv ,, l( ’ 

l*y integration t.y jmrt t «. Uil^ , m }h,r, m *)„ „f *},„ 
Hurfaci'-mtt’grnl 

>' ff*i••■''!' JJ t Si 4fjf 

or ^ *ri f j i4m ^ n \ ii S» 
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TIh* of hot’ t* of flif \ i'ii «*r ^ {*nf rut in! In» \\ 1 itton 

ilowii from flit ‘'ii" r \ r-i.'Moti-H In 11 ink i 1 ij,^ f ho j »r* 1 j m-i* nnlmt it ittiotm, 

i i ti fr'L’l * I s 

•| 1 7 . ! W *1 1 III \ p III I s\‘i« I \ jil n\ r«l flint III I||i\ J*«iilif /* tlfP 

jmlrilf ilil 4f|p fti II ?4§n^Ii»i It' i* to li|r ,3m1M Iiu^ln 

Htikh ii'Ii-4 !«\ ilm p-lgp ill flip <4i»41 iiiiillijtliml 1»| tip* mtvitgtli 

of flip i4t«-|| A« Wi blitill lm\ r orrikHtoit to i pf* l to imlul 

ill ihv iif I’liniiir tunjvn!h, \v** nhiill iitnv p\}»lntti 1111 w 

th*n tuny Up tiipfiotiivt}, 

Ikti titinui, Th* nn^b liiililinutinl ill ii givi3|i {mint by 11 

rltt^ni rtttnp in tt»pfti»ttt«4 In thp §4.1011 of 11 fi|»liprbnl nurfiu'p 

whom* enfitrr in llir givt'ti jiuinf. mitt wIiohp rinliiw in iiiiitv* tlm 

ontiilli1 «f wliitiii in Ifi443t’»t| by tlip inlrrtiwfU«si of thr riitlinn 

vwftir with tlto .f4j*}irrp n» it tmr*m tlm vUmvd rurvp. Thin utvjt 

in tii I in tvckniiPtl Jmiuf \ \ p «u ingntiip iu*p« ‘filing tin it I ip# nil lli« 

li ft nr tin1 n^lif-lisiit'l m! flip j.nlli of flip tfi*ltttt§ Victor in* mnm 

f’inJII til*' gU rli JiMint ®» 

I,i I i£, ?|, (\ kr flip j/i%«* 11 |joint, mid Irt f o //, / * bo 11 jmittl nil 

ilm riiiy*. Tii.. t*i#r* 1 isin!tof* ,#l i/t urn ittftPliofm of fti« 

b’llgth of ilip rns vn |n«4pliril iVolii II givpfi Jioilik Tlan flip 

|inrio«tic futtrtioiin itl’ii, 1 wnifl'iliH wltPimvrr » t« ttirroiwpii by tlio 

wltok bngth of lli*1 iiliifM 4 rtirn r, 

\S p limy ynliniSiiir tl»p n**#li«l iiftgJp m from tlm 

iiitiuii fliitio t'mtig Hjiliorit’ni eutmlitmUM with tmfitrn nf (£» »|, fk 

mot joining 
^ 4 i * oiii fi ivi if »i i mu 4 fiin • £ r ft, 

wo tiioi tSif; iit»% »4 n«iy oiiiyp on Hi*' 0j4i«* 1 o l*y inf »*^rutiii^ 

/ 
IJ mm f*| if if*, 

or* lining |1ip r».irliiii||iiliir rootiltimit^ 

iiu 
-(I i ti,* i'j 

. */*r 1 # 
I 1 

J 4 r 4 * i r t I y rfl 

llwi itiiiigmlitm t*«4itg «^|.on*|p*| i’piiipI flip msr%#o p» 

If lit# hkin «f I oitoo llir«ni|jli tlm i4o#p*I rurvp tlin lirii 

* | If, ll»* #1 tfrlppJtii ill® urtliil •iigl# mUmmtml bf m gO#ti I* !« 
wnvmwp 1I1# wf 1I1# twllfitt» lfnt#l 

lli« Hurt* in lO 4 $f iv ut ilfftii i4i- %irt < ii Up p iv f» au§ 
if 14 |« »m yp»l «i»|® «f lip* ilw» of Ups *»*4 *4 Ii*« in4lw* 

l/>f r^So» ffutw %lm »«i«in>4 if ll f* «m lk« il4«. J 
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term is 2 7r. If the axis of z does not pass through it this term 
is zero. 

418. ] This method of calculating a solid angle involves a 
choice of axes which is to some extent arbitrary, and it does not 
depend solely on the closed curve. Hence the following method, 
in which no surface is supposed to be constructed, may be stated 
for the sake of geometrical propriety. 

As the radius vector from the given point traces out the 
closed curve, let a plane passing through the given point roll on 
the closed curve so as to be a tangent plane at each point of the 
curve in succession. Let a line of unit-length be drawn from 
the given point perpendicular to this plane. As the plane rolls 
round the closed curve the extremity of the perpendicular will 

trace a second closed curve. Let the length of the second 
closed curve be <r, then the solid angle subtended by the first 
closed curve is 

o) = 2 7r <r. 

This follows from the well-known theorem that the area of a 
closed curve on a sphere of unit radius, together with the 
circumference of the polar curve, is numerically equal to the 
circumference of a great circle of the sphere. 

This construction is sometimes convenient for calculating the 
solid angle subtended by a rectilinear figure. For our own 
purpose, which is to form clear ideas of physical phenomena, 
the following method is to be preferred, as it employs no 
constructions which do not flow from the physical data of the 
problem. 

419. ] A closed curve s is given in space, and we have to find 
the solid angle subtended by s at a given point jP. 

If we consider the solid angle as the potential of a magnetic 
shell of unit strength whose edge coincides with the closed 
curve, we must define it as the work done by a unit magnetic 
pole against the magnetic force while it moves from an infinite 
distance to the point P. Hence, if or is the path of the pole as it 

approaches the point P, the potential must be the result of a 
line-integration along this path. It must also be the result 
of a line-integration along the closed curve $. The proper form 

of the expression for the solid angle must therefore be that of a 
double integration with respect to the two curves s and or. 

When P is at an infinite distance, the solid angle is evidently 
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zero. As the point P approaches, the closed curve, as seen from 
the moving point, appears to open out, and the whole solid 
angle may be conceived to be generated by the apparent motion 
of the different elements of the closed curve as the moving point 
approaches. 

As the point P moves from P to P' over the element da, the 
element QQ' of the closed curve, which we denote by ds, will 
change its position relatively to P, and the line on the unit 
sphere corresponding to QQ' will sweep over an area on the 
spherical surface, which we may write 

da* = Hdsda. (1) 
To find n let us suppose P fixed while the closed curve is 

moved parallel to itself through a distance d<r equal to PP/ but 
in the opposite direction. The relative motion of the point P 
will be the same as in the real case. 

During this motion the element QQ' will generate an area in 
the form of a parallelogram whose sides are parallel and equal 
to QQ' and PP\ If we construct 
a pyramid on this parallelogram as 

base with its vertex at P, the solid 
angle of this pyramid will be the 
increment dco which we are in 
search of. 

To determine the value of this 
solid angle, let 6 and 0' be the 
angles which ds and da make with 
PQ respectively, and let </> be the 

angle between the planes of these two angles, then the area of 
the projection of the parallelogram ds.dcr on a plane perpen¬ 
dicular to PQ or r will be 

ds da sin 6 sin O' sin </>, 
and since this is equal to r2do), we find 

d co = IT ds dcr = -- sin 6 sin & sin </> ds da. (2) 

1 
n = ^ sin 6 sin $' sin cp. (3) 

420.] We may express jhe angles 0, 6\ and 0 in terms of r, 
and its differential coefficients with respect to s and a, for 

Hence 

cos 0 = 
dr 

ds3 

dr 
cos 6 

da 
and sin 6 sin 9' cos <£ = r 

d2r 

dsda (*) 
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WctliUH find till' f’ulluwiiij; %>d»** »>’. 

,lr 

II- 
1 . 

C . 
4Y 
\l* ’ Y ! i !t ,rr\- , V -! 

Ml 

A third expression for II in *«’*»»» «.f Menurgtib*! 

n\ay 1)0 clwluml frnm the ooti-mlnjUmn iihii th- ^dun»p „f tifti, 

pyramid whose solid anglu i* ^ r »* 
l r;4,« | riiY.Y, 

But the volume of tin*- pyramid n».u a! **« t<»* ^4 in 

terms of the projection* of r, 4,, and • »* -n tin* uv* »»f ♦/ 
and ns a dotonnhuiiif iWimd U «:-'*• i*t*-p cimii > ».i* 

which wo must ink** the elan! put. " ” *hu* find w* I)m* value 

of II * 

II = (Hi 

This expression gives the vnhm o! II M < !i<»n llie fMoldgiul y i#f 

sign introduced by equation iftt. 

421.] The value of I*#, the m4i4 angle !*♦?»■ t '4 By the tiliitcii 

curve at the jaunt l\ itmy now l«i* ftiaeii 

<w | | 11Y »< I» # <*f 

where the integration wish tr*j*n*! f - -*» m 1^- ♦ %f^t§4e4 r#at» > 

pletely round the eWed mtrvo, ittel flint mtfft rmsjwrf l«» »* Iff'tun 

A a fixed jHnnf on the run© to the jmmt J\ T!i«> ciiii#iniii m 

the value of the solid angle ai tSie jwv/ J It, m ,* > »** o, A J t h? 

an infinite distance from the elo»«l purv* 

Tlie value of m ni any jaunt i* m of tip? form of 

the curve between A find I |!oudd * Y<4 a d-*** r I |r i 
through the magnetic Awll $Y U cY< d, 4 U 'o<}*j**pd 

infinitely thin, amt if /' and /** «*•> two pomt.* rWe tatp’Oirt, 
hub V on the positive and tf *m tim n^gmiiro »tiff#i» «f iIip 

Hindi, then the curve* A l* and A l* n*m% tm *m of 

the edge of the shell, m$ that lYII* i» a 1m*? wlucli wdlli tiii» 
infinitely short line .}**ls foria* a ch-w!4 lilt* 

* f I )is bl^n r*f XI I# ijii«*i g*«i 11 * a % -o ^ * »t« | s# 11 ^ f # * 
.tlkk mnguHiziHl at nglii »u$lm k# lu j <n.#» «<*i fif 14 # ^%*$* mi 
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edge. The value of go at P exceeds that at P' by 47r, that is, by 
the surface of a sphere of radius unity. 

Hence, if a closed curve be drawn so as to pass once through 
the shell, or in other words, if it be linked once with the edge 

of the shell, the value of the integral l I lids da- extended round 

both curves will be 4 7r. j j 
This integral therefore, considered as depending only on the 

closed curve s and the arbitrary curve J.P, is an instance of a 
function of multiple values, since, if we pass from A to P along 
different paths the integral will have different values according 

to the number of times which the curve AP is twined round the 
curve s. 

If one form of the curve between A and P can be transformed 
into another by continuous motion without intersecting the 

curve s, the integral will have the same value for both curves, 
but if during the transformation it intersects the closed curve 
n times the values of the integral will differ by 4 ttw. 

If s and a are any two closed curves in space, then, if they 
are not linked together, the integral extended once round both 
is zero. 

If they are intertwined n times in the same direction, the 
value of the integral is 4 ttti. It is possible, however, for two. 
curves to be intertwined alternately in opposite directions, so. 
that they are inseparably linked together 
though the value of the integral is zero. 
See Fig. 4. 

It was the discovery by Gauss of this very 
integral, expressing the work done on a 
magnetic pole while describing a closed curve 
in presence of a closed electric current, and 
indicating the geometrical connexion between 
the two closed curves, that led him to lament the small progress 
made in the Geometry of Position since the time of Leibnitz, 
Euler and Vandermonde. We have now, however, some progress 
to report, chiefly due to Riemann, Helmholtz, and Listing. 

422.] Let us now investigate the result of integrating with 
respect to s round the closed curve. 

One of the terms of IT in equation' (7) is 

£—xdr)dz drjdsldz* 

r3 dads-drd^r dv 

Fig. 4* 

(8) 
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If wo now write for brevity 

p= [''';'.i>. >; /’'/’■'■■• " i'l ■ 
J r rfH » r »i* 

the integrals being taken <»mv round lie' 1 " ' 1 * ■4 ^ 

term of II may be written 
./» »/7/ 
il t d( 

and the corresponding term of j U<:* «*'*, < 's 

<hvUl 

d . di ' 

Collecting all the teritni of II* «o urn) iu*s* 

-d“ = -[nd» 
dir J 

tc"’. "• '■ ... 
ui ff <li it* d i f,',r lC 11 

Thin quantity in evident!) the mu m! „**?* » ‘ - ■ * ‘U • < 

magnetic potential* in {meeting along *}*»• » »*** i f, <, % 

words, it is the magnetic fom* m fie *lrjr„m o * : >' 
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d m sill i/*V */m t 

«/* ^ ■ 

if »j 

«l« i 

ilfl if## 
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tial «), functions having a ^rtri* of imJtK*, ^tv t* tjp 

determinate for every jmifit in *ji§tr<r 

Tho vector-jxrtwitM ul n j*.ml /' 4... t., * , nh# 11 
bounded by a doned rnrvn umy l» found ) * <> f.,. %.«•»* *»*^p 
geometrical construction; 

.Lota point y travel nrntul llm dtj^t rn*%* n <%b * ^ 
numerically equal to itn tlintAiuw fioin i\ h m 
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In like manner 

Substituting these values in the expression for JMd W© find 

,docdx' dydy' dzdz\ 7/ 
^dsd/ + ckdd+ckd?)<*sdS’ 

M (15) 

where the integration is extended once round a and once round 
/. This expression gives the potential energy due to the mutual 
action of the two shells, and is, as it ought to be,s the same when 
s and s' are interchanged. This expression with its sign re¬ 
versed, when the strength of each shell is unity, is called the 
potential of the two closed curves s and s'. It is a, quantity of 
great importance in the theory of electric currents. If we write 
e for the angle between the directions of the elements ds and ds'y 
the potential of a and s' may he written 

ff(16) 

It is evidently a quantity of the dimension of a line. 



CHAPTER IV. 

INDUCED MAGNETIZATION* 

424.] We have hitherto considered the actual distribution of 
magnetization in a magnet as given explicitly among the data 
of the investigation. We have not made any assumption as to 
whether this magnetization is permanent or temporary, except in 

those parts of our reasoning in which we have supposed the 
magnet broken up into small portions, or small portions removed 
from the magnet in such a way as not to alter the magnetization 

of any part. 
We have now to consider the magnetization of bodies with 

respect to the mode in which it may be produced and changed. 
A bar of iron held parallel to the direction of the earth’s magnetic 
force is found to become magnetic, with its poles turned the op¬ 
posite way from those of the earth, or the same way as those of 
a compass needle in stable equilibrium. 

Any piece of soft iron placed in a magnetic field is found to 
exhibit magnetic properties. If it be placed in a part of the field 
where the magnetic force is great, as between the poles of a horse¬ 
shoe magnet, the magnetism of the iron becomes intense. If the 
iron is removed from the magnetic field, its magnetic properties 
are greatly weakened or disappear entirely. If the magnetic 
properties of the iron depend entirely on the magnetic force of 
the field in which it is placed, and vanish when it is removed 
from the field, it is called Soft iron. Iron which is soft in the 

magnetic sense is also soft in the literal sense. It is easy to 
bend it and give it a permanent set, and difficult to break it. 

Iron which retains its magnetic properties when removed from 
the magnetic field is called Hard iron. Such iron does not take 
up the magnetic state so readily as Soft iron. The operation of 
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hammering, or any other kind of vibration, allows hard iron 
under the influence of magnetic force to assume the magnetic 
state more readily, and to part with it more readily when the 
maguetizing force is removed * Iron which is magnetically hard 

is also more stiff to bend and more apt to break. 
The processes of hammering, rolling, wire-drawing, and sudden 

cooling tend to harden iron, and that of annealing tends to 

soften it. 
The magnetic as well as the mechanical differences between 

steel of hard and soft temper are much greater than those 
between hard and soft iron. Soft steel is almost as easily mag¬ 
netized and demagnetized as iron, while the hardest steel is the 
best material for magnets which we wish to be permanent. 

Cast iron, though it contains more carbon than steel, is not so 

retentive of magnetization. 
If a magnet could be constructed so that the distribution of its 

magnetization is not altered by any magnetic force brought to 
act upon it, it might he called a rigidly magnetized body. The 
only known body which fulfils this condition is a conducting 
circuit round which a constant electric current is made to flow.. 

Such a circuit exhibits magnetic properties, and may therefore 
be called an electromagnet, but these magnetic properties are not 
affected by fche/other magnetic forces in the field. We shall 
return to this subject in Part IV. 

All actual magnets, whether made of hardened steel or of load¬ 
stone, are found to be affected by any magnetic force which is 
brought to bear upon them. 

It is convenient, for scientific purposes, to make a distinction 
between the permanent and the temporary magnetization, defining 

the permanent magnetization as that which exists independently 
of the magnetic force, and the temporary magnetization as that 
which depends on this force. We must observe, however, that 
this distinction is not founded on a knowledge of the intimate 
nature of the magnetizable substances : it is only the expression 
of an hypothesis introduced for the sake of bringing calculation 

to hear on the phenomena. We shall return to the physical 
theory of magnetization in Chapter VI. 

* {Ewing {Phil. Trans., Part ii. 1885) has shewn that soft iron free from vibrations 
and demagnetizing forces can retain a larger proportion of its magnetism than the 
hardest steel. }■ 



425.] **»rr anm iiAiii* srt%Hi,* 4!i 

425. | At priwtii \v«* ahull in\i<HtigHtt* thn temporary magnot- 
million on ihv m{*timi tlmt tin* luiigitHi/Jition of tiny piuliolu 

of tlm miliHtiuiri* dupomln nololy on tlio magnotir form urtitig on 

that pnrtud** Thin tun^nviw furor tuny arim* partl) front uxtomal 

ran«*H» and partly from tin* tnutporury mngurti/utiun of itutgli- 

houring partied***. 

A body thun titftgn*4i/,r» 1 ill utlttoof thu avium of fitfigtiuib 

tom* in to In* tstaguoti/.ml by iudtn’ttoti, and tin* magiiwi/atioti 
\h nnitl to bo indumd by tin* mugurii/.iug f'f»rn\ 

Thu initgiiH r/jittoft iitilitwl by it givuit ningnot i/ing form dtflhrM 

in tltflbroiti mu bn taut****. If in groatnat in tlm |tur«wt ami Hoftont 

iron, in whirl* tin* nit in of flto tiiii^iiuliaittnii to tho mugiitdio 
form may maid* tlm valuo $’Jt or awn 4ft*, 

Oiltor Hindi f§#t ilio nn4nk nirkol nint iHibiilt, arn 
riipiiblo of an itiforior dogrm of ittugunti/atiutt, ntnl nil Mibatiutcoti 
wlton mi l tji-I11 tin I to 11 Hutlirioiit !y strong maguotir foroo 11.ro found 

to givo iiitlimtioiiw of polarity, 

Wh«*n tip* liiiignrti/jitioii in its iho muw ilirniitm 1 m Urn mag* 

iiotir form, 11*1 in iron, ttif*k«d, oobalt* A*c\, tho MtbMnticv m on!hit 

lliiriuniigti«4f«\ l*Vrromt*gn*4n\ or nmto Mint ply Mugm*tir Win 11 

tilt* imhtmd mngiioti/iitioii m in tliw dirmfitm uppotdto to ilm 
mngmdio form* 11* in bi*tmitli, At*,, tbo niilwiiiinn* in fiiiitl t« Ini 
Dhiliiiiglirtie, 

In nil ttfs«4o ttiasimgnoiiti flip rutin of tl$n 

tiun to tin* magtiotif* form wltttdt pm* him’* it b uMmodingly 

Hunt!!, litdiig only about ~ g.A#«*0 h* tin* mmv of bismuth, wliitdi 
in tin* iiifint highly iliiiiiifigiiPtln mlmUmru known 

In nryMtiilli^mb wtriiiinnf un»I organic! mbAum’** tin- dismiioti 

of tin* magliof i/Jit ion dttvn 1**4 ttUvny« roundd*' with flint of list* 

magnotio form whirl* prod um* it, Tin* tidulioti briwmit tint 

tiotflptliiottlfl Ilf fitagltcti/Uliott, lrf«4i«n! Ill n\pft III thr 1*1*4}% 

iilltl thono of tin* miiginiis* form, tony 1»» P\pt r-M* 4 by a >«,y Hi util 

of tJitw lititmi1 injiiiitifiti,!*, Of flip niiir riir4ti«dnit# iim4i«nl iii 

ilitw wjtint4«iw wp filnill ftiiifw tlmt only nro iii»lr'|»riMiniit» 

Tito phoitotnona of I^nli*** of tlib kimi aro «4«hm»w( itfidry tin? nmnm 
t»f Miigriroryiitiiltir pbntnmnnm, 

Wttoi* |4ant*4 in ii tirld of inagnotin for<n% ny ninU |ptwl In n&i 

* Timlw** AV# #!«•#, Si * S< t f «n) 3T I. f * *1 |i#t 
tls*t il tan| Im m $tm% %'&, #i*4 it«l ti i|p *li4w 
lnn»m k II $my tiw t*i m mm,\t m %mm, j 

vou IS. « 
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thoniHolve* *> that tho n\U"f d-’•« yw** *4 i< 
diamngnotio, indudhm in jmrulM * * <k bo »*'- 

SeoAii. *I3B. 
In Hoft iron, tho at of tin* *<M* P* *■■-Mt*#i-i ?* ■ mo* > h n «it;. 

that of tho nmgnotm fmvo nl Ik- i* and thr oju 4 1 %ahi^i .•< 

tlio magnolia forcotho magiot'" ^1 'O r ^ 4 5 ^*f *"1 f *"5' ^ t'' ** 
As the magnetic loin* itirr*w« ,r l -a* % ’ . <“ n \i* mu tu 

creanoH nioi*o alowh * and if w«^li ** \ a it«■%*% * ''p-uroiif - 

desevibod in (Imp. VI, tim? lb« »< ^ * k«i?itatm *4 lh< 
jnaonotizid inn, hoyoud \ddon 5! oiio«»*t *•%, 11t*i« \ * s Ihi s - 

valtio of tin* nmgnotio f«»t*v. 
In tho following otifltfo «4 th« f* < s\ *0 >n»f ^4*0 * >\ Inu 

wo ahull begin by aupjN*-'j*v t'* n, m;im * , ut >»*«* | * < *|^ H , 1,1; i > 

tho magnetic force, and in tin ••on*’* oM' «» rfh *1, 

Ikfiuiiitni of ihe fV#jpa >r»i* t 1 m /*• M « ^ftw ; ?*'. : 

42(1] Lot 4y he lit*’ tn«go< ts*■ ! o * \ * * i u<* „** /\«* ^** \ ** 

any point of tin* body, iin4 h t „* k* *k* n ,*„;»» -%s/«%to *u a*. 0 t 

point, then the rutin of 4 t<* ^ m ^b.1' £ *A 1 * -*m 4>i, ot , 5 L/ 

(luood Magnotimfi*an 
I)(*noting this onoflirioni In ^ f)m C' % ,n^ ^( i» . #l 

induotal maguotiHin m 
y * .h 

Tlu' eooOieiont *» $« piidfn*- bn if^n nsi4 {^rm«$$n.gii«$tio 

ntano.oH, and nogntho f*«r LnounOi n 1 ? * f n,„o 

If ronohos flio xnhiv ; liioit «* ui.*n tin-i 1! ■»■ - i 1 1 \t 
tho rant* <4* nirki’l im*i r**L«L L*ii m a!. * fVi ^ m 4% m% ^ ^ *,» ,r 
Hiimll (plantity, not gyrtifrt than n 1110^11 

Tho foroo $ iuThoh juirlly fmm m 4, n ^ f 

to tho hotly nmgu«*ii/t«*| by iii'lu^ut*!*, u^v\ 1 , 

intluood magnidi/iitiMii uf tW n^-ll 1'^ <ih j-sMi ,*^1^, v 
th(') cmidifiuii of linking 11 j«4^niiiil 

427.] Lot r ho I||M jftiiMfilhS tftfr !ii *, ,avt »* ^1M?P44 %‘f + run l 

tho hndy, mid lot U hr ihni h* i\w >H , , , >% 

thon if T in tho iw itml jmiMniml 411^ i«# 1^4ii rrnrnmmm 

V I < if 

Lot tho ooifij«moitlff of ihv itr 1 ,*% ff j in 

, * ^noI |{ft(tvlpi|{lif /H4, tf.i ? I | * J . ■*, ? * I#’1 S 4 #gr tf% i ' MV # Hf if I 

fvm* wlwi»«*n* i'fc '• r* O'-O ^OW',,,1 I, \ ^ ■ 
h itrupurimiiftl Ot ihr 1144, % i t. *4 ♦ *«*<.» t ^ «. ># ^ r * 
grtmkin j 
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ditwtioiw of j\ y, bo ii, dt yt mnl lot (lump of tho magiipt- 

Wilt ion 3 ho J, /I, t \ fill'll hy «*<(illtfitHi (I), 

A 

it 

v 
m 

Mttltij*l\ mg fliiwi’ oi|iifiticiiin hy *Lv% thj, d: rrujiortivrlv, miii 

inhibit wo find 

A d.r I thhj | t'tlz h | mlj* | fid if f yd;), 

Hut mhcp ii, ]i ninl y iirp ilorivoil from flio potentkt V% wo 

limy wrifo flio smottl tmuolmr - *dl\ 

lloiin% if k In ouiintunt throughout th« nuliNt&nmi, llto first 
momhor imiiif film* in* it rtmijilolit tlifliirontial of & ftinotion <#f xt 

?/ iiiitl whtoh wo hIihII tmll iiini thu <H{imtioti hoconii** 

d*f* r * d l\ l|| 

<■ whom A 
dij * tlz 

Tim inti i» thofrtori' liit$ii41itr, tin itHlnni in Art* I1#J. 

If wim till**'w11 in Art 3 s ft flint if ^ in tlw voliiiiioalpiinity of 

fm* ttifigiiotinm, 
,dA dll d(\ 

U * ‘ r /> 

which Iwmiiiiiiwn in virtu*' of injiuilifitin |»l)# 

tim ifd tl 

But, l*y Art. 77, 

[ itd' dij tl*' 

list d ii fly 

# 1 / ♦ its 
I Sy, 

1 IpflftP 

wltoftw m 

fij dz 

{111 if *)ft »> 0, 

o « 

throughout tiio siifpifiuirp. ini»i flip tuHgu«*li‘/Htiott in thm*fcm* 

nii{o»i«i«lnl ni-i well an hiiin4Iiir4 K*«* Ait, to?. 

Thorn in therefore no (tm* nmgnctittin e\eej*t on the ImiitiiMtig 

Kttrfiun* of the iff of v If r hr the iioinm! drtiwti inw&nli from 

tlm mirliitm, th** tiuigiu*tit* nurfnm^4oi*nity m 

d4 
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iNt>r<'Ki» m\ii\ri!-’ui-'S u 

The potential 11 do* to life mw**™ *“ ,M,I> 
therefore bo found from the ,urf*e.-»nUA<r»l 

il ^jj/s- 

The value of ll will !«• (»«>«*’ »»>> r.-nt ms. ■. ' » y * ; 

will satisfy LapIiun*sH eijtifittHi n? • *’*' < 
■without the hurfiuv. If w«< -;*i. *** u n''' 
of 12 outside the .surfnre. and itV 1- *»'• ‘ 11 v":' 

we have at the surface 
11/ il. 

+ (/it' 

c/ r (/ / 
Art. 7at. 

d 4 f 
«. 7 

di* 
?.y f I», 

1 *** it j1 

./r 
■ i 1> 

Wo inny thcroforo write th*- 

tl tt <lu 4 V 
. 4 lo 

v. i 

.is 

i 1 4 

Hence the tlet-eniiiinifioii **( the s?5/:'51 'k 
homogeneous isotropic U*4y, J«*u?»4r4 i>% % i *'<'**■ i 

upon by external magnetic j ^ 1 ?.**) *« 

reduced to the following nmthvumiw^l ^ *•**? h.sv; 

We muHt find two fourth m* u no i i ^ u,t<, 

conditions; 
Within the surface S, II fount W * ** <« m, l 

must satisfy Laplace s equation. 

Outside the Httrlkee S, II mmmt |» Utulm mm4 c*.‘t4 at *^ **#.*,, at 

must vanish at an inlinilp disUfftec, and *i.M< ^ t 
equation. 

At every point of the surface *u< :f, u r a*. 4 %h * » 

of 12,12/ and V with reajieet to flir tmnm) *A 11* I f' m | t$ A I *f,i|i 

(10); 
ThiH method of trmting tb.» }..r«»l4e»*> »*f m4w««l nm^mUmm 

is duo to l'oinKon. Tl»* «|t»nnh^ k v<),^St l.< .<»'• , », 

ia not the game tut«, hut i* r«kM u* »t s« t- .1» 

i 8» ii J ) r '1 l ’ • M ee 



poissons mi Timm 428/ fill 

Th« eoeffuueni b wliirli we have Ihti’ umul wiw iiifrtehiwt hy 

F. K, Neumann. 
428, | The problem of in«lnee*l suny he treated in 

a different manner h\ tutrodtietitg the ipfiintity wliirh we have 

called* with I'ftnulii) * the Mague! ir luduetiun. 
The relation between the magnetir indite! tuti, the mu^ 

netie fntrr, mid 3» the magnet i/at ion, i*s r kprmmed hy the 

eijuiition ,\l f 4 aX (Ti| 

The equation whieh e* prewar* the itidttred magnetisation in 

term* of the magnette forer n 

3^4 UTl 

lienee* eliminating 3> w*» fillet 

t* ft f in*)$ fill 

im the relation Iwdwcsett the magnet it* ttidttrltoft and the magnetic 

force in it ii hit I til 1 c?-» ♦ n whoae magnet i/ati«m in induced hy magnetic 

fumy 

In the nitwit general ea*e » may he 11 function, not only of the 

jitmtiton of the j*oint in the Mihatiiiit'e, hut of the direction til the 

vector hut in the eaae wlii^ti we ale miw rnttHtdcring * in 11 
numerical tjtitiiifit), 

If ««• u<*vt ft t < i«., (151 

we inny define in* the tatin of the magnetic induction to the 

magnetic force* mill we nmy call flint ratio the «ungiir4i« induc¬ 

tive capacity of the- ?utt #4 fitter* tlitw dinting mailing it frtini *# the 

coefficient of tin I tired Ittngnotnuitiun. 

If wc write I* lor the total magnetic potential compounded 

Ilf \\ the {Kitontiftl duo to efc^ntal ratiaea, lillil 11 thllt due to 

tliu induced magneti/Jition, we inny eapteiw o, /*, *% the mui- 

jiiiliiflifii of magnetic tndtmiion, find *0 4* y, tie* of 

in&guctic fumy m follow*: 
,ir 

0 *1 >* * , » 1 
(t.i 

./• 
l*fl ?* **n 

dt 
iiy - "ds-l 

Tins ac»U4|wiiiiiitn ft* ft, <* mfmfy the »iileii*fi«I»l condition 

tin ill# tlr 
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Hence, the potential U must satisfy Laplace’s equation 

0 (is) 
dx2 dy2 dz2 

at every point where jjl is constant, that is, at every point within 

the homogeneous substance, or in empty space. 
At the surface itself, if v is a normal drawn towards the 

magnetic substance, and v one drawn outwards, and if the 
symbols of quantities outside the substance are distinguished by 

accents, the condition of continuity of the magnetic induction is 

dx 7 dy dz , ^ 7i 
a-Y~+ b-f + c-y- + a'-j-}+ o 

dv dv dv dv 

dx ^ h,dy ,d& 

dv'+ di>' 
(19) 

or, by equations (16), 
dU ,dU' 

lxj^+lx ~-°- dv' 
(20) 

//, the coefficient of induction outside the magnet, will bo 
unity unless the surrounding medium be magnetic or dia¬ 
magnetic. 

If we substitute for U its value in terms of V and X1, and for 
fx its value in terms of /c, we obtain the same equation (10) as 
we arrived at by Poisson's method. 

The problem of induced magnetism, when considered with 
respect to the relation between magnetic induction and magnetic 
force, corresponds exactly with the problem of the conduction 
of electric currents through heterogeneous media, as given in 
Art. 310. 

The magnetic force is derived from the magnetic potential, 
precisely as the electric force is derived from the electric 
potential. 

The magnetic induction is a quantity of the nature of a flux, 
and satisfies the same conditions of continuity as the electric 
current does. 

In isotropic media the magnetic induction depends on the 
magnetic force in a manner which exactly corresponds with 
that in which the electric current depends on the electromotive 
force. 

The specific magnetic inductive capacity in the one problem 
corresponds to the specific conductivity in the other. Hence 
Thomson, in his Theory of Induced Magnetism (.Reprint, 1872, 
p. 484), has called this quantity the permeability of the medium. 
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We are now prepared to consider the theory of induced mag¬ 
netism from what I conceive to be Faraday’s point of view. 

When magnetic force acts on any medium, whether magnetic 

or diamagnetic, or neutral, it produces within it a phenomenon 

called Magnetic Induction. 
Magnetic induction is a directed quantity of the nature of a 

flux, and it satisfies the same conditions of continuity as electric 

currents and other fluxes do. 
In isotropic media the magnetic force and the magnetic in¬ 

duction are in the same direction, and the magnetic induction, 
is the product of the magnetic force into a quantity called the 
coefficient of induction, which we have expressed by /x. 

In empty space the coefficient of induction is unity. In bodies 
capable of induced magnetization the coefficient of induction is 

, 1 + 4l-kk = ix, where k is the quantity already defined as the co¬ 

efficient of induced magnetization. 
429.] Let ix, / be the values of ju. on opposite sides of a: surface 

separating two media, then if V, V' are the potentials in the two 

media, the magnetic forces towards the surface in the two media 

dV , dV' 
are ana -7-7 ■ 

dv dv 
The quantities of magnetic induction through the element of 

cl/ V cl Ir/ 
surface dS are u.--d3 and uf r7 dS in the two media respect- 

r dv dv 

ively reckoned towards dS. 

Since the total flux towards dS is zero, 
dV ,dV' 

M dv +H' 'dv' 
= 0. 

But by the theory of the potential near a surface of density or, 

dV dV' 
-f- -f 4 TTQ- = 0. 

dv dv 

Hence — ^7) + 4 77 or = 0. 
dv ^ )u s 

If is the ratio of the superficial magnetization to the normal 
force in the first medium whose coefficient is /x, we have 

Hence kx will be positive or negative according as /x is greater 
or less than fj!. If we put fx = 4 7™+1 and j/ = 47nc'*fl, 

47rKr -f 1 
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In this expression k and k are the eoefBcients of induced 
magnetization of the first and second media deduced from ex¬ 
periments made in air, and /cx is the coefficient of induced 
magnetization of the first medium when surrounded by the 

second medium. 
If / is greater than k, then kx is negative, or the apparent 

magnetization of the first medium is in the opposite direction 

to the magnetizing force. 
Thus, if a vessel containing a weak aqueous solution of a 

paramagnetic salt of iron is suspended in a stronger solution 

of the same salt, and acted on by a magnet, the vessel moves 
as if it were magnetized in the opposite direction from that ih 
which a magnet would set itself if suspended in the same place. 

This may be explained by the hypothesis that the solution in 
the vessel is really magnetized in the same direction as the 

magnetic force, but that the solution which surrounds the vessel 
is magnetized more strongly in the same direction. Hence the 
vessel is like a weak magnet placed between two strong ones all 
magnetized in the same direction, so that opposite poles are in 
contact. The north pole of the weak magnet points in the 
same direction as those of the strong ones, but since it is in 
contact with the south pole of a stronger magnet, there is an 
excess of south magnetism in the neighbourhood of its north 
pole, which causes the weak magnet to appear oppositely mag¬ 
netized. 

In some substances, however, the apparent magnetization is 
negative even when they are suspended in what is called a 
vacuum. 

If we assume k — 0 for a vacuum, it will be negative for 
these substances. No substance, however, has been discovered 

for which k has a negative value numerically greater than —, 
and therefore for all known substances /x is positive. 

Substances for which k is negative, and therefore- yu, less than 
unity, are called Diamagnetic substances. Those for which * is 
positive, and /x greater than unity, are called Paramagnetic, 
Ferromagnetic, or simply magnetic, substances. 

We shall consider the physical theory of the diamagnetic and 
paramagnetic properties when we come to electromagnetism 
Arts. 832-845. * 
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4301 The mathematical theory of magnetic induction was 

first given by Poisson*. The physical hypothesis on which he 

founded his theory was that of two magnetic fluids, an hypothesis 

which has the same mathematical advantages and physical 

difficulties as the theory of two electric fluids. In order, how¬ 

ever, to explain the fact that, though a piece of soft iron can be 

magnetized by induction, it cannot be charged with unequal 

quantities of the two kinds of magnetism, he supposes that the 

substance in general is a non-conductor of these fluids, and that 

only certain small portions of the substance contain the fluids 

under circumstances in which they are free to obey the forces 

which act on them. These small magnetic elements of the sub¬ 

stance contain each precisely equal quantities of the two fluids, 

and within each element the fluids move with perfect freedom, 

but the fluids can never pass from one magnetic element to 

another. 
The problem therefore is of the same kind as that relating to 

a number of small conductors of electricity disseminated through 

a dielectric insulating medium. The conductors may be of any 

form provided they are small and do not touch each other. 

If they are elongated bodies all turned in the same general 

direction, or if they are crowded more’ in one direction than 

another, the medium, as Poisson himself shews, will not be 

isotropic. Poisson therefore, to avoid useless intricacy, examines 

the case in which each magnetic element is spherical, and the 

elements are disseminated without regard to axes. He supposes 

that the whole volume of all the magnetic elements in unifc of 

volume of the substance is /c. 

We have already considered in Art. 314 the electric conduc¬ 

tivity of a medium in which small spheres of another medium 

are distributed. 

If the conductivity of the medium is /q, and that of the 

spheres /x2, we have found that the conductivity of the com¬ 

posite system is 

2 ^1 + ^2 + — 
M 2/Xi + ~ * (Ma ~ ^i) 

Putting /q = 1 and /q = oc 5 this becomes 

1 -f- 2 Jc 

* Mtmoires de I’Institut, 1824, p. 247. 
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This quantity ju is the electric eondue(i\itv «d n m- imm 

sisting of perfectly conducting sphere*. di-s. mnmt-d tm.-u/u a 

medium of conductivity unity» the Kn^‘ ^1 ^llm* ^ * H 

spheres in unit of volume being k. 
The symbol g also represents the cu.ffiteient ma;.;n. lie m 

duction of a medium, consisting of sphei-'* tor whieh t!-- pm 

meahility is infinite, disseminated through n ueoium i-n uht.h 

it is unity. 
The symbol l,\ which we shall call l'"i*s*>u‘1 Magm-tm < 

efficient, represents tin* ratio of the \t<luui" <■! tie nmgimtie 

elements to the whole volume of the mil-stancr 

The symbol k is known as Neumanns ‘*. .efficient ■•! Mim-mt. 

ization by Induction. It is mure convenient than *». 

The symbol y. we shall enil the l WtHri.-nt of Magnet..■ Induc¬ 

tion. Its advantage is that it facilitates tin- trated-.mmtinn <d 

magnetic problems into probleiim relating to electnntv and heat. 

The relations of these three syuilsds nr*' as l»dl>»w« 

4^* . f* ™ I 
AJ ss: * k ssb i 

4 7T K + A ^ I i 

IX- 1 3* 
K = * * ™ , , * » 

If wo put k = *12, Urn value given by T!u*l«*»i,s # uu« ji?h 

on soft iron, wo find k ^ fit* Tlin», mvm.Mv f * T mob* 
theory, is the ratio of the volume uf thv umxuviu' tmd«ut»!r.n in 

the whole volume of tho iron. It i# imit* pto-h m 

with equal spheres so that tin? ratio of then vidiiinr i,* shn %%ln*lr 

space shall be bo nearly unity* iiipI it in v%wr*Un.*h improbable 
that so lar^e a proportion of the volume of iron in or»*ttpi»4 by 

solid molecules, whatever lie their form, Tim tmimrn 

why wo must abandon IViwsmi'i tty j»oOi«'»U. «ill l« 
stated in (Chapter V1. Of count*’ the %nltn* of I^t •.<.»< <» muilir* 

matical investigations rcnmiiin unimpuiivd, m t!w\ d«* n*4 rr#t 

on his hypothesis, hut on the cxperimriitnl nn s »>i uotnml 
magnetisation* 

* lieohtrohnr mr lam proprittr» mmimvh^r* «!*#/«% ,Wr* .Iflij, I 
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I'AHTH’t't.AH IMJnlU.KMS l\ \t WiMIH' l\I»l t'llnS, 

/I SfuihtH' Spin1 nntl Shrii* 

431,“] Tills find. oxatnph* of tho romph'te *tdu itott of n pmhlni* 

in magnolia induction \vm that givrti by lui^on for flir iw«* 

of a hollow aphorical tditdl aotnd «»ii by any ftttigtitdtr 

whatever. 

For aimplioity wo almll nttj»pftm* ihr might »#f t!m iniigii*4ir 

forces to ho ill tho Hpiu*o oukhF tin* idmll. 
If V dontdoH tho jiiilniliiil duo to fho rxirriiul ttmgiudi** 

Hyntom, wo may oxpiutd T in a m*iion of ntdid httritimuo* of lit*’ 

form V (\% Su 4 t \ st t t km, I (\ »\ #1 § ,,., Hi 

wham t in tho dtstamw from tho ooniro »»f tho sludt, Sk in **, 

mirf&cn harmonic of order h tool (\ ifi a rnHlieietit. 
Thin Horton will ho convergent provided r is S* fv, than the 

diwtanco of tho lioareut magnet of the nyatont which jir<*diiee* 

thin potential' Htmoe, for tho hnllow upheitca) #*!«♦!! and the 

ttpaeo within It* thin oxptutaioti m e<mv«’rgottt. 
hot th« external raditia of tho ahelt lm* n} and tho inner radm** 

a,, anti lot tli« jiotoiitiiil due to it* induced magnet i»to bo !i, 

Tho form of the ftmotitiii II wilt in general ho dutereiit in tho 

hollow npaoe, in tho aulwtanoe of tho fdiell, iin<i in tho 

lwyond, If we oxjiiiiifl thorn* funetinitH ill haimmur arum, then, 

confining our attention to tlmne term* which involve the unilWo 

h&rmtmin Si9 wo shall find that if Ut in that which twm»|tmida 

to tho hollow ■{iiMin within the tdttdl, tho expansion of yt intuit 

ho in punitive* harmouioa of tho form A**\ * \ l*eotitnie th« po* 

tantiat itittsi not become infinite within the apheie wlmmm radio* 
in ttt* 

lit tho aubutanot* of tho aheil, where r liw#. tit and m..i% 

the iciritii uniy ooutaitr both jamitivo ittnl ttogativo poworn of r, 

of the form 4, 4 r* + Ut .S', r-v * 
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Outside tlie shell, where r is greater than a2, since the series 

must he convergent however great r may be, we must have only 

negative powers of r, of the form 

B2Sir^i+]\ 
The conditions which must be satisfied by the function il are : 

It must be 1° finite, and 2° continuous, and 3° must vanish at 

an infinite distance, and it must 4° everywhere satisfy Laplace's 

equation. 

On account of 1°, B1 = 0. 

On account of 2°, when r = av 

(A1-AJa*i+'-B2 = 0, (2) 
and when r = a2J 

+ 0. (3) 

On account of 3°, Az = 0, and the condition 4° is satisfied 

everywhere, since the functions are harmonic. 

But, besides these, there are other conditions to be satisfied at 

the inner and outer surfaces in virtue of equation (10), Art. 427. 

At the inner surface where r = al} 

v^2 

dr 

-(1 4 7T/c) 
dfl2 

dr 

da, , dV 
--j-1 +4ir/c—r- = 0, 
dr dr W 

3 r = «2» 
da, dV 

+ -TA-4:7!K — = 0. 
dr dr (5) 

From these conditions we obtain the equations 

(i+4xk) {iA.2a1^i-.(i+1)B2}_iAia2i+1 + 47.Kioi««+i = 0, (6) 
(1 +4«) Msos«+i_(i + i)5j} +(. + i+1 

and if we put . w 

we find 

(1 + 4 77 *) (2i + If + (4 V k)H (i + 1) (l _ (J)*%+''y 
Ct/Q 

A1 = -(4:7TK)H(i+ 

Ao = —43(ci| 

(9) 

[2i +1+ ***&+ J)(l ~(|)2l+I)] (10) 

53 = -.4«i{2i+l+4Wjt(i+i)}(asi«+i_ai«+^_flr4Cf /12j 

These quantities being substituted in the harmonic expansions 

f ™ tT th8 po,eo“dM to lhe 
116 » Iwj. poritive, *„» 1 + 4 „ Z 
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never be negative. Hence Ax is always negative, or in other 
words, the action of the magnetized shell on a point within it is 

always opposed to that of the external magnetic force, whether 
the shell be paramagnetic or diamagnetic. The actual value of 

the resultant potential within the shell is 
(Ci+Ajsy, 

or (1 +47r*)(2i+1)2 (13) 

432. ] When k is a large number, as it is in the case of soft 

iron, then, unless the shell is very thin, the magnetic force 

within it is but a small fraction of the external force. 
In this way Sir W. Thomson has rendered his marine galva¬ 

nometer independent of external magnetic force by enclosing it 

in a tube of soft iron. 
433. ] The case of greatest practical importance is that in 

which i — 1. In this case 

9(1 +4wk) + 2 (4uk)2^1—■ (^) ) 

(14) 

A2 = — 4 7T K j^3 + 8wk^ l(~^) (15) 

J52 = 12 Cp 
B.3 = - 4 77 K (3 + 8 7T k) (a2 3 - a*) Cx. 

The magnetic force within the hollow shell is in this case 
uniform and equal in magnitude to 

G1 + A1 =-lllliZI*)-_<7r (16) 
9(l-j-47T/c) + 2 (4 7r/c)2 ^1 — ( ~ \ \ 

V (Xi/ / 
If we wish to determine k by measuring the magnetic force 

within a hollow shell and comparing it with the external mag¬ 

netic force, the best value of the thickness of the shell may be 
found from the equation 

1 ai3 _ 91 + 47TK 

1 a/-2 (4™/*' (17) 

{This value of ~ makes :r- jl +771 a maximum, so that for 
a2 cLk l G1) ’ 

a given error in ^ the corresponding error in k is as 

small as possible.} The magnetic force inside the shell is then 
half of its value outside. 
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Since, in the ease of iron, k is a number between 20 and 30, 

the thickness of the shell ought to be about the two hundredth 
part of its radius. This method is applicable only when the value 

of k is large. When it is very small the value of becomes 

insensible, since it depends on the square of k. 

For a nearly solid sphere with a very small spherical hollow 

4r 
2 (4vk)2 

olt (3 + 4ir*)(3 + 8ttk) ~'1 

3 + 4-7T/C 1 

4 7TK n o -C.aA. 
3 + 4tt/c 1 2 

(18) 

The whole of this investigation might have been deduced 
directly from that of conduction through a spherical shell, as 
given in Art. 312, by putting hx = (1 + 47tk) h2 in the expressions 
there given, remembering that A1 and A2 in the problem of 
conduction are equivalent to G1 + A1 and G1 + A2 in the problem 
of magnetic induction. 

434] The corresponding solution in two dimensions is graphi¬ 
cally represented in Fig. XV, at the end of this volume. The 
lines of induction, which at a distance from the centre of the 
figure are nearly horizontal, are represented as disturbed by a 
cylindrie rod magnetized transversely and placed in its position 
of stable equilibrium. The lines which cut this system at right 
angles represent the equipotential surfaces, one of which is a 
cylinder. The large dotted circle represents the section of a 
cylinder of a paramagnetic substance, and the dotted horizontal 
straight fines within it, which are continuous with the external 
lines of induction, represent the lines of induction within the 

substance. The dotted vertical lines represent the internal equi- 
potential surfaces, and are continuous with the external system. 
It will be observed that the fines of induction are drawn nearer 

together within the substance, and the equipotential surfaces 
are separated farther apart by the paramagnetic cylinder, which, 
m the language of Faraday, conducts the lines of induction 
better than the surrounding medium. 

. H we consider the system of vertical lines as lines of induc¬ 
tion, and the horizontal system as equipotential surfaces, we 

ve, in the first place, the case of a cylinder magnetized trans- 
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versely and placed in the position of unstable equilibrium 
among the lines of force, which it causes to diverge. In the 
second place, considering the large dotted circle as the section 
of a diamagnetic cylinder, the dotted straight lines within it, 
together with the lines external to it, represent the effect of a 
diamagnetic substance in separating the lines of induction and 
drawing together the equipotential surfaces, such a substance 
being a worse conductor of magnetic induction than the sur¬ 
rounding medium. 

Case of a Sphere in which the Coefficients of Magnetization are 
Different in Different Directions. 

435.] Let a, /3, y be the components of magnetic force, and 
A, B, C those of the magnetization at any point, then the most 
general linear relation between these quantities is given by the 

equations A = rx a -f pz fi -f q2 y, \ 

B = q3a + r2/3+piy> ^ (1) 
G = p2a + q1^ + rzy9) 

where the coefficients r} p3 q are the nine coefficients of magnet¬ 
ization. 

Let us now suppose that these are the conditions of magnet¬ 
ization within a sphere of radius a, and that the magnetization 
at every point of the substance is uniform and in the same 
direction, having the components A3 B} C. 

Let us also suppose that the external magnetizing force is 
also uniform and parallel to one direction, and has for its com¬ 
ponents X, F, Z. 

The value of V is therefore 

V = -{Xx+Yy + Zz)3 (2) 

and that of £l\ the potential outside the sphere of the mag¬ 
netization, is by Art. 391, 

& = ~^(A*+By + Cz). (3) 

The value of the potential within the sphere of the mag¬ 
netization, is 

11 = ^ (Ax + By+Cz). 
o 

(4) 

The actual potential within the sphere is V+ll9 so that we 
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shall have for the components of the magnetic force within the 

sphere a = X—£ttA, ] 
j8 =Y-i*B,\ (5) 

y = £-*ffC. j 

Hence 
(1+f •n-r1)J.+ §irjJ3.B + | vq2 (7 = rjX +_p3F + ftX ] 

|vg-3^ + (l+|vr2)5+ ^p1G = qzX + r2Y+p1Z, h (6) 

■frp2X + fvg1H+(l+twr3)C' = #2X+3'1F+'r3X. ' 

Solving these equations, we find 

A = r{X + p3'7+ q2'Z, ) 
£ = q3'X+T'Y+p'Z, (7) 
C=pi'X + ql'Y+rt% ) 

where I/r-[= rl + ^is(rzr1-p2qi + r1ri-pzqz) + (£v)2A ' 

jyp{=Pi~U (ft %-Piri)> 

£ V= ft ~ ~ 2iri)> 
&c., ; 

(8) 

where D is the determinant of the coefficients on the right side 
of equations (6), and Br that of the coefficients on the left-. 

The new system of coefficients pf, q\ r' will be symmetrical 
only when the system p, q9 r is symmetrical, that is, when the 
coefficients of the form p are equal to the corresponding ones of 

the form q. 
436.] *The moment of the couple tending to turn the sphere 

about the axis of x from y towards z is found by considering 
the couples arising from an elementary volume and taking the 

sum of the moments for the whole sphere. The result is 

L = |-7r a? (yB—fiC) 
= W {p{Z^q^^r'^)7Z^X{q,'Z^Y)}. (9) 

* [The equality of the coefficients p and q may be shewn as follows : Let the forces 
acting on the sphere turn it about a diameter whose direction-cosines are A, jjl} v through 
an angle <50; then, if Wdenote the energy of the sphere, we have, by Art. 486, 

-SJF=i^{(ZS-YC)k+(XC-ZA)fi + (,TA-^:S)v}Se. 
But if the axes of coordinates be fixed in the sphere we have in consequence of the 
rotation 

Hence we may put 
SX— (Yv~Zp)$0}e tc. 

- 5 t t a3 {A S X + B 8 T + C 5 Z). 
That the revolving sphere may not become a source of energy, the expression on the 
right-hand of the last equation must he a perfect differential. Hence, since A, B, C 
are linear functions of X, Y, Z, it follows that W is a quadratic function of X, Y, X, 
and the required result is at once deduced. 

See also Sir W. Thomson’s Reprint of Papers on Electrostatics and Maanetism, 
pp. 480-481.] J > 
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If we make 

X ~ 0, T= Fcos 6, Z = jFsin 9, 

this corresponds to a magnetic force F in the plane of yz, and 
inclined to y at an angle 9, If we now turn the sphere while 
this force remains constant the work done in turning the sphere 

r*± 7r 
will be / Ld6 in each complete revolution. But this is equal to 

4 7i 2a3i*2(p1'-g1'). (10) 

Hence, in order that the revolving sphere may not become an 
inexhaustible source of energy, p{ = and similarly p2 = q( 
and p3' = q3'. 

These conditions shew that in the original equations the co¬ 
efficient of B in the third equation is equal to that of G in the 
second, and so on. Hence, the system of equations is sym¬ 

metrical, and the equations become when referred to the prin¬ 
cipal axes of magnetization, 

A: 

B: 

G: 

_Ti_x \ 
i+fTir, ’ 
- y 
1 -f | irr2 9 f 

— Z I 
1 +|7rro ’ 1 

(11) 

The moment of the couple tending to turn the sphere round 
the axis of x is 

|7ra3 

(I2> 
In most caches the differences between the coefficients of 

magnetization in different directions are very small, so that we 
may put, if r represents the mean value of the coefficients, 

£ = #77 a3 FHm26. (13) 
* (l+t7rr)2 v } 

This is the force tending to turn a crystalline sphere about 
*fctie axis of x from y towards z. It always tends to place the 
£Lxis of greatest magnetic coefficient (or least diamagnetic co¬ 

efficient) parallel to the line of magnetic force. 
The corresponding case in two dimensions is represented in 

3Fig. XVI. 
If we suppose the upper side of the figure to be towards the 

rxorth, the figure represents the lines of force and equipotential 
surfaces as disturbed by a transversely magnetized cylinder 

von. ix. f 
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placed with Uin side • _ ' ' 
to turn tho cylinder from es.»t t«* n«.»ln - ■ 
represents a wet ion of » eylm- l<-i < >1 * 
•which lias a larger m-lKi-imt <»5 neiiv - >'• - 

north-east to H«.uth-wr*t than «l* ng “>'• f • 

south-east. The riott. «i lines *<IM» ,g 

lines of induction nn>! the .ij»»pni« nnn ' " ’ 

case aw not at right angle** (» -•«* o < »•< - 

on the cylinder tends evidently i>< tout ’■* 1 * v 

437.] The case of an ellipsoid pV< l ;n a ? 

parallel magnetie three has l»’<u 1 

manner hy 1’oisson, 
If P is the potential at th" > 

tion of a holly of any form «df i.*.}-'. s.u ^ 

* *s v *,f *n f , 
' i 

rt% 

* r» * 

li 

‘f( % 
- 1 

is the potential of the magnetism *.f rh- «.*m> " •<' ’ 1 •• > 

magnetized in the direction of x w.th iV' »*•»* * • .*•; : 

For tho vultiP of 111 i,?.% l"'* * v 

valuo of )\ tho potential of tin- U 'H. *\* > ’ 5 1 % * * 

tho potential whtii tin? body m 4 

of ,i;. 
If wo HUppONl’tl tllO ImhIv #hlfW*l till* "Ugh the- 4s»lA*l« & , 

and its dt^nnify ohnngod from 0 h.i r \thmi \* W 9A ^ % u% 

ropuMvo instead of nitriirlh'i* ISinllrT K ilmi4 4 " v ; 

tho potential duo to th«» two l?i« il?«8 

Now conHidtu* any <5li?i$wiil«fy potion «*f 

volume dt\ .Its i|uantity m f ilr, nn4 l« 11 

is an (domoni of tho pltifitxl t#4| w it <* m 
distance — ft#. Tin4 olfWH of fhm Iw olot -b\% % % pm mb %i* I## 

that of a magnot of fttrrtigili p&v ntnl I#, Tin® 
of inagnoiimtbii w ftiiitpi hy «!ifi Saii^ «h*. lu&gu* \.s **§f 

an olomonfc hy its votumo. Tin? nmuli 1* ^4#, 

f/r 
Ilenco — \i^x ^ ^lls Sl»fil<s^e *4 iLs I Milf 

4 •“ 

«A# 
notmod with tho intoiuuly p6jr m il§«t dhiwtwi* *4 ^ mu l 

is that of tho body ii^aftn?t4»,4 with iiil«ii«il| ^ 

This potential may In* jiIjpi iii tight, Tl##f 

hody was shifknl thmugh ll» iliiiaiiro wt't #144 §^#4^ of 
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—/i. Throughout that pari of Hpaco eumtnon to the hotly in ith 

two ptmiiionH the detimiy in y.oro, foe, im far m attraction h 

concerned* {ho two equal ami opponite doindtioH annihilate each 
other. Then' remains therefore n tdmlt of p*»?dtive matter on 

one Hide and of negative matter on tin* other, and we may 

regard the mediant potential m due to theno. The thicknoan of 

the ahell at a point where the normal drawn outward* make* 
nil angle * with the n%\n of x In ftxvm t and it* density in #?* 

The Hurfaee-domdty in therefore pftxw«n, and, in the eaae in 

which the potential in »the mirffteie-den^ity in pmmt. 

In thin way we ean find the magnetic potential of any hotly 

uniformly magnetised parallel In a given dimstion, Now if 

this uniform magnetisation in due to magnetic imluetinin t!in 

magnetising force at all points within the hotly iiiiiwt iiIho Ik* 

uniform ami parallel. 

Thin three conn tat* of I we part#, one due to internal eatiwB, 

and tin' other tine to the magnetimtion of the Inaly. If there 

fore the external magnetic form* in uniform ami paralhd, the 

magnetic ft nee due to the fstagfintisJitioit Mtmt ftfitt he uniform 

and parallel for nil point* within the body. 

Hence, in order that I lib method may tend to n mdution of 
il lf 

the problem of magnetic iiuluetioii, ^ uniat he a linear function 

of the coordinate# a\ ?#* a within ttin hotly, and therefore V inimt 

las a ijiimlimtk! function of the coordinate*. 

Now the only catte# with whirl* we are acquainted in which V 
i« a quadrat ie function of the wmi'dinateH within the body are 

thoao in which the hedy in t winded hy 14 complete nurface of 
the #mmtl degree, ami the Mtd\ w*e in whirh hucIi a twwly in of 

finite v* when it m an ollijiwfid, Wu nimll therefore 
apply the method It* the cane of an ellipmdd. 

Let 
#r- jr 
ll4 id * ♦** 

I m 

b# tli# ©tjtiatlciii of tin? tdlijmcdilj ami let #g| denote the dtaflnito 
integral 

.iff#1). i: (») 

♦ M## Tfammm #ii4 *IW# f M% tie! l&tittaft. 

? I 
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Then if wo make 

L = 4irabc , 
d (<r) 

M " 1 r.<d<f 
dxll >’ 

tho valuo of the potential within the « «;!i 

v*s~p(w• *t'i: * -V,J 1 fll »f V 

If tho olJipHoid m magin*ti/r>l iuth nud> 
direction making anglt*# wh«w* »*«' • .. . 

of a?, ?/, s, so that tin* emtqnm^ntn »»f n ;*.* 

A - //, II /»». 

tho potential duo ti# tlda iJtagi»t'li<&at)on nathm il 

wmbo il » / (IM > y \ ,: , 

If tho external magnetizing fur**.- n *\ o>< i >i 
are X, 7, 7, its potential will !»* 

V -iAV.l\</-> 

Tho components of the actual siring < • .. ot 
within the hotly are therefore 

A' + AL, V » HM, /.ft 

The most general relation* 1 M*tW(*»h |li*■> 
tho magnetizing force firm gn«ii ly hu 
involving nine coefficients, h in * ■«*.*>. h • . 
to fulfil the condition of th» 

the case of magnetic induction U,».. «,h.». fts i, 

respectively to other thr«., *» that *.■ i u- -• 

= s i (A + ■/! /* 1 ’I* * , f i 4 ti \f s i / * i \ 

If = k's (X+rl /«) t* * s i}‘ 4 l(M > * • / * *11, 

V = x'gfX + A/,) }•*,(}“ t /#,!/ » * , ;/ f « ‘ S 

From those equation* we may i« t<so*m.. J H M », • 
of X, F,/, and this will give the ,, 
problem. 

Tho potential outside the i 3 wd| }„ <,= 

the magnetization of the .dlip-M-S t.^tf.r *,t\. J, 
the external magnetic force, 

488.] The only case of practical itupottaticc i* t3*a h 
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We have then i = A^ 
1 — (C 11j 

B 

G: 

1 —k.2M 
r. 

*3 V 
l^N ' j 

(10) 

If the ellipsoid has two axes equal, and is of the planetary 
or flattened form, a 

b = c = 
Vl—e2 ’ 

L = ~^(k 
•v/r 

■ sm'^e I j 

M=N-. ■ 2 7r(- 
vT 

sin-ie 

If the ellipsoid is of the ovary or elongated form, 

a = b = V1 —e2c; 

L = M = —2 w (4 — log 7~~~) ’ 
v<r 2e3 °l-e' 

(») 

(12) 

(13) 

(M) 
W=-4^(l-l)(i-logJ-±|-l) 

In the case of a sphere, when e = 0, 

L = M = If = -$-7r. (15) 

In the case of a very flattened planetoid X becomes in the 

limit equal to —47r, and if and If become — tt2-- 
c 

In the case of a very elongated ovoid L and M approximate 
to the value —3 ir, while If approximates to th© form 

a2 /. 2 c x 

and vanishes when e = 1. 

It appears from these results that— 

(1) When k, the coefficient of magnetization, is very small, 

whether positive' or negative, the induced magnetization is 
nearly equal to the magnetizing force multiplied by #c, and is 
almost independent of the form of the body. 

(2) When k is a large positive quantity, the magnetization 
depends principally on the form of the body, and is almost 

independent of the precise value of k} except in the case of a 
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longitudinal force acting on an ovoid so elongated that Nk is 

a small quantity though k is large. 2 
(3) If the value of k could be negative and equal to — we 

should have an infinite value of the magnetization in the case 
of a magnetizing force acting normally to a flat plate or disk. 
The absurdity of this result confirms what we said in Art. 428. 

Hence, experiments to determine the value of k may be made 
on bodies of any form, provided k is very small, as it is in 
the case of all diamagnetic bodies, and all magnetic bodies 

except iron, nickel and cobalt. 
If, however, as in the case of iron, k is a large number, 

experiments made on spheres or flattened figures are not 
suitable to determine k; for instance, in the case of a sphere 
the ratio of the magnetization to the magnetizing force is as 
1 to 4*22 if k = 3*0, as it is in some kinds of iron, and if k were 
infinite the ratio would be as 1 to 4*19, so that a very small 
error in the determination of the magnetization would introduce 

a very large one in the value of k. 

But if we make use of a piece of iron in the form of a 
4, very elongated ovoid, then, as long asJ/c is of moderate value 

compared with unity, we may deduce the value of k from a 
determination of the magnetization, and the smaller the value 
of F the more accurate will be the value of k. 

In fact, if Ftc he made small enough, a small error in the 
value of F itself will not introduce much error, so that we 
may use any elongated body, such as a wire or long rod, instead 
of an ovoid *. 

We must remember, however, that it is only when the 
product Fk is small compared with unity that this substitution 
is allowable. In fact the distribution of magnetism on a long 
cylinder with flat ends does not resemble that on a long 

ovoid, for the free magnetism is very much concentrated 
towards the ends of the cylinder, whei'eas it varies directly as 
the distance from the equator in the case of th© ovoid. 

The distribution of electricity on a cylinder, however, is really 
sparable with that on an ovoid, as we have already seen 

152. • 

results also enable us to understand why the magnetic 

's are used their length should be at least 300 times their diameter.]- 
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moment of a permanent magnet can ho made m> much greater 

when the magnet haw an elongated form, if wo wore to 

nmgnotmi a dink with intensity I in a direction normal in 

ita surface* and thou leave it to iiwelf, the interior partition 

would experience a constant dntiiagttof hung force efpm! t<» 4 n!% 

and thin, if nut miflkuonf of itself to destroy part of tii«^ mag 

netimtkm, would noon do ho if aided by vibrations or changes 

of temperature *. 

if wo were to magnetize a cylinder tranNVermdy the demag- 

noticing force would bo only 2 ir /* 

If the magnet were a sphere tho <it*iuagm)tixmg force would 

ho f| it /* 

In a dink magnetised transversely tho dotsiagnotiamg form in 

7ru ~ /, and in an olcmgat**! ovoid magnetised longitudinally it 

(i \{* :>r 
in leant of all* being in , / lug 

e4 a 

Honoo an elongated magnet in lens lalady to lose it* magnetism 

than a short think ono, 

Tho momonf of the force noting on ini ollijwoiil having 

different magnetic ouofliniiiiitii fur tho three mm which tends 

to turn it about tho axis of xt in 

| - (/IT j ntifm' Y% ^ 
*, t j i M AT 

-HaAT 

Hence* if and *a are smalt, thin fora* will depend principally 

cm tliti crystalline cpmtity of tho lualy and nut on it« *ha|xs pro¬ 

vided tin dimaiiHiona ar«* not wry itmwjimi* hut if *, and «4 tire 

considerable* m in the case of iron, il*o force will depend 
principally on tho shape of tho body, and it will turn m* m 

to not its longer axis paridlid to tho line* uf fmtm, 

If a mifltelefitty strong, yet uniform, fhdd of magnet in force 

could be obtained, an elongated kotftijtk? diatttagnetitt Inaty 

♦ {lit® titttgfti?t.k foes# in tbs ill»l - «l * 41* 

X 
I 0 |» ^ 

ivntl %\nm it ~ -- 4 w la thin tmm$ tit# tifn§p»li<t fmm l» 

X t 
i ♦ 4«« 

Tlnii Hit magmitJb ib* 4I«I» i§ vain# KwmiM fa** In Ik* air 
if ill# dink w#r« 
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would also set itself with its longest dimension parallel to the 

lines of magnetic force *. 
439.] The question of the distribution of the magnetization of 

an ellipsoid of revolution under the action of any magnetic 
forces has been investigated by J. Neumann f. Kirchhofft has 
extended the method to the case of a cylinder of infinite length 

acted on by any force. 
Green, in the 17th section of his Essay, has given an investiga¬ 

tion of the distribution of magnetism in a cylinder of finite 
length acted on by a uniform external force X parallel to its axis. 
Though some of the steps of this investigation are not very 
rigorous, it is probable that the result represents, roughly the 
actual magnetization in this most important case. It certainly 
expresses very fairly the transition from the case of a cylinder 
for which k is a large number to that in which it is very small, 
but it fails entirely in the case in which k is negative, as in 
diamagnetic substances. 

Green finds that the linear density of free magnetism at a 
distance x from the middle of a cylinder whose radius is a and 
whose length is 2 Z, is 

px px 

Q ^ @ & 

A = vKXpa -g—-5, 

ea +e~a 

where p is a numerical quantity to be found from the equation 

The following 

K 

CO 

336*4 

62*02 

48*416 

29*475 

20*185 

14*794 

0*2318,63, — Slog. %p = ——. 
‘ 1 TTKp* 

are a few of the corresponding values of p and 
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0*1427 1*00 

0*0002 10*00 

0*0000 00 

K. 

negative imaginary. 
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When the length of the cylinder is great compared with its 

radius, the whole quantity of free magnetism on either side of 

the middle of the cylinder is, as it ought to be, 

M = ira2 kX. 

Of this i pM is on the flat end of the cylinder*, and the distance 

of the centre of gravity of the whole quantity M from the end 

of the cylinder is - • 
V 

When ac is very small p is large, and nearly the whole free 
magnetism is on the ends of the cylinder. As ac increases p 
diminishes, and the free magnetism is spread over a greater 

distance from the ends. When ac is infinite the free magnetism 
at any point of the cylinder is simply proportional to its distance 
from the middle point, the distribution being similar to that of 
free electricity on a conductor in a field of uniform force. 

440.] In all substances except iron, nickel, and cobalt, the 
coefficient of magnetization is so small that the induced mag¬ 
netization of the body produces only a very slight alteration of the 
forces in the magnetic field. We may therefore assume, as a 
first approximation, that the actual magnetic force within the 
body is the same as if the body bad not been there. The super¬ 
ficial magnetization of the body is therefore, as a first approx- 

dV dV. 
imation, ac-^-, where is the rate of increase of the magnetic 

potential due to the external magnet along a normal to the 
surface drawn inwards. If we now calculate the potential duo 
to this superficial distribution* we may use it in proceeding to a 
second approximation. 

To find the mechanical energy due to the distribution of 

* {The quantity of free magnetism on the curved surface on the positive side of the 
cylinder r i 

=/o kdx = ira2/cX^l-~ sech—^* 

The quantity on the flat end, supposing the density to he the same as on the qurved 
surface when a = l, is tncXpa , pi 2 

—-- tanh • ku - 
2 tra a 

Thus the total quantity of free magnetism is 

. :(: 
When pi fa is large this is equal to 

tra2 kX (1 — sech tanh — 
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magnetism on this first •’* * 

integral | j ' j \l 

taken over tin- wlmh- surfm.(*J“' 
in Art. 100 that this is njiinl t.. «!»•• U! 

« —W’/l 
!' .(I 

taken through the wlmh- ‘ 
the resultant niagnetie. foro-. 

}■: MU' 

X 

Now MllCO till' Wurk doll*' 1»> ?k‘ s‘‘■'*^4 ‘ 

during a dinplamuent hs i* *^'if ' 

force in the direction of «nd rr 

I X I /v «'• n slant, 
h* 

which allow « that the force acting «m \h> * ^ ^ 

of it tended to move from p!ar« ?* ml^i^ A' *1 11 1 

it in greater, with a force which mi us^i «■' % 

If k m negative, m* in dwm«gn<'Ur t * - ■■ i * * 

Faraday first nhewed, from ntmng* t «,A;t'rT s 

magnetic field. Mont t#f tin- nrio4i» \ , 

diamagnetic hodien depend on ihu% m. 

jS*/| 11/# i *50 

44 L] Alumni every part *4* ttmgtKiK fu-jem*' 

navigation. The directive adorn *4 fh«-< » •; • 

the compaHH-needhi in the on!) itidied » i fe,t^n*v$y i * ‘ 

courno when the wan and ditiii ate lad Id* 

needle from the true meridian woii»4 a* %>> 4* m .. 
to the application of the rnmptuet r# n*ug*n«‘n t ut a 

difficulty had been overcome l»y the «N*ni*ifud:.i*n <4 $ 
chartn it appeared likely that the d* rUnaiHin \t,^ -f <<* > » 

the mariner in determining hU *hi(*’* plm^ 
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The greaient *liflituiIfy in navigation hud nlwaya heeti to iinerr* 

tain tin* longitude; hut wince the declination m different at 

different point** mi l\m nituir parallel of latitude* an observation of 

the declination together with a knowledge of the latitude would 

enable the mariner to find Inn poidtioti mi the magnetic churl, 

Hut in recent time** iron in no largely nnint in the construction 

of nili|m that it luia become tsttftomitble to tine the complex at all 

without tliking1 into account the action of the .ship, iw & magnetic 

body, on the needle, 

To determine the distribution of maguctiam in a ttnt3« of iron 

of any form under the influence of tin* earth’* magnetic force* 

even though not subjected to mechanical h train or other disturb¬ 

ances* in, m we have seen, a very dillieult problem. 

In thin muttshowever»ttm prtddcitt in simplified by the following 

aoiutiderntum*. 
The in niijijiiMiini to be placed with its etmlre at a fixed 

point of the ship, ami m» far from imy non that the magnetUm 
of the needle does m»i induce imy jmreepliblo utaguututm in the 

whip. The nm* of the ciilii{iiii*»-iiewlle tfl a tip) timed no small that 

we may regard the magnetic fort** at every jiuititiif the needle an 

the same. 
The iron of the ship in mipjiiiieil to \m nf two kind* only. 

(t} Hard iron, magnetised in a constant manner, 

(*i| Soft iron, the stuigtiotia&titm of which m ittdutiftd by the 

earth or other magnet*. 
In strictness we mind admit that the hardest iron In not only 

capable of induction but that it may lose part of itn me cat led 

permanent magnetization in various ways. 
The Mufient iron hi mpiibb* of retaining what n* called tesidua! 

magnetization. The actual projtfU'lio* of iron cannot In- aeeumt«*ly 
represented by supposing it compounded of the hard iron and 

the noft iron al**ve defined. Hut it tm» l««iii found that when a 

ship i* acted on only by the earths magnetic force, and tint 

subjected to tiny * tfra«u4inaiy atre** of weather, the supposition 

that the magnetism of the ship m dim partly i« permanent mag¬ 

netization and partly t« itidtfrtiott lead* It# millietriitly ami tain 
roMtilta when applied to the correction of the r*imji&**» 

The equations on which the theory of the variation of the 

&mtpa*a ia founded were given l»y in the tilth volume of 

the Mr main# th CIp, 0*1 <l«2§b 
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The only assumption relative to induced magnetism ‘which, is 

involved in these equations is, that if a magnetic force X due to 
external magnetism produces in the iron of the ship an induced 
magnetization, and if this induced magnetization exerts on the 
compass needle a disturbing force whose components are X\ 3 /? 

Z\ then, if the external magnetic force is altered in a given ratio, 
the components of the disturbing force will be altered in the 

same ratio. 
It is true that when the magnetic force acting on iron is very 

great the induced magnetization is no longer proportional to the 
external magnetic force, but this want of proportionality ib 
insensible for magnetic forces of the magnitude of those due to 
the earth’s action. 

Hence, in practice we may assume that if a magnetic force 
whose value is unity produces through the intervention of the 
iron of the ship a disturbing force at the compass-needle whoso 
components are a in the direction of x, d in that of y, and <j in 

that of 0, the components of the disturbing force due to a force Ar 
in the direction of x will be aX, dX, and gX. 

If therefore we assume axes fixed in the ship, so that x is 
towards the ship’s head, y to the starboard side, and 0 towards 
the keel, and if X, Y> Z represent the components of the earth’s 
magnetic force in these directions, and X', Y\ Zf the components 
of the combined magnetic force of the earth and ship on tlio 
compass-needle, 

X' = X + aX + &y+cZ+P0 
Y'=Y+dX + eY+fZ+Q, l (1) 

Z' - Z+gX + hY+kZ+H.) 

In these equations a, 6, c, d} e,f, g, h, h are nine constant co¬ 
efficients depending on the amount, the arrangement, and the 
capacity for induction of the soft iron of the ship. 

JP, Q, and R are constant quantities depending on the per¬ 
manent magnetization of the ship. 

It is evident that these equations are sufficiently general if 
magnetic induction is a linear function of magnetic force, for 
they are neither more nor less than the most general expression 
of a vector as a linear function of another vector. 

It may also be shewn that they are not too general, for, by a 
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proper arrangement of iron, any one of the coefficients may be 

made to vary independently of the others. 
Thus, a long thin rod of iron under the action of a longitudinal 

magnetic force acquires poles, the strength of each of which is 
numerically equal to the cross-section of the rod multiplied by 
the magnetizing force and by the coefficient of induced magnet¬ 
ization. A magnetic force transverse to the rod produces a much 
feebler magnetization, the effect of which is almost insensible at 

a distance of a few diameters. 
If a long iron rod be placed fore and aft with one end at a 

distance x from the compass-needle, measured towards the ship’s 
head, then, if the section of the rod is A, and its coefficient of 
magnetization k, the strength of the pole will be AkX, and, if 

A the force exerted by this pole on the compass-needle 
K 

will be aX. The rod may be supposed so long that the effect of 
the other pole on the compass may be neglected. 

We have thus obtained the means of giving any required 

value to the coefficient a. 
If we place another rod of section B with one extremity at 

the same point, distant x from the compass toward the head of 
the vessel, and extending to starboard to such a distance that the 
distant pole produces no sensible effect on the compass, the dis¬ 
turbing force due to this rod will be in the direction of x, and 

equal to or if B = —, the force will be b 7. 
X2 K 

This rod therefore introduces the coefficient b. 
A third rod extending downwards from the same point will 

introduce the coefficient c. 
The coefficients d} e} f may be produced by three rods 

extending to head, to starboard, and downward from a point 
to starboard of the compass, and g, h, h by three rods in parallel 
directions*from a point below the compass. 

Hence each of the nine coefficients can be separately varied 
by means of iron rods properly placed. 

The quantities P, Q, It are simply the components of the 
force on the compass arising from the permanent magnetization 
of the ship together with that part of the induced magnetization 
which is due to the action of this permanent magnetization. 

• A complete discussion of the equations (1), and of the relation 
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between the true magnetic course of tlie Mop and the course 

as indicated by the compass, in given by Mr, Arein bald South in 

the Admiralty Manual of (he MivWhui if the t’ 
A valuable graphic method of investigating Mm problem m 

thoro given. Taking a fixed point m origin, n him m dmwn 

from this point representing in direction and magnitude the 
horizontal part of the actual magnetic force «>tt the et.mpnw*- 

needle. As the ship is swung round so a** t*» bung her load 
into different azimuths in sueres.dun, the o\t remit \ *>l thin line 

describes a curve, each point of which correspond * in h p?** 

ticular azimuth. 
Such a curve, by means of which the direction and magnitude 

of the force on the compass is given in term* of the ittagnrtic 

course of the ship, is called a Oygogmm. 
There are two varieties of the Oygogranu In the fir tit # the 

curve is traced cm a plane fixed tit upturn *i#t the *Jnp turn* 
round. In the second kind, ilte cttrvn m traced «»u a jdimr 

fixed with respect to the ship. 

The dygogram of the first kind in the Uiimenii of IWriil, 

that of the second kind is an ellipse, Fur the *mm>iruHmu 

and use of these curves, and for tunny theorems m mu ivnimg 

to the mathematician m they tint important to the tm\ igntnr, 
the reader is referred to the Admiralty SUimuil <f the /#muf ?*oi 
of the (bmpim. 
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wkiihiu* thkoky or ixinnwtt maunetisu. 

We havt* wort that Ptdaaon tho magnri Nation 
to eonalat in a arpamthm of tin* magnetic fluid* within 
agnatic ntolocnilo. If wo wt*h to avoid tin* iiMiiiifijitiiin 
oxiatwica of magnolia fluid*. wo may atiito tho mono 
in another form, hy saying that trnrli imdooulo of tho 
ion tho uingnothting furor art# m% it, hrmmtoi a tungnot. 
v'n theory differ* from thin in mom tut tig I hut tho undo* 

tho iron am a) way a magnet*, even tirfurn the npjdi 
if the tmtguetifting force, hut that in ordinary iron 
priotie axea of the molecule* are turned indifferently in 
motion, an that the iron m a whole* on hi hit* tin magnetic 
e«. 

n magnetic (mm nato on tin* Iron it tom la i« turn the 
tin* tfitdt;tettl«§ all in oiio direction, and §t« to caitae the 
% whole* to Ikicomo ti magnet, 
* $%mm of all the iitoWtite* wan* art parallel t« melt 
in iron would exhibit the grentrai iutenaity of mag* 
n of which it hi cnjuihle, Hence W*d*er*a theory imjdn * 
mtm of a limiting mtrmdty of in#igiit4imtit»iil nnd I hr 
nital evidence that mud* a limit oxiatii in therefore 
f to the theory, Kxjterinient* allowing an 
ting value of in»giiofi»fifiii have been made by dmile *» 
•f* and iwing and how }. 
xitoritnente of lWt»§ tin tdeeiroiyjie irtui de§»o*It«I 

Iwmli 1/ Kbfirifttjtt If * 1*, 111, tllii #%ft l#if 141 in, » %t 
t t$*m*Am, 1****. p* ii?» ite# 

Tmm, till. A, 1*. mi. § mi !««#» 
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under the action of magnetic force furnish the most complete 

evidence of this limit:— 
A silver wire was varnished, and a very narrow line on the 

metal was laid bare by making a fine longitudinal scratch on 
the varnish. The wire was then immersed in a solution of a 
salt of iron, and placed in a magnetic field with tho scratch 

in the direction of a line of magnetic force. By making tho 
wire the cathode of an electric current through the solution, 
iron was deposited on the narrow exposed surface of tho wire, 
molecule by molecule. The filament of iron, thus formod was 
then examined magnetically. Its magnetic moment was found 

to be very great for so small a mass of iron, and when a power¬ 
ful magnetizing force was made to act in the same direction 
the increase of temporary magnetization was found to be very 

small, and the permanent magnetization was not altered. A 

magnetizing force in the reverse direction at once reduced the 

filament to the condition of iron magnetized in the ordinary way. 

Weber’s theory, which supposes that in this case the mag¬ 
netizing force placed the axis of each molecule in tho same 
direction during the instant of its deposition, agrees very well 

with what is observed. 
Beetz found that when the electrolysis is continued under 

the action of the magnetizing force the intensity of magnet¬ 
ization of the subsequently deposited iron diminishes. The 
axes of the molecules are probably deflected from tho lino of 
magnetizing force when they are being laid down side by side 
with the molecules already deposited, so that an approximation 
to parallelism can he obtained only in the case of a very thin 
filament of iron. 

If, as Weber supposes, the molecules of iron are already 

magnets, any magnetic force sufficient to render their axes 

parallel as they are electrolytically deposited will bo sufficient 

to produce the highest intensity of magnetization in the de¬ 

posited filament. 

If, on the other hand, the molecules of iron are not magnets, 
but are only capable of magnetization, the magnetization of the 
deposited filament will depend on the magnetizing force in the 
same way in which that of soft iron in general depends on 

it. The experiments of Beetz leave no room for the latter 
hypothesis. 
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44ft.*] We ah nil now nwmm«\ wit It Weber, that, in every unit 

of volume of tli«% iron there are a magnetic molecules find that 

the magnetic moment of each in mt If the axes of nil tin* 

molecules were placed pfiriillrl to one another, the mfigitcdic 

moment of the unit of volume would l*e 

M ii m» 

and tliia would ho tho greatest intensity of magnetization of 
which tho mm in capable. 

In the umuugnetizod state of ordinary iron Wohor supposes 

tho i%%tm of tin tmdmdes to ho placed indifferently in all 

directions. 
To okprowi thin, wo may nuppoac a sphere to be detterlbsl, 

and it radius drawn from the centre pandlol to the direction 
of tho axis of each of the n molecule*. The distribution of ilia 

extremities of these mdii mull represent that of tho axes of tho 

molecules, In tho ease of ordinary iron these n point.* are 
equally distributed over every part of the surface of tho sphere, 

bo that the number of molecule* whose fixes make an angle lew 

than « with the axis of r in 

11 /t i #| { 1 * Cl 114 «.), 

and the number of molecules whose axes make angles with that 
of *r between m find « t #b* t# therefore 

#i . , 
^ mn iti/ii, 
m 

This in* tlie arrangement of the molceulc* in a piece of iron 
which linn Oliver been magnetized. 

Ia4 m now suppose that a magnetic force X in made to 

act cm the iron in the direction of the axis of *r, and let m 

cotinidor a molecule whose i*\b* wtn§ originally inclined « to the 

ax in cif m* 

If this molecule In fterfoctly free to turn* it will place itself 

with its axis parallel to the a\ia uf j\ and if nil the molecules 

did no, the very slightest tirngtictbutig force would Is* fan ml 
nuftleient to devidope the % cry highest degree of magnet Lent iott. 

Thtsf however, it* not the case. 

The molecules do not turn with their axes piiriiltid to and 

this m either because each uiolecide in acted on by a force 

bending to preserve it tit it* original direction, or because no 
VOU II* il 
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equivalent effect is produced by the mutual action of the entire 

system of molecules. 
Weber adopts the former of these suppositions as the simplest, 

and supposes that each molecule, when deflected, tends to return 
to its original position with a force which is the same as that 

which a magnetic force D, acting in the original direction of its 
axis, would produce. 

The position which the axis actually assumes is therefore 

in the direction of the resultant of X and D. 
Let APB represent a section of a sphere whose radius re¬ 

presents, on a certain scale, the force D. 
Let the radius OP be parallel to the axis of a particular 

molecule in its original position. 

Let SO represent on the same scale the magnetizing fore© X 
which is supposed to act from S towards O. Then, if the mole¬ 

cule is acted on by the force X in the direction SO, and by a 

force D in a direction parallel to OP, the original direction of 
its axis, its axis will set itself in the direction SP, that of the 
resultant of X and ZL 

Since the axes of the molecules are originally in all directions, 
P may be at any point of the sphere indifferently. In Fig. 5, 
in which X is less than D, SP, the final position of the axis, 
may be in any direction whatever, but not indifferently, for 

more of the molecules will have their axes turned towards A 
than towards B. In Fig. 6, in which X is greater than D, the 

axes of the molecules will be all confined within the con© TST' 
touching the sphere. 

Hence there are two different cases according as X is less or 
greater than Z. 
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Lot a = AGP, tlio original inclination of the axis of a mole¬ 
cule to the axis of x. 

0 = ASP, tho inclination of the axis when deflected by 

the force X. 
ft = SPG, the angle of deflexion. 

SO = Ar *, the magnetizing force. 

OP = i), the force tending towards the original position. 
SP = R, the resultant of X and D. 

m = magnetic moment of the molecule. 
Then tho moment of the statical couple duo to X, tending to 

diminish the angle 0, is 

mL = mXsin 0, 

and the moment of the couple due to I), bending to increase 6, is 

mL =s mDsinft. 

Equating these values, and remembering that ft = a — 0, we find 

tan 0 = 
/) sin a 

X -f* J) cos a (i) 

to determine the direction of tho axis after deflexion. 

We have next to find tho intensity of magnetization produced 

in the mass by tho force X, and for this purpose we must 

resolve tho magnetic moment of every molecule in the direction 

of x, and add all these resolved parte. 

Tho resolved part of tho moment of a molecule in the direc¬ 

tion of x is m C0B 

The number of molecules whose original inclinations lay 
between a and a + da is % 

A Bin a da* 
2 

We have therefore to integrate 
/MT tjfYiyi, 

„ COB 6 Bin ada} 
o 2 

remembering that 0 is a function of a. 

(2) 

* (The force gating on a magnetic pole inside a magnet is indefinite, depending1 on 
the shape of the cavity in widen the pole li placed. The force X ia thus indefinite, 
for since we know nothing about the shape or disposition of these molecular magneto 
there do©« not mma any reason for assuming that the force is that In a cavity of on© 
shape rather than another. Thus it would seem that unless further assumptions ar© 
mad© w© ought to put X -» X^+pX, where X9 ii the external magnetic force and p a 
constant, of which all wt can say Is that it must li© between 0 and 4 irm This uncertainty, 
about tho value of X is the more embarrassing from the fact that In iron I is very 
much greater than X0,so that tho term about which there Is the uncertainty may be 
much the more important of the two.} 
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We may express both. 6 and a in terms of R, and the ex¬ 

pression to be integrated becomes 

-^(W + XZ-D^dR, (3) 

the general integral of which is 

~if5ft^2+3X2-3 °2)+a- (4) 

In the first case, that irr~which X is less than D, the limits of 
integration are from R = D-\-X to R = D—X. In the second 
case, in which X is greater than D, the limits are from 
R = X+D to R = X-J). 

When X is less than D, 
T 2 m rb v 
1 ~ 3 D (5) 

When X is equal to D, T 2 1 = -mn. C«) 

, When X is greater than D, r lD\ I = mw(l-555); (7) 
and when X becomes infinite, I = mn. (8) 

According to this form of the theory, which is that adopted 
by Weber*, as the magnetizing force increases from 0 to D, the 
magnetization increases in the same proportion. When the 
magnetizing force attains the value D, the magnetization is 
two-thirds of its limiting value. When the magnetizing force 
is further increased, the magnetization, instead of increasing 

indefinitely, tends towards a finite limit. 

O D 2D 3D 4-D 

Fig. 7. 

The law of magnetization is expressed in Pig. 7, where the 

magnetizing force is reckoned from 0 towards the right, and the 

* There is some mistake in the formula given by Weber, Abhandlungen dex Kg. 
Sachs-Gesellschaft der Wissens. i. p. 572 (1852), or Pogg., Jinn., lxxxvii. p. 167 (1852^, 
as the result of this integration, the steps of which are not given by him. His formula 

is 
r X + 
T ss WW _ - -_— _ a 
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iitiigiii^fimf inn is rXjirpHMpd hy tho vortical ordtu&tt*K. Wpliorn 

tiwn v%\ivmnvnttt give n%iitt» in wdtnfadory iiccortlanro with 

thin law, It m jtr»»tnihh\ however, that the valuta of /) in out 
thu niiint1 fur nit tmdtMMtloH uf the name piece of iron, ho tlutt 

the imtmtum from the atmighi lino from O to K to the curve 

beyond H may not ho no abrupt m in boro represented* 

444,) T lie theory in linn form gives no account of the mmdu&l 

magnet i/atiim which in found to exist lifter the nuignetr/ing 
form hi removed, I have therefore thought it desirable to 

v%mmno flu* result* of making a further assumption relating to 

the conditions under which the position of equilibrium of n 
molecule may ho permanently altered. 

t*efc tii iiiijijiiiio that the axis of it magnetic molecule* if de¬ 

flected through any angle #i less than §iti, will minrn to Its 

original jmsition when the deflecting force in removed, hut that 

if the deflexion fi exceed?! i4i, then, wlum the deflecting form in 
removed, the axis will not return to its original position* hut 

wilt l*e permanently deflected through an angle fi «|lgM which 

11111% ho ml loti tin* |M*rmammt mi of the molecule *. 

This assumption with renjiert# to the law of molecular tie- 

floxioti is lint to ho regarded an founded 4111 any exact knowledge 

of il*p Ultimata structure of hud ton, hut in adopted, in our 

ignorance of the inns state of the ease, as an assistance to this 

imjtgtuatiou in following out the *(>eculaUnti suggested hy 

Wel*er. 

l#et L (ft) 

then, if this moment nf tin* oouple acting on 11 molecule in 
Um than ml*, thorn will Im no permanent deflexion, hut if it 

exceeds m L there \vill \m 11 permanent change of the position of 

injtiilihrtfitti* 

To truce flip result* of this supposition, di*scril»e a sphere 

whose centre m tt iind radius (Ji - /«. 

An long an A* is 1«mn than 1* everything will tho mam m 

ill Uni anno already costatderfttL hut mu moon §n§ ,Y exceed* /# }t 

will begin to produce * immmmmi deflexion of some nf tJiii 

iniiliitstikii* 
Lut %m tmkif tli« atom of Fig, i, in wliinli X m gmmkir Ilian /# 

hut imm tiim th Thttntgh H m vorum tlniw a douhlo m*m 

* l*flm t»ll| $$mh hj *41 mwmm t»#l t« In* ttuii lalki# 
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touching the sphere L. Let this cone meet the sphere D in P 
and Q. Then if the axis of a molecule in its original position 

lies between OA and 0P3 or between OJB and OQ, it will be 

Fig. 8. 

deflected through an angle less than /30, and will not be perma¬ 
nently deflected. But if the axis of the molecule lies originally 
between OP and OQ, then a couple whose moment is greater 
than L will act upon it and will deflect it into the position SP, 

and when the force X ceases to act it will not resume its 
original direction, but will be permanently set in the direction 

OP. 
Let us put 

L = X sin 0o where 60 = PSA. or QSB, 

then all those molecules whose axes, on the former hypothesis, 
would have values of 0 between 60 and tt—60 will be made to 
have the value 60 during the action of the force X. 

During the action of the force X} therefore, those molecules 
whose axes when deflected lie within either sheet of the double 
cone whose semivertical angle is 60 will be arranged as in the 
former case, but all those whose axes on the former theory 

would lie outside of these sheets will be permanently deflected, 
so that their axes will form a dense fringe round that sheet of 
the cone which lies towards A. 

As X increases, the number of molecules belonging to the 
cone about B continually diminishes, and when X becomes 
equal to JD all the molecules have been wrenched out of their 
former positions of equilibrium, and have been forced into the 
fringe of the cone round A, so that when X becomes greater 
than D all the molecules form part of the cone round A or of 
its fringe. 
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for the intensity of the temporary magnetization during the 
action of the force X, which is supposed to act on iron which 
has never before been magnetized, 

When X is less than L, 1 = ? - 
3 D 

When X is equal to L, 
O JJ 

When X is between L and D, 

When X is equal to D, 

When X is greater than D, 

JP 
D2' v D* 

IK* 
' m n 

IX . 1 ID . (D2—L2)i 
'M\z D +2 6X + 

VXZ-L2 
6 X*D 6 X*D 

(2P-3 XD+L2)^ 

When X is infinite, I = if. 

When X is less than L the magnetization, follows the former 
law, and is proportional to the magnetizing force* As soon as 
X exceeds L the magnetization assumes a more rapid rate of 
increase on account of the molecules beginning to be transferred 

from the one cone to the other. This rapid increase, however, 
soon comes to an end as the number of molecules forming the 

negative cone diminishes, and at last the magnetization reaches 
the limiting value M* 

If we were to assume that the values of l and of D are 
different for different molecules, we should obtain a result in 
which the different stages of magnetization are not so distinctly 
marked. 

The residual magnetization, produced by the magnetizing 
force X, and observed after the force has been removed, is as 
follows: 

When X is less than L} No residual magnetization. 
When X is between L and Dy 

r=M{ i-5)(i-U). 
When X is equal to D, 

£2 2 
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The curve of residual magnetization begins when X = X, and 
approaches an asymptote whose ordinate = -81 ilX 

It must be remembered that the residual magnetism thus 
found corresponds to the case in which, when the external force 
is removed, there is no demagnetizing force arising from the 

distribution of magnetism in the body itself. The calculations 

are therefore applicable only to very elongated bodies magnet¬ 
ized longitudinally. In the case of short thick bodies the 
residual magnetism will bo diminished by the reaction of the 
free magnetism in the same way as if an external reversed 

magnetizing force were made to act upon it 
446.] The scientific value of a theory of this kind, in which 

we make so many assumptions, and introduce so many adjust¬ 
able constants, cannot be estimated merely by its numerical 

agreement with certain sets of experiments. If it has any value 

it is because it enables us to form a mental image of what takes 

place in a piece of iron during magnetization. To tost the 

theory, we shall apply it to the case in which a piece of iron, 
after being subjected to a magnetizing force X0, is again sub¬ 
jected to a magnetizing force Xr 

If the new force X1 acts in the same direction as that in 
which X0 acted, which we shall call the positive direction, then 

X15 if less than X0, will produce no permanent set of the 
molecules, and when Xx is removed the residual magnetization 
will be the same as that produced by X0. If Xx is greater than 

X0, then it will produce exactly the same effect as if X0 had not 
acted. 

But let us suppose Xx to act in the negative direction, and let 

us suppose X0 = X cosec dQi and Xx = - X cosec 6r 

* ;{Consider the case of a piece of iron subjected to a magnetic fore© in th© positive 
direction which increases from zero to a value JST0 sufficient to produce permanent 
magnetization, then let the magnetic force diminish again to zero, it is evident that 
on the preceding theory the intensity of magnetization will in consequence of the 
permanent set given to some of the molecular magnets be greater for a given value of 
the magnetizing force when this force is decreasing than when it was increasing. 
Thus the behaviour of the iron in the magnetic field will depend upon its previous 
treatment. This effect has been called hysteresis by Ewing and has been very 
fully investigated by him (see Phil. Trans. Part II, 1885). The theory given in 
Art. 445 will not however explain all the phenomena discovered by Ewing, for if in 
the above case after decreasing the magnetic force we increase it again, the value of 
the intensity of magnetization for a value Xx<X0 of the magnetic force ought to be 
the same as when the force was first decreased to Xx. Ewing’s researches shew 
however that it is not so. A short account of these and similar researches will be 
given in the Supplementary Volume.] 
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As Xx increases numerically, 6X diminishes. The first mole¬ 
cules on which X1 will produce a permanent deflexion are those 
which form the fringe of the cone round A *, and these have an 
inclination when undeflected of 0o-f j30. 

As soon as 0x--/?o becomes less than 0o-f-/?o the process of de¬ 
magnetization will commence. Since, at this instant, dt = d0 + 2 fi0, 
Xu the force required to begin the demagnetization, is less than 
X0, the force which produced the magnetization. 

If the values of D and of L were the same for all the mole¬ 
cules, the slightest increase of X1 would wrench the whole of 
the fringe of molecules whose axes have the inclination 60 4- 
into a position in which their axes are inclined 0X + /30 to the 
negative axis OB. 

Though the demagnetization does not take place in a manner 
so sudden as this, it takes place so rapidly as to afford some 
confirmation of this mode of explaining the process. 

Let us now suppose that by giving a proper value to the 
reverse force Xx we have on the removal of Xx exactly demag¬ 
netized the piece of iron. 

The axes of the molecules will not now be arranged indiffer¬ 
ently in all directions, as in a piece of iron which has never 
been magnetized, but will form three groups. 

(1) Within a cone of semiangle 01 — /30 surrounding the posi¬ 
tive pole, the axes of the molecules remain in their primitive 

positions. 
(2) The same is the case within a cone of semiangle 60—l30 

surrounding the negative pole. 
(3) The directions of the axes of all the other molecules form 

a conical sheet surrounding the negative pole, and are at an 

inclination 61 + /30. 

When X0 is greater than D the second group is absent. When 
Xx is greater than JD the first group is also absent. 

The state of the iron, therefore, though apparently demagnet¬ 
ized, is different. from that of a piece of iron which has never 
been magnetized. 

To shew this, let us consider the effect of a magnetizing force 
X2 acting in either the positive or the negative direction. The 
first permanent effect of such a force will be on the third group 

* {This assumes that in figs. 8 and 9 P is to the right of (7.} 
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of molecules, whose axes make angles = 6X -f- /30 with the nega¬ 

tive axis. 
If the force XA acts in the negative direction it will begin to 

produce a permanent effect as soon as 02 + /30 becomes less than 

6>i + /30, that is, as soon as X2 becomes greater than Xx. But if 
XA acts in the positive direction it will begin to remagnetize the 

iron as soon as 0A—J30 becomes less than 6X -h /30, that is, when 
Q2z= d1 + 2/30, or while X2 is still much less than Xx. 

It appears therefore from our hypothesis that— 
When a piece of iron is magnetized by means of a force Ar0, 

its residual magnetism cannot be increased without the applica¬ 

tion of a force greater than X0. A reverse force, less than X()) 
is sufficient to diminish its residual magnetization. 

If the iron is exactly demagnetized by the reversed force Xx, 

then it cannot he magnetized in the reversed direction without 
the application of a force greater than Xx, but a positive force 
less than Xx is sufficient to begin to remagnetize the iron in its 
original direction. 

Those results are consistent with what has boon actually 
observed by Ritchie*, Jacobif, Marianini and Joulo §. 

A very complete account of the relations of the magnetization 
of iron and steel to magnetic forces and to mechanical strains is 
given by Wiedemann in his Galvanismus. By a detailed com¬ 

parison of the effects of magnetization with those of torsion, he 

shews that the ideas of elasticity and plasticity which we derive 
from experiments on the temporary and permanent torsion of 
wires can be applied with equal propriety to the temporary and 
permanent magnetization of iron and steel. 

447.] Matteucci || found that the extension, of a hard iron bar 
during the action of the magnetizing force increases its temporary 

magnetising. This has been confirmed by Wertheim. In the 
case of soft iron bars the magnetism is diminished by extension. 

The permanent magnetism of an iron bar increases when it is 
extended, and diminishes when it is compressed. 

* PUL Mag. 3,1833. f Pogg., Ann., 81, 887, 1884. 
X Ann- de Vhimie et de Physique, 16, pp. 486 and 448, 1846. 
§ PMl. Trans., 1856,p. 287. || Ann. de Chimie et de Phyeique, 68, p. 885, 1858. 
If { Villari shewed that this is only true when the magnetizing fore© is less than a 

certain critical value, but when it exceeds this value an extension produces a 
diminution on the intensity of magnetization ; Pogg., Ann. 126, p. 87, 1865. 

The statement in the text as to the behaviour of soft iron bars does not hold for 
small strains and low magnetic fields. ] 
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Hence, if a piece of iron is first magnetized in one direction, 
and then extended in another direction, the direction of magnet¬ 
ization will tend to approach the direction of extension. If 
it be compressed, the direction of magnetization will tend to 
become normal to the direction of compression. 

This explains the result of an experiment of Wiedemann’s. 
A current was passed downward through a vertical wire. If, 
either during the passage of the current or after it has ceased, 
the wire be twisted in the direction of a right-handed screw, the 
lower end becomes a north pole. 

Fig. 11. Fig. 12. 

Here the downward current magnetizes every part of the wire 
in a tangential direction, as indicated by the letters NS. 

The twisting of the wire in the direction of a right-handed 
screw causes the portion ABGD to be extended along the 
diagonal AG and compressed along the diagonal BD. The 
direction of magnetization therefore tends to approach AG and. 
to recede from BD, and thus the lower end becomes a north pole 
and the upper end a south pole. 

Effect of Magnetization on the Dimensions of the Magnet. 

448.] Joule *, in 1842, found that an iron bar becomes length¬ 
ened when it is rendered magnetic by an electric current in a 
coil which surrounds it. He afterwards f shewed, by placing 
the bar in water within a glass tube, that the volume of the iron 
is not augmented by this magnetization, and concluded that its 
transverse dimensions were contracted. 

Finally, he passed an electric current through the axis of an 

* Sturgeon’s Annals of Electricity, vol. viii. p. 219. 
f Phil. May., xxx. 1847. 
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iron tube, and back outside the tube, so as to make the tube 
into a closed magnetic solenoid, the magnetization being at right 
angles to the axis of the tube. The length of the axis of the 

tube was found in this case to be shortened. 
He found that an iron rod under longitudinal pressure is also 

elongated when it is magnetized. When, however, the rod is 
under considerable longitudinal tension, the effect of magnet¬ 
ization is to shorten it. 

This was the case with a wire of a quarter of an inch 

diameter when the tension exceeded $00 pounds weight. 
In the case of a hard steel wire the effect of the magnetizing 

force was in every case to shorten the wire, whether the wire 
was under tension or pressure. The change of length lasted 
only as long as the magnetizing force was in action, no altera¬ 
tion of length was observed due to the permanent magnetization 
of the steel. 

Joule found the elongation of iron wires to be nearly pro¬ 
portional to the square of the actual magnetization, so that the 
first effect of a demagnetizing current was to shorten the wire *. 

On the other hand, he found that the shortening effect on 

wires under tension, and on steel, varied as the product of the 
magnetization and the magnetizing current. 

Wiedemann found that if a vertical wire is magnetized with 
its south end uppermost, and if a current is then passed down¬ 

wards through the wire, the lower end of the wire, if free, 
twists in the direction of the hands of a watch as seen from 
above, or, in other words, the wire becomes twisted like a 
right-handed screw if the relation between the longitudinal 
current and the magnetizing current is right-handed. 

In this case the resultaipLt magnetization due to the action 
of the current and the previously existing magnetization is in 
the direction of a light-handed screw round the wire. Hence the 
twisting would indicate that when the iron is magnetized it 
expands in the direction of magnetization and contracts in. 
directions at right angles to the magnetization. This agrees with 
Joule's results. 

For further developments of the theory of magnetization, see 
Arts. 832-845. 

.* \ Shelford Bidwell has shewn that when the magnetizing force is very great, the 
length of the magnet diminishes as the magnetizing force increases. Proc. Roy. Boo. 
xl. p. 109.} 
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MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS, 

449.] The principal magnetic measurements are the deter¬ 

mination of the magnetic axis and magnetic moment of a 
magnet, and that of the direction and intensity of the magnetic 
force at a given place. 

Since these measurements are made near the surface of the 
earth, the magnets are always acted on by gravity as well as by 
terrestrial magnetism, and since the magnets are made of steel 
their magnetism is partly permanent and partly induced. The 
permanent magnetism is altered by changes of temperature, by 
strong induction, and by violent blows ; the induced magnetism 
varies with every variation of the external magnetic force. 

The most convenient way of observing the force acting on a 
magnet is by making the magnet free to turn about a vertical 
axis. In ordinary compasses this is done by balancing the 
magnet on a vertical pivot. The finer the point of the pivot 
the smaller is the moment of the friction which interferes with 
the action of the magnetic force. For more refined observations 
the magnet is suspended by a thread composed of a silk fibre 
without twist, either single, or doubled on itself a sufficient 
number of times, and so formed into a thread of parallel fibres, 
each of which supports as nearly as possible an equal part of 
the weight. The force of torsion of such a thread is much less 
than that of a metal wire of equal strength, and it may be 
calculated in terms of the observed azimuth of the magnet, 
which is not the case with the force arising from the friction of 
a pivot. 

The suspension fibre can be raised or lowered by turning a 
horizontal screw which works in a fixed nut. The fibre is* 
wound round the thread of the screw, so that when the screw 
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possible with the axis of magnetization. This is the method 
adopted by Gauss and Weber. 

Another method is to attach to one end of the magnet a lens 
and to the other end a scale engraved on glass, the distance of 
the lens from the scale being equal to the principal focal length 
of the lens. The straight line joining the zero of the scale with 
the optical centre of the lens ought to coincide as nearly as 
possible with the magnetic axis. 

As these optical methods of ascertaining the angular position 
of suspended apparatus are of great importance in many physical 
researches, we shall here consider once for all their mathematical 
theory. 

Theory of the Mirror Method. 

We shall suppose that the apparatus whose angular position 

is to be determined is capable of revolving about a vertical axis. 
This axis is in general a fibre or wire by which it is suspended. 
The mirror should be truly plane, so that a scale of millimetres 

may be seen distinctly by reflexion at a distance of several 
metres from the mirror. 

The normal through the middle of the mirror should pass 
through the axis of suspension, and should be accurately. 
horizontal. We shall refer to this normal as the line of colli- 
mation of the apparatus. 

Having roughly ascertained the mean direction of the line of 
collimation during the experiments which are to be made, a tele¬ 
scope is erected at a convenient distance in front of the mirror, 
and a little above the level of the mirror. 

The telescope is capable of motion in a vertical plane, it is 
directed towards the suspension-fibre just above the mirror, and 
a fixed mark is erected in the line of vision, at a horizontal 
distance from the object-glass equal to twice the distance of the 
mirror from the object-glass. The apparatus should, if possible, 
be so arranged that this mark is on a wall or other fixed object. 
In order to see the mark and the suspension-fibre at the same 
time through the telescope, a cap may be placed over the object- 
glass having a slit along a vertical diameter. This should be 
removed for the other observations. The telescope is then 
adjusted so that the mark is seen distinctly to coincide with 
the vertical wire at the focus of the telescope. A plumb-line is 

VOTr. TT 
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then adjusted so as to pass close in front of the optical centre of 
the object-glass and to hang below the telescope- Below the 
telescope and just behind the plumb-line a scale of equal parts 
is placed so as to be bisected at right angles by the plane through 
the mark, the suspension-fibre, and the plumb-line. The sum 
of the heights of the scale and the object-glass from the floor 

should be equal to twice the height of the mirror. The telescope 
being now directed towards the mirror, the observer will see in it 

the reflexion of the scale. If the part of the scale where the 
plumb-line crosses it appears to coincide with the vertical wire of 

the telescope, then the line of coUimation of the mirror coincides 
with the plane through the mark and the optical centre of the 
object-glass. If the vertical wire coincides with any other 
division of the scale, the angular position of the line of 

collimation is to be found as follows:— 

Fig. 14. 

Let the plane of the paper be horizontal, and let the various 
points be projected on this plane. Let 0 be the centre of the 
object-glass of the telescope, P the fixed mark: P and the 
vertical wire of the telescope are conjugate foci with respect 
to the object-glass. Let M be the point where OP cuts the 
plane of the mirror. Let MN be the normal to the mirror; then 
OMN = 6 is the angle which the line of collimation makes with 
the fixed plane. Let MS be a line in the plane of OM and MJN, 
such that NMS = OMR, then S will be the part of the scale 
which will be seen by reflexion to coincide with the vertical 
wire of the telescope. Now, since MJN is horizontal, the pro¬ 

jected angles OMN and JNMS in the figure are equal, and 
OMS = 2$. Hence OS = OM tan 26, 
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We have therefore to measure OM in terms of the divisions 
of the scale ; then, if s0 is the division of the scale which coincides 
with the plumb-line, and s the observed division, 

s—Sq — OM tan 2 0, 

whence 6 may be found. In measuring OM we must re¬ 
member that if the mirror is of glass, silvered at the back, the 
virtual reflecting surface is at a distance behind the front 

surface of the glass = -, where t is the thickness of the glass, 
M m 

and fj. is the index of refraction. 
We must also remember that if the line of suspension does not 

pass through the point of reflexion, the position of M will alter 
with 0. Hence, when it is possible, it is advisable to make the 
centre of the mirror coincide with the line of suspension. 

It is also advisable, especially when large angular motions 
have to be observed, to make the scale in the form of a concave 
cylindric surface, whose axis is the line of suspension. The 
angles are then observed at once in circular measure without 
reference to a table of tangents. The scale should be carefully 
adjusted, so that the axis of the cylinder coincides with the 
suspension-fibre. The numbers on the scale should always run 
from the one end to the other in the same direction so as to 
avoid negative readings. Fig. 15 represents the middle portion 
of a scale to be used with a mirror and an inverting telescope. 

This method of observation is the best when the motions are 
slow. The observer sits at the telescope and sees the image of 
the scale moving to right or to left past the vertical wire of the 
telescope. With a clock beside him he can note the instant at 
which a given division of the scale passes the wire, or the 
division of the scale which is passing at a given tick of the 

H 2 
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clock, and lie can dm r*‘r**rd u<‘ 1 r 1 

oscillation. 
When the motion 5<* umt»- iap*'i if h*'••u- * 

the divisions of the scale eNc<-pl as ^ v fi 1 # 1,1 

extremities of an osoi Datum. & iV,|li.5<' 
placed at a known divbdim oi i!m ^'nd , ^ 3 

transit of thin murk iiniy U 1 
Whan the appiUMtU’* h *•*> h.\V ** 1 * 

the motion is m prompt and ‘-a i »t - 

telescope would ho mi*d**H u In ?hv* ?h‘ * 
the scale directly, and oh^o ***•» »h»* m <•* ?'* 

vertical wire thrown mi th* I % n ian*p 

It m manifest that sine* t!m uor»g ^ Ov — 

the mirror and refract*4 hi th*- 4* -e 

vertical wire, tin* image of fim v-*o<-vd ^ v* 

illuminated, will coincide with the *’'*'< h 

room in darkened, and tie* r*•!*<♦«■!* t.,v» 

thrown cm the vortical wav %'u • h * f •' 

, patch of light crossed hy tie* 'dewm *. -d v , 

scale. Its motion* mn h* follow* d * > ft- 

of the scale at which it te i* •/* w. ^ ■ 1 
and read off at leisure, If *i !#■ d< vt • i v- ; w “ 

passage of the bright pa * g;* < u > ,, " 

or a bright metal win* nuii l«? ph**-- a * ■ • * .v 
the time of passage. 

By Hulmtiiuting n ^nuill h*d< m n j,**ph» . ; 
the image becmitiefi a ^nmll dhmnnA^ t i i *. 

on the scale, and hy siilr.titiif mg ho f! i4' 'i cu h i*4 

by clock-work about * hoii/oM,.) <w,4 . . 
graphic paper, tin* Hp«.t m light {, 

afterward* midon-d vhiI.I, . Iu.-b 
respond* to a paitictibn tint., an.l it,. ; 

angular jHwilion of fh« iuni>.j <it tlm %.i,, J 

automatic uyHtcm of I’uiitimi to> !<■, <<-uy\ •, „ 

of terrestrial umgnotiwm iia< bwn . si.*U,-,h* i A< i 
olworvatoritm. 

In Home c&hoh the t»’l«‘invipn j» 4i»p. o.v,i ^ :: 

i« illumiimtoil by a lamp j.Wnd hoi l I*. «> j i 

concave one, which htnn< I}*<• uimgi «,i A 
a dark lino acroiw a putrh .4' light 
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l‘* I * I lfl jmrtablo iijijiiinitiiH, t 1ii% nmgurt i« much1 in 

tin* ft»riii uf n full*’, having nf f*!?t* rini ii mid nfc Urn otimr ft 

glmv mi inijuigpil hh f«t Iip ni flip jiriitfijiiil fopun nf flip 

hiin, tight in mlmittpi} from Iwliiini tho aoah\ ami aftor jtfitwttig 

through llio hm# it ht Umvrtt by mpium of it irtimrojim 

Siitn* tho hpiiIp In itf flit* jirttidjiftl fotut« of tho Iran, rnyn from 

tiny ilivi?4i»n of flip rvnlr ptoprgp from tho horn j)nrn!l»4, iuu l if 

tho trlrwmjip in inijiNfoil for wIphUhI objtvK it will nhrw flit* 

ill oJ»f trill roiurhlpftw with tho crona-wiroN of tho ti4phcu]h\ 

If a givru divuticm iif flip mtlo tmitiriiltm with flip intrrnrrtifm of 

flip warn wixva, limit tho lino joining that tli vihiott with tin* 

t>jet inti tMfitlrp of tilto Iona ntuat tip jiiiriillol to ilm lino of wilt" 

ittittinii of llip Ity fktttg tftp magnot aiul moving flip 

tokwiijw, wo nmy mworham tho nugular vithto of tlu» tiiviaiou# nf 

tlio hpiiIp, ftftil thou, wIt*4it lltp magnot U sttHjMnttlpil itml tho 

jitinifson of flip Ipltwtijw known, wv titny <h*iprmin« tho jioMttinii 

of flip mngttPt nt any instant by moling off tho ttivktuii of tin* 

milo whirl* wi«ii*til«4 with tho prow*-\virt*H, 

Tho fi’h’HrojH* it# ftfijijforfott on mi min which in wul iv<! in tin* 

lino o| tin* i4iiMj*«itfituit-ftbl«% nini Urn {nisif h*ft of ilto trlruwjir In 

mt4 off ley vrniirrw on tin* n/iimith rtrrlp uf tin? itmlrunmni, 

Tliift luningpiiiriit in Htjitahln fur n small jmriiiblp ntftgtirto- 

ifirtrf in which tho whole &{»|»iirnttia in niijijwirtel on one trijm«!t 

innl in which tho ««tillttlitttw itno to mnoclootiU dint urban wh 

rnj»hily Mibaitli*, 

Ihiftmttmiiktn «/fltr flitmiimi uf tfw Aft# *>f tin* 
it nt# »#/ i/if /It rus | fbi* ujf Trr nW Mu*jh rl, 

452. J Lot ii eyaiottt of «i\oa bo ilriimn in « nmgoet, of wliieli 
flip ink of * tn in tho tlitwtton of tho hmgth of tin? bur* awl 

j‘ innl ♦/ jmrjwmlimihtr to the nitof flip bar auppoaeil a jiatiil- 

lrl«|4|>nl, 

I#et /, in» n iiiul A, r l»r the niigha wbi<4$ ihv inagn#4*r 
iiliti t!m liiir nf imillliinifphi iiKiko with tlirsp mm% rr#|»n*tivniy, 

I at M In* flip lllligllrtir iif tlir inapn^ 1**1 II bo flit? 

hori/ontal roinj*oi$Piit of maguptkm, Jrt if tv thr 

%rrfinil nmipoiioiit, «ii4 l»4 fi Itn tho azimuth in whbh // 

m4i»iiPil from flin north fin* 

Li?f (tv flip otinorvist liziiiiiiti* of tin1 tin*? of roliiinatlmn h*t « 
tv I ho #tttifH!tJ$ «f ttin atimiji, amt A liir muting of fti« itniii of 
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the torsion circle, then a-/3 is the azimuth of the lower end of 

the suspension-fibre. 
Let y be the value of a—/3 when there is no torsion, then the 

moment of the force of torsion tending to diminish a will bo 

r(a — /3 —y), 
where r is a coefficient of torsion depending on the nature ol' the 

fibre. 
To determine Aa, tbe angle between the axis of x and the pro¬ 

jection of the line of collimation on the plane of xz, fix the stii 1 up 
so that y is vertical and upwards, z to the north and x to the 
west, and observe the azimuth C of the line of collimation. 1 lieu 
remove the magnet, turn it through an angle 7r about the axis 

of 0 and replace it in this inverted position, and observe the 
azimuth C of the line of collimation when y is downwards and 

x to the east, t 7r n , , * 
+ —A*, (1) 

^ = a-J + X.. (2) 

Hence K = | + \ {C—Q- (3) 

Next, hang the stirrup to the suspension-fibre, and place the 
magnet in it, adjusting it carefully so that y may be vortical and 
upwards, then the moment of the force tending to increase a is 

MHsinmsm (b—a—| + (a —£■—y); ('0 

where lx is the angle between the axis of x and the projection of 

the magnetic axis on the plane of xz. 
But if C is the observed azimuth of the line of collimation 

C = A*, (5) 

so that the force may he written 

MHawmam(b—C+l,,-K)—T((+K—fi — y)- («) 

When the apparatus is in equilibrium this quantity is zero for 
a particular value of f 

When the apparatus never comes to rest, but must bo observed 
in a state of vibration, the value of (corresponding to tbe position 
of equilibrium may be calculated by a method which will be 
described in Art. 735. 

When the force of torsion is small compared with the moment 
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of the magnetic force, we may put 5 — <T+4—A* for the sine of 
that angle. 

If we give to /3, the reading of the torsion circle, two different 
values, /3-l and /32, and if Cx and £2 are the corresponding values 

of C MH (C2 - Q sin m = r (Cx - & - 01 + (7) 
or, if we put 

-—~—~—= /, then r — r MH sin m, (8) 

and equation (6) becomes, dividing by MH sin m, 

S-C+4-A*-r'(t+A!C-£-/3-y) = 0. (9) 

If we now reverse the magnet so that y is downwards, and 
adjust the apparatus till y is exactly vertical, and if is the 
new value of the azimuth, and b' the corresponding declination, 

a/-r-4+AK-/(r-x.+|-/3-y) = o, (10) 

whence = £ (C+ C) + £ T' {C+ 2 (i3+y)}* (11) 

The reading of the torsion circle should now be adjusted, so 
that the coefficient of t may be as nearly as possible zero. Por 
this purpose We must determine y, the value of a — j5 when there 
is no torsion. This may be done by placing a non-magnetic 
bar of the same weight as the magnet in the stirrup, and deter¬ 
mining a—ft when there is equilibrium. Since / is small, great 
accuracy is not required. Another method is to use a torsion 
bar of the same weight as the magnet, containing within it a 

very small magnet whose magnetic moment is of that of the 

principal magnet. Since r remains the same, / will become n /, 
and if Cj and Ci are the values of C as found by the torsion bar, 

= £ (£+&') + £ n r' {&+ fi -2 08 + y)}. (12) 

Subtracting this equation from (11), 

2(n-l) (/3 + y) = («+£)&+ Ci')-(1 + j)(C+C). (13) 

Having found the value of /M-y in this way, j3, the reading of 

the torsion circle, should be altered till 

C+ C~~ % (ft + y) = 0, (14) 
as nearly as possible in the ordinary position of the apparatus. 
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Then,since t is a wry small mum ,« ’ * % .«* * ' ? 
coefficient in very small, tin wiltm *«f '*'•«*<-n-1 t, ?im, ■ «* * . < 

prcssion for h will not vary mueh '*}> « ' < * — ; '» d‘,, 

of r' and y, which are tin* *jin*nf* -d\- - ' ■•••* ^r 

curatoly known. 
The valuo of a, the uiftglietie tirrlimitma u."*» '* i >.n s m t d 

way with eonBtdemblv umiriwn, |*n.»% nh 1 it . i ,?cu 

during the experiment^ ho Usui we may h^ma* 

When great accuracy i* required it s** n« «'* < 5- 

account of the variations of <. during fi* < * $* *-«•.' * > 1 - ?< 

purpoBu observations of imoth* t Nir.p»'ii.h*J o, ^ j , < « ■. ; 

made at iliu same instant * fhai ih « o,?!. *ri*: «,-; ■ • , 

observed, and if ?j> r/ are th* nt«'<m«d n,u>* ' <. 

magnet corroHponding to {iiiid (\ and if - and ' a*< c* * « m 

spending values of H» then 
h ■ h -t’i tf - f|. t * , 

Hence, to find the value of H we smint ad 1 » , ' i, , *, r, 

10 • *e. 
Tho declination at the tim>* of the firwt *i 1 ’’H I % l*>t 1 i 1 ' . ' If 

8 " i (C’i C ♦ '/ »?’M | Of • ' 
To find tho direction of !)»• mngie to -m «■ > , 

subtract (10) from (») and add il r.s, 

4 = A,+ |(C' () | (>i nit jt 

By repealing tho experiment* with tl.-> t , ,,, . „ . . 
so that tho axis of .r in vimtirnlly oj ' ,. A 

can find tho valuo of m. If lh. air. .» , 1 

adjustment it ought to !*< nouh* u, i-.m,, i \ , , 

axis as nearly a« jawhiido, ito timi tl *«<,'». • , 

magnet not iating oxnoth u-.n !, ,» ... \. , 
* • ' ' i "*' '■1 

On the Mtnunrt mrnt >,/?.,«!> £ f. 

453,] Tho most important iu. tumr< n,< uv, * j i ,,,i, . 
those which determine M, the n-agt,ii;,i ,ti , 
andi/, tho inh'nsity of tl»«. h«,n/.,j,n»j ^ , f „ S| 
magjiotism. This in generally ,, ^ , ; 
two experiments, one of which d.t-imo. , ?d ", ,i. 
other tho product of these two ipitmtiiiet) 

Tho intensity of tho magnetic fo»w dm. t„ #,», t 

a • ♦ a 
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magnet whose magnetic moment is M, at a point distant r from 
the centre of the magnet in the positive direction of the axis of 
the magnet, is ^ M 

M - * pi 0) 

and is in the direction of r. If the magnet is of finite size but 
spherical, and magnetized uniformly in the direction of its axis, 
this value of the force will still be exact. If the magnet is a 
solenoidal bar magnet of length 2 Z, 

R — 2^(1+272 + 3^i + &C-)‘ (2) 

If the magnet be of any kind, provided its dimensions are all 
small, compared with r9 

2 +&«.), (3) 

where Av A2i &c. are coefficients depending on the distribution 
of the magnetization of the bar. 

Let H be the intensity of the horizontal part of terrestrial 
magnetism at any place. H is directed towards magnetic north. 
Let r be measured towards magnetic west, then the magnetic 
force at the extremity of r will be E towards the north and R 
towards the west. The resultant force will make an angle 6 
with the magnetic meridian, measured towards the west, and 

such that JR — e tan 6. (4) 
It 

Hence, to determine we proceed as follows: — 

The direction of the magnetic north having been ascertained, a 
magnet, whose dimensions should not be too great, is suspended as 
in the former experiments, and the deflecting magnet M is placed 
so that its centre is at a distance r from that of the suspended 
magnet, in the same horizontal plane, and due magnetic east. 

The axis of M is carefully adjusted so as to be horizontal and 

in the direction of r. 
The suspended magnet is observed before M is brought near 

and also after it is placed in position. If 0 is the observed 

deflexion, we have, if we use the approximate formula (1), 
M r3 , „ /fc.v 

- tan d; 

or, if we use the formula (3), 

1H , ,1 .1 
--^r3 tan 0 = 1 + A, - +■ A2—» 
2 M r 2 r2 

(6)* 
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Here we must bear in mind that though the deflexion 0 can bo 
observed with great accuracy, the distance r between the centred 
of the magnets is a quantity which cannot be precisely determined, 

unless both magnets are fixed and their centres defined by marks. 

This difficulty is overcome thus : 
The magnet M is placed on a divided scale which cxtendB cant 

and west on both sides of tho suspended magnet. The middlo 

point between the ends of if is reckoned the centre of the 
magnet. This point may bo marked on the magnet and its 

position observed on tho scale, or tho positions of tho ends may 
be observed and the arithmetical mean taken. Call this and 
let the line of tho suspension-fibre of the suspended magnet 

when produced cut the scale at «0, then rx = — *0, where 
is known accurately and s0 approximately. Let 0t bo tho deflexion 
observed in this position of if. 

Now reverse if, that is, place it on tho scale with its ends 
reversed, then will be the same, but if and Av Ap &e. will 

have their signs changed, so that if is tho deflexion to the went, 

Iff 

2 M° 
tan 0„ 1 — A.x — Hb -d a ̂ rti 2 

■ See. 

Taking the arithmetical moan of (G) and (7), 

(?) 

Ijfi °i -tan 0,,)= 1+ At ~ + yl4^4 + See. ( «) 

Now remove M to tho west side of the suspended magnot, 
and place it with its centre at the point marked 2 s0 —on the 
scale. Let the deflexion when tho axis is in tho first position 

he 03, and when it is in the second 04, then, as before, 

\j£r? (tan 03—tan ^ = 1 + 2,1+ A4 A + &c. (0) 
/ 2 1 2 

Let us suppose that the true position of the centre of tho 
suspended magnet is not n0 but s0 + <r, then 

r1 = r -a-, r.j = r+cr, (10) 

and i (V + r/) = r» |l + V&zl) ^ + &c j; (11) 

(T2 
and since ^ may be neglected if the measurements are carefully 

made, we are sure that w© may take the arithmetical mean ol 
.rxn and r2w for rn. 

Hence, taking the arithmetical mean of (8) and (9), 
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* ^ r1 (Inn tend, 4 d4) - 1 |•/t., f Kn,, 
HiV 1 

or, making 
i tun df - tun d, f fan d, inn t\) 

451, | Wo may now rrgard /* and r tin rfijpablo of r \art 

iloiortiiiiint tint, 

Tito ijttiyttily J , mtt ttt no raw o\rood *l}?% whoro L in half 

f!ir Irltgilt of flir umgttrt. mi tltiii who!! r in ruUMdonthlo rotin 

purr*| with /, \vo may fn-glort tin* term in A, and drtermino 

fho rut in of // to *1/ nt onro. Wo mititot, Itmvovor, mmnm* that 

A 4 ii4 tnjttal to *i i*\ for it may ho loan, and ittny ovou ho nogativo 

for n ntiigiini whom* targimf ilimoUMtnu* itr** f runny orno to iho rmh. 

Tim fcnrm lit *l4 wnt nil highm lorum tuny aiifrly ho uogtorted. 

To t timiiuilo A j, rrjtrtil flto o\jiotitnonf, itidtig dtMfiuiroH 

, r„4l r4, iVr,, Hint lot Iln^ vtiluoa of U ho l/f5l At\, thou 

", >• ", s,n;,. • ;> ** *• 

If wo Mijiptiw that t ho jirohahtr on ora of thoao rijuis,! ti ms nro 

i’f|i»nh tin lltoy will ho if tlioy «lrjiiint tm iho doteruunnlion of /) 

only, Hint if llioro b§ no tttimi iitffily iitmtif #% thou, by multiply* 

tng mrli rijtsiitinii f*y #* 1 and adding llto routdte wo obtain into 

* ({nation, ami hy iitnlt$|iiyiitg molt o«ju*ithm hy r :i and adding 

wo obtain anothor, iirrm'diitg In iho goftuml ruin in f!t« thorny 

of l ho rofithtitiiltfiii nf filth bin nwmimmwnts wlmm iho probnblo 

t*mir of o«ti?!i otjiiiiiifin m tnijijttiiioil tlio jtanun 

t#«4 m write 

S</^ for 1\ 3 f U, r9 1 | /l,rt 1 | 

mid n»« tdititbir o%pioMintia for tlm nmm of oihri grmtjw* of 
jiyiiilmlii, ilitui iho l wo rcwnltaut tajiniliiiini ittny ho writion 

X(l>r >} '*;)* ;s,i- a »..tJS(r -)!, 

Z(ih- ) 1VM. «) , .1,^,. 
wltotton t 

^v„. >«j jv(,. *}j- X{llr -'jZv '*1 yith- *)*(r % 

iUtil iX{th- ’) v(r i*>) ,V|/V 'jv|r >yt 

. £(/''* ) i{t- *7 X{Ur 'j i (*• ")• 
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The value of A., derived from (he-e <•.,nation-. t.< 1- I. •> 

than hair the square of tho loiij'th of the ma.'ii.» '■! i‘ ■» - nm 

we may suspect Home error in the 1 lu . m-th.-i 
of obHorvation ami reduet i<m wa, f4iv.it hy 'in.... m »he d,,. 

Report of the Magnetic Association.’ 
When the observer can make only l«o »n.. .«! < 

•J .1/ 
at distances r, ami , the values ut ^ ami ! .l-itv-'l <i.>m 

these experiments are 

Q 
2-1/ 
It 

1W /V: 

If a/1, anti 8 A, are the aetnal errors of the oh;»-iv -4 -t, i!. \...n . 

]). ami A., the actual error of t he calculate. 1 result h* w»H !•>’ 

bit = 
r,-’A /- r.V> A, 

If we suppose the errors .A, ami hi1, *«> t** i»tdo|>eii«l.-nf, ami 

that the probable value of either is 8 A, tlo-n the »}*!«- value 

of tho error in the calculated value of (,* w ill !* t\i, « io .e 

e» 
w 

i«<> 
,-i 

If we Huppoms that one of th*w di.HUmvtt, «ii) fW r, 

given, tho values of tho greater ®li«ljiitw stm !*« il«*ti’tunt»r4 »«* n.** 

to make B Q a minimum* This rmtditi"»u hunis to mi * ijttatmn 

of tho fifth dogm* in r,\ wliirli him *#nlv on** tvtil i«m ? -u’rr 

than r,/t From thin tho brut value of r% m found t« I** 

#*,sr /\Jt* 

If one olworv&tion only in taken the l»e*t dMaimn U %% Ii«*ti 

h ft j Hr 
, .. sf:\ . t 
ft r 

where Bl) m the probable error of a i$iim«nr«?isi»uii of •Minion, 

and It is the probable error of it iiieii*iirein«uil of tiinianec. 

* Htt«i Airy1* Mtigmiim, 
t {la thin CMti ePKlwiiiiK tlm unu iti .1, <*«* 

(!(// ~ ilO V # !» ^ \ 
r* 

and thia fa it minimum whwn 
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Method of Sines. 

455.] The method which we have just described may be called 
the Method of Tangents, because the tangent of the deflexion is 
a measure of the magnetic force. 

If the line rl3 instead of being measured east or west, is 
adjusted till it is at right angles with the axis of the deflected 
magnet, then B is the same as before, but in order that the 
suspended magnet may remain perpendicular to r, the resolved 
part of the force H in the direction of r must be equal and 
opposite to R. Hence, if 6 is the deflexion, R = E sin 0. 

This method is called the Method of Sines. It can be applied 
only when B is less than H, 

In the Kew portable apparatus this method is employed. The 
suspended magnet hangs from a part of the apparatus which 
revolves along with the telescope and the arm for the deflecting 
magnet, and the rotation of the whole is measured on the azimuth 
circle. 

The apparatus is first adjusted so that the axis of the telescope 
coincides with the mean position of the line of collimation of the 
magnet in its undisturbed state. If the magnet is. vibrating, 
the true azimuth of magnetic north is found by observing the 
extremities of the oscillation of the transparent scale and making 
the proper correction of the reading of the azimuth circle. 

The deflecting magnet is then placed upon a straight rod 
which passes through the axis of the revolving apparatus at 
right angles to the axis of the telescope, and is adjusted so that 
the axis of the deflecting magnet is in a line passing through the 
centre of the suspended magnet. 

The whole of the revolving apparatus is then moved, till the 
line of collimation of the suspended magnet again coincides with 
the axis of the telescope, and the new azimuth reading is 
corrected, if necessary, by the mean of the scale readings at 
the extremities of an oscillation. 

The difference of the corrected azimuths gives the deflexion, 
after which we proceed as in the method of tangents, except 
that in the expression for D we put sin 0 instead of tan 0. 

In this method there is no correction for the torsion of the 
suspending fibre, since the relative position of the fibre, tele¬ 
scope, and magnet is the same at every observation. 

The axes of the two magnets remain always at right angles 
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In tills method, ho tint tin* rnrtvrtmii f*.r h mAh mu m.o* 

accurately made. 
45(1] Having thus measured tin' rat in* <T tho ih ■ ,, >n « i 

deflecting magnet to tie hori/ontn! eump.-m n? *>? u i f•' ,i i mi 

magnetism, we have* next to find fit*1 pmdtie! * * t '< ■ - v' 'u' •1! ' , 
by determining the moment of flm *'#m|«!*** w iih v,*,? h ? 1 itnal 

magnetlBm tends <0 turn the fmim- inngn»*f wl><n if» hm* 

deflected from the magnetie meridian. 
There are two methods of milking the* im on - m. n\ th«* 

dynamical, in which the time of vibration * f f a u 4 o* ? *1? I r 

the action of terrestrial mtigm-tiatn It id^’ivrd ;u> ; . -o it 

In which tin* magnet is kept in «»*piih)-rhttn l«‘tw.« n o,, r.tir. 

able statical couple ami tin* magnetie !b?r*\ 

The dynamical method mpiin^ ritiipbr appm-atm m*,* M 

more accurate for absolute ntenstt foment*, I u? la <•» ,4 riltli 

siderablo time; the statical method admit* • > .*/ ^ t 

taneouB measurement, and it* therefore mm4nt m fsurm- 1I1#- 

changes of the intensity of the magnetic ^ 5; 

more delicate apparatus, wnt in nut w» jir«n» it i.u a 

measurement 
Mdhud * f 1 ^ n.> 

The magnet Is mwpended with tin imgnH'O **, ■ ,t, 

and is set in vibration in small are** IL * y ,* ,* ^ 

oliserved by means of any uf the nn<th**d 1 idir4 h • ,< • *; »; 
A point on the scale is chosen imr»<v}w.n*br„ v w % - > M i:* 

the are of vibration. The iintiml of *gv i‘H,, K * * fl , ,t i|J>if 

of the scale in the positive direct** n In ♦T-oia- j Jc y', ,f + 
sufficient time before the return .<f th<* mago.-t a p: , 

point, the instant of passage through tbv p-tin 10 1 

direction is also observed, mid the pi^v.vn #•« r*t u* • # r , , , 

positive and n negative jw?.agen }4ta^ b*«n . Inn- i I fi ^ 
vibrations are too rapid to alluir »*f , ,,n , ti . , ^ ,t fj (< 

being observed, every third ur «un fink j i4 <Ui < s 

« being taken that tin* «ih^n,d 
positive and negative. 

Lot the observed times «f pmm§*^ hm f?e l„, 4 f 

wo put 1 m 
/,,(UI+r,+ A(fe4 i\ ,, t /; 

<h- fl if 
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then Tn+1 is the mean, time of the positive passages, and ought 
to agree with T'n+1, the mean time of the negative passages, 
if the point has been properly chosen. The mean of these 

results is to be taken as the mean time of the middle passage. 
After a large number of vibrations have taken place, but 

before the vibrations have ceased to be distinct and regular, 
the observer makes another series of observations, from which 
he deduces the mean time of the middle passage of the second 

series. 
By calculating the period of vibration either from the first 

series of observations or from the second, he ought to be able 
to be certain of the number of whole vibrations which have 
taken place in the interval between the time of middle passage 
in the two series. Dividing the interval between the mean 
times of middle passage in the two series by this number of 
vibrations, the mean time of vibration is obtained. 

The observed time of vibration is then to be reduced to the 

time of vibration in infinitely small arcs by a formula of the 
same kind as that used in pendulum observations, and if the 
vibrations are found to diminish rapidly in amplitude, there 
is another correction for resistance, see Art. 740. These cor¬ 
rections, however, are very small &when the magnet hangs by 
a fibre, and when the arc of vibration is only a few degrees. 

The equation of motion of the magnet is 

A ~ + ME sin 0 + HMr' (6-y) = 0, 
at2 

where 0 is the angle between the magnetic axis and the direc¬ 
tion of the force E, A is the moment of inertia of the magnet 
and suspended apparatus, M is the magnetic moment of the 
magnet, H the intensity of the horizontal magnetic force, and 
MHt the coefficient of torsion : r is determined as in Art. 452, 
and is a very small quantity. The value of 6 for equilibrium is 

0O = 3 a very small angle, 

and the solution of the equation for small values of the ampli- 

^U<^e *S 0 = Ccos (2tt ~ + a) + 0O> 

where T is the periodic time, a a constant, C the amplitude, and 

n72 _ 47t2A . 
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whouco wo find tho value of d/ //» 
■trrM 

Horo T is tlio. time of a c**!*ii«l«f nl-niii.-n «!•< '■ ! 

observation. *4, tho moment of iiiortia. >« «’•«'» * !"! iuj ["• 
tho magnet, either by weighing and «»■•.» • ■<"■> r ■' • * ' * 

regular figure, or by a dymimieal ..* ,'’,!s'i'u * !l ",,h 

a body whoso mmnont of inertia is hm>« n 
1/ 

Combining this value of.)/// with ib-.t ; jf 1 

wo got J/» = (.!///){ ^ 1 y,,,.,*'’- 

,»d IP -- <-W//.(") r. 

457.] We have mapped! tkit II hm i *1 »*- i ‘ h - <. -0 

during the two aerie* of rxpriinn nt * Th» *?•.*•’!--i .1 *• - *4 II 

may be aacortained by mmulitim mu* t'bv * 1 1 - 1 11 * u ,.** 

magnetometer to be juvnenih *b*eiJ ♦*»•!, aw **’h* 3 t h v§ 

been in uho for mime time, and in n*^ < < •* 
oxporhnenta to elmugcH «§f n'tupt'intni*’ *4 t - < i * n t1 * 

part of M which dejiend* nu |n tm.*n> to r«'.t 

iiBBumed to be couaUuit. AH ntod m •. - •* •<» $*«*■< 

of induced magnet mm depending un *h«* «< ^ a *> m,d 
magnetic*, force. 

Now the magnet when employed m tie* 4riir%i-ii <■ \** t mu nu 

1b placed with ita axi* ea»l and %nwt, -»*, th a il, ,v * u e, > 

rontrial magmitiwiii m tm!n*v««t><* in the . m*t 
tend to mertmtte or diniiiiieli Jf, Wl^n 4 i *. n-ivik 
to vibrato, ita ax in w north and <muih m* iha* u v .„.*r n <4 
terrestrial magnetism ietida to misp^utr t JU n-m 

of ‘the axiH, and tlierefuiv Ui im o,.f • > -, «> * b> 

a quantity k Il% where k k n ruertbrient n* 1^ i i *,y , iyv<u* 
mentn on the magnet. 

There are two wayn in whir}* tbt 

bo avoided without imIciiluting k, tb> . i.jo*o»«; I ri! 

ranged ho that tho magnet {.hidl !«• ill fhr htkl *• f !"SI 
when employed in delleeting an^ti^ r i \{ 

swinging. 

Wo may place tho dofleciing magte-t «ah $l,r4 u & * < | > . ,i-‘ / 
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north, at a distance r from the centre of the suspended magnet, 
the line r making an angle whose cosine is V\ with the 

magnetic meridian. The action of the deflecting magnet on the 
suspended one is then at right angles to its own direction, and 
is equal to __ M 

R= 
r3 

Here M is the magnetic moment when the axis points north, 
as in the experiment of vibration, so that no correction has to 
he made for induction. 

This method, however, is extremely difficult, owing to the 
large errors which would be introduced by a slight displacement 
of the deflecting magnet, and as the correction by reversing the 
deflecting magnet is not applicable here, this method is not 
to be followed except when the object is to determine the 
coefficient of induction. 

The following method, in which the magnet while vibrating is 
freed from the inductive action of terrestrial magnetism, is due 
to Dr. J. P. Joule*. 

Two magnets are prepared whose magnetic moments are as 
nearly equal as possible. In the deflexion experiments these 
magnets are used separately, or they may be placed simul¬ 
taneously on opposite sides of the suspended magnet to produce 
a greater deflexion. In these experiments the inductive force 
of terrestrial magnetism is transverse to the axis. 

Let one of these magnets be suspended, and let the other be 
placed parallel to it with its centre exactly below that of the 
suspended magnet, and with its axis in the same direction. The 
force which the fixed magnet exerts on the suspended one is 

in the opposite direction from that of terrestrial magnetism. If 
the fixed magnet be gradually brought nearer to the suspended 

one the time of vibration will increase, till at a certain point 
the equilibrium will cease to be stable, and beyond this point 
the suspended magnet will make oscillations in the reverse 
position. By experimenting in this way a position of the 
fixed magnet is found at which it exactly neutralizes the effect 
of terrestrial magnetism on the suspended one. The two 
magnets are fastened together so as to be parallel, with their 
axes turned the same way, and at the distance just found by 

• * Proc. Phil. S.f Manchester, March 19, 1867. 

I VOL. II. 
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experiment. They are tl* u m % 1 ** *%» I 

made to vibrate t<»g«*th» r <v ‘ 5 

TV lower magnet evict H m <o <* ■ * ■ 4 •''* "' ( s iml 
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The value of it in ihn* !* m *.b.- • ■ 1 * ' * 
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induction in re<jniiv.i, 
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1 t 
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a few minutes wmild <a- 11 r|-u-v ‘ ’ '* ^‘4 
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force at any instant 
Thestatifiil m!tlio4 m «l.ft 

a ■ ( 

’• n J '» ► 
of a fiktimi couple acting m o m-i.: 4 •... ; V 

moment of thin cottpk ¥ lie ^vt»- :■ ... * < 

11 the horizontal fM§up4o n? . ? i fi-> ■. -. . . 

dcfkixion, jm ! 

Hence* if L i« known in umi • 4 y Wn > , / 

Hie couple t4 mi*v be g* i ^ ^ * * * * > , fjjAf 

elasticity of a wire, a** in tV * vbt i ■ ? m/ * - * > , ^ 
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In the tnruiiiii luilnsier tV ?w p^ i Vv^b *, % , i ^ 

vortical wire, the nj#j«^r cod *4 v*! V . , s« » . \ M * u* ft^s I 
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It ftU»- ii ‘‘‘i If li rrfi '! 

Horo a„in tint value i.f th«* trailing ><i i>,« t, t -•, .- r,,, H 

fX‘“ of till* !||ftgui.t fttiut>|.|. # W.tl4 i'ht- l,, ., AH»i „ 
3h tlio juitmU rtmiUuf.% If tl. t,, „ lfi 

bring tho imiguvt iM*«!ly n !).•«!» j i ?' , ,,, 
so that 

^ ^. thru , /.) *' > ^ ’ tf // |. j j 
' ■# 

or Jf 1/ Ml i |e '' j i *i» f h # i. 
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By observing 0', the deflexion of the magnet when in equili¬ 
brium, we can calculate MS provided we know r. 

If we only wish to know the relative value of H at different 
times it is not necessary to know either M or r. 

We may easily determine r in absolute measure by suspending 
a non-magnetic body from the same wire and observing its time 

of oscillation, then if A is the moment of inertia of this body, 

and T the time of a complete vibration, 

&7T2 A 
T = " ™ j72 * 

The chief objection to the use of the torsion balance is that 

the zero-reading a0 is liable to change. Under the constant 
twisting force, arising from the tendency of the magnet to turn 

to the north, the wire gradually acquires a permanent twist, so 
that it becomes necessary to determine the zero-reading of the 

torsion circle afresh at short intervals of time. 

Bifilar Suspension. 

459.] The method of suspending the magnet by two wires or 
fibres was introduced by Gauss and Weber. As the bifilar 
suspension is used in many electrical instruments, we shall 

investigate it more in detail. The general appearance of the 
suspension is shewn in Fig. 16, and Fig. 17 represents the pro¬ 

jection of the wires on a horizontal plane. 
AB and A'B' are the projections of the two wires. 
A A' and BB' are the lines joining the upper and the lower 

ends of the wires. 
a and b are the lengths of the lines AAr and BB'. 
a and /3 their azimuths. 

W and W' the vertical components of the tensions of the 
wires. 

Q and Q' their horizontal (components. 
h the vertical distance between AA' and BB'. 
The forces which act on the magnet are—its weight, the 

couple arising from terrestrial magnetism, the torsion (if any) 
of the wires and their tensions. Of these the effects of mag¬ 
netism and of torsion are of the nature of couples. Hence the 
resultant of the tensions must consist of a vertical force, equal 
to the weight of the magnet, together with a couple. The 

resultant of the vertical components of the tensions is therefore 
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along the line whose projection is 0, the intersection of A A' and 
BB\ and either of these lines is divided in 0 in the ratio of Wf 
to W. 

The horizontal components of the tensions form a couple, and 

are therefore equal in magnitude and parallel in direction. 
Calling either of them Q, the moment of the couple which they 

form is i=Q.PP/, (1) 

where PP' is the distance between the parallel lines AB and 

A'B\ 
To find the value of L we have the equations of moments 

QK=W.AB=W.A'Jff, (2) 
and the geometrical equation 

(AB + A'Bf) PP'= ab sin (a—(3), (3) 
whence we obtain, 

ab WW' 
i = Q.PP' = f1^L,sin(a-/3). (4) 

If m is the mass of the suspended apparatus, and g the inten¬ 

sity of gravity, F+ W = mg. (5) 

If we also write F— "pp = nmg9 ^ 

we find L = ~(l-n2)mg^$m(a-~ jS). (7) 

The value of L is therefore a maximum with respect to n 
when n is zero, that is, when the weight of the suspended mass 
is equally borne by the two wires. 

We may adjust the tensions of the wires to equality by ob¬ 
serving the time of vibration, and making it a minimum, or we 
may obtain a self-acting adjustment by attaching the ends of 
the wires, as in Fig. 16, to a pulley, which turns on its axis till 
the tensions are equal. 

The distance between the upper ends of the suspension wires is 
regulated by means of two other pulleys. The distance between 
the lower ends of the wires is also capable of adjustment. 

By this adjustment of the tension, the couple arising from the 
tensions of the wires becomes 

T lab . . 
i = sm (a — /3). 

The moment of the couple arising from the torsion of the 
wires is of the form T(y — j3), 

where r is the sum of the coefficients of torsion of the wires. 
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The wires ought to be without torsion when a = /3, we may 

then make y = a. 
The moment of the couple arising from the horizontal mag¬ 

netic force is of the form 
ME sin (d~0), 

where h is the magnetic declination, and 0 is the azimuth of the 

Fig. 16. Fig. 17. 

axis of the magnet. We shall avoid the introduction of un¬ 
necessary symbols without sacrificing generality if we assume 

that the axis of the magnet is parallel to BB\ or that = 0* 

The equation of motion then becomes 

A ^ = ME sin (8 - 0) + ~ ^ mg sin (a — 0) + r (a - 0). (8) 
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declinometer and nwgnHoiurirr. *»• that i 

may not sensibly disturb eaeh eflur. Is f ** 1 ’ s *• 
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Also, if T be the time of vibration about the position of equi¬ 

librium, . X 4 7^ A (^\ 
MI+mg a sin (9 + a) = —^r~> ' ' 

where At is the moment of inertia of the needle about its axis of 

rotation, and 9 is determined by (3). 
In determining the dip a reading is taken with the dip-circle 

in the magnetic meridian and with the graduation towards the 

west. 
Let 0X be this reading, then we have 

JfJsin(^ + A—i) = mgacos^ + a). (5) 

The instrument is now turned about a vertical axis through 

180°, so that the graduation is to the east, and if 02 is the now 

reading, ilf/sin (02 + k-n + i) = mga cos (02 + a). (6) 

Taking (6) from (5), and remembering that 6X is nearly equal 

to % and 02 nearly equal to and that A is a small angle, 
such that mgaX may be neglected in comparison with if./, 

MI(0J — d2 + ir—2i) = 2mgacosi cos a. (7) 

Now take the magnet from its bearings and place it in the 
deflexion apparatus, Art. 453, so as to indicate its own magnetic 

moment by the deflexion of a suspended magnet, then 

M = %rBHD, (8) 

where D is the tangent of the deflexion. 
Next, reverse the magnetism of the needle and determine its 

new magnetic moment M\ by observing a new deflexion the 
tangent of which is Dr, then the distance being the same as before, 

jr = ir8JIjD' (9) 

whence MDf = M'D. (10) 

Then place it on its bearings and take two readings, 
and 04, in which 0Z is nearly ir + i, and 04 nearly —-i, 

MI sin (0z + k'—7r—i) — mga cos (03 + a), (11) 

M'Isin(04+X' + i) =zmga cos(04 + a), (12) 

whence, as before, 

M'I(Ob — <94~7r— 2i) = — 2m(/a cos i cos a, (13) 

and on adding (7), 

MI(ei~02 + Tr-2i) + M'I(0z-64~ir--2i) = 0, (14) 

or + 2i)+ jD' (<93 —<94 ——2i) = 0, (15) 
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w we find tii«4 *iii♦ 
1>U\ t», I ft) * /*'««», (>t~~ n) 

■j/n-j/r ' (I6) 

/* tut*t U* nr*’ th^ tangent* nf the itiriH produced 
hy flit' needle in \tn tirwt iiihI Hocond magnetim! toiw respectively. 

In Inking ohmw vatintu* with the dip»cirele I !it% vertical ax in 

k citrefulh adjusted nil I lint tin4* plaits heuringa upon which tin* 

axis nf fill* magnet wnin arc In»mnntnl in every nrimuih, The 

magnet lining mngneiired ho flint flic etui A dip*, in placed with 

iifi tixk nit ffit** plane hearings ttttd otetervutinna mv taken with 

th** plan*' nf the circle in (he magnetic meridian, and with 

the graduated wide of the circle enat. Knelt eml nf the magnet 

k tdmerveil hy inriiini nf rending tnmrimenptm carried mi mi itrin 

whitdi uni vim concentric with the * lip id rede, 'Hu* maw-wire* 
nf the tiiiertiM’iijie are made to cuinchte with the image nf a 

mark on the magnet* mint the position nf tip* unit m then rend 
off tin the dip eitelc hy meatw of u vernier. 

Wn flam ohtnin tin observation of the end A find another 
of the end |l when tin* graduation* urn cant. It in nentmmiry 

In observe both end* ill tinier to eliminate tiny error timing 

from the iixI*' of the magnet not firing eonemtrir’ with the dip- 

circle. 

The graduated aide m thru twined went, amt two more oh 

nervat infill are made* 
The magnet m then turned round an that the olid* of the axle 

are reverend, and font more otawrvatiou* are made looking fit 

I lie other aide of the magnet. 

The iiingnutixation of the magnet in then reverend ho that the 
etui tl dip*, the magnet ifi moment h atfcertnitted, and eight 

obaervatinn* are taken in this atate, and the mxtm*n olmcrvationa 

combined t« determine the true dtp. 
MKi,| It k found that tit spite of tin' utmoat rare the dip* 

m it i tot deduced from observations made with one dipped tele, 

ditlorn perceptibly from that deduced from otaervatiuti* with 

another dip «drele at the aattm plane, Mn Broun hm {minted 

out the eilrei due to idlipticily of the tearing* of the axle, 

and how to correct it hy Inking observation** with the magnet 

Ifmglietired tu different atrength*. 
The principle of tW» method may 1m stated thus, We ah&tl 

mippmm Unit the error of any one ohwrvaiitm in a email 
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quantity not exceeding a degree. We shall also suppose that 
some unknown but regular force acts upon the magnet, clis- 

turbing it from its true position. 
If L is the moment of this force, 80 the true dip, and 0 

the observed dip, then 
L = MI sin (d-90), (I7) 

= MI(d-80), (l8) 

since 6 — 80 is small. 
It is evident that the greater M becomes the nearer docs 

the needle approach its proper position. Now let the operation 
of taking the dip be performed twice, first with the magnetiza¬ 

tion equal to Mx, the greatest that the needle is capable of, 
and next with the magnetization equal to M.,, a much smaller 

value but sufficient to make the readings distinct and the error 
still moderate. Let 9X and d2 be the dips deduced from these 
two sets of observations, and let L be the mean value of the 
unknown disturbing force for the eight positions of each de¬ 
termination, which we shall suppose the same for both deter¬ 

minations. Then 

L = M1i(e1-e0) = M2i(e2-eQ). 

Hence 
M1d1-M.2e2 

' M1-Mi ’ 

MtM2I M2-Mx 

(19) 

(20) 

If we find that several experiments give nearly equal values 
for L3 then we may consider that 60 must be very nearly the 
true value of the dip. 

463.] Dr. Joule has recently constructed a new dip-circle, in 
which the axis of the needle, instead of rolling on horizontal 
agate planes, is slung on two filaments of silk or spider’s thread, 
the ends of the filaments being attached to the arms of a 
delicate balance. The axis of the needle thus rolls on two loops 
of silk fibre, and Dr. Joule finds that its freedom of motion is 
much greater than when it rolls on agate planes. 

In Fig. 18, UTS is the needle, <7(7 is its axis, consisting of a 
straight cylindrical wire, and PCQ, P'G'Q' are the filaments 
on which the axis rolls. POQ is the balance, consisting of a 

double bent lever supported by a wire, O'O', stretched horizont¬ 
ally between the prongs of a forked piece, and having a counter¬ 
poise R which can be screwed up or down, so that the balance 
is in neutral equilibrium about O'O'. 
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In order that the needle may he in neutral equilibrium as 

the needle rolls on the filaments the centre of gravity must 

neither rise nor fall. Hence the distance OG must remain 
constant as the needle rolls. This condition will be fulfilled 
if the arms of the balance OP and OQ are equal, and if the 

filaments are at right angles to the arms. 
Dr. Joule finds that the needle should not be more than five 

inches long. When it is eight inches long, the bending of the 

needle tends to diminish the 
apparent dip by a fraction of 

a minute. The axis of the 
needle was originally of steel 
wire, straightened by being 

brought to a red heat while 
stretched by a weight, but 
Dr. Joule found that with 
the new suspension it is 
not necessary to use steel 
wire, for platinum and even 
standard gold are hard 
enough. 

The balance is attached to 
a wire O'O' about a foot long 
stretched horizontally be¬ 
tween the prongs of a fork. 
This fork is turned round in 
azimuth by means of a circle 
at the top of a tripod which 

supports the whole. Six 
complete observations of the 
dip can be obtained in one 
hour, and the average error 

of a single observation is a Pig. 18- 
fraction of a minute of arc. 

It is proposed that the dip-needle in the Cambridge Physical 
Laboratory shall be. observed by means of a double image 
instrument, consisting of two totally reflecting prisms placed 
as in Fig. 19 and mounted on a vertical graduated circle, so 
that the plane of reflexion may be turned round a horizontal 

axis nearly coinciding with the prolongation of the axis of 
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circle. 
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much more accurate that it m n»iinl tu 4^4tir*p th<» i u> ; 

from the horaont&l force hy nicuuta «»f the r<|iminfii 

I :sv |f He«l tf# 

where / w the total force. If the hut h.tv» an I r* 4j§* 

464] The process of determining the dip being * i*- iom* 

is not suitable for cluti^riiiiiiiiig the rttsilimom* ihr 

magnetic force* The it mat eoiivriiirnl itMitminmt r^iytmti^tta 

observations in the vertical force miigtiriumarr, ** nmply 

a magnet hnlaneetl cm knife edg*^ »m &a !<><* \** m 

equilibrium with it* magnetic axi* nearly Wsr*mtfU 

If Z k the vertical component of tie 
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magnetic moment, and 0 the small angle which the magnetic 
axis makes with the horizon, 

MZcos0 = mga cos (a — 0), 

where m is the mass of the magnet, g the force of gravity, a the 
distance of the centre of gravity from the axis of suspension, 
and a the angle which the plane through the axis and the 
centre of gravity makes with the magnetic axis. 

Hence, for the small variation of vertical force hZ3 there will 
be since 0 is very small a variation of the angular position of 

the magnet 6 0 such that 

MhZ= mg a sin (a~9) 60. 

In practice this instrument is not used to determine the 
absolute value of the vertical force, but only to register its 
small variations. 

For this purpose it is sufficient to know the absolute value 
dZ 

of Z when 0 = 0, and the value of • 

The value of Z, when the horizontal force and the dip are 
known, is found from the equation iT = jTtart0o, where 0O is 
the dip and H the horizontal force. 

To find the deflexion due to a given variation of Z, take a 
magnet and place it with its axis east and west, and with its 
centre at a known distance rx east or west from the declinometer, 
as in experiments on deflexion, and let the tangent of deflexion 

be Dr 
Then place it with its axis vertical and with its centre at 

a distance r2 above or below the centre of the vertical force 
magnetometer, and let the tangent of the deflexion produced 
in the magnetometer be D2. Then, if the moment of the 

deflecting magnet is M\ 
rJ 7 

2 2f=Sr>D1=^r/Da. 

Hence d6 r2:ijD2' 

The actual value of the vertical force at any instant is 
dZ 
dO 

Z = Z0 + 6~, 

where Z0 is the value of Z when 0 = 0. 
For continuous observations of the variations of magnetic 
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instruments indicate fltrtr ^-.o. 

(fuent observations of the a1>^>hif*• »he. 1 ■ 

and dip. 



CHAPTER Till. 

ON TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM. 

465.] Oue knowledge of Terrestrial Magnetism is derived 
from the study of the distribution of magnetic force on the 
earth's surface at any one time, and of the changes in that 
distribution at different times. 

The magnetic force at any one place and time is known when 
its three coordinates are known. These coordinates may be 
given in the form of the declination or azimuth of the force, 
the dip or inclination to the horizon, and the total intensity. 

The most convenient method, however, for investigating the 
general distribution of magnetic force on the earth’s surface 
is to consider the magnitudes of the three components of the 
force, 

X = H cos d, directed due north, \ 
Y = H sin 5, directed due west, > (1) 

Z = IT tan 0, directed vertically downwards, / 
where H denotes the horizontal force, <5 the declination, and 0 
the dip. 

If V is the magnetic potential at the earth’s surface, and if 

we consider the earth a sphere of radius a, then 

x = __icrr _i_yv 7_dy 
adl ~~ a cos l dk 5 ~ dr 9 

where l is the latitude, A the longitude, and r the distance 

from the centre of the earth. 
A knowledge of V over the surface of the earth may be 

obtained from the observations of horizontal force alone as 
follows. 

Let V0 be the value of V at the true north pole, then, taking 
VOL. II. K 
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the line-integral along any meridian, \w find, 

V r ■ Ill \x4i I V , n) 
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whence X = -b B-^l -}- (7) 

Y cos l = j&2 H~ B2 Z + BZX. (8) 

Let there be % stations whose latitudes are l13l23... &e. and. 
longtitudes Aj, X2, &c., and let X and Y he found for each station. 

Let k = l-*H), and A0= Is(A), (9) 

l0 and A0 may be called the latitude and longitude of the central 
station. Let 

X0 = iS(X), and 70cosZ0 = is(rcosZ), (10) 

then X0 and YQ are the values of X and Y at th§ imaginary 
central station, then 

X =' X0 -f B^I—Iq) + B2(\—\0)3 (ll) 

Ycosl = I^cosZ0 + 52(^—?0) + jB3(X—A0). (12) 

We have n equations of the form (11) and n of the form 
(12). If we denote the probable error in the determination of 
X by £ and in that of Y cos l by 77, then we may calculate £ and 
77 on the supposition that they arise from errors of observation 
of H and b. 

Let the probable error of E be h3 and that of b3 A, then since 

dX = co&b .d E—Esinb ,db3 

£2 = h2 cos2 5 + A2 E2 sin2 b. 

Similarly rj2 = h2 sin2 b + A2 E2 cos2 6. 

If the variations of X and Y from their values as given 
by equations of the form (11) and (12) considerably exceed the 
probable errors of observation, we may conclude that they are 
due to local attractions, and then we have no reason to give 
the ratio of £ to 77 any other value than unity. 

According to the method of least squares we multiply the 
equations of the form (11) by 77, and those of the form (12) 
by £ to make their probable error the same. We then multiply 
each equation by the coefficient of one of the unknown quan¬ 
tities B13 B23 or JBZ and add the results, thus obtaining three 
equations from which to find B13 B2, Bs, viz. 

= B1b1 + B2b23 

+ £2Qx = Brfbt + B^WbJ + BtFbv 
Q2 = B2 b2 + Bz 63; 
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in which we write for conciseness, 

b1==2 (l2)-nl02, b3 = 2(U)-nl0\0, b3 = ^{k2)-n\2, 

Px = 2 (lX)-nl0X0, Qj = 2 (£F cos l)—td0 3^ cos l0, 

P2 = 2(A X)-n\QX0, Q, = 2(\F cos l)—n\0Y0 cob l0. 

By calculating BXi B2, and BZi and substituting in equations 

(11) and (12), we can obtain the values of X and Y at any point 
within the limits of the survey free from the local disturbances 
which are found to exist where the rock near the station is 

magnetic, as most igneous rocks are. 
Surveys of this kind can be made only in countries where 

magnetic instruments can be carried about and sot up in a great 
many stations. For other parts of the world we must b© content 
to find the distribution of the magnetic elements by interpolation 

between their values at a few stations at great distances * from 
each other. 

467. ] Let us now suppose that by processes of this kind, 
or by the equivalent graphical process of constructing charts 
of the lines of equal values of the magnetic elements, the values 
of X and Y} and thence of the potential F, arc known over the 
whole surface of the globe. The next step is to expand V in 
the form of a series of spherical surface harmonics. 

If the earth were magnetized uniformly and in the same 
direction throughout its interior, V would be a harmonic of 

the first degree, the magnetic meridians would be great circles 
passing through two magnetic poles diametrically opposite, the 
magnetic equator would be a great circle, the horizontal force 
would be equal at all points of the magnetic equator, and if 
H0 is this constant value, the value at any other point would 
be H = H0 cos l\ where V is the magnetic latitude. The vertical 
force at any point would be Z = 2 Il{) sin l\ and if 6 is the dip, 
tan 6 would be = 2 tan V. 

In the case of the earth, the magnetic equator is defined to 
be the line of no dip. It is not a great circle of the sphere. 

The magnetic poles are defined to be the points whore there 
is no horizontal force, or where the dip is 90°. There are 

two such points, one in the northern and one in the southern 
regions, but they are not diametrically opposite, and the line 
joining them is not parallel to the magnetic axis of the earth. 

468. ] The magnetic poles are the points where the value of V 
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on the surface of the earth is a maximum or minimum, or is 
stationary. 

At any point where the potential is a minimum the north end 
of the dip-needle points vertically downwards, and if a compass- 
needle be placed anywhere near such a point, the north end will 
point towards that point. 

At points where the potential is a maximum the south end 
of the dip-needle points downwards, and in the neighbourhood 
the south end of the compass-needle points towards the point. 

If there are p minima of V on the earth's surface there must 
be p — 1 other points, where the north end of the dip-needle 
points downwards, but where the compass-needle, when carried 
in a circle round the point, instead of revolving so that its north 

end points constantly to the centre, revolves in the opposite 
direction, so as to turn sometimes its north end and sometimes 
its south end towards the point. 

If we call the points where the potential is a minimum true 
north poles, then these other points may he called false north 
poles, because the compass-needle is not true to them. If there 
are p true north poles, there must be p—1 false north poles, 
and in like manner, if there are q true south poles, there must 

be q— 1 false south poles. The number of poles of the same 
name must be odd, so that the opinion at one time prevalent, 
that there are two north poles and two south poles, is erroneous. 
According to Gauss there is in fact only one true north pole 
and one true south pole on the earth’s surface, and therefore 
there are no false poles. The line joining these poles is not 
a diameter of the earth, and it is not parallel to the earth’s 

magnetic axis. 
469.] Most of the early investigators into the nature of the 

earth’s magnetism endeavoured to express it as the result of the 
action of one or more bar magnets, the positions of the poles of 
which were to be determined. Gauss was the first to express 
the distribution of the earth’s magnetism in a perfectly general 
way by expanding its potential in a series of solid harmonics, 
the coefficients of which he determined for the first four degrees. 
These coefficients are 24 in number, 3 for the first degree, 5 for 
the second, 7 for the third, and 9 for the fourth. All these 
terms are found necessary in order to give a tolerably accurate 
representation of the actual state of the earth’s magnetism. 
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Tho expansion of F has hitherto been e«!tnrki«4 *»*»!% f„t the 
mean value of V at or near curtain epoch*. N„ ,, „ttj,#,t 
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of this mean value appears to be due to causes external to the 

earth. 
471. ] We do not yet know enough of the.form of the ex¬ 

pansion of the solar and lunar parts of the variations of V 
to determine by this method whether any part of these variations 
arises from magnetic force acting from without. It is certain, 

however, as the calculations of MM. Stoney and Chambers have 
shewn, that the principal part of these variations cannot arise 
from any direct magnetic action of the sun or moon, supposing 
these bodies to be magnetic *. 

472. ] The principal changes in the magnetic force to which 
attention has been directed are as follows. 

I. The more Regular Variations. 

(1) The Solar variations, depending on the hour of the day 

and the time of the year. 
(2) The Lunar variations, depending on the moon’s hour angle 

and on her other elements of position. 
(3) These variations do not repeat themselves in different 

years, but seem to be subject to a variation of longer period 
of about eleven years. 

(4) Besides this, there is a secular alteration in the state of 
the earth’s magnetism, which has been going on ever since 
magnetic observations have been made, and is producing changes 
of the magnetic elements of far greater magnitude than any 
of the variations of small period. 

II. The Disturbances. 

473. ] Besides the more regular changes, the magnetic elements 
are subject to sudden disturbances of greater or less amount. 
It is found that these disturbances are more powerful and 
frequent at one time than at another, and that at times of great 
disturbance the laws of the regular variations are masked, though 

* Professor Hornstein of Prague has discovered a periodic change in the magnetic 
elements, the period of which is 26-33 days, almost exactly equal to that of the 
synodic revolution of the sun, as deduced from the observation of sun-spots near his 
equator. This method of discovering the time of rotation of the unseen solid body of 
the sun by its effects on the magnetic needle is the first instalment of the repayment 
by Magnetism of its debt to Astronomy. Anzeiger der Tc.AJcad., Wien, June 15, 
1871. See Proc. B. S., Nov. 16, 1871. 
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or two. These are culled Magnetic Srnrm*. In P * m.», dm. 
turbanees have been Muuethue* titm-nmd nt flu- imfiint 

in stations widely distant. 

Mr, Airy has found that n large j*rnp»»rt o»u • f fl* m, stv^i 

ancon at- Ureenwirh corresj«»n4 %\ if h the # l«-e|i m < .i. . 

collected by electrodes placed in the uirlli in ih** m t„•? bme P-h,,}. 

and are such as would he directly produced m immorn J 

the earth-current, retaining tin art tin] diireto ?». \eir tmndm md 
through a wire placed it mhrmaih the magic t 

It has been found that them is mi «j »<,*♦)* m m* ,,ue(i ;}, 

turbanco every eleven yearn, and tint? ifim nm > m * m r -m* uh 
with the epoch of maximum numbn uf qi,m ii( t < , ,,ifl 

474.] The field of investigation ml** whirl* >, , » 

by the study of terrestrial itM/nrth<tn *♦ no j.i.e c i ,* , 
ex tensive. 

We know that the sun and moon net , n t- ,*n V 

It has been proved that thin action mem t , * j n, , , a v, ^n, 
posing these bodies ningnrt*, Tm- mimn i, ih, , im-Ji 

In the case of the sun {mrt Mf it i«^ }* thrwil.4l ^ . x u m,#, 

in the ease of the moon we rnuum nml <*** n ? g . , , 

Is it possible that the attraction of ||*» >< |„ «,. • o, * * ,, * 
strains in the interior of the cwth, j.redma i \m ) i 

in the magnetism already eating in thr i* ft * vi 
of tidal action causes the acini diurnal %nnalem-i 

But the amount of all \\uw rhamm * m on , ra ,,*4 
with the great secular change* *4 thv mnh *» ^ 1 

What cause, whether evieimr tu fS.r *,»uh * ll5 
depths, produces such eiiortiiou, rhmig,, in sb„ 4 

notiHtn, that its magnetie jsdis mo^, i^tu mnt It 
the gloJ)o to aiiotlu-r ? mmli,|Ml „f 

tho inagmttizjition of thc gnut. gli.U. ,.f t!„. i t iUt 

parable, with that which pr.«hwut, ww<( lh, ifl 
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our steel magnets, these immense changes in so large a body 
force us to conclude that we are not yet acquainted with one 
of the most powerful agents in nature, the scene of whose ac¬ 
tivity lies in those inner depths of the earth, to the knowledge 

of which we have so few means of access*. 

* {Balfour Stewart suggested, that tlie diurnal variations are due to electric 
current induced in the rarified air in the upper regions of the atmosphere as it moves 
across the earth’s lines of force. Schuster, JPMl. Trans. A, 1889, p. 467, by applying 
Gauss’s method, has lately shewn that the greater part of these disturbances have 
their origin above the surface of the earth. ]■ 



PART IY. 

ELECTEO MAGNETISM. 

CHAPTER I. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC EORCE. 

475.] It had been noticed by many different observers that in 
certain cases magnetism is produced or destroyed in needles by 
electric discharges through them or near them, and conjectures 
of various kinds had been made as to the relation between mag¬ 
netism and electricity, but the laws of these phenomena, and the 
form of these relations, remained entirely unknown till Hans 
Christian Orsted*, at a private lecture to a few advanced stu¬ 
dents at Copenhagen, observed that a wire connecting the ends 
of a voltaic battery affected a magnet in its vicinity. This 
discovery he published in a tract entitled Experimenta circa 
effectum Conflicts Electrici in Acum Magneticam, dated 
July 21, 1820. 

Experiments on the relation of the magnet to bodies charged 
with electricity had been tried without any result till Orsted 
endeavoured to ascertain the effect of a wire heated by an 
electric current. He discovered, however, that the current itself, 
and not the heat of the wire, was the cause of the action, and 
that the ‘electric conflict acts in a revolving manner,’ that is, 
that a magnet placed near a wire transmitting an electric cur¬ 
rent tends to set itself perpendicular to the wire, and with the 

* See another account of Orsted’s discovery in a letter from Professor Hansteen in 
the Life of Faraday by Dr. Bence Jones, vol. ii. p. 395. 
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same, end always pointing forwards as the magnet is moved- 

round the wire. 
476. ] It appears therefore that in the space surrounding a 

wire transmitting an electric current a magnet is acted on by 
forces dependent on the position of the wire and on the strength 

of the current. The space in which these forces act may there¬ 
fore be considered as a magnetic field, and we may study it in 
the same way as we have already studied the field in the 
neighbourhood of ordinary magnets, by tracing the course of 
the lines of magnetic force, and measuring the intensity of 

the force at every point. 
477. ] Let us begin with the case of an indefinitely long 

straight wire carrying an electric current. If a man were to 
place himself in imagination in the position of the wire, so that 
the current should flow from his head to his feet, then a magnet 
suspended freely before him would set itself so that the end 
which points north would, under the action of the current, 

point to his right hand. 
The lines of magnetic force are everywhere at right angles to 

planes drawn through the wire, and arc 
therefore circles each in a plane perpen¬ 
dicular to the wire, which passes through 
its centre. The pole of a magnet which 
points north, if carried round one of these 
circles from left to right, would experience 
a force acting always in the direction of 
its motion. The other pole of the same 
magnet would experience a force in the 
opposite direction. 

478. ] To compare these forces let the 
wire be supposed vertical, and the current 
a descending one, and let a magnet be 
placed on an apparatus which is free to 
rotate about a vertical axis coinciding 

with the wire. It is found that under 

these circumstances the current has no effect in causing; the 
o 

rotation of the apparatus as a whole about itself as an axis. 
Hence the action of the vertical current on the two poles of the 

magnet is such that the statical moments of the two forces 
about the current as an axis are equal and opposite. Let m± 
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•and to, be the strengths of the two poles, rx and r2 their dis¬ 
tances from the axis of the wire, T, and T, the intensities of the 
magnetic force due to the current at the two poles respectively, 
then the force on is and since it is at right angles to 
the axis its moment is Similarly that of the force on 
the other pole is m2T2r2, and since there is no motion observed, 

= 0. 

But we know that in all magnets 

mL + on2 = 0. 

Hence T{rt = T2r2i 

or the electromagnetic force due to a straight current of infinite 
length is perpendicular to the current, and varies inversely as the 

distance from it. 
479. ] Since the product 2V depends on the strength of the 

current it may be employed as a measure of the current. This 
method of measurement is different from that founded upon 
electrostatic phenomena, and as it depends on the magnetic 
phenomena produced by electric currents it is called the BjIoc- 
tromagnetic system of measurement. In the electromagnetic 

system if i is the current, 2%. 

480. ] If the wire be taken for the axis of then the rectangular 

components of T are 

X = —2iK, Z-Q. 
r2 (r 

Here Xdx -f- Ydy + Zdz is a complete differential, being that of 

2itan~1- +0. 
x 

Hence the magnetic force in the field can be deduced from a 
potential function, as in several former instances, but the potential 
is in this case a function having an infinite series of values whose 
common difference is 4 7ri. The differential coefficients of the 
potential with respect to the coordinates have, however, definite 
and single values at every point. 

The existence of a potential function in the field near an 
electric current is not a self-evident result of the principle of 
the conservation of energy, for in all actual currents there is 

a continual expenditure of the electric energy of the battery in 
overcoming the resistance of the wire, so that unless the amount 
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of this expenditure were accurately known, it might be suspected 
that part of the energy of the battery was employed in caus¬ 
ing work to be done on a magnet moving in a cycle. In fact, 
if a magnetic pole, m, moves round a closed curve which em¬ 
braces the wire, work is actually done to the amount of 4 7rmi 
It is only for closed paths which do not embrace the wire that 
the line-integral of the force vanishes. We must therefore for 
the present consider the law of force and the existence of a 
potential as resting on the evidence of the experiment already 

described. 
481. ] If we consider the space surrounding an infinite straight 

line we shall see that it is a cyclic space, because it returns into 
itself. If we now conceive a plane, or any other surface, com¬ 
mencing at the straight line and extending on one side of it 
to infinity, this surface may be regarded as a diaphragm which 

reduces the cyclic space to an acyclic one. If from any fixed 
point lines be drawn to any other point without cutting the 
diaphragm, and the potential be defined as the line-integral of 
the force taken along one of these lines, the potential at any 
point will then have a single definite value. 

The magnetic field is now identical in all respects with that 
due to a magnetic shell coinciding with this surface, the strength 
of the shell being i. This shell is bounded on one edge by the 
infinite straight line. The other parts of its boundary are at an 
infinite distance from the part of the field under consideration. 

482. ] In all actual experiments the current forms a closed 
circuit of finite dimensions. We shall therefore compare the 
magnetic action of a finite circuit with that of a magnetic shell of 
which the circuit is the bounding edge. 

It has been shewn by numerous experiments, of which the 
earliest are those of Ampere, and the most accurate those of 
Weber, that the magnetic action of a small plane circuit at 
distances which are great compared with the dimensions of the 
circuit is the same as that of a magnet whose axis is normal 
to the plane of the circuit, and whose magnetic moment is 

equal to the area of the circuit multiplied by the strength of 
the current*. 

* {Ampbre, Thiorie des phinombnes elecirodynamigues, 1826 ; Weber, Elektrody- 
namische Maasbestimmnngeri (Abliandlungen der Tconiglich Sachs. Gesellschaft zu 
Leipzig, 1850-1852.)} 
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If tlio circuit he supposed to be bib i 1 j1 * ' ** ’i?* v’’ ,n?J'h4 
by the circuit ami thus forming a dmphie ”•* * o *. i ,y.<>ur 

ahull of strength / coinciding with «hi. ■mow, 1 1 !l* 
the electric current, then the magnet* ^*?u"!‘ • ‘ *4 , b ttU Hj1 

distant points will be identical \\ iih "ho? *•’ iu> 4 1 + 1 * * f 

483.] Hitherto wo have suppled the n ■ t,? fe‘oem>« 

tube Bumll compared with tlm dmiam*'- * * * />j! ”! ’* 
the part of the field examined We -if i4 .e-* m: » 1 v m>nni 

to be of any form ami si/c what* v»*r, ams » • >o*. n >»■» a* 

any point P not in the conducting wn- it^h, I: • f ih*am.; 
method, which hits impurtiifit garnets e\d npp.Vn?’. c e w^* in* 

trod need by Ampere for thin jnirpone 
Conceive any Htirfaee *s* bounded bj tie- «oremf. find n«»t p.vedng 

through the1 point /*« On thm mtrftic*> draw t ^ o ie*» *4 Utwn 

crossing each other ho m to divide it ini** «dmo- o# %i » p *«?< »><*, 

the dimensions of which are utttttll compared with tie *« d{.natter 

from 1\ and with the radii of curvature *4 ihr *urfar«' 

Round each of those oloitmttl* rotund vr n rmiua *4 ^!ft*H|fili 

i to flow, the direction of cimiiliitinsi l«e§ng fie »j*ir o a I the 

elements m it in in the original rirem? 
Along every linn forming the dhre<m |o i *, 11 «* ?>* 

(domentB two ecjiml currents n|h 11 h ; "h^,, m . ) j * * du«e. 

tionn. 

The effect of two etjunl und oppo'dn e<n ?ifi ,o f' .* 1*?» j j h*ee 

is absolutely zero, in whatever %*< * m. 1* t ? 1 

Hence their magnetic effect <.* /«i*» 11 < u% U , th< u< thr 

dementary circuits which at* imu uj.vi m * ^ mr 

dioHo which coincitle with t!i« oti ginat ,n^u$t Tn. 

>f the elementary circuit« h tlmrf * -pmah'M ^ . ^hut .4 the 

>riginal circuit. 

4B4] Now more each of the element m C i» ” I, *4 J.ijC h* » ^1* 

idomi aH a Hinall circuit «W<’ .inHu. < n V ,, s>. »t 
ompannl with it« (limHintou.. tti m-t, • • ,t 

lomimfcary umgiH'tic *li<-ll »! tx ju-ti, « »L.\ n, u<>.; ■ 
oincidtw with thi» t«li*jm*»(iuv ■ iirtut '|*,« mxvi, »* ,-t ,,{ 
ho olomesntary Hlmll un I* i** »»i j>( s*»ai «.{ *», ,.j, pj.-xt-.u, 

ircuit. Th(> whol« of tl»*< «*I# »t» ntm v »>)•. iln *•« tM ii.x- m n.+q 

otic Hholl of Htjungth i, roiiiroljiijj with l)f. *iijr/,v A m4 
oundi'd hy tho original rimiif mil th. ut 

10 wholo hIhiII on V in rt£t,»\n-I^ut f*» tixtt •,( ti». ,-<r >,A. 
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It is manifest that the action of the circuit is independent 
of the form of the surface S} which was drawn in a perfectly 
arbitrary manner so as to fill it up. We see from this that the 
action of a magnetic shell depend’s only on the form of its edge 
and not on the form of the shell itself. This result we obtained 
before, in Art. 410, but it is instructive to see how it may be 
deduced from electromagnetic considerations. 

The magnetic force due to the circuit at any point is therefore 
identical in magnitude and direction with that due to a magnetic 
shell bounded by the circuit and not passing through the point, 
the strength of the shell being numerically equal to that of the 
current. The direction of the current in the circuit is related to 

the direction of magnetization of the shell, so that if a man were 
to stand with his feet on that side of the shell which we call the 
positive side, and which tends to point to the north, the current 
in front of him would be from right to left. 

485.] The magnetic potential of the circuit, however, differs 
from that of the magnetic shell for those points which are in the 

substance of the magnetic shell. 
If co is the solid angle subtended at the point P by the mag¬ 

netic shell, reckoned positive when the positive or austral side 
of the shell is next to P, then the magnetic potential at any 
point not in the shell itself is co <£, where is the strength of the 
shell. At any point in the substance of the shell itself we may 
suppose the shell divided into two parts whose strengths are 
^ and <j)2, where <^4-$2 = <j>, such that the point is on the 
positive side of and on the negative side of <p2. The potential 
at this point is . \ A , 

co(01 + ^2j — 47r<f2. 

On the negative side of the shell the potential becomes 
<£(co—47t). In this case therefore the potential is continuous, 
and at every point has a single determinate value. In the case 
of the electric circuit, on the other hand, the magnetic potential 
at every point not in the conducting wire itself is equal to ico, 
where i is the strength of the current, and co is the solid angle 
subtended by a circuit at the point, and is reckoned positive 
when the current, as seen from P, circulates in the direction 

opposite to that of the hands of a watch. 
The quantity ico is a function having an infinite series of values 

whose common difference is 4 iri* The differential coefficients of 
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ico with respect to the coordiiHitc.s )m\ e, h«»\\ * \* r, *in;; 1 * <utd d«* 

terminate values for every point «»f ^pm'*f. 
48(5.] If a Ion# thin flexible M*l«*tit»i»Ul nmgm-t %v» io pbnvtf in 

the neighbourhood of an eleHric circuit, fw- mush im4 miult 

ends of the solenoid would ten*! t<» itmvt1 in npjnout* »iih’di««m 

round the wire, and if they wnv ftvr t** *d^\ flu* nm,;n»<f u* ii-nv 
the magnet would finally laruiiie wuimd t*mtt4 !l<*> win m » 

closed coil. If it were possible in nhiam n umgin-t tmh 

one pole, or poles of unequal sttvngfh, Nurlt n nui^in t vnmM bp 
moved round ami round the wir<* mtiiinuhlh m *<m- 

but since the polos of every magnet nrv npmi and *pp**.tii«', f 1**,% 
result can never occur. Fariidin, lun\* %«j, him n U**\\ iu 

produce the continuous rotation of utm p<»i<* **f » urn-iyf r.onul 

an electric current by making it p«u#ablp fur mi* p.A t .* ,/m imiisp! 

and round the current while the fillin’ p«»lr «!**•?. n».i T3mi thm 

process may be repeated iinlrtiniirli, tin h*4% .»j tv- mn-^nri 

must he transferred from one side uf th«* rmn nt i.» tb*. «ilis«r 

once in each revolution. To do ihk with*on u»i«-nupiutg the 

flow of electricity, the current in split into ib ,* bfnurlu-i# « iSmi 
when one branch in opened to let the nm^tm j*n.v> ih< fontrni 

continues to flow through the ofhrr Fiiindoi ip*-d tbr tin* 
purpose a circular trough of merryn, m iii Fig. ;m( 

Art.-I!)!. Tho current cittern tin* ilu.-ugh tli< mh« Ml, 

it is divided at. //.and after flowing ihmugh th<’ «>,■> /,m / * ttm| 

it unitcH at J\ and leave*. the trough thi«ugh th»- « n,. / 

tho cup of mercury (1, and a vertical win- bni.ath <*, .i<>«n which 
tho current flown. 

Tho magnet (not shown in the tiguiM t- inmnit.-i », i., |„, 

capable of revolving about a vertical thi,o nu-l th- 

wire OP revolveH with it. The U.dy „f th. magnet j ,*«,•* 
through the aperture of the trough, on- the n„rth 

polo, luting heneailt the plane of the trough. and th./mh-r ak.ve 

it. As tho magnet and the wire (>P revolve a Unit the vertical 
axis, tho current in gradually transferred from the branch ,.f t|,„ 

trough which Iioh in front of the magnet m that whe t* In'# 

behind it, ho that in every eomjih t,. r,.*,diiti, n the magnet 

paHHoa from one aide of the current t*. the other. Tb« n, rth t«»h> 

<|f tho magnet revolve about t!„. dm-mditig current ,n th« 
direction N.K.8.W., ami if w, *' are the *„l,d angh v („r« 

ofBign) subtended by the circular trough at the two tha 
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work done by the electromagnetic force in a complete revolution 

is mi(4ir —a>—a>'), 

where m is the strength of either pole, and i the strength of the 
current *. 

487.] Let us now endeavour to form a notion of the state of 
the magnetic field near a linear electric circuit. 

Let the value of co, the solid angle subtended by the circuit, 
be found for every point of space, and let the surfaces for which 
co is constant be described. These surfaces will be the equipo- 
tential surfaces. Each of these surfaces will be bounded by the 
circuit, and any two surfaces, a>x and <o2, will meet in the circuit 
at an angle \ (cox — w2) f. 

* [This problem may be discussed as follows : Referring to Fig. 23, Art. 491, let 
us take OP in any position and introduce imaginary balancing currents i along BO 
and x, y along OB. As the magnet attached to OP is carried through a complete 
revolution no work is done on the south pole by the current i, supposed to pass along 
ABOZ, that pole describing a closed curve which does not embrace the current. 
The north pole however describes a closed curve which, does embrace the current, and 
the work done upon it is 4 irrni. We have now to estimate the effects of the currents 
x in the circuit BP OB and y in the circuit BPPOB. The potential of the north 
pole which is below the planes of those circuits will be 

— mxojq + my (00—cud) and, of the south, — mx co'g—my (—to' + oj'q), 

where a)d and co'q denote the solid angles subtended at the two poles by BOP, and ca, 

»' those subtended by the circular trough. The resultant potential is 

my (co + (ojq + o/^). 

Hence as OP revolves from OP in the direction NJBSW back to OP again the 
potential will change by — mi (oh- a/). The work done by the currents is therefore 
that given in the text.] 

{Hie following is a slightly different way of obtaining this result:—The currents 
through the wires and the mercury trough are equivalent to a circular current i~x 
round the trough, a current i round the circuit POB and a current % through AB, B01 
and the vertical wire OZ. The circular current will evidently not produce any force 
tending to make either pole travel round a circle co-axial with the circuit of the 
current. The North pole threads the circuit AB, BO, and the vertical OZ, once in 
each revolution, the work done on it is therefore 4 Trim. If n and ft' are the numerical 
values of the solid angle subtended by the circuit POB at the north and south poles of 
the magnet respectively, then the potential energy of the magnet and circuit is 
—mi (ft + ft'). Hence if 6 is the angle POB, the work done on the magnet in a com¬ 
plete revolution is 

— I mi-7-: (ft + ftf) d$ = — mi(cv + c/). 
Jo 

Hence the whole work done on the magnet is 

mi {4tt—(eu + ct/)} 

f { This can be deduced as follows:—Consider a point P on the surface 0^ near the line 
of intersection of the two equipotential surfaces, let O be a point on the line of 
intersection near P, then describe a sphere of unit radius with centre 0. The solid 
angle subtended at P by the circuit will be measured by the area cut off the unit 
sphere by the tangent plane at O to the surface co1} and by an irregularly shaped cone 
determined by the shape of the circuit at some distance from O. Now consider a 
point Q on the second surface fu2 near to 0, the solid angle subtended by the circuit at 
this point will be measured by the area cut off the unit sphere with centre 0 by the 
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in a field of magnetic force of which the potential is 7, is, by 

Arl-410, -t,rrndv dr dr\,<, 

where Z, m, n are the direction-cosines of the normal drawn 
from the positive side of the element dS of the shell, and the 
integration is extended over the surface of the shell. 

Now the surface-integral 

= JJ' (la -f mb + nc) d8, 

where a, b, c are the components of the magnetic induction, re¬ 
presents the quantity of magnetic induction through the shell, 
or, in the language of Faraday, the number of lines of magnetic 
induction, reckoned algebraically, which pass through the shell 
from the negative to the positive side, lines which pass through 
the shell in the opposite direction being reckoned negative. 

Remembering that the shell does not belong to the magnetic 
system to which the potential V is due, and that the magnetic 
force is therefore equal to the magnetic induction, we have 

~b-~_d— -~— 
dx dy ’ dz 5 

and we may write the value of M, 

If represents any displacement of the shell, and Xx the 
force acting on tho shell so as to aid the displacement, then by 
the principle of conservation of energy, 

X16iT1 + aif= 0, 

dF 
or Xx — <f> 

dec* 

We have now determined the nature of the force which cor¬ 
responds to any given displacement of the shell. It .aids or 
resists that displacement accordingly as the displacement in¬ 
creases or diminishes N, the number of lines of induction which 

pass through the shell. 
The same is true of the equivalent electric circuit. Any dis¬ 

placement of the circuit will be aided or resisted according as 
it increases or diminishes the number of lines of induction which 
pass through the circuit in the positive direction. 
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We must remember that the positive direction of a line of 

magnetic induction is the direction in which the pole of a magnet 
which points north tends to move along the line, and that a line 
of induction passes through the circuit in the positive direction, 
when the direction of the line of induction is related to the 
direction of the current of vitreous electricity in the circuit as 
the longitudinal to the rotational motion of a right-handed 

screw. See Art. 23. 
490.] It is manifest that the force corresponding to any dis¬ 

placement of the circuit as a whole may be deduced at once from 
the theory of the magnetic shell. But this is not all. If a 
portion of the circuit is flexible, so that it may be displaced 
independently of the rest, we may make the edge of the shell 
capable of the same kind of displacement by cutting up the 
surface of the shell into a sufficient number of portions con¬ 
nected by flexible joints. Hence we conclude that if by the 
displacement of any portion of the circuit in a given direction 
the number of lines of induction which pass through the circuit 
can be increased, this displacement will be aided by the electro¬ 

magnetic force acting on the circuit. 
Every portion of the circuit therefore is acted on by a force 

urging it across the lines of magnetic induction so as to include 
a greater number of these lines within the embrace of the circuit, 
and the work done by the force.during this displacement is 

numerically equal to the number of the additional lines of in¬ 
duction multiplied by the strength of the current. 

Let the element ds of a circuit, in which a current of strength 
i is flowing, be moved parallel to itself through a space b x, it will 
sweep out an area in the form of a parallelogram whose sides are 
parallel and equal to ds and bx respectively. 

If the magnetic induction is denoted by 33, and if its 
direction makes an angle e with the normal to the parallel¬ 
ogram, the value of the increment of AT corresponding to the 
displacement is found by multiplying the area of the parallel¬ 
ogram by 33 cos e. The result of this operation is represented 
geometrically by the volume of a parallelopiped whose edges 
represent in magnitude and direction 8a?, ds, and 33, and it 
is to be reckoned positive if when we point in these three 
directions in the order here given the pointer moves round 
the diagonal of the parallelopiped in the direction of the hands 
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of a watch*. The volume of this parallelopiped is equal to 
Xbx. 

If 6 is the angle between ds and 33, the area of the parallelo¬ 
gram whose sides are ds and S3 is <#s.33sin0, and if rj is the 
angle which the displacement bx makes with the normal to this 
parallelogram, the volume of the parallelopiped is 

ds. 33 sin 0 .bx cos rj = bX. 
Now Xbx = ibJST = ids. 33 sin Obxcosrj, 

and X = i ds. 33 sin 0 cos rj 

is the force which urges ds, resolved in the direction bx. 

The direction of this force is therefore perpendicular to the 
parallelogram, and its magnitude is equal to i . ds. 33 sin 0. 

This is the area of a parallelogram whose sides represent in 
magnitude and direction ids and 33. The force acting on ds is 
therefore represented in magnitude by the area of this parallel 
ogram, and in direction by a normal to its plane drawn in the 
direction of the longitudinal motion of a right-handed screw, the 
handle of which is turned from the direction of the current ids 
to that of the magnetic induction 33. 

We may express in the language of 
Quaternions, both the direction and 
the magnitude of this force by saying 
that it is the vector part of the result 
of multiplying the vector ids, the 
element of the current, by the vector 
33, the magnetic induction. 

491.] We have thus completely de¬ 
termined the force which acts on any 
portion of an electric circuit placed 
in a magnetic field. If the circuit is 
moved in any way so that, after assuming various forms and 
positions, it returns to its original place, the strength of the 
current remaining constant during the motion, the whole amount 

of work done by the electromagnetic forces will be zero. Since 
this is true of any cycle of motions of the circuit, it follows that 
it is impossible to maintain by electromagnetic forces a motion 
of continuous rotation in any part of a linear circuit of constant 
strength against the resistance of friction, &c. 

* {in this rule ds is drawn in the direction of i and the observer is supposed to be 
at that corner of the parallelopiped from which dx, ds and S3 are drawn.} 

Fig. 22. 
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depending only on the strength of the current in PO. Hence if 
/ is maintained constant, the arm OP will be carried round and 
round the circle with a uniform force whose moment is \i.0P'2,^>. 
If, as in northern latitudes, >33 acts downwards, and if the current 
is inwards, the rotation will be in the negative direction, that is 
in the direction PQBR. 

49:2.] We are now able to pass from the mutual action of 
magnets and currents to the action of one circuit on another. 

For we know that the magnetic properties of an electric circuit 
C1, with respect to any magnetic system ikf2, are identical with 
those of a magnetic shell Kp whose edge coincides with the cir¬ 
cuit, and whose strength is numerically equal to that of the 
olectric current. Let the magnetic system M2 be a magnetic 
shell /S2, then tlio mutual action between S1 and S2 is identical 
with that between and a circuit C2, coinciding with the edge 
of &2 and equal in numerical strength, and this latter action is 
identical with that between C\ and C2. 

Hence the mutual action between two circuits 6\ and C2 is 
identical with that between the corresponding magnetic shells 
and $2. 

Wo have already investigated, in Art. 423, the mutual action 
of two magnetic shells whoso edges arc the closed curves sL and s2. 

If we make M = f * f1 ~°S- dsj dsv 
J o Jo T 

where € is the angle between the directions of the elements ds{ 
and ds2) and r is the distance between them, the integrations being 
extended one round s2 and one round s15 and if we call M the 
potential of tho two closed curves and s2) then the potential 
energy duo to the mutual action of two magnetic shells whose 

strengths are iL and i2 bounded by the two circuits is 

— ix i2 M, 

and the force X, which aids any displacement 8x, is 

. . dM 
%1 dx ‘ 

The whole theory of the force acting on any portion of an 
electric circuit due to tho action of another electric circuit may 

he deduced from this result. 
493.] The method which we have followed in this chapter is 

that of Faraday. Instead of beginning, as we shall do, following 
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Ampbro, in the next chapter, with the du.-ct mdum of n pmfton 

of one circuit on a port ion »»t niiothet, "*4 ?il!rw, fo -4, tnat 14 

circuit produces the mime effect *»n h magmt m n duum. in* 'Ltii, 
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the action of one circuit on the whole m mn pmimit *4 the 

other. 
494.] Let uh apply this method to the eu * *0 ^ ’.tnughl 

current of infinite length acting mi 11 pnrtmn of' n juujdi*-! ‘lUiught 

conductor. 

Lot uh suppose Unit a current 1 m the fir?4 conduct”! « ilmiiiig 

vertically downward**. In this erne ili«» end *4 a magnet which 

points north will point to the riglitdnupl o! n non* i %% ill* hi*» fWt 

downwards) looking at it from the &*i* of ilm mairmif 

The lines of magnetic induction are theiefoie hotomntal eindm, 

having their centres in the it\w of tin* cm rout , «n i ih< n i^wntive 

direction is north, cant* south, we*t. 

Lot another descending vertical current l«n plae« d dm w«-*»t m 

the first. The lines of magnetic induction dim t*i tin* nr*>! eurnuit 

are here directed towards the north. The direction tlm force 

acting on the second circuit is to hr th*i«<t mined }*y tmnmg tin? 

handle of a right-handed screw from the nadir, the dat«-cf mu of 

the current, to the north, the direction «if ilir magnetic induction, 

The screw will then move toward* tin? mmit th<u m iho IVsnm 

acting on the second cinmit m ditveted tomitJoL ihv flmi cut rent, 

or, in general, since the phciinmiumfi dcjM*nd* md 1 on the ndative 
position of the currents, two parallel circmf^ ronvc* mg rnirmt# 

in the same direction attract each other. 

In the same way we may show that i*n jmtuthd mcitiu 

conveying currents in npjtt»4lo direction* *rj»*d hup tmmhcr. 

41)5. | iho intensity of the titftgtieltr induction nl 11 dialiinctt r 

from a straight current of strength 1 »», m we limm *h"ttn m 
Art. 479, #> i 

r 

Hence, a portion of ti mmnul conductor jiinillid t« the lirmt, and 

carrying a currant if in the #1111111 dirvaUui!, will tin atiraru^l 
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towards the first with a force 

F= 2 ii'-, 
T 

where a is the length of the portion considered, and r is its 
distance from the first conductor. 

Since the ratio of a to r is a numerical quantity independent 
of the absolute value of either of these lines, the product of two 
currents measured in the electromagnetic system must be of the 
dimensions of a force, hence the dimensions of the unit current 

are [i] = [F*] = 

496. ] Another method of determining the direction of the 
force which acts on a circuit is to consider the relation of the 
magnetic action of the current to that of other currents and 
magnets. 

If on one side of the wire which carries the current the mag- 
netic action due to the current is in the same or nearly the same 
direction as that due to other currents, then, on the other side of 
the wire, these forces will be in opposite or nearly opposite 
directions, and the force acting on the wire will be from the side 
on which the forces strengthen each other to the side on which 

they oppose each other. 
Thus, if a descending current is placed in a field of magnetic 

force directed towards the north, its magnetic action will be to 
the north on the west side, and to the south on the east side. 
Hence the forces strengthen each other on the west side and 
oppose each other on the east side, and the circuit will therefore 
be acted on by a force from west to east. See Fig. 22, p. 149. 

In Fig. XVII at the end of this volume the small circle 
represents a section of the wire carrying a descending current, 
and placed in a uniform field of magnetic force acting towards 

the left-hand of the figure. The magnetic force is greater below 
the wire than above it. It will therefore be urged from the 

bottom towards the top of the figure. 
497. ] If two currents are in the same plane but not parallel, 

we may apply this principle. Let one of the conductors be an 
infinite straight wire in the plane of the paper, supposed hori¬ 
zontal. On the right side of the current* the magnetic force acts 

* (The right side of the current is the right of an observer with his back against 
the paper placed so that the current enters at his head and leaves at his feet. ]• 
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downwards and on the left side it acts upwards. The same is 
true of the magnetic force due to any short portion of a second- 
current in the same plane. If the second current is on the right 
side of the first, the magnetic forces will strengthen each other on 
its right side and oppose each other on its left side. Hence the 
circuit conveying the second current will be acted on by a force 
urging it from its right side to its left side. The magnitude of 
this force depends only on the position of the second current and 
not on its direction. If the second circuit is on the left side of the 
first it will he urged from left to right. 

Fig. 24. 

Relation between the electric current and the lines of magnetic induction indicated 
by a right-handed screw. 

Hence, if the second current is in the same direction as the first 
its circuit is attracted ; if in the opposite direction it is repelled; 
if it flows at right angles to the first and away from it, it is urged 
in the direction of the first current; and if it flows towards the 
first current, it is urged in the direction opposite to that in which 
the first current flows. 

In considering the mutual action of two currents it is not 
necessary to bear in mind the relations between electricity and 
magnetism which we have endeavoured to illustrate by means of 
a right-handed screw. Even if we have forgotten these relations 
we shall arrive at correct results, provided we adhere consistently 
to one of the two possible forms of the relation. 
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•I OH, | Let us now Lring together (hr magnetic phenomena of 

thr electric circuit so far as v\r have investigaled them, 

\\V may conceive the electric circuit to nmski of a voltaic 

buttery, and il win* cumu cfiai^ ith e\t midimn, or of a thermo¬ 

electric arrangement, or of a charged Leyden jar with n wire! 

connecting Uh positive and negutiv e coatings, or of any other 

arrangement for piodtieiug nn electric rut rent. along a definite 

path. 

The current produces magnetic phenomena in ifh neighbour¬ 

hood. 

If any Hosed curve he drawn, and the line-integral of the 

magnet ic force taken completely n»imd it, them if the closed curve 

is not linked with the circuit, the line integral in zero, hut if if 

k linked with the circuit, so that the current / flows through the 

closed curve, the Hue-integral k «l u i\ anti in 5 tun hive if the direction 

of integration round the eloped curve would coincide with that 

of the hands of n watch an seen l*y a person passing through if 

in the direction 111 which the electric current flown. To a person 

moving along tin* Hmrd curve in the direction of integration, ami 

passing through the electric circuit, the direction of the current 

would appear to he that of the hands of a watch. We may 

express thin in another way hy Pitying that I lit* relation between 

the directions of the two closed curves may he expressed hy 

describing a right handed screw round the electric circuit and a 

right dtnnded screw round the closed curve, If the direction of 

rotation of flic thread of either, m we pass along it, coincides with 

the positive direction in the other, then the line-integral will be 

positive, and in the opposite case it will he negative, 

■Wd, J »Voh\ The lint* integral -I n / depends solely on the* 

quantity of the cm rent, and not on any other thing whatever. It 

does not depend on the nature of the conductor through which 

the current k parsing, ns* for instance, whether it he a metal 

or tin electrolyte, or nn imperfect conductor. We have reason 

for believing that even when there In no proper conduction, hut 

merely 11 variation of electric displacement, iw in the glims of a 

Leyden jar during charge or discharge, the magnetic client of the 

electric movement in precisely the name. 

Againt the value of the line integral *1 «! tinea not depend on 

the nature of the medium in which the chweil curve is drawn, 

ft m flit) smite whether the chined curve is drawn cnisrtdy through 
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air, or pusses through a magnet. or null umi. •<« am sub¬ 

stance, whether paramagnetic or diamagnetic. 

500.] When a circuit is placed in » magm-tic ti. hi th. mutual 

action between the current ami ih<* oilt. i cu e.)! in,! ,.j t!„, 

depends on the surface-integral ol tin’ magnetic indtu-i mn 1I uough 

any surface houndcil hy that circuit, it i-r .n\ - *'■- n m..ii„t, of 

the circuit, or of part of it, this surface mu-gini .-«n l- i/». mi*/, 

there will he a ntcchnnical lom* tending l>< «>h.v the conductor 

or tho portion of the conductor in the gm n munn< i 

The kind of motion of the conductm which mei. »,).« flu- mu thee, 

integral is motion of the conductm j-« »p. mheuhu t*. the •iu.eti„|1 

of tho current and across the bin s «•! imluetn.n. 

ItolutlouM tmtwmm iW Mim*-%*>'*%» -<>t *t»,i ,4 ^,uu- n tn4*r,»o4 ty 
dim* ritfhtdiHmlrtl wrew*. 

If a parallelogram In* drawn, wft«!%et* i * I «?#* $%tr< jin rail'd and jim- 

portional to tho Htrengili of tlie tnirmii nt mn% j^int, nod t«* fit* 

magnetic intimation at tint mum* jmint, ih«*s* thi* IWw *»n miii «f 

length of tho conductor in nutuerintlly pijtml t** th« mum «*f llib 
parallelogram, and in jirrjn*inli«nilnr i« tin plan**. ntid nii,« in tip 

direction in which the motion «*f turning tin* liasidt** of 11 right* 

handed norew from tin* direction of I lit? etirtr*ttt t*§ flip dtrmiiktii 
of the magnetic induction would rinim? tlin M'r<?w l«» ttmvtn 

Hence wo have a mm olooirotsiagii^tio ilellintioii of n line of 
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magnetic induction. It is that line to which the force on the 
conductor is always perpendicular. 

It may also he defined as a line along which, if an electric 
current be transmitted, the conductor carrying it will experience 
no force. 

501.] It must be carefully remembered, that the mechanical 
force which urges a conductor carrying a current across the lines 
of magnetic force, acts, not on the electric current, but on the 
conductor which carries it. If the conductor be a rotating disk 
or a fluid it -will move in obedience to this force, and this motion 
may or may not be accompanied by a change of position of the 
electric current which it carries. [But if the current itself be free 
to choose any path through a fixed solid conductor or a network 
of wires, then, when a constant magnetic force is made to act on 
the system, the path of the current through the conductors is not 
permanently altered, but after certain transient phenomena, called 
induction currents, have subsided, the distribution of the current 
will be found to be the same as if no magnetic force were in 
action.] * 

The only force which acts on electric currents is electromotive 
force, which must be distinguished from the mechanical force 
which is the subject of this chapter. 

* {Mr. Hall has discovered (Phil. Mag. ix. p. 225, x. p. 301, 1880) that a steady 
magnetic field does slightly alter the distribution of currents in most conductors, so 
that the statement in brackets must be regarded as only approximately true. ]■ 
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the study of the conditiomi of «umtilir 
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503. ] Ampere’s theory of the mutual action of electric currents 
is founded on four experimental facts and one assumption. 

Ampere’s fundamental experiments are all of them examples 
of what has‘been called the null method of comparing forces. 
See Art. 214. Instead of measuring the force by the dynamical 
effect of communicating motion to a body, or the statical method 
of placing it in equilibrium with the weight of a body or the 
elasticity of a fibre, in the null method two forces, due to the 
same source, are made to act simultaneously on a body already 
in equilibrium, and no effect is produced, which shews that these 
forces are themselves in equilibrium. This method is peculiarly 
valuable for comparing the effects of the electric current when it 
passes through circuits of different forms. By connecting all the 
conductors in one continuous series, we ensure that the strength 
of the current is the same at every point of its course, and since 
the current begins everywhere throughout its course almost at 
the same instant, we may prove that the forces due to its action 
on a suspended body are in equilibrium by observing that the 
body is not at all affected by the starting or the stopping of the 

current. 
504. ] Ampfere’s balance consists of a light frame capable of 

revolving about a vertical axis, and carrying a wire which forms 
two circuits of equal area, in the same plane or in parallel 
planes, in which the current flows in opposite directions. The 
object of this arrangement is to get rid of the effects of terrestrial 
magnetism on the conducting wire. When an electric circuit 
is free, to move it tends to place itself so as to embrace the 
largest possible number of the lines of induction. If these lines 
are due to terrestrial magnetism, this position, for a circuit in 
a vertical plane, will be when the plane of the circuit is mag¬ 
netic east and west, and when the direction of the current is 

opposed to the apparent course of the sun. 
By rigidly connecting two circuits of equal area in parallel 

planes, in which equal currents run in opposite directions, a 

Combination is formed which is unaffected by terrestrial mag¬ 
netism, and is therefore called an Astatic Combination, see Fig. 
26. It is acted on, however, by forces arising from currents or 
magnets which are so near it that they act differently on the two 

circuits. 
505. ] Ampere’s first experiment is on the effect of two equal 
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iniddlo ofa uu-tHl an.i-! i'!-- • ’ - 

ami hack l>v tin* toh- in. a* »• ■' ■ ’ ''1 

approximately hnt ■li|- ! • 1 ’11 
importance in (he *n nn ^ 

the meant* of convey in/ i'» ' ‘ 

mater or cilliti* iiiwlruiiiriit in nu* h * n>* 
effect in prcnluimtl hy On nitt^nl *<n | av.iij i<> «n i h*t 

instrument. In jmu*tte«» ii o* t4<\ * %a b* ten 

wires topfihor* e»r&% Wing tnWn fhvt *h ’* <*' - fc j«* 
insulated from mmb *4te-! Imt ih* h * *4 | *»*' n 4 

sensitive part of Ilia njij^miirt 4 i* n *'U*' * 

conductors a ttate* hii4 tin* »4h< 1 14 w u >* u *• 4. ** *■ Ah 
501},] III AtfipiW n - sk - >’ * o«• %% **«'** o 

and crooked with a monte r *4 *» u * *u i ^ftiu "i, ^ 41 vi \i 

every part of tin rutirw* it m %* $) m tu» 

A current, flowiug through tte* m* m** * 4 * » ^ 1 *«*'V 
through tlit% Htmight mis*^ i«mi4 te- n%fn%* n 

the itHiniic tetlmmo, lliin %)m% !4*-< ,4 tt^ n 

running tlmntgh utiy crnnk?>4 '4 u< ^ < i u% %h 
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the same current running in the straight line joining its ex¬ 
tremities, provided the crooked line is in no part of its course far 
from the straight one. Hence any small element of a circuit is 
equivalent to two or more component elements, the relation 
between the component elements and the resultant element 
being the same as that between component and resultant 
displacements or velocities. 

507.] In the third experiment a conductor capable of moving 
only in the direction of its length is substituted for the astatic 
balance. The current enters the conductor and leaves it at fixed 
points of space, and it is found that no closed circuit placed in 
the neighbourhood is able to move the conductor. 

The conductor in this experiment is a wire in the form of a 
circular arc suspended on a frame which is capable of rotation 
about a vertical axis. The circular arc is horizontal, and its 
centre coincides with the vertical axis. Two small troughs are 
filled with mercury till the convex surface of the mercury rises 
above the level of the troughs. The troughs are placed under 
the circular arc and adjusted till the mercury touches the wire, 

which is of copper well amalgamated. The current is made to 
enter one of these troughs, to traverse the part of the circular 
arc between the troughs, and to escape by the other trough. 
Thus part of the circular arc is traversed by the current, and the 
arc is at the same time capable of moving with considerable 

YOL. IX. JIL, 
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freedom in the direction of its length. Any closed currents or 
magnets may now be made to approach the moveable conductor 
without producing the slightest tendency to move it in the 
direction of its length. 

508.] In the fourth experiment with the astatic balance two 
circuits are employed, each similar to one of those in the 
balance, but one of them, G, having dimensions n times greater, 
and the other, A, n times less. These are placed on opposite 
sides of the circuit of the balance, which we shall call B, so that 
they are similarly placed with respect to it, the distance of C 
from B being n times greater than the distance of B from A. 

The direction and strength of the current is the same in A and 
(7. Its direction in B may be the same or opposite. Under 
these circumstances it is found that B is in equilibrium under 
the action of A and. 0, whatever be the forms and distances of 
the three circuits, provided they have the relations given above. 

Since the actions between the complete circuits may be" 
considered to be due to actions between the elements of the 
circuits, we may use the following method of determining the 
law of these actions. 

. Let Ax, Fig. 28, be corresponding elements of the three 
circuits, and let A2, B21 C2 be also corresponding elements in. 
antoher part of the circuits. Then the situation of Bx with 
respect to A2 is similar to the situation of Gt with respect to B2) 



kit the distance and dimcnsionH of (ft and It., are n times Uio 

distance uiul dimensions of ltt and A respectively. If the law 

t.f electromagnetic action m n function of the distance, then the 

urtitiit, whatever he iu form or ijuaHtw between Ht ami Au, may 
hr written *, *. t . „ , v , 

Z' • t?t . A ,)n/g 

find that between find //., 

f//,)/«•, 

where n, /#, r urn the nlIim of the currents in (5, Hut 

11 ^ i * 11 v ^£ * 0 * t ( *| It. t IItli i <| t\ Hence 

and tIiim is mjiial to F liy experiment, ho that wo have 

n\f{n A, Hx) /(d* H%)\ 

of* t/i** Jii'tve vuritn m* fin* /v o/ (fir ilihttitiff 

ritlfl | It tuny hr observed with reference to these experiments 

tluit every electric current forms a closed circuit. The currents 

moil by Ampere, being produced by the voltaic halt toy, wore of 
course in dosed circuit’*. tf might he supposed tlint in the case 

of the current **f discharge of n conductor by a spark we might 

Iiiiis* a current forming tin open finite line, hut according to the 
views of thiif hook even this ruse In that of a closed circuit. No 

experiments on the mutual action of unclosed currents haw boon 

Hunk Hence ini statement about the mutual action of two 

elements of circuits ami he mid to rest mi purely experimental 

ground*. It. In irm we may rentier n portion of a circuit 

umveahta, m% m to ascertain the action of the oilier currents 

upon it. hut these current*, together with tlllit in the moveable 
portion, iieceisiirily form tdosed circuits, so that the ultimate 

result of the experiment is the action of one or more closed 

currents upon the whtde nr a part of a closed current. 

Mtb j In the analysis of the phenomena, however, we may re* 

ffttrd the action of a cloned circuit on an element of itself or of 

another circuit m the resultant of n mini her of separate forces, 

depending on the separata part** into which the first circuit may 

he fnmcoivml, for mathematical purpose*, to bo divided* 

* ! pruof ttmi iMm timi* t» lit# hm «f lit* Int#r«* i*|ti«r« h 
glfifii Its Art, III* amt tin* r«*l»r nit |ir*iWil| flint ll ifsifitur mi mmm turn vine ing 
itm lit* } 

m a 
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This is a merely mathematical analysis of the action, and is 
therefore perfectly legitimate, whether these forces can really act 

separately or not. 
511. ] We shall begin by considering the purely geometrical 

relations between two lines in space representing the circuits, 
and between elementary portions of these lines. 

Let there be two curves in space in each of which a fixed 
point is taken, from which the arcs are measured in a defined 

direction along the curves. Let 
A, A' be these points. Let PQ 
and P'Q' be elements of the two 
curves. 

Let AP = a, A'P'= s', I . . 
PQ = ds, P'Q'= ds',) ( ' 

and let the distance PP' be de¬ 
noted by r. Let the angle P'PQ 

be denoted by 6, and PP'Q' by O', and let the angle between the 
planes of these angles be denoted by rj. 

The relative position of the two elements is sufficiently de¬ 
fined by their distance r and the three angles 6, O', and 77, for if 
these be given their relative position is as completely determined 
as if they formed part of the same rigid body. 

512. ] If we use rectangular coordinates and make x, y, z the 
coordinates of P, and x', y', z' those of P', and if we denote by 
l, m, n and by l', m'y n' the direction-cosines of PQ, and of P'Q' 
respectively, then 

dx , dy dz > 

&=*■ *=m' *="■ 
dx' , . dy' , dz' , \ 
w=i, S7=», 5?=»,j 

(2) 

and l (x'~ x) + m(y'—y) + n (z'~ z) = rcostf, ] 
l\x'—x) + m'(y' —y) + n'(s! —z) = — r cos O', [• (3) 

IV + mm' + nn'= cos e, 1 

where c is the angle between the directions of the elements 
themselves, and 

cos e = — cos 0 cos O' + sin 0 sin 6' cos *7. 

Again, r2 = (x' - xf + (i/-y)2+ (s' - zf, 

(4) 

(5) 
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whence 
dr dx 

rT,=-^-*>!;■ 
= — r cos <9. 

(y'-y)- 
, , sdz 

<*-*>*• 

Similarly r- 

= — r cos O'; 

• Cl/9* 

and differentiating r -j- with respect to s\ 

/JorJo' /7o /7c/ r. ,1 rf 

dx dxf dy dyr dz dz 

ds ds' ds ds' cfe 5 
(ii' + mm'-f 7m'), 

= — COS €. 

We can therefore express the three angles 6, 0', and >>, and the 
auxiliary angle e in terms of the differential coefficients of r with 
respect to s and s' as follows, 

cos 6 = —— ? 
ds 

a/ dr cos 0 = — 
ds 

cos <• = —r 
dr dr 

ds ds'3 

sin 0 sin O' cos = — r - 

513.] We shall next consider in what way it is mathematically 
conceivable that the elements PQ and P'Q' might act on each 
other, and in doing so we shall not at first assume that their 
mutual action is necessarily in the line joining them. 

We have seen that we may suppose each element resolved into 
other elements, provided that these components, when combined 
according to the rule of addition of vectors, produce the original 
element as their resultant. 

We shall therefore consider ds as resolved into cos 6ds = a 
in the direction of r, and q & y' 
sin 6ds = /3 in a direction \/ ^_;_ 
perpendicular to r in the p a 
plane P'PQ. Fig' 80* 

We shall also consider ds' as resolved into cos 6'ds'~ a in 
the direction of r reversed, sin 6' cosy ds' = /3' in a direction 
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parallel to that in which jl was tm'iimiml, att.l -.in mu ,rl ' / 

in a direction perpendicular to «' and 
Let uh consider the action hetweeii tin* eoiupi*iu*n( * •< and i <>u 

tho one hand, and on the «>t!n*r, 

(1) a and of are in the same straight lim*. Tie* tWi*.< h. tw.*.-n 

them must therefore he in this line. We shall »npp«-,.< it i<. he 

an attraction A an i 

where A in a function of t\ and h T hiv 11**^ mini stem ul the 
currents in <Ih and respectively. 1 hi * e\pivmb*<n mi h»ti«m 

the condition of changing sign with / and with T. 
(2) ft and ft* an* parallel to each Millin' and perpendicular to 

the line joining them. The net ion hetweeii them max he written 

Thin force is evidently in tin* line joining ft and j\ for it mti*t 

bo in the plane in which they both lie* and if \\r \%no to lurmmre 
ft and /Tin the reversed direction, the value ul tlih# r\pimnniu 

would remain the same, which shews tlmt * if it represents n three, 

that force has no component in the dtreeli**n uf d, mid imi»t 

therefore be directed along t\ Let m mmmv tlmt this e\jijcmmu, 

when positive, represents an ntimetiun. 
(3) ft and y are perpendicular to each other mid to the Him 

joining them. The only action possible betweeii elements mi 

related is a couple whose axis is parallel to r. Wo am it! ptmmtit 

engaged with forces, so we shall leave this nut of nmamt \ 

(4) The action of a and ft\ if the} net on emdi othei, mmt he 

expressed hy ihtftlA. 

The sign of this expression is reversed if *\e tvmr+m the 

direction in which we menaum ft*, li smi»t therefore 
either a force in the direction of ft\ or a couple $u 11»^ plane 

of a and ft*. As we are not investigating couplcti, \%v idiall tnke 
it as a force acting on « tit the direction of 

There is of course an equal force tuning «>u ft3 in the opposite 
direction. 

* ■{ tt might bo objootod tlmt we have ti» right i«» mmimw ilwf© Is t*<» f«#w •%%%, iW# 
eaHti, imwmuoh m mum a rule m tlmt there mm * tore* mt fl m t gh% t<, t»*th fi *n4 
y\ md In the dimifciciiyto which y# wotiM tm brmtght lit * though 
90'* mmil would imitatin' u furi^ which would miUtf ih*> r*m4ahm *4 r«o*>r»»t»g if 
«ithor of the oompomuiU wore r©vem«I hut ti»»i if Will ' Thw tmm^rn tor tlmt 
inch a forms druw not exist, I* that Urn tUrwUmt of liw Utr-m «,mM hr. <i»trrmta*4 
mwoly hy tho dirtiotion of the ourrenU, and tmt by ItiPfr pmklhm lima f«r 
©xftmpto, it would ohunge from u r»*|iiikl%*n to m% uttr^ttv^ fun* ill® 
if In lig. 80 F worn to the Ml Imuml of the right uf i\ ] 
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We have for the mine reason a force 

< ii y i i 

lifting on « in the *Iirt*rli<ui of /, and a force 

t'Anii' 

acting on fi in tin* direction opposite to that in which ft w measured. 

a!4 | i \dlectmg our result^ wo find that the action on tU is 

compounded of the following forces, 

A (Auu i in the direction of /•,j 

I it’fi) i / in the direction of * ^9^ 

fiinl % t 'ii /1 A in the direction of y\ J 

hot m finjifiimo that iliiii action on dn in the resultant of throe 
forces, U ii'dndn acting in tho direction of r, SiAilmid acting in 

tli«’ direction of */*, Ituti S* i Admin acting in tho direction of dd; 

then in terms of tit il\ and *j, 

li . A | 2iU%mif tnmif f H «tti f) tun tf'coH r/, 

H *S* iUntnih 

In terms nf flic differential coefficients of r 

(10) . 

H A f 'if' 
dr dr 

dn dd 
tPr 

V 
dt 

i U" 
dr 

dn 

(u) 

In terms of lt rn, nt and l\ m\ n\ 

-M f Id' i H\ \(i( t m i| f f m'ti 4- tAQ 4- B{W + mm' + mtf), 

( I m%i f #if| % F* C*^(/£ I iim| + n(), 

where £, •**, € are written for / j\ ?/ */t and 3' - 3 respectively. 

If Ho | Wo lift % e tie vi to ciilcntiili* the force with which tho 

finite mi rent * acta on tin* finite current m The current h 

extends from A, where a it, to /\ where it hit* the value a. 

The current s’ r% fends from d#* where A ft, to /*\ where it 

I ms tin* value n\ Him coordinates of points on cither current 

lire function** of ^ or of F, 
If Fin any fundion of the position tif ji point, then we shall * 

use the gniircript * ^ In denote ilia tmaowt of tin value at P over 

that at A, tlitm tft v #V - #V 

Hitch fiinrtiwiw nmiasarily disappear when the olreuit ia oloaed. 
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Let the components of the total force with which A'Pr acts on 

AP he ii'X3 ti'Y, and inf Z. Then the component parallel to X 
<PX 

of the force with which ds' acts on ds will be iif -jz~7-/d&ds\ 
dsds' 

Hence 
dsds t 

(13) 

Substituting the values of M, 8, and S' from (12), remembering 

that _ . ,. dr 
l'i+m'-q + n'( -- 

ds' 
(14) 

and arranging the terms with respect to l, m, n, we find 

d2X 7( .. „1 dr ~dr . „ 

SS? = l\-(A + 20+J1^M(+0S + (e+a>Tl 

+m\-(A + S0 + JB)'p±(, + 0,!2 + 5^} 

+ «j-(-4 + 2<7 + 5)l^;£f+C,(^+5?~j- 

Since A, B, and G are functions of r, we may write 

P = r(A + 2G+B)-2dr, Q = Gcdr, 
Jr r Jr 

the integration being taken between r and oc because A, B, G 
vanish when r = co . 

(15) 

(16) 

1 dP 
Hence (A + J?) -3 =—-=-5 and G = — 7 

rz dr dr 

516.] Now we know, by Ampfere’s third case of equilibrium, 
that when s' is a closed circuit, the force acting on ds is per¬ 
pendicular to the direction of ds3 or, in other words, the com¬ 
ponent of the force in the direction of ds itself is zero. Let us 
therefore assume the direction of the axis of x so as to be 
parallel to ds by making l = 1, m = 0, n = 0. Equation (15) 
then becomes 

dQ 
(17) 

d2X 

dsds* ds'* ‘ 
(18) 

To find 
dX 
^ - 9 the force on ds referred to unit of length, we 

. f 
must integrate this expression with respect to s'. Integrating 
the first term by parts, we find 

dX 
= (Pe-Qh.’, o)- rpPr-B-O)1- 

Jo 
-ds'. (19) 
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When s' is a closed circuit this expression must be zero. The 
first term will disappear of itself. The second term, however, 
will not in general disappear in the case of a closed circuit 
unless the quantity under the sign of integration is always zero. 
Hence, to satisfy Ampere’s condition, we must put 

P = -(B + C). (20) 

517.] We can now eliminate P, and find the general value of 

dX 
■sr dx = frB+qq 

ds 1 2 r( - ■ -■ 0) 

+ TO 

j—1 (l£-+ mij + n 0 + Q} ^ 

Jo 2 r Jo 
ds'. (21) 

When s' is a closed circuit the first term of this expression 

vanishes, and if we make 

B-C n'ri-rn'Cdj \ 

'B-CVC-n'(^ 
'0 

13 =fo 2 T 
B-C m'i-l't) 

(22) 

/=f 
Jo 

ds', 
/o 2 r 

where the integration is extended round the closed circuit s', we 

may write dX 

ds 
dY 

Similarly ■ 

dZ 7 t /i 
— IB ~~Ma. ) 

ds 

■ = my — 

7la— ly', (23) 

The quantities a', fi', y are sometimes called the determinants 
of the circuit s' referred to the point P. Their resultant is called 

by Ampere the directrix of the electrodynamic action. 
It is evident from the equation, that the force whose com¬ 

ponents are ds, ~^ds, and -^~ds is perpendicular both to ds 

and to this directrix, and is represented numerically by the area 
of the parallelogram whose sides are ds and the directrix. 

In the language of quaternions, the resultant force on ds is the 

vector part of the product of the directrix multiplied by ds. 
Since we already know that the directrix is the same thing as 
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the magnetic force due to n null «um*hi o *!• nmui /t Wlf 

Bhall henceforth apeak of the dit* mii\ itn not/m nr t^'n ijlit| 

to the circuit. 
518.] Wo shall now complHe tie mhmM.tom < i,s< * ^ij^fft-uti 

of the force acting het ween two lino ms \ - i i r* l> th* i rlumn| 

or open. 
Let t> ht^ a now function of r, *ticl» tha? 

is \f ill t'\ i-. (*■!) 

then hy (17) ami (2**) 

A l /I 

and equations (II) brenttu 

*/■’ »/ 
d I H r , ,!Ui , ) 'V * h 

# */1* #1" . 

h * "■ / rm> ft/ . . < V 1 r'K ! 
if#* 

U *'V .V , A' 
|M! 

tf#? 

With them* value* tif I lit ’ riiiiijMiiiml fnn\r-», oquatniti i|:tf 
becomes 

tPX 
tfn tin* 

#1,?/ ii1 j, u mi 
eon t , i i; , , a/ * i , • ! 1 , 

*lrr 1 

I, 
e< m t 

,u * 
# * r m 

f 1 -It «jCri 
» / ■; ; ; . 

,!■< .ft 
I * *| 

Hh| Let 

y = / / i*ti^ 
Jo 

ff ■- 1 m p Jf1, 1/ f ' a .1 , (3f) 

F= /%/✓, 
%/ ct 

M 
/•* 

1 1 m' 
Jn 

/f (39) 

TIwmo qimiititii'H havi* iMinUo v»lWf, fur nu% ,-trai of 

HPft(u!* ^ ill'll till* 01ITU It-'* fit** llsr-V r*>l li.ftji.tlt'i f o f||i* 
cotriponontH of tin* vootor»jiotojitinl>t «»f jP« oirouiia 

0>t L bo a now ftimuion <*f *, .nob thnt 

/. I ay • (30) 

and lot *1/ bet tho tlotiiib* ini*i{*r«) 

j I ft eo* i *U%lb. 
Jti Jy (311 
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whirli, when the circuits are rinsed, heroines their mutual polo 

tilth thru |27) tuny be written 

tVK 
tls i is' ,L,I»\<U th-{F r|- (32) 

5:20, J Integrating, with respect to w and between Urn given 
limits, s\e find 

.V t t*rr* L ||- A re *t A4 i'U 
«/.V i/ 

i/.r */r 

i *v. fv t /*;; (33) 
where the subscripts of A indicate the distance. i\ of which the 

quantity A if* ii funet ion, and the subscripts of F and Ff indicate 
tlif {joints iii win oh their values hiv to lio taken, 

Tito e\prcm4oiis for 1 and */* tuny ho written down from thin. 

Mult iply mg tin* three components by *A*\ r/y, and dz respectively, 
we obtain 

»ViAr f Vtlif i Zd. /!,!/- fHln« Air A ,7.q Au>) 

iFtij' i | //'</■;},/. fl 

+ t F*Ar I it d*( | H dz\Kt* r * (:H) 

where /* In the symbol of it eomph ir diltrrenUuh 

Store Ftlr | tl*hf i ltd: \n nut in general n complete dif¬ 

ferent ifd of n funet ton i»l j\ y, ;4 X ti,r f Vtti/ f #*/; is not in 

general n complete different till for currents either of which is not 
flowed. 

Ml,I lf» however, faith currents are closed, tin* terms in A, F9 

(i, it, F\ U , U dampptmr, nti«l 
X tlr I IWy | #t/z ssa /hi/, (35) 

Where M in the ttittlitnl potentutl of two closed circuits currying 

unit currents* The ijuantity ,1/ expirHscM the work done hy the 
electromagnetic forecs on either conducting circuit when it is 
moved pftrnilel to itself from nti infinite distance to its actual 

position. Any iilterniiim of its position, hy which M is i/icrmmA 

will he tifntib1?<l hy the elertriuiiiiglirtic forces, 

It um% he shewn, m in Aits. I no, filitl, that when the motion 

of the circuit i« mil parallel to itself the forces acting on it arc 

still dotcnuimnl hy tlt« vnriiititiii of Mt the potential of the one 
circuit on the oilier, 

*V21 I The only expciiinciitiil fact which we have made tme of 

in this iiivciitigiithiii is the flirt oMtuhindicd hy Ampere that the 

fiction of a cloital circuit on any portion of another circuit is 

|»rfwintictfliir to til© tlmnsitmi of tliu latter. livery either part of 
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the investigation depend* mi pun H timilmnmt i.-nl 

depending on the propellant of bit*- m 1^-. Tie tuning 

therefore may he pivwiit.-l in * !> ‘ ■' n ,M°*1 M||t 
appropriate form hy the u*e id ih- " * n». * ***' 1 “/ the 
mathematical metimd * proudly udiipf* >i t > i) < 'M-* * uU °t Hl,ch 

geometrical relatburn the n «i i { (1 m j n 
This han been done hy Prohm***i I ml *n th* V- ** ■ - v *h i 

o/ AMArim/f/e#, 1 H*;in Mid in hit* Ii.afe- * »• V* ' ' . = 
for Ampere's original inw-uigntion, ie<4 *h- 1 f * r* «-a^ily 

adapt the name method to Urn ***»mewhat gnmtnl inventt* 

gation given here, 
523.] Hitherto we have made n» n*Mtimj»t i«*n with te*j**ct f« 

the quantities A% ll <\ exempt that the) are fiiiirii-n.fi of r, the 

distance between the element*. We tin%e tm<u* I- /( eertam tip 

form of these functions, and for thi* we make use «i 

AmpiWw fourth caw* of equilibrium, I1» <if* . it* which it h 

ahown that if all the linear fltttiryudnttii and of » h nUmi 

of two eirmiits be altered in the name j*r*»j*otieo* th«- current* 

remaining the tmttte, the force lndw^ii the two rimiii* will 

remain the name, 
. # . tfjf 

Now the force between the circuit* for unit mns^nt-i in ^ * 

and since thia in indcjHUidrnt of tie- diumii*»ona *4 tie* it 

mufti be a numerical quantity. H^nce if it-If th^ «%^ilie$en! 

of the mutual potelitiiil of the circuit*, must !«’ a quantity of tin* 

dimenmonH of a line. It follow**, from rquaimn .:iil *, that f» isns4 

be the reciprocal of a line, and lleuvho ^ 1 \ ?i ». H t ‘ iuu®t bp 

the inverse square of a lino, lint since U nf?4 t* are U.»th 
functions of t\ /# — f* must hi* the invetse iwjimiw id r of m»%m 

numerical multiple of it, 
524] The multiple we adopt depend* on out »y«*U*ttt ol 

meaHurcunent. If we inli^jil the tdorir«»n»<i#ttettr ny»t«uu, m 

('ailed laicmuae it agrei^ mdtli the *y*U'in nlrcadj •*Mitnl4!#li»4 ht 

magnetic ineaHimuncnta, the value nl Jf uttghi to eoineide with 

that of the potential of two magnetic nip43b *>i ^tr^ngtli ttnslf 

wlume hotmdarieH are the two mirnim The valua 

of M in that caae i«5 by Art. 423, 
* ¥ * 

tho intogmtion lnung jM'rfniJiM‘<l ruutxl twiili fincuitu in tin. jKwitivo 
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direction. Adopting this as the numerical value of M, and 
comparing with (31), we find 

P = A and B — O = ~ (37) 

525.] We may now express the components of the force on ds 
arising from the action of ds' in the most general form consistent 
with experimental facts. 

The force on ds is compounded of an attraction . 

, l /drdr d'2r v d2Q lA 
Bu ds ds = ~ 2 r T ) %% ds ds + r -7—^ %%ds ds 

r- as* as dsJ ds ds 
in the direction of r, 

Sii'dsds'= 
dQ 

7 ii'cfo ds' in the direction of ds, 

dQ 
and S'ii'ds ds'= ii'dsds' in the direction of ds', 

where Q =J Cdr, and since C is an unknown function of r, we 

know only that Q is some function of r. 
526.] The quantity Q cannot be determined, without assump¬ 

tions of some kind, from experiments in which the active current 
forms a closed circuit. If we suppose with Ampere that the 
action between the elements ds and ds' is in the line joining 
them, then S and 8' must disappear, and Q must be constant, or 

zero. The force is then reduced to an attraction whose value is 

Rii'dsds' = ^ ~ 2r (39) 

Ampere, who made this investigation long before the magnetic 
system of units had been established, uses a formula having a 

numerical value half of this, namely 
, l (l dr dr 
.!!) d ds — > ( ~ 7 / 

Here the strength of a current is measured in what is called 
electrodynamic measure. If i, %' are the strengths of the currents 
in electromagnetic measure, and j, f the same in electrodynamic 

measure, then it is plain that 
jj'= 2ii', or j = V2 i. (41) 

Hence the unit current adopted in electromagnetic measure is 
greater than that adopted in electrodynamic measure in the ratio 

of -/I to 1. 
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The only title of the elect rodsmunie unit !<> emi iid*uati»«n \% 

that it wan originally adopted hv Amj»n\ thr de*ei,\*jn- ,,f \\tv 

law of action between current s. Tim coin muni t* eun* uru ,4 %/*j 

in calculations founded on it in iiif«*u\*-tiu iif, nod th«* » 1* etm- 

magnetic system hint the great iid\nniiig«' u?' c-meiding miuM'rj, 

cally with nil our magnetic furmiilii»•, Ah it » . difficult fur tha 

student to hear in miml whether In* is t > molt'pi* r i e<» divide 

by \/2, we shall henceforth une onh f lo* * I^rii-nui-nriie matmti, 
an adopted hv Weber and mont other mnti i*. 

Since the form ami value of (J hn*r no rftrei mi mi\ »4* the 

experiments hitlmrto made, in which the aeti\i* run* nt jit 

is always a closed one, we may, if \w pint#*’, nd'*pt im\ value of 
Q which appears to us to simplify the formulae. 

Thus Amphre assunies flint the force l»f‘t Wr-Hl fill, r|r If mills ift 
in the line joining them. This give# (J - u, 

itu'dHd*'= \(<lrftr, 
# r* x an i m 

, f^r v * # * . r ,|ii If,*, tin , *s 
if# to* (m 

Orassmaim* assiiiiies tluit two rhmrMn in ihr mum* #iriitg}it 
line have no mutual action. This give* 

/i = - 
3 i/V 

2 f tint!*? 
H 

I it r 

2 r i #fT 
S' 

I »/1* 
* H:i| 

We might, if we pleased, a#*mme tlmi tin* mi motion between 

two elemc^nts at a given di«tiiuro iti pi..j*,rtmnrtl 1|*,, #Mf$iue of 
the angle between them. In this mm* 

Q 41) 
1 /, 1 1 dc 4, 1 »i r 

♦ /i turn #, *N , ,v 
•r r* i 

Finally, \w might itwinuo that th.' »Um«'tmn m».| ii»„ ..hti.jtm 
foicoH (h'ju'tul only on tin* angli'a which th»< • make witli 
th« lino joining th.mi, ami then wo wh.mM have 

.. 1 dr dr 
Q it 

tin tin 
s 2 *$ r 

r’* »t ^ 

Sr 

1 Sn 
|45f 

527.J Of these four different fuottititptiMto flmt *.4 Afiif#Ve m 
undoubtedly the he.st, since it hi ti„, unh %%Urh nmkm i\m 

iorees on the two elements not old) e*pm.| n*id n|*|ioiiiti? hut in 
the straight line which joins I linn, 

JVjff., di»#, ill, j* 1 ; i* |f4;?( 
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ON THE INOHTloN oK ELECT Hit* OUUHENTS. 

52H*| The discovery by U rated of the magnetic action of an 

electric current led by a direct process of nooning to that of 

magnetisation by electric currents* and of the mechanical action 

lietwiMUi idectrio current**. It wan not, however, till 1831 that 

Faraday, who had been for Home time endeavouring to produce 
electric currents hv magnetic or electric action, discovered the 

conditions of magneto-electric induction. The method which 
Faraday employed in bis researches consisted in a constant 

appeal to experiment ns n means of testing the truth of his ideas, 

and a constant cultivution of ideas under the direct influence of 

experiment. In bin published researches we find these ideas 

expressed in language which is all the belter fitted for a nascent 

science, because it is somewhat alien from the style of physicists 

who have been accustomed to establish mathematical forms of 

thought. 
The experimental investigation by which Amphro established 

the laws of the mechanical action between electric currents is one 

of the most brilliant achievements in science. 

The whole* theory and experiment, seems m if it had leaped* 
full grown and full armed* from the brain of the 1 Newton of elec¬ 

tricity/ It is perfect in form* and unassailable in accuracy, and 

it In summed up in a formula from which all the phenomena may 

be deduced, and which must always remain the cardinal formula 

of «bciro-dy namics* 
The method of A injure, however, though cunt into an inductive 

form, does not allow ii» to trace the formation of the ideas which 

guided it. We can aearccly believe that Amphre really dis¬ 

covered the law of action by rnmrn of the experiments which he 
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describes. We are 1ml to suspect,wlmi.mdred, bo tdl* tin himself*, 

that ho discovered the law h\ mmw prm'e^ uhieh ho ha* not 

shewn us, and that when hi* bad atterwtu«h» built up n perfect 
demonstration ho removed all trace* of tie scaffolding hx w hieh 

ho had raised it. 
Faraday, cm the other hand, *diews us hi* un»»ire»v« uul a* well 

as his successful experiments* and hi* crude idea* 10 well hh hi* 

developed ones,and ihu render, hmve\er ink toe t*» him m indue, 

tive power, feels sympathy even more than tolttttififinn, and b\ 
tempted to believe that, if he had th*4 oppoitunit \, he inn would 

he a discoverer. Kvery student should ihorrloi e rond Ampere's 

research as a splendid exiuuple of mbrnlifie nix 1«* in the statement 

of a discovery, hut he should also study Faraday lor I ho cidtiva. 

tion of a scientific spirit, by nmmn of the net nut find miHtiiti 

which will take place between the new h discovered ftiei# m 

introduced to him by Faraday and th«^ inweeiil idea.* it* his own 

mind. 
It was perhaps for the advantage of science tlmt Faraday, 

though thoroughly conscious of the fundamental forms of wpaec, 

time, and force, watt not a professed timthciimtieuin, lie mm 

not tempted to enter into the many interesting ri-wittrSir^ m pure 

mathematics which his discoveries would have miggeMed if they 

had been exhibited in a mathematical form, and he did imt feel 

called upon (other to force his result# into n shape acceptable 

to the mathematical taste of the time, or to express them in 

a form which mathematicians might attack. He wm thus 
left at leisure to do his proper work, to coordinate hi* idea* 

with his facts, and to impress them in natural, untechnical 
language. 

It is mainly with the hope of making these idea.* tin* \mmn of 

a mathematical method that l have undertaken ihot treatiim, 

529,J Wo are aectiHtoiued to consider the universe a* made up 

of parts, and mathematicians usually begin by considering a 

single particle, and them conceiving it* relation fn another puif- 

tide, and ho on. fl his has generally been Mi}tj«»jir#l the most 

natural method, To conceive of n particle, however, r#**|iiir«-a 

a process of abstraction, since alt our perceptions are related In 

extended bodies, so that the idea of tins nil that tn in tmr con¬ 

sciousness at a given instant is perhaps m primitive mi idea m 
* Tkiutm dm py$mmtm» t j*. fi„ 
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that of any individual thing. Hence thorn may ho a mathematical 

method in which wo proceed from the whole to the parts instead 

of from the parts to the whole. For example, Fuel id, in his 

first hook, conceives a line an traced out by a point, a surface 

an swept out by a line, and a solid an generated by a surface. 

But In' also defines a surface as the boundary of a solid, a line 

an tin* edge of a surface, and a point an the extremity of a line. 

In like manner we may conceive the potential of a material 

system as a function found by a certain process of integration 

with respect to the in asses of the bodies in the field, or wo may 

suppose these masses themselves to have no other mathematical 

meaning than the volume-integrals of whore ^ is the 

4’ 

In electrical investigations wo may use formulae in which the 

quantities involved are the distances of certain bodies, and the 

electrifications nr currents in these bodies, or we may use formulae 

which involve other quantities, each of which is continuous 

through nil space. 

The mathematical process employed in the first method is in¬ 

tegration along over surfaces, ami throughout finite spaces, 

those employed in the second method are partial differential 
equations and integrations throughout all space. 

The method of Faraday seems to he intimately related to the 

second of these modes of treatment. He never considers bodies 

as existing with nothing between them hut their distance, and 

acting on one another according to some function of that distance. 

He conceives nil space its a field of force, the lines of force being 

in general curved, and those due to any body extending from it 
on all sides, their directions being modified by the presence of 

other bodies, lie even speaks # of the lines of force belonging to 

11 body ns in some sense pari of itself, ho that in its action on 

distant bodies it ennnot be said to act where it is not. lifts, 

however, is not a dominant idea with Faraday. 1 think ho 

would rather have said that the field of space is full of linos 

of force, whose arrangement depends on that of the bodies In the 

field, amt that the mechanical and electrical action on each body is 

determined by the tines which abut on it 

* jfcrji, Ufi,t v*4» it $*. 3D9; tut lit ji 44?. 

vom if. N 
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PHENOMENA OF MAGNETO-ELEOTItIC INDUCTION*. 

530.] 1. Induction by Variation of the Primary Current„ 

Let there be two conducting circuits, the Primary and the 
Secondary circuit. The primary circuit is connected with a 

voltaic battery by which the primary current may be produced, 
maintained, stopped, or reversed. The secondary circuit includes 

a galvanometer to indicate any currents which may ho formed in 
it. This galvanometer is placed at such a distance from all parts 

of the primary circuit that the primary current has no sensible 
direct influence on its indications. 

Let part of the primary circuit consist of a straight wire, and 
part of the secondary circuit of a straight wire near and parallel 

to the first, the other parts of the circuits being at a greater 

distance from each other. 
It is found that at the instant of sending a current through 

the straight wire of the primary circuit the galvanometer of the 
secondary circuit indicates a current in the secondary straight 

wire in the opposite direction. This is called the induced current. 
If the primary current is maintained constant, the induced current 

soon disappears, and the primary current appears to produce no 
effect on the secondary circuit. If now the primary current is 
stopped, a secondary current is observed, which is in the mow 
direction as the primary current. Every variation of the 

primary current produces electromotive force in the secondary 
circuit. When the primary current increases, the electromotive 
force is in the opposite direction to the current. When it di¬ 

minishes, the electromotive force is in the same direction as the 
current. When the primary current is constant, there is no elec¬ 
tromotive force. 

Those effects of induction are increased by bringing the two 

wires nearer together. They are also increased by forming 
them into two circular or spiral coils placed close together, 
and still more by placing an iron rod or a bundle of iron wires 
inside the coils. 

2. Induction by Motion of the Primary Circuit, 

We have seen that when the primary current is maintained 
constant and at rest the secondary current rapidly disappears. 

* Bead Farada/a Experimental limmrehm, Series i and iL 
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Now lot the primary current bo maintained constant, but lot 

the primary straight wire bo made to approach the secondary 

straight wire. During the approach there will bo a accondary 
current in the upptwiie direction to the primary. 

It’ the primary circuit he moved away from the secondary, 

there will he a secondary current in the rntimi direction as the 
primary. 

1, Imluiihin % Motion of the Annulary (lift ait. 

If the secondary circuit he moved, the secondary current is 

opposite tii the primary whim the secondary wire in approaching 

the primary wire* and in the mine direction when it is recoding 

from it. 
In all eases the direction of the secondary current is Buch that 

the mechanical action between the two conductors in opposite to 

the direction of motion* being a repulsion when the wires are 
approaching, and an attraction when they arc receding. This 

very important fact was established by lamss*. 

4. IHtint iiou to) the lit ltd hr Motion of a Mat)net and the 
fleet*win eij (/irrii.il. 

If we substitute for the primary circuit a magnetic shell 

whose edge eoiiicidca with the circuit, whose strength is numer¬ 

ically equal to that of the current in the circuit, and whoso 

aunt nil face corresponds to the positive face of the circuit, then 
the phenomena produced by the relative motion of this shell and 

the secondary circuit are the same as those observed in the case 

of the primary circuit, 
511, j The whole of these phenomena may be Hummed up in 

one law. When the number of lines of magnetic induction 
which pass through the secondary circuit in the punitive direction 
is altered, an electromotive force acts round the circuit, which 

is meiiMiiriiit by the rate of decrease of the magnetic induction 

through the circuit. 
512, j Fur instance, let the rails of a railway he insulated from 

the earth, hut connected at one terminus through a galvano¬ 

meter, and let the circuit be completed by the wheels and axle 
of a fail way carriage at a distance 0 from the terminus. 

Neglecting the height of the axle above the level of the rails, 

* lfe§Cg»* 4»ii, ***!. |k 413 (1334), 
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tho induction through the secondary circuit m due in the 

vertical component of the earths magnetic We, whir)* in 

northern latitudes is directed downwards. Hone. , if h m lti« 

gauge of the railway, the horizontal aivii of ijm vinotil is Ar, 

and the surface-integral of the magnetic induct inn thmm d* it in 

Zhx, where Z is the vertical component of the magnetic force 
of tho earth. Since % is downward* tho low* r i«po »4" the 

circuit in to he reckoned positive* and tho podtivr duvet ion of 

the circuit itself is north, east, south, wo#*!, that i.-n m the 

direction of the suns apparent diurnal emirne. 
Now let the carriage he set in motion, then ,# will vat\t and 

there will ho an elretnnnotivo force in the mcnit wlnete \nine 

* r/1 
is —Zb n * 

at 
If a: is increasing, that is, if the earring** t* tinning away from 

the terminus, this electromotive force m iti tho negative direct ion* 

or north, west, south, cast. Hence the tiisvrtnm «4 tin* lorc» 

through the axle is from right to left. If r w<-re tUmmm\nn$k 
the absolute direction of the force would l*e t merged. hut fitttre 

the direction of the motion of tho earrings U »K« »e\«*rMed, th«* 
electromotive force on tho nxb is still from right to left, the 

observer in the carriage being n!wa\ * *mj»p»e§rd to face 

forwards. In southern latitudes, whore the m*uih end of the 

needle dips, the eleetroinotivo Imre mi m moving I»n4) m from 

loft to right. 

Hence we have the following rule for determining tho eWtro. 

motive force on a wire moving through a field of magnetic force, 

Place, in imagination, your head and fed in the pmiimto* occupied 

by the ends of a compasiimeedh* which j*oint moth and »«»ntti 
respectively ; turn your face in the fur ward direr!!* in id motion, 

then the electromotive force due In the motion will \m irmu left 
to right, 

533.] As these directional relation* are imporUnt, I* l tt* take 

another illustration. Suppose a nodal girdle laid round the 

earth at the equator, and a metal wire Imd along the ntd idimi 

of Greenwich from the equator to the north jmle. 

Let a great quadronfal arch of metal l*e ctinalrudcd, of which 
one extremity in pivoted «m tho north j«*b, while the wilier m 

carried round tho equator, aliding on llto great gudln of tin* 

earth, and lollowing the nm% in hi* daily etitsrwe. Tli«m will 
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then be an electromotive force along the moving quadrant 
acting from the pole towards the equator. 

The electromotive force will be the same whether we suppose 
the earth at rest and the quadrant moved from east to west, or 
whether we suppose the quadrant 
at rest and the earth turned from 
west to east. If we suppose the 
earth to rotate, the electromotive 
force will be the same whatever 
be the form of the part of the cir¬ 
cuit fixed in space of which one 
end touches one of the poles and 
the other the equator. The cur¬ 
rent in this part of the circuit is 
from the pole to the equator. 

The other part of the circuit, 
which is fixed with respect to the 
earth, may also be of any form, 
and either within or without the 
earth. In this part the current is 
pole. 

534.] The intensity of the electromotive force of magneto¬ 
electric induction is entirely independent of the nature of the 
substance of the conductor in which it acts, and also of the 
nature of the conductor which carries the inducing current. 

To shew this, Faraday* made a conductor of two wires of 
different metals insulated from one another by a silk covering, 
but twisted together, and soldered together at one end. The 
other ends of the wires were connected with a galvanometer. 
In this way the wires were similarly situated with respect to 
the primary circuit, but if the electromotive force were stronger 
in the one wire than in the other it would produce a current 
which would be indicated by the galvanometer. He found, 
however, that such a combination may be exposed to the most 
powerful electromotive forces due to induction without the 
galvanometer being affected. He also found that whether the 
two branches of the compound conductor consisted of two 
metals, or of a metal and an electrolyte, the galvanometer was 

not affected f. 

u 

from the equator to either 

* JSxp. Res., 195. . f lb., 200. 
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Hence the tdedummotive foremen nn> mudtn'iM .1. j« n.l ».ul\ 

on the form and the motion of that noidmi^r, i*» o ??** r w»f n the 

strength, form, and motion of the electric eurrriit** in tie* to Id. 
535.] Another negative property »»f * h-etiaitmithI.ufi m fhut 

it haw of itself no tendency to eatuc the mecduiinrnl umtii.u of 

any body, but only to cause a current i*f * Iren min unhm it 
If it actually products a current in tip* hod\, ih« u will hr 

mechanical action duo to that current, hut it we pi *■ \ rnt the 

current from being formed, there w ill hr no jiirrlnunenl net u>n i«n 
the ho<ly itnulf, If the body is electriled, howe\**j, ih* r-h-rtu#. 

motive force will move the body, an we him* dem-uF d in 

Electrostatics. 

536.] The experimental investigation of the law *u the indue* 

tion of electric currents in fixed circuit* tuny hr nmdurted with 

considerable accuracy hy methods iti which thr eh'dioiiintivi' 

force, and therefore the current* itt the gah'iiti^nirtrr rirruit m 

rendered aero. 

For instance, if we wish to shew that tin* mdnvthm t.f the n#il 

A cm the coil X in equal to that of H upon F, tre plnce thr lint 

pair of coIIb A and X at a Hufttcicut dbanner fii*m i he second 

pair B and F. We then connect A and If with n voltaic ha tier*, 

bo that we can make tins Maine primary current flow tliituigSi A 
in the positive direction and then through If in rho negative 

direction. We also connect A and F wit.li a galvanometer, mo 
that the secondary current* if it axial*, ahull flow in the niinii 
direction through X and F in neritm, 
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Then, if the induction of A on X is equal to that of B on Y 

the galvanometer will indicate no induction current when the 
battery circuit is closed or broken. 

The accuracy of this method increases with the strength of the 
primary current and the sensitiveness of the galvanometer to in¬ 
stantaneous currents, and the experiments are much more easily 

performed than those relating to electromagnetic attractions, 
where the conductor itself has to be delicately suspended, 

A very instructive series of well-devised experiments of this 
kind is described by Professor Felici of Pisa*. . 

I shall only indicate briefly some of the laws whiqh may be 
proved in this way. 

(1) The electromotive force of the induction of one circuit on 
another is independent of the area of the section of the conductors 
and of the material of which they are made f. 

For we can exchange any one of the circuits in the experiment 
for another of a different section and material, but of the same 
form, without altering the result. 

(2) The induction of the circuit A on the circuit X is equal to 

that of X upon A. 
For if we put A in the galvanometer circuit, and X in the bat¬ 

tery circuit, the equilibrium of electromotive force is not disturbed. 
(3) The induction is proportional to the inducing current. 
For if we have ascertained that the induction, of A on X is 

equal to that of B on F, and also to that of 0 on Z, we may make 
the battery current first flow through A, and then divide itself in 
any proportion between B and G. Then if we connect Xreversed, 
Y and Z direct, all in series, with the galvanometer, the electro¬ 
motive force in X will balance the sum of the electromotive forces 

in Y and Z. 

(4) In pairs of circuits forming systems geometrically similar 
the induction is proportional to their linear dimensions. 

For if the three pairs of circuits above mentioned are all 
similar, but if the linear dimension of the first pair is the sum 
of the corresponding linear dimensions of the second and third 

pairs, then, if A, B, and C are connected in series with the 

* Annales de Ckmve, xxxiv. p. 64 (1852), and Nuovo Cimento, ix. p. 345 (1859). 
t {This statement is not necessarily strictly true if one or more of the materials is 

magnetic, for in this case the distribution of the lines of magnetic force are disturbed 

by the magnetism induced in the wires. ]• 
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battery, and if X reversed. Flint! 7* are in serb-s w it !i the gab 

vanomoter, there will be equilibrium, 
(5) frho electromotive foree produced in n eml of n winding 

by a current in a coil of m winding in pn*poitimml to the 

product Vi a. 

587.] For experiments of the kind wr hn\e be# n e«»n*hderiug 

tbo galvanometer should be as sensitive m possible, and it ^ needle 

an light as possible, ho hh to give ii smidblr iiuhenth *n of n \**ry 

small transumt. current. The experiments »m inductem *hm to 

motion rcMjuiro the needle to have a somewhat hmgej p* io»d pf 

vibration, ho that there may be time to effect e.-ittim mntmnn 

of the conductors while the needle in not fur !i otu it-* p*odtion 

of equilibrium. In the former experiments* the * iectimuotivc 

foreoH in tho galvanometer circuit were in npiiltbi ium during 

the whole time, so that no current pmmml through the gidvitno® 

motor coil. In those now to be ditseril*edt the *deeer**mo?i\r foreen 

act first in one direction and then in the other, *»»♦ ho n* produce 

in succession two current# in oppewtiff,! dirrelinns thtmigh the 
galvanometer, and we have to show that Urn impul^-i mi the 

galvanometer needle due to these mimuedve curicnt* are m no fiiiii 
cases equal and opposite. 

The theory of the application of the galvtuiotm mr to the 

meaHiirement of transient current a will be comudned more at 
length in Art 748. At present it in siitlSiunit fur «»ui pnipime n* 

observe that as long an the galvanometer n«^dl»» m n*oir n* 

position of equilibrium the deflecting force of the nurnit i* 

proportional to the current itself, and if the whole nme **f avium 

of the current is small comjmred with the j$«nod of \it»tniioti nt 
the needle* the final velocity of the magnet will |ni piopoitiomd 

to the total quantity of electricity in the cutreiii, lienee, if tiro 

currents pass in rapid Mtmmmon, conveying equal quantities «f 

electricity in opposite directions, the needle mil hr left without 
any final velocity. 

..Urns, to shew that the induction currents in tbo sceoitflarv 

circuit, due to the cloning tun! the breaking of the primmrv circuit, 
are equal in total quantify but opposite in direction,\vo mux 

arranges thu primary eireuit in connexion with Urn ImUmv, w 

that by touching a key the aummt may I* through the 

primary circuit, or by removing the finger tli« contact may t*e 

broken at pleasure. If the key m primm*! clown fur w»mr tmn% 
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the galvanometer in the secondary circuit indicates, at the time 
of making contact, a transient current in the opposite direction 
to the primary current. If contact be maintained, the induction 
current simply passes and disappears. If we now break contact, 
another transient current passes in the opposite direction through 
the secondary circuit, and the galvanometer needle receives an 
impulse in the opposite direction. 

But if we make contact only for an instant, and then break 
contact, the two induced currents pass through the galvanometer 
in such rapid succession that the. needle, when acted on by the 
first current, has not time to move a sensible distance from its 
position of equilibrium before it is stopped by the second, and, on 
account of the exact equality between the quantities of these 
transient currents, the needle is stopped dead. 

If the needle is watched carefully, it appears to be jerked 
suddenly from one position of rest to another position of rest 
very near the first. 

In this way we prove that the quantity of electricity in the 
induction current, when contact is broken, is exactly equal and 
opposite to that in the induction current when contact is made. 

538.] Another application of this method is the following, 
which is given by Felici in the second series of his Researches. 

It is always possible to find many different positions of the 
secondary coil Bi such that the making or the breaking of contact 
in the primary coil A produces no induction current in B. The 
positions of the two coils are in such cases said to be conjugate 

to each other. 
Let jBx and B2 be two of these positions. If the coil B be 

suddenly moved from the position Bj to the position B2, the 
algebraical sum of the transient currents in the coil B is exactly 
zero, so that the galvanometer needle is left at rest when the 

motion of B is completed. 
This is true in whatever way the coil B is moved from B1 to 

jB2, and also whether the current in the primary coil A be 
continued constant, or made to vary during the motion. 

Again, let B' be any other position of B not conjugate to A, 
so that the making or breaking of contact in A produces an 
induction current when B is in the position B'. 

Let the contact be made when B is in the conjugate position 
jB1} there will be no induction current. Move B to B\ there 
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will 1)0 an induction current due to the tiifiti*«ti, but if ji y 

moved rapidly to H\ mid the primary contact ilmi bmken, the 

induel ion current due to breaking contact wilt exactly annul the 

oifeefc of that due to the motion* no that the gal\u*i»medic 
will ho loft at rest. Hence the current dm* t*> the nmhun fn»m a 

conjugate position to any other posh mu is * qual and eppmoie to 

the current due to breaking ronitte! in the hitt* r p'mfmm 

Since the effect of making contact is equal nnd oppo-df»« to tlint 

of breaking it, it follows that the effect of iiiiiiciu,; cmitucl when 

the coil H in in any position B is equal in that of In juging the 
coil from any conjugate position Bl to // while the t'linrut }*i 

flowing through A, 
If the change of the relative position of the eml * in made by 

moving the primary circuit instead of the Hrcnmlaty» the re unit U 

found to he the name, 
559.] It follows from these ex|*orintrnt* that the lotnl imhictioii 

currant in B during the stiniiltfiiieotis motion of A fv**ui Js to (| j( 

and of B from Mt to lf„» white the current in A change* fium yt 

to y2» depends only on the initial state ;1,» /h. /t and the final 

state Btp y2? and not at all on the nature of the iut* rtnedmte 

states through which the system may pa**. 
Hence the value of the total induction curieiit tmrni ho of the 

form r(A,,ii,yj 

where Fm a function of A% H% and y, 

With respect to the form of thin function, wo ktmw, l*y Ait, 

530, that when there in no mot ion, and thnefoiv Jj A.s anil 

Bt = llv the induction current U ]»rn|*nil intuit to the juiuuiry 

current. Jlenee y enters simply m m factor, tho other fiirlur 
being a function of the form and position of the rlimiis* A mnl If, 

Wo also know that the value of thi* function dejiemln on the 

relative and not on the absolute piwitiuiifi of A amt lts m* that it 
must be* capable of Ixdng expressed as ti function of the distaium* 

of the different element# of which f he circuits are composed, mitl 

of the angles which these elements make waflimieSt oilier. 

hot M he thin function, then the total isnltictioit current may 

bo written „ 
OlMt y.-A/.y,!, 

wltoro 0 is the conductivity of tin* Hrcotuiary circuit, ami .V,, y, 
are the original, ami M.Jt ys the final value*. «*f .V and y. 
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These experiments, therefore, shew that tlm total current of 
induction depends on the change which takes place in a certain 

quantity, My» and that thin change may arise either from 
variation of the primary current y, or from any motion of the 

primary or secondary circuit which alters M, 

frit), | The* conception of such a quantity, on the changes of 

which, and not on its absolute magnitude, the induction current 

depends, occurred to Faraday at an early stage of his //wurr/nw *. 

He observed that the secondary circuit, when at rent in an electro¬ 

magnetic field which remains of constant intensity, does not 

shew any electrical effect, whereas, if the same state of the field 

had been suddenly produced, there would have been it current. 

Again, if the primary circuit in removed from the field, or the 
magnetic forces abolished, there in it eurrent of the opposite kind. 

He therefore recognised in the secondary circuit, when in the 
electromagnetic field, a ‘peculiar electrical condition of matter,1 

to which he gave the name of the Klcctrutonic State. He after- 

wards found that he could dispense with thin idea by means of 

considerations founded on the lines of magnetic force f, hut even 
in his latest UmmrrheH |t he says,1 Again aml again the idea of an 

th.rimittnie state § has been forced on my tnittdf 

The whole history of tins idea in tint mind of Faraday, as 

shewn in his published Hmmwhrn^ is wm.ll worthy of study. By 

a course of experiments, guided by intense application of thought, 

hut without the aid of mathematical calculations, he was led to 
recognise the existence of something which wm now know to be a 

mathematical quantity, and which may even ho called the funda¬ 
mental quantity in the theory of electromagnetism. But as he 

was led up to this conception by a purely experimental path, he 

ascribed to it a physical existence, and supposed it to be a 

peculiar condition of matter, though ho was ready to abandon 

this theory as soon as he could explain the phenomena by any 

more familiar forma of thought. 

Other investigators were long afterwards led up to the same 

idea by a purely mathematical path, hut, so far as I know, none 

of them recognised, in the refined mathematical idea of the 

potential of two circuits, Faraday *§ hold hypothesis of an electro¬ 

tonic state. Those, therefore, who have approached this subject 

* AV/t, Ik*., mrUn I. 00. 
t lb., Mritl ii. '143. 

t »»., 8209. 
i lit., 00, 1114, 1601, 17*>, 1783. 
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in the way pointed out by those eminent in\e'iligiitors who first 

reduced its lawn to a mathematical lurm, have Miuteimio* found 

it difficult to appreciate the scientific nmiruoy of the datemmits 

of laws which Faraday* in the first two »*f lu» /*V ••’•in hr*. 

has given with such wonderful completeness, 

The scientific value of Faraday’s eumvpthm «»f 1111 «*1* etrotonie 

state consintH in its dueeting the mind to ln\ li*4*1 <d 11 certain 

quantity, cm the changes of which the net mil phenumeim de¬ 

pend, Without a much greater degree of d» vrlopmcnt than 

Faraday gave it, this conception dues not * a*iU h ud itself to 

the explanation of the phenomena. \\ e dial! rrtiim to tim 

subject again in Art. *r>H4. 

54d,J A method which, in FuriniiiA^ hands, wm fur more 

powerful is that in which lie makes use of 1 Sense lines of mag'- 

netic force which wore always in his mind‘d r\r< when ciui- 

templating his magnets or eh'ctrie currents, ami the driimuitiott 

of which by means of iron tilings In* rightly regarded # m a mmt 

valuable aid to the exjHndineiitiiHsl, 

Faraday looked on thenc lines m ex preying, not only by their 

direction that of the magnetic force, but by fltetr nttmU*r and 

concentration the intensity of that force, and m hm Inter H** 

nearvhex f he shews how to conceive of mill lim-s *»f force. 1 

have explained in various parts of thin it nit me the relation 

between the properties wliich Faraday ice«ignu**«d in 1 In* linm of 

force and the mathematical conditions of elect lie and niagiietit* 

forces, and how Faraday *h notion of unit line* mid of th** mimbt 

of lines within certain limits limy he made nmlheiuatiridly 

precise. Sac Arts. B2, 4 01, 4 no. 

In the first series of his Ht*f>nrchrx J he shew * cl**ut ty lit»w the 

direction of the current in a conducting circuit, pmi <*f wInch is 

moveable, depends on the mode in which llm muting jwit rut# 

through the lines of magnetic force. 

In the second series § he shew# how tin* phcimsnotm produced 

by variation of the strength of a current 01 n magnet tuny ex¬ 

plained, by supposing the system of line* of force to exjmtid from 

or contract towards the wire or nuigiiet m its power ri #**>#§ or falk 

I am not certain with what degree *»! elmi ne** tie then held 

the doctrine afterwards so d tali nelly kid down by him §t that 

* tip. //««., sj&i. t* it*,, juwi, ; io., an 
I Ill***^% II in., mm, au*. 
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the moving conductor, as it cuts the lines of force, sums up the 

action due to an area or section of the lines of force. This, 

however, appears no new view of the case after the investigations 

of the second series * have been taken into account. 

The conception which Faraday had of the continuity of the 

lines of force precludes the possibility of their suddenly starting 

into existence in a place where there were none before. If, there¬ 

fore, the number of lines which pass through a conducting 

circuit is made to vary, it can only be by the circuit moving 

across the lines of force, or else by the lines of force movino- 

across the circuit. In either case a current is generated in the 

circuit. 

The number of the lines of force which at any instant pass 

through the circuit is mathematically equivalent to Faraday's 

earlier conception of the electrotonic state of that circuit, and it 

is represented by the quantity My. 

It is only since the definitions of electromotive force, Arts. 69, 
274, and its measurement have been made more precise, that 

we can enunciate completely the true law of magneto-electric 

induction in the following terms:— 

The total electromotive force acting round a circuit at any 

instant is measured by the rate of decrease of the number of 

lines of magnetic force which pass through it. 

When integrated with respect to the time this statement 

becomes:— 

The time-integral of the total electromotive force acting round 

any circuit, together with the number of lines of magnetic force 

which pass through the circuit, is a constant quantity. 

Instead of speaking of the number of lines of magnetic force, 

we may speak of the magnetic induction through the circuit, 

or the surface-integral of magnetic induction extended over any 

surface bounded by the circuit. 

We shall return again to this method of Faraday. In the mean¬ 

time we must enumerate the theories of induction which are 

founded on other considerations. 

Lenz’s Law. 

542.] In 1834, Lenzf enunciated the following remarkable 
relation between the phenomena of the mechanical action of 

* Exp. lies., 217, &c. ' + Pogg., Ann. xxxi. p. 483 (1834). 
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electric currents, as defined by Amperes formula, mid tin* in¬ 

duction of electric currents by the relative mot inn of tain¬ 

ductors. An earlier attempt, at a statement of such a rela¬ 
tion was given by Ritchie in Urn Fhiltwph leaf Mapo .ine fur 

January of the same year, but the direction u! the induced 
current was in every case stated wrongl). Letix s law is as 

follows 
If aeondant current jUava in the primary eimi it A, ami if iuf 

the motion of it, or of the wean dory < ire nit H% a * n mutt i* 

induced in- /J, the direction of thin Induced eu emit init he *m'h 

that} In/ Uh electromaynet ic action tat A, it ten* l* to appnxc the 

relative motion, of the circuit#. 
On this law F. K Neumann * founded his mathematical theory 

of induction, in which he established the mathematical laws of the 

induced currents due to tin*, motion of the primary or secondary 

conductor. He shewed that the quantity J/, which we have called 

the potential of the one circuit on the other, in the mmw m the 

electromagnetic potential of the one circuit on the other, which 

we have already investigated in connection with Amj«*re h formula, 

Wo may regard F. K. Neumann, therefore, m having completed 

for the induction of currents the umlhematica! treatment which 

Ampere had applied to their mechanical action, 
543.| A step of still greater scientific importance was soon 

after made by Helmholtz in his Kmay on, the ihmmrcatum of 

Force f, and by Sir W. Thomson working somewhat Inter, but 

independently of Helmholtz, They shewed that the induction of 
electric currents discovered hy Faraday could l*e mathenmiically 
deduced from the electromagnetic actions discovered by < Jested 

and Amphre by the application of the principle of the C ’onservalion 
of Energy. 

Helmholtz takem the case of a conducting circuit of resistance 

in which an tdectromotive force /I, arising from a voltaic or 

thermoelectric arrangement, acts. Thu current in the circuit at 
any instant is L He supposes that a magnet is in motion in the 

neighbourhood of the circuit, ami that its potential with respect 

to the conductor is Vt so that, during any small interval of time 

* lltniin Abut., 1845 rind 1847. 
t Hand Imfore tht* Wiyttlaftl Ktnrft'ty of Ilorllti, July SI, ttflf, Tr«i#kt«l In 

Taylor'H *HvionUfta Momolw/ |mrt IL p, Ill, 
# J Trans, JlriL An»,t 1848, find Pkit, l>m, I8IL Hms *!*» Id* piifwf m 

♦Trwiikut ISloufcrio Current*/ J*AU, May., June If 53. 
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dt, the energy communicated to the magnet by the electromagnetic 
dV ° 

action is I — dt 

The work done in generating heat in the circuit is, by Joule’s 
law, Art. 242, J2R dt, and the work spent by the electromotive 
force A, in maintaining the current I during the time dt, is AI dt. 
Hence, since the total work done must be equal to the work spent, 

AIdt = I2Rdt + I~dt, . 

whence we find the intensity of the current 

A 
dV 
dt 

1 = It 
Now the value of A may he what we please. Let, therefore, 

A = 0, and then 1 ^y 

I = ~ R~dd’ 
or, there will be a current due to the motion of the magnet, equal 

d V 
to that due to an electromotive force-=7- dt 

The whole induced current during the motion of the magnet 
from a place where its potential is to a place where its po- 

tential is V2, is r l rdV l 
Jldt-= 

and therefore the total current is independent of the velocity or 
the path of the magnet, and depends only on its initial and final 

positions. 
Helmholtz in his original investigation adopted a system of 

units founded on the measurement of the heat generated in the 
conductor by the current. Considering the unit of current as 
arbitrary, the unit of resistance is that of a conductor in which 
this unit current generates unit of heat in unit of time. The 
unit of electromotive force in this system is that required to 
produce the unit of current in the conductor of unit resistance. 
The adoption of this system of units necessitates the introduction 
into the equations of a quantity a, which is the mechanical 
equivalent of the unit of heat. As we invariably adopt either 
the electrostatic or the electromagnetic system of units, this factor 

does not occur in the equations here given. 
544.] Helmholtz also deduces the current of induction when a 
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conducting circuit and a circuit currying a comitinf current arc 
made to move relatively to one another *. 

Lot Jiu Ii,z he the re«mtane§\% /t> I, the currents, At, J, the 

external electromotive forma, and V the potential of the <*jie 

* fTho proofn given in Arte, MJI and f» I \ nr«’ ?e*l satUfm-iMi v, m th«n uogirot uny 
variations which may oceur in the eurreun and »N>» utiv tdnuigr »fi?rh »m m ikl* 
Kinetic Energy duo to the motion of the rsmitin I* w in fVf a- i»t ,1*4,1*,,, 
the equations of induction of two ntvuii* trorn tin* prim iph< *»f tin- f uiitnn 
Knergy alone as it would bo to d«*duo>* the <qm*ti**n» «»! of* a n-iti'm wiilj twit 
dogrooH of freedom without using any primufde U omd that of ih« i ■<}»*»■* t&th'tt *•( 
Knorgy. 

If we apply the primnjde of the rmwniitton »*f Kuergv t** iW ,,f t%*,, nirtntt* 
wo got onti equation, which wo may doduco a* tdl*»w*: i /,, Mt \ h, i|t„ r,„ )f»i huit 
of Holf-indttolioti of tho tir*t rirrmf, the cerftieiefit *»f mniu.nt ii»4 >. it.,,, »,f |fJt, 
circuits nud tho nelf-mdnetiun of the urcmid oitcnil oqitUtv* lv Xti, U, e, I^i f 
ho tho Kinetic Knergy dim to tin* currmf** round the »*ir* at-*, and ? f{|f, rrS| ^ * 
notation ho tho name an in Art, fill. Thru t. Art. f»?H» 

7’, |/.V f Mk V/,\ 

rr>-v,:* r"';i,y u> 
whore sr ih a coordinate of any typo helping t<» tin il»#» »u .»! t?,r »numii 

Since 1\ i« a homogemiotii quadrailtt function of 

2T ~ / rfr' , / JT- 
‘ ’<//, * l\U,' 

,,.,n «r,lrM/?- , , </»*, , 
28/* S/l*” 4 

henoe 

Subtracting (l) from {‘it, wo got 

Hut 
<77,. 

* «» # * ^ h < . v il f * 0 /jil 4 / .8 ’»• i «1 f» 
«/l *f/# ifi 

C'il 

t3) 

Im tho force of typo / noting »*n thr hrnm, esn.-p »u|»p*»p n*i 

external fora, ant* cm tlm xy.twn, - will I* the K-cii,. Kemruy 

Tm due to tho motion of the wrtrm, hemm tt^ givr*, 

r 1/1 
Ml V..r.; ■ 0%, 

The work dime by tho hnttorii** In n t|nm a# h 

-h /,«/ i 
The boat produced in tho mm time i« S»f Junh ^ i#Wt 

.- 
A, l,3t + j1t Ljtt .. j//, t /,•, /,»'«! 4 i / * T 

SnhatitutiiiK f»r 11(7’, + 7’J fr..m U) w, K,t 

^i‘//jL:-*•* 

- n. \h 

to 
left- 

or /, j (// {Ut r JUJ,i | . /, } H, I, *f( Mt, . A / 

Cc’l Ki le'7(5 i *», SciT!!1!^ »«•*»»•» «'«*4 .lew. that the, 1,„. 

«t«*tion. ofiuiuoed our UuT^.n « Arri^rj^*1"0 **r"' A l*rw‘f "f *hr 
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circuit on the other due to unit current in each, then we have, 
as before, jy 

AJ, + A2I2 = I'R, + I£R2 + IJ,— . 

If we suppose I1 to be the primary current, and I2 so much less 
than Jp that it does not by its induction produce any sensible 

A alteration in Ilt so that we may put I1 = 

dV 
dt 

then 

A.-T 

2 R2 ’ 

a result which may be interpreted exactly as in the case of the 
magnet. 

If we suppose I2 to be the primary current, and Ix to be very 
much smaller than I2, we get for J1, 

j idV 
r 
1_ E, ' 

This shews that for equal currents the electromotive force of 
the first circuit on the second is equal to that of the second on 
the first, whatever be the forms of the circuits. 

Helmholtz does not in this memoir discuss the case of induc¬ 
tion due to the strengthening or weakening of the primary current, 
or the induction of a current on itself. Thomson* applied the 
same principle to the determination of the mechanical value of 
a current, and pointed out that when work is done by the mutual 
action of two constant currents, their mechanical action is in¬ 
creased by the same amount, so that the battery has to supply 
double that amount of work, in addition to that required to main¬ 
tain the currents against the resistance of the circuits f. 

545.] The introduction, by W. Weber, of a system of absolute 
units for the measurement of electrical quantities is one of the 
most important steps in the progress of the science. Having 
already, in conjunction with Gauss, placed the measurement of 
magnetic quantities in the first rank of methods of precision, 
Weber proceeded in his Electrodynamic Measurements not only 
to lay down sound principles for fixing the units to be employed, 

* Mechanical Theory of Electrolysis, Phil. Mag., Dec. 1851. 
f Nichol’s Cyclopaedia, of Physical Science, ed. i860, Article * Magnetism, Dyna¬ 

mical Relations of/ and Reprint, § 571. 

VOL. II. 0 
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but to make, determinations of particular electrical quantities 

in tonus of those units, with a degree of accuracy previously 

unattomptod. Both the electromagnetic amt the electrostatic 

systems of units owe their development and practical applica¬ 

tion to these researches. 
Weber has also formed a general theory of electric action from 

which he doduocs both electrostatic ami electromagnetic force, 

and also the induction of electric currents. We shall consider 

this theory, with some of its more recent developments, in a 

separate chaptor. Hoe Art. « tt>. 



(WAITER IV. 

ON TUB IN MOTION OF A (HIHUKNT ON ITS KM''. 

54(5.] Fauauay has devoted the ninth series of Iub Ilrxearchex 

to the investigation of a class of phenomena exhibited by the 

current in a wire which forma the coil of an electromagnet. 

Mr. Jenkin has observed (hat, although it is impossible to pro¬ 

duce a sensible shock by the direct action of a voltaic system 
consisting of only one pair of plates, yet, if the current is made 

to pass through the coil of an electromagnet, and if contact is 
then broken Is'tween the extremities of two wires hold one in 

each hand, a smart shot?k will he felt. No such shock is felt on 
making contact. 

Faraday shewed that this and other phenomena, which ho do- 
sorilKSH, art' due to the same inductive action which he had already 
observed the current to exert on neighbouring conductors. In 

this case, however, the iutluotive action is exerted on the same 

conductor which carries the current, and it is ho much the more 

powerful as the wire itself is nearer to tho different elements of 

the current than at»y otlter wire can he. 

647.) lie ohaervM,however*, that ‘ the first thought that arises 

in the mind is that the electricity circulates with something like 

momentum or inertia in tho wire.' Indeed, when wo consider 

one particular wire only, the phenomena are exactly analogous 

to those of a pipe full of water flowing in a continued stream. If 

while the stream is flowing we suddenly close the end of the pipe, 
the momentum of the water product's a sudden pressure, which is 

much greater than that due to the head of water, and may bo 

sufficient to hurst the pipe. 
If the water has the mean* of escaping through a narrow jet 

when the principal aperture is atoned, it will he projected with a 

• top. ftt*., 1077. 

o a 
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velocity much greater than that due to the head nf wafer. and 

if It can escape through a valve into it chamber, it will do ho, 

even when the pressure in the chain her in greater than that due 

to the head of water. 

It in on thin principle that the hydraulic mm ih constructed, 

by which a small quantity of water may hr raised to a great 

height by means of a large quantity flowing down from a much 

lower level. 

548.] These effects of the inertia of the fluid in the tube depend 

solely on the quantity of fluid running through the tube, on Its 

length, and on its section in different parts of its length. They 

do not depend on anything outside the tube, nor on the form into 

which the tube may be bent, provided Its bngth remains the 

same. 

With a wire conveying a current this is not the ca«et for 

if a long wire is doubled on itself the effect is very smalt, if 

the two parts are separated from each other if in greater, if it 

is coiled up into a helix it is still greater, and greatest of nil if, 

when bo coiled, a piece of soft iron is placed inside the euih 

Again, if a second wire is coiled up with the first, but insu¬ 

lated from it, then, if the second wire does not form a closed 

circuit, tho phenomena are as before, hut if the second wire forms 

a closed circuit, an induction current is formed in the second 

wire, and the effects of self-induction in the first wire are re¬ 

tarded. 

549. | These results shew clearly* that, if the phenomena are 

due to momentum, the momentum is certainly not that of the 
electricity in the wire, because the same wire, convey ing the same 

current, exhibits effects which differ according to its form ; and 

even when its form remains the same, the jitemrnce of other bodies, 

hueh as a piece of iron or a closed nsetidlic circuit* affect a the 
result. 

550, ] It is difficult, however, for the mind which hnn once 

recognised the analogy between the phenomena, of self induction 
and those of the motion of material bodies, to tilnittdott altogether 

the help of this analogy, or to admit that it is entirely superficial 

and misleading. The fundamental dy namumt idea of matter, a« 
capable by its motion of becoming the recipient of momentum 

and of energy, is ho interwoven with msr forms of thought that, 

whenever we catch a glimpse of it in utiy part nf natuto, we font 
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that a path is before us leading, sooner or later, to the complete 
understanding of the subject. 

551. ] In the case of the electric current, we find that, when the 
electromotive force begins to act, it does not at once produce the 
full current, but that the current rises gradually. What is the 
electromotive force doing during the time that the opposing re¬ 
sistance is not able to balance it ? It is increasing the electric 
current. 

Now an ordinary force, acting on a body in the direction of its 
motion, increases its momentum, and communicates to it kinetic 
energy, or the power of doing work on account of its motion. 

In like manner the unresisted part of the electromotive force 
has been employed in increasing the electric current. Has the 
electric current, when thus produced, either momentum or kinetic 
energy ? 

We have already shewn that it has something very like mo¬ 
mentum, that it resists being suddenly stopped, and that it can 
exert, for a short time, a great electromotive force. 

But a conducting circuit in which a current has been set up 
has the power of doing work in virtue of this current, and this 
power cannot be said to be something very like energy, for it 
is really and truly energy. 

Thus, if the current be left to itself, it will continue to circulate 
till it is stopped by the resistance of the circuit. Before it is 
stopped, however, it will have generated a certain quantity of 
heat, and the amount of this heat in dynamical measure is equal 
to the energy originally existing in the current. 

Again, when the current is left to itself, it may be made to 
do mechanical work by moving magnets, and the inductive effect 
of these motions will, by Lenz’s law, stop the current sooner than 
the resistance of the circuit alone would have stopped it. In this 
way part of the energy of the current may be transformed into 

mechanical work instead of heat. 
552. ] It appears, therefore, that a system containing an electric 

current is a seat of energy of some kind; and since we can form 
no conception of an electric current except as a kinetic pheno¬ 
menon*, its energy must be kinetic energy, that is to say, the 
energy which a moving body has in virtue of its motion. 

We have already shewn that the electricity in the wire cannot 

* Faraday, Exp. lies. 283. 
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bo considered as the moving body in which we arc to find tins 

energy, for the energy of a moving body duos nut depend on 

anything external to itself, whereas the presence of other bodies 

near the current alters its energy. 
Wo arc therefore led to enquire whether there may not be some 

motion going on in the space outside the wire, which is not oc¬ 

cupied by the electric current, but in which the electromagnetic 
effects of the current are manifested. 

I shall not at present enter on the reasons for looking in one 

place rather than another for such motions, or for regarding 

those motions as of one kind rather than another. 

What I propose now to do is to examine the consequences of 

the assumption that the phenomena of the electric current are 

those of a moving system, the motion being ctmummicnted from 
one part of the system to another by forces, the nature and laws 

of which wo do not yet even attempt to define, because we can 

eliminate these forces from the equations of motion by the method 
given, by Lagrange for any connected system. 

In the next five chapters of this treatise I propone i« deduce 

the main structure of the theory of electricity from a dynamical 

hypothesis of this kind, instead of following the path which has 

led Weber and other investigators to many remarkable discoveries 
and experiments, and to conceptions, some of which are m beau¬ 

tiful as they are bold. I have chosen this method bemuse I wish 

to shew that there are other ways of viewing the phenomena 
which appear to mo more satisfactory, and at the same time are 

more consistent with the methods followed in the preceding parts 

of this book than those which proceed mt the hypothesis of direct 
action at a distance. 



CHAPTER Y. 

IE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A CONNECTED SYSTEM. 

In the fourth section of the second part of his Mecanique 
’que, Lagrange has given a method of reducing the 
7 dynamical equations of the motion of the parts of a 
ed system to a number equal to that of the degrees of 
. of the system. 

equations of motion of a connected system have been 
l a different form by Hamilton, and have led to a great 
►n of the higher part of pure dynamics*, 

e shall find it necessary, in our endeavours to bring 
*1 phenomena within the province of dynamics, to have 
Lamical ideas in a state fit for direct application to 
questions, we shall devote this chapter to an exposition 
dynamical ideas from a physical point of view. 
The aim of Lagrange was to bring dynamics under the 

f the calculus. He began by expressing the elementary 
;al relations in terms of the corresponding relations of 
braical quantities, and from the equations thus obtained 

ced his final equations by a purely algebraical process, 
quantities (expressing the reactions between the parts of 

called into play by its physical connexions) appear in 
itions of motion of the component parts of the system, 
range’s investigation, as seen from a mathematical point 
, is a method of eliminating these quantities from the 

.ations. 
lowing the steps of this elimination the mind is exer- 
calculation, and should therefore be kept free from the 

rofessor Cayley’s c Beport on Theoretical Dynamics,’ British Association, 
Thomson and Tait’s Natural Philosophy. 
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intrusion of dynamical ideas. Our aim, on the other hand, is to 
cultivate our dynamical ideas. We therefore avail ourselves of 
the labours of the mathematicians, and retranslate their results 
from the language of the calculus into the language of dynamics, 
so that our words may call up the mental image, not of some 
algebraical process, but of some property of moving bodies. 

The language of dynamics has been considerably extended by 
those who have expounded in popular terms the doctrine of the 
Conservation of Energy, and it will be seen that much of the 
following statement is suggested by the investigation in Thomson 
and Tait’s Natural Philosophy, especially the method of begin¬ 
ning with the theory of impulsive forces. 

I have applied this method so as to avoid the explicit con¬ 
sideration of the motion of any part of the system except the 

coordinates or variables, on which the motion of the whole 
depends. It is doubtless important that the student should be 
able to trace the connexion of the motion of each part of the 
system with that of the variables, but it is by no means 
necessary to do this in the process of obtaining the final equa¬ 
tions, which are independent of the particular form of these 
connexions. 

The Variables. 

555.] The number of degrees of freedom of a system is the 
number of data which must be given in order completely to 
determine its position. Different forms may be given to these 
data, but their number depends on the nature of the system 
itself, and cannot be altered. 

To fix our ideas we may conceive the system connected by 
means of suitable mechanism with a number of moveable pieces, 
each capable of motion along a straight line, and of no other 
kind of motion. The imaginary mechanism which connects 
each of these pieces with the system must be conceived to be 
free from friction, destitute of inertia, and incapable of being 
strained by the action of the applied forces. The use of this 
mechanism is merely to assist the imagination in ascribing 
position, velocity, and momentum to what appear, in Lagrange’s 
investigation, as pure algebraical quantities. 

Let q denote the position of one of the moveable pieces as 
defined by its distance from a fixed point in its line of motion. 
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We shall distinguish the values of q corresponding to the dif¬ 
ferent pieces by the suffixes 2, &c. When we are dealing with 
a set of quantities belonging to one piece only we may omit the 
suffix. 

When the values of all the variables (q) are given, the position 
of each of the moveable pieces is known, and, in virtue of the 
imaginary mechanism, the configuration of the entire system is 
determined. 

The Velocities. 

556. ] During the motion of the system the configuration 
changes in some definite manner, and since the configuration at 
each instant is fully defined by the values of the variables (q), 
the velocity of every part of the system, as well as its configura¬ 

tion, will be completely defined if we know the values of the 
variables (q), together with their velocities 

or, according to Newton’s notation, j). 

The Forces. 

557. ] By a proper regulation of the motion of the variables, 
any motion of the system, consistent with the nature of the con¬ 
nexions, may be produced. In order to produce this motion by 
moving the variable pieces, forces must be applied to these pieces. 

We shall denote the force which must be applied to any 
variable qr by Fr. The system of forces (F)«is mechanically 
equivalent (in virtue of the connexions of the system) to the 
system of forces, whatever it may be, which really produces the 
motion. 

The Momenta. 

558.] When a body moves in such a way that its configura¬ 

tion, with respect to the force which acts on it, remains always 
the same, (as, for instance, in the case of a force acting on a 
single particle in the line of its motion,) the moving force is 
measured by the rate of increase of the momentum. If F is 
the moving force, and p the momentum, 

dt 

whence p = jFdt. 

The time-integral of a force is called the Impulse of the force; 
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bo that wo may assert that the momentum in the impulse of tho 

force which would bring tin* body from a state of rest into fho 

given state of motion. 

In the case of a connected system in motion, tin* configuration 

in continually changing at a rate depending on the velocities (y), 

so that wo can no longer assume that the momentum is the 

time-integral of the force which acts on it. 

But the increment bq of any variable cannot be greater than 

if S£, where fit is the time during which the increment takes 

place, and q is the greatest value of the velocity during that 

time. In tho ease of a system moving from rent under the action 

of forces always in the same direction, this is evidently the final 

velocity. 

If the final velocity and configuration of the system are given, 

wo may conceive the velocity to be communicated to the system 

in a very small time M.% the original configuration differing from 

the final configuration by quantities , h*j,r &u\, which are less 

than qxU} q$ht, &c., respectively, 

Tho smaller we suppose the increment of time **>/, the greater 

must bo tho impressed forces, but the time-integral, or impulse, 

of each force will remain finite. The limiting value of the im¬ 

pulse, when the time is diminished and ultimately vanishes, is de¬ 

fined as the vmftnttanemtH impulse, and the momentum /#, corre¬ 

sponding to any variable </, is defined as the impulse corresponding 

to that variable, when the system is brought instantaneously 

from a state of rest into the given state of motion. 

This conception, that the momenta are caput do of* being 

produced by instantaneous impulses on the system at rest, is 

introduced only as a method of defining the magnitude of the 

momenta, for the momenta of the system depend only* on the 

instantaneous state of motion of the system, and tmi on the 

process by which that state was produced, 

In a connected system the momentum corresponding to any 

variable is in general a linear function of the velocities of alt the 

variables, instead of being, ns in the dynamics of 11 particle, 

simply proportional to the velocity. 

The impulses required to change the velocities of the system 

suddenly from qv ya, &c, to qx\ q* % &<\ are evidently equal to 

Vi^’Pu the changes of momentum of the several 
variables. 
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Work dour hy a *S‘until I mpuhe, 

550/J The work done hy tho force h\ during tho impulse in 

iho space-integral of the force, or 

w - fh\<l'h, 

= y>. ?,<«. 
If/// is tho greatest and <}" tho least valuo of the velocity tj{ 

during tho notion of tho force, W munt ho less than 

k'iU or Yi'C/V-M 

and greater than j Fdt or <}”(/>/ — px). 

If wo now suppose the impulse j Fill to ho diminished without 

limit, tho values of tp and y," will approach and ultimately 

coincide with that of </Jt and wo may wriio p{^Pi = hpv ho 

that iho work done in ultimately 

# »fi - Wpx, 
or, Me irorA* done hy a very wmdl impidm* /a ultimately the 

pradwvt of the impulse a ml the retoeity, 

I new went of the Kimtie finery*/, 

560.] Whim work in dono in netting a conservative system in 

motion, energy m communicatod to it, and tho system hcconusH 

capable of doing an equal amount of work against roHintaneoH 

before it in reduced to rent, 

Tim energy which a system possesses in virtue of its motion 

in culled tin Kinetic Energy, and is communicated to it in the 

form of tho work done hy the forces which set it in motion. 

If T he tho kinetic energy of the system, and if it becomes 

f+8ff> on account of tho action of an infinitesimal impulse 

whose components are hpl% B/%, &e„ the increment hT must he 

the sum of the quantities of work done hy tho components of the 

impulse, or in symbols, 

8T as ((xbpx 4* f4 bpt + &ci#i 

ar %(ijhp). (I) 

Tho instantaneous state of the system is completely defined if 
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tho variables and the momenta an* given. Hence the 

energy, winch depends on the instantaneous state of the : 

can he expressed in terms oi tin' variables (</!, and the m 

(p). This in the mode of expressing T introduced h\ Ha 

When T in expressed in this way we shall distinguish it 

suffix p, thus, Tp. 

Tho complete variation of TP is 

</. x . „,'ITr. 
IT, 

Tho last term may ho w riticn 

it*! 

which diminishes with e/t and ultimately 

tho impulse becomes instantaneous. 

Hence, equating the coefficienth of in 

wo obtain .r/; 
tip 

vanishes with 

equation’* 11) j 

or, the velocity cornH^undimj t** the nmuMc #/ t* th* 

ential coefficient of Tp noth tt^yrri t*» the 

•Momentum /a 
Wo have arrived at thin result by the consideration 

pulnivo forces. My thin method we htor avoided the cos 

tion of tho change of configuration during the action 

forces. Hut the instantaneous Mute of tho ay-stem h 

respects tin* same, whether the s\ *tem wuh brought from 

of rest to tho given state of motion by the transient ap| 

of impulsive forces, or whether it arrived at that stale 

manner, however gradual. 

In other words, the variables, ttitd the rom<sj*ondin»4 v< 

and momenta, depend on the actual state of motion of the 

at the given instant, and not on its previnm* hintoiy 

Hence, the equation (3) is equall) valid, whether the 

motion of tho system is supposed dim to impulsive iWcu 

forces acting in any manner whatever, 

We may now therefore dtHmisn the consideration of in 

forces, together with the limitations imposed on their 

action, and on the changes of coutigurjit suit during their j 
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Hamilton h Ki/uittiniiH of Motion. 

5(51.) We have already shewn that 
<n\ 

(■>) 
Let tho system nmw in any arbitrary way, .subject to the 

conditions imposed by its connexions, then the variations of 
/> and </ are (/ 

0' = i,(5) 

Hence *bp~ 

and tho emnphito variation of Tp in 

s:r-~-I-* ip’i)- 

But tho inrromont uf tho kinotio onorgy artHoH from tho work 
demo hy tho impmutod foruos, or 

07; ■ ^(Fh<i), (h) 
In ihono two oxpmwinuH tho variations hq aro all indopondont 

of oauh othor, ho that wo a tv oniillod to <'qua to tin* eooflioiontH 

of oaoh of thorn in tho two oxproHnioim (7) and (B)> Wo thus 

obtain f/l# {rp 
Lt f#/#r . UiP /fit 

whoro tho momonlttm pr and tho foroo h\ bulong to tho van- 

ahlo */,*„ 
Thorn tiro m many oquatmum of thin form an thorn aro 

variahlos. TIioho oqtiatiuns worn givon by Hamilton, Thoy 

show that tho form eormsponding to any variable! in tho sum 
of two parts, Tho first part in tho mio of iucroaso of tho 

niomontum of that variablo with rosport to tho timo. Tho 

HCHumel part in tho rnto of iuoroaso of tho kinotie on orgy por unit 

of incromont of tho variablo* tho othur variables and all tho 

momonta boing constant. 

* (Thin jirtmf ilm* m*t *wm inmubiitlvu m If In mum mini l» \m mjiml tit jll,0mti» 

to At, m* tttut nil wo tint* l«gltli*iiit#4y tlmhuw tmti (7) atnl (8) U 

I \ ill tig, 7 iljtf t 
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The K/‘itdir, Eitert/i/ ex/trewtl in Tt nn* <>/ thr Momenta uml 
VdoritirH. 

562. ] Let Pi,&e. ln> Urn mommttn, and </,, //,, ike,, the 

velocities at a given instant, and let p,t p.,&«„ <],, <j,, &<*. lie 

another system of momenta and velocities, such that. 

I*i = -«/h< q,= m/,, At. (10) 

It is manifest that the* systems p, <j will he consistent with 

each other if the systems p, tj ave so. 

Now lot n vary hy hv. The work done hy the force Ft is 

•*'iH='1i*Pi ~ ‘l\Pi (11) 

jjot ‘ii, increase from 0 to 1, then the system is Lronght from 

a stato of rent into the state of motion (tj, p), and the whole work 

expended in producing this motion is 

(<h‘Ih + ‘hP* + &c-}f 11,1 "■ (12) 

C a 

But / vU titst §, 
j 0 

and the work spout in producing ilia motion in equivalent to this 

kinetic energy* 11 once 

= lO*,y, + /^+*c.). (13) 

whore Tp$ denotes the kinetic energy expressed in term* of the 

momenta and velocities. The variables </|t t(i% tVc. do not enter 

into this expression. 

The kinetic energy is therefore half the hum of the products of 
the momenta into their corresponding velocities. 

When the kinetic energy i« oxproMncd in this way we shall 

denote it hy the symbol T^, It is a function of the momenta 

and velocities only, and does not involve the variable* them* 

selves. 

563. ] There is a third method of expressing the kinetic energy, 

which is generally, indeed, regarded an the fundamental one. 
By solving the equations (3) wo may express the momenta in 

terms of the velocities, and then, introducing those values in (13), 

we shall have an expression for T involving only the vehmitiis 

and the variables. When T is expressed in this fonii we shill 

indicate it by the symbol This is the form in which the 

kinetic energy is expressed in the equations of lagmngm 
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5(5*1. | It in’ manUV.Hi that, Htm-.o 7’(1, 7'1(, ami T}al arc three 
different exjm*8HUihn fur the Hame thing, 

ur Tt, -f 7\j y, - /)„>/,. Ac. ;i u, (M) 

Hence, if all the quantitieH />, t,, and y vary, 

,tlT, . v. w/7* 
(7i)+ ( djl - <h)6Pi"» ‘Vp. 

... I d 7'; 

, </ 7’,, </7',. </ 7' (/7V „ . , , 

{ d,h + d,,) + ( d,,, + r/7j) + A'C- = °* (IS) 

The variations bp am nut independent of the variations h</ 

ami hi}, ho that wo cannot at once assort that the coefficient 
of each variation in thin equation is zero. But wo know, from 
equation* (3), that 

(io) 

bo that tlie terms involving the variations bp vanish of them¬ 

selves. 
The remaining variations ftj anti hj are now all independent, 

so that we find, hy etjuating to zero the coefficients of fi/p, &c., 

, <n\ , dTt} , 
l*\ ' t V i > &C* , (1?) 

f4fi 
or, /Ac componcntu if momentum arc the differential arnfficimtu 

of with re»fwrt to ike vorreH/umdiny vdoeitim 

Again, hy equating to zero the coefficients of hip, &c.t 

V + V=°; (,») 

(>h ><h 
or, the differential coefficient of the kinetic cnertpj with rmjmct to 

any variable ip in mputt in mat] nittide tmt opposite in ait/n when 

T in cmprmml an a /unction of the mtocitim indemt of an a 

function of the momenta* 

In virtue of equation (t«) we may write the equation of 

motion (9)t 
F.^pJO, (19) 

1 dt dqx 
ddT> d7\ . 

or F. * *. .. % (20) 
* dt <{t,l tu/j 

which i« the form in which the equation* of motion wore given 
by Lagrange. 
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565.] In the preceding investigation we have avoided the con¬ 
sideration of the form of the function which expresses the 
kinetic energy in terms either of the velocities or of the 
momenta. The- only explicit form which we have assigned to 

ltlS Tpj = 5 (Plii +lh fk + &c0= (21) 
in which it is expressed as half the sum of the products of the 
momenta each into its corresponding velocity. 

We may express the velocities in terms of the differential 
coefficients of Tp with respect to the momenta, as in equation (3), 

dT„ dT„ 
^ + &c.) (22) 

This shews that Tp is a homogeneous function of the second 
degree of the momenta p19p2i &c. 

We may also express the momenta in terms of Tand we 
find 

T*: 
X<1 

dTa . dT, 
(23) 

d(h 
which shews that T\ is a homogeneous function of the second 
degree with respect to the velocities q2i &c. 

If we write 

and 

p for gg* 
^ll0r dq,*' 

n t d2Tp 
Qiito1 dp** 

_ „ d2T^ « 
R tOT-z-=2-, &c. 

12 dqxdq2 

rJ2T 

dPi dp 2 
then, since 2$ and Tp are functions of the second degree of 
q and p respectively, both the P’s and the Q's will be functions 
of the variables q only, and independent of the velocities and 
the momenta. We thus obtain the expressions for P, 

2T$ = "h 2-^12^1^2 “h &C-, (24) 

2 Tp=Qn2h2 + 2 QvPT'Pz + &c. (25) 

The momenta are expressed in terms of the velocities by the 

linear equations = pu ^ + p^ + &c., (26) 

and the velocities are expressed in terms of the momenta by the 

linear equations ^ = + pg + &c. (27) 

In treatises on the dynamics of a rigid body, the coefficients 
corresponding to in which the suffixes are the same, are 
called Moments of Inertia, and those corresponding to P12, in 
which the suffixes are different, are called Products of Inertia. 
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We may extend these names to tho more general problem which 

in now before us, in which these quantities arc not, as in the 

case of a rigid body, absolute constants, but aro functions of 
the variables tjx, </.», &e. 

In like manner we may eall the coefficients of the form Qn 
Moments of Mobility, and those of the form QVI Products of 

Mobility. It is not often, however, that we shall have occasion 
to speak of (he eoetlkuentH of mobility. 

506.) The kinetic energy of the system is a quantity essen¬ 

tially positive or zero. Hence, whether it he expressed in terms 

of the velocities, or in terms of the momenta, the coefficients 

must be such that no real values of the variables can make T 
negative* 

There are thus a set of necessary conditions which the values 

of tho coefficients P must satisfy* These conditions aro as 

follows: 

minimi 

AV &c. must all ho positive. 

ants formed in succession from 

A>. A-,. AV -.4 
Am 4. Am-- --A. 

A'.. A,. 4,- -•4 

A'«. i* Al,. ....4 
by the omission of terms with suffix 1, then of terms with either 

1 or 2 in their suffix, and so on, must all 1st positive* 

Tho number of conditions for n variables is therefore 2 n—1, 

The coefficients Q are subject to conditions of the same kind. 

5117.] In this outline of tho fundamental principles of the 

dynamics of a connected system, we have kept out of view the 

mechanism by which the parts of the system are connected. We 

have not even written down n set of equations to indicate how 

the motion of any part of the system depends on the variation 

of the variables. We have confined our attention to the variables, 

their velocities and momenta, and the forces which act on the 

pieces representing the variables. Our only assumptions aro, 

that the connexions of the system are such that tho time is not 

explicitly contained in the equations of condition, and that 

tho principle of the conservation of energy is applicable to 

the system, 

von u, i» 
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Such a description of the methods of pur*' dynamics m 

necessary, because Uigr&ngo and most of hh followers, t 

wo aro indebted for thorn* methods, have in general confine 

Bolvoa to a demonstration of thorn, and, in order to dev* 

attention to tho symbols Indore them, they have endeavt 

banish all ideas except those of pure <junntity, so ns nut 

dispense with diagrams, hut even to get rid of the ideas of i 

momentum, and energy* after they have been unee fur 

planted by symbols in tin* original cipmtiouH. In ord« 

able to refer to the results of this anal) sis in ordinary dy 
language, we have endeavoured to ret rims late the principt 

tions of tlio, method into language winch tuny he intelligih 

out the use of symbols. 
Ah the development of the ideas an*l methods of pure 

matics has rendered it possible, by forming a mnthemntkm! 

of dynamics, to bring to light many truths which could n 
been discovered without mailmmatkml training, so, if w< 

form dynamical theories of other sciences, we must hi. 

minds imbued with those dynamical truths m well it 

mathematical methods. 
In forming the ideas and words relating to any mdoite»\ 

like electricity, deals with forces and their eflWtii, we urn 
constantly in mind tho ideas appropriate to the ftandu 

science of dynamics, so that wo may, during the first cl 

meat of tho science, avoid inconsistency with what is \ 
established, and also that when our views become clout 

language wo have adopted may bo a help to us and 
hindrance. 
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IiVN'AMK’AI. TIIKOUV OF KI.KCTItOMAONKTlSM. 

B68.] Wk have shewn, in Art. 552, that, when an electric 

current exists in a conducting circuit, it has a capacity for doing 

a certain amount of mechanical work, and thin independently of 

any external electromotive force nuiintaining the current. Now 

capacity for performing work is nothing else than energy, in 

whatever way it arises, and all energy in the same in kind, how¬ 

ever it may differ in form. The energy of an electric current is 

either of that form which consists in the actual motion of matter, 

or of that which consists in the capacity for being set in motion, 
arising from forces acting between bodies placed in certain posi¬ 

tions relative to each other. 

The* first kind of energy, that of motion, is called Kinetic energy, 

and when once understood it appears so fundamental a fact of 
nature that we can hardly conceive the possibility of resolving 

it into anything else. The second kind of energy, that depending 

on position, is called Potential energy, anti is duo to the action 

of what we call forces, that is to say, tendencies towards change 

of relative position. With respect to these forces, though we may 

accept their existence as a demonstrated fact, yet we always fool 

that every explanation of the mechanism by which bodies arc set 

in motion forms a real addition to our knowledge. 
569.] The olectrio current cannot he conceived except as a 

kinetic phenomenon. Even Faraday, who constantly endeavoured 

to emancipate Ids mind from the influence of those suggestions 

which the words * electric current ’ and ' electric fluid ’ are too apt 

to carry with them, speaks of the electric current as ‘ something 

progressive, and not a mere arrangement 

* A'jf/i. Urn,, 388. 

V % 
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The effects of the current, such as electrolysis, and the transfer 
of electrification from one body to another, are all progressive 
actions which require time for their accomplishment, and are 
therefore of the nature of motions. 

As to the velocity of the current, we have shewn that we know 
nothing about it, it may be the tenth of an inch in an hour, or 
a hundred thousand miles in a second*. So far are we from 
knowing its absolute value in any case, that we do not even 
know whether what we call the positive direction is the actual 
direction of the motion or the reverse. 

But all that we assume here is that the electric current involves 
motion of some kind. That which is the cause of electric currents- 
has been called Electromotive Force. This name has long been 
used with great advantage, and has never led to any inconsist¬ 

ency in the language of science. Electromotive force is always 
to be understood to act on electricity only, not on the bodies in 
which the electricity resides. It is never to be confounded with 
ordinary mechanieal force, which acts on bodies only, not on the 
electricity in them. If we ever come to know the formal rela¬ 
tion between electricity .and ordinary matter, we shall probably 
also know the relation between electromotive force and ordinary 
force. 

570.] When ordinary foree acts on a body, and when the body 
yields to the force, the work done by the force is measured by 
the product of the force into the amount by which the body 
yields. Thus, in the case of water forced through a pipe, the 
work done at any section is measured by the fluid pressure at 
the section multiplied into the quantity of watei' which crosses 
the section. 

In the same way the work done by an electromotive force is 
measured by the product of the electromotive force into the 
quantity of electricity which crosses a section of the conductor 
under the action of the electromotive force. 

The work done by an electromotive force is of exactly the 
same kind as the work done by an ordinary force, and both are 
measured by the same standards or units. 

Part of the work done by an electromotive force acting on a 
conducting circuit is spent in overcoming the resistance of the 
circuit, and this part of the work is thereby converted into heat. 

* Exp. Besv 1648. 
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Another part of the work is spent in producing the electromag¬ 
netic phenomena observed by Ampere, in which conductors are 
made to move by electromagnetic forces. The rest of the work 
is spent in increasing the kinetic energy .of the current, and the 
effects of this part of the action are shewn in the phenomena of 
the induction of currents observed by Faraday. 

We therefore know enough about electric currents to recognise, 
in a system of material conductors carrying currents, a dynamical 
system which is the seat of energy, part of which may be kinetic 
and part potential. 

The nature of the connexions of the parts of this system is 
unknown to us, but as we have dynamical methods of investiga¬ 
tion which do not require a knowledge of the mechanism of the 
system, we shall apply them to this case. 

We shall first examine the consequences of assuming the most 
general form for the function which expresses the kinetic energy 

of the system. 
571.] Let the system consist of a number of conducting circuits, 

the form and position of which are determined by the values of 
a system of variables xXi x2y &c., the number of which is equal 
to the number of degrees of freedom of the system. 

If the whole kinetic energy of the system were that due to the 
motion of these conductors, it would be expressed in the* form 

T = i (xx xx) xx2 + &c. + (xlx2) xx x2 + &c., 

where the symbols {x-^x^ &c. denote the quantities which we 
have called moments of inertia, and (xl x2), &c. denote the pro¬ 

ducts of inertia. 
If X' is the impressed force, tending to increase the coordinate 

x, which is required to produce the actual motion, then, by 

Lagrange's equation, d dT __ dT __ 

dt dx dx ~~ 

When T denotes the energy due to the visible motion only, we 

shall indicate it by the suffix w, thus, Tm. 
But in a system of conductors carrying electric currents, part 

of the kinetic energy is due to the existence of these currents. 
Let the motion of the electricity, and of anything whose motion 
is governed by that of the electricity, be determined by another 

set of coordinates y13y^ &c., then T will be a homogeneous func¬ 
tion of squares and products of all the velocities of the two sets 
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of coordinates. Wo may therefore divide T into three portions, 

in tho first of which, Tn, llm velocities of the coordinates .r only 

occur, while in tho second, Tt, the velocities of the coordinates 

y only occur, and in tho third, Tm„ each term contains the pro¬ 

duct of tho volocitioa of two coordinates of which one is an .<• 

and tho othor a y. 

Wo havo theroforo T — Tm + Ta + T,m, 

whore Tm = | (xt <<\) + &c. 4 (xt aO xt j\. 4~&(*., 

Ta = 4 (yt ■//,)//!" + &e. 4- iih !!■.):hh 4 

?',« = &c- 
572.] In tho general dynamical theory, the coefficients of 

ovory term may ho functions of all the coordinates, hotli x and 

y. In tho case of electric currents, however, it. is easy to see 

that tho coordinates of tho class y do not enter into tho co¬ 

efficients. 

For, if all tho electric currents are maintained constant, and 

tho conductors at rest, the whole state of the field will remain 
constant. But in this case tho coordinates //are variable, though 

tho velocities y aro constant. Hence the coordinates // cannot 

ontor into tho expression for T, or into any other expression of 

what actually takos place. 
Besides this, in virtue of the equation of continuity, if the 

conductors aro of tho nature of linear circuits, only one variable 

is required to express the strength of the current in each 

conductor. Let tho velocities jq, jq, &c. represent the strengths 

of tho currents in tho several conductors. 

All this would ho true, if, instead of electric currents, we had 
currents of an incompressible lluid naming in flexible tubes. 

In this caso tho velocities of those currents would enter into tho 
oppression for T, hut tho coefficients would depend only on the 

variables x, which determine tho form ami position of the tidies. 

In tho case of tho lluid, tho motion of the lluid in one tube 

does not directly affect that of any other tube, or of the fluid in 

it. Honco, in tho value of ’1\, only tho squares of the velocities 

and not their products, occur, and in Tm„ any velocity y is 

associated only with those velocities of the form & which licking 
to its own tube. 

In tine caso of olootrical currents wo know that this restriction 

does not hold, for tho currents in different circuits act on each 
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other. Hence we must admit the existence of terms involving 
products of the form yxy2, and this involves the existence of 
something in motion, whose motion depends on the strength of 
both electric currents and y2. This moving matter, whatever 
it is, is not confined to the interior of the conductors carrying the 

two currents, but probably extends throughout the whole space 
surrounding them. 

573.] Let us next consider the form which Lagrange’s equa¬ 
tions of motion assume in this case. Let X' be the impressed 
force corresponding to the coordinate x9 one of those which 
determine the form and position of the conducting circuits. This 
is a force in the ordinary sense, a tendency towards change of 
position. It is given by the equation 

~ __ d dT dT 

~~ dt dx dx 

We may consider this force as the sum of three parts, corre¬ 
sponding to the three parts into which we divided the kinetic 
energy of the system, and we may distinguish them by the same 

suffixes. Thus X' = X' + X' + Xf 

The part X'm is that which depends on ordinary dynamical 
considerations, and we need not attend to it. 

Since Te does not contain x9 the first term of the expression for 
X\ is zero, and its value is reduced to 

Z' = 
dT 

dx 

This is the expression for the mechanical force which must be 
applied to a conductor to balance the electromagnetic force, and 
it asserts that it is measured by the rate of diminution of the 
purely electrokinetic energy due to the variation of the co¬ 
ordinate x. The electromagnetic force, Xei which brings this 
external mechanical force into play, is equal and opposite to 
X\9 and is therefore measured by the rate of increase of the 
electrokinetic energy corresponding to an increase of the co¬ 
ordinate x. The value of XQi since it depends on squares and 

products of the currents, remains the same if we reverse the 
directions of all the currents. 

The third part of Z' is 

Z' 
d_dTme __ dTme 
dt dx dx 
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Tho quantity fmr contains «mly products of tin- limii ./y, m> that 

is a linear function of the strength* of the ourr.-ntsy, The 
dx 

first term, therefore, tlcpciuls on the rate of vtumtmn of the 

strengths of the currents, ami indicate* a mechanical force on 

the conductor, which is »*m when the current* are constant, and 
which is positive or negative according as the currents me in¬ 

creasing or decreasing in strength. 
The second term depends, not on the variation oi the eurrent*, 

hut on their actual strengths. As it is a linear function with 
respect to these currents, it changes sign when the currents 
change sign. Since every term involves a veloeity j, it is zero 

when the conductors are at rest. There are also terms arising 
ti*i* 

from the time variations of the euef!Uneut*» of > iit “w; these 
tix 

remarks apply also to them* 

We may therefore investigate them* terms separately. If the 

conductors are at rent, we have only the first term to deal with. 

If the currents are mutant, we hlive utity the second, 

574] Ah it in of great impctrliitict! to determine whether my 

part of the kinetic energy is of the form vaminimg «f pro¬ 

ducts of ordinary velocities and strengths of electric currents, it 

in desirable that experiments should hit made on this subject with 

great care* 
The determination of the forces acting on bodies in rapid 

motion in difficult. Let m therefore attend to the first term* 

which dependn on the variation of the strength of the current. 

If any part of the kinetic energy dependn on the product of 

an ordinary veloeity and the strength of a current, it will 
probably be moat easily observed when the velocity find the 
current are in the name or in opposite directions. We therefore 

take a circular coil of a great many windings and suspend it by 

a fine vertical wire* ho that ita windings are horizontal, and the 

coil in capable of rotating about a vertical axis* either in the 

same direction an the current in the coib or in the opposite 
direction. 

Wo shall mippoHO the current to he conveyed into the coil by 

moans of the suspending wore, and, after passing round the 

windings, to complete its circuit hy passing downwards through 

a wire in the same line with the suspending wire and dipping 

into a cup of mercury. 
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Since the action, of the horizontal component of terrestrial 
magnetism would tend to turn this coil round a horizontal axis 
when the current flows through it, we shall suppose that the 
horizontal component of terrestrial magnetism 
is exactly neutralized by means of fixed 
magnets, or that the experiment is made at 
the magnetic pole. A vertical mirror is 
attached to the coil to detect any motion in 
azimuth. 

Now let a current be made to pass through 
the coil in the direction N.E.S.W, If elec¬ 
tricity were a fluid like water, flowing along 
the wire, then, at the moment of starting 
the current, and as long as its velocity is 
increasing, a force would require to be supplied 
to produce the angular momentum of the fluid 
in passing round the coil, and as this must be 
supplied by the elasticity of the suspending 
wire, the coil would at first rotate in the 
opposite direction or W.S.E.N., and this 
would be detected by means of the mirror. 
On stopping the current there would be another 
movement of the mirror, this time in the same direction as that 
of the current. 

No phenomenon of this kind has yet been observed. Such an 
action, if it existed, might be easily distinguished from the 

already known actions of the current by the following pecu¬ 
liarities. 

(1) It would occur only when the strength of the current 
varies, as when contact is made or broken, and not when the 

current is constant. 
All the known mechanical actions of the current depend on 

the strength of the currents, and not on the rate of variation. 
The electromotive action in the case of induced currents cannot 

be confounded with this electromagnetic action. 
(2) The direction of this action would be reversed when that 

of all the currents in the field is reversed. 
All the known mechanical actions of the current remain the 

same when all the currents are reversed, since they depend on 

squares and products of these currents. 

Fig. 33. 
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If any action of this kind were discovered, we should be able 
to regard one of the so-called kinds of electricity, either the 

positive or the negative kind, as a real substance, and we should 
be able to describe the electric current as a true motion of this 
substance in a particular direction. In fact, if electrical motions 
were in any way comparable with the motions of ordinary 
matter, terms of the form Tme would exist, and their existence 

would be manifested by the mechanical force Xme. 
According , to Fechner’s hypothesis, that an electric current 

consists of two equal currents of positive and negative elec¬ 
tricity, flowing in opposite directions through the same con¬ 
ductor, the terms of the second class Tme would vanish, each 
term belonging to the positive current being accompanied by an 
equal term of opposite sign belonging to the negative current, 
and the phenomena depending on these terms would have no 

existence. 
It appears to me, however, that while we derive great ad¬ 

vantage from the recognition of the many analogies between the 
electric current and a current of material fluid, we must carefully 
avoid making any assumption not warranted by experimental 
evidence, and that there is, as yet, no experimental evidence to 
shew whether the electric current is really a current of a material 
substance, or a double current, or whether its velocity is great or 
small as measured in feet per second. 

A knowledge of these things would amount to at least the 
beginnings of a complete dynamical theory of electricity, in 
which we should regard electrical action, not, as in this treatise, 

as a phenomenon due to an unknown cause, subject only to the 
general laws of dynamics, but as the result of known motions of 

known portions of matter, in which not only the total effects and 
final results, but the whole intermediate mechanism and details of 
the motion, are taken as the objects of study. 

575.] The experimental investigation of the second term of 

, is more difficult, as it involves the observation Xme, namely 

of the effect of forces on a body in rapid motion. 
The apparatus shewn in Fig. 34, which I had constructed in 

1861, is intended to test the existence of a force of this kind. 
The electromagnet A is capable of rotating about the horizontal 

axis BB\ within a ring which itself revolves about a vertical axis. 
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Lot A, H, G Im tho moments of inertia of tho electromagnet 

about the axis of tho coil, the horizontal axis JIB', and a third 
axis (Kf res]H)ctivoly. 

hi't 0 ho tho angle which GO' makes with tho vortical, cj> the 
azimuth ol tho axis Mi', and \j/ a variable on which tho motion 
of electricity in tho coil depends. 

Then the kinetic energy T of tho electromagnet may bo written 

2 T as A <}>3 sin3 0 + It Ou + 0 <!>’* cos3 0 + JC(<}> sin 0 + ^)3, 

whore K is a quantity which may bo called tho moment of inertia 

of tho electricity in the coil. 
If 0 is the moment of the impressed force tending to increase 

d, wo have, by the equations of dynamics, 

0 3= li ^ {(yi — 0 <j>*sin 0 cos O + IS<j> cos 0(<j> sin 0 + f)}. 
tit 

By making tho impressed forco tending to increase equal 

to zero, we’obtain <£sin0+^ = y, 
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a constant, which wo may consider n*j»n Hunting the strength 

of the current in the coil 
If (Jin somewhatgreater than *! ; H will b»« /ern, and the cqui- 

librium about the axis lUf will he dtibte when 

TIuh value of 0 depends on that o! f, t h* rhetrie current, and 

ik positive or negative according to the direction of the current. 

The current is passed through the mil In if * bearings at H 
and H\ which art* count'ded with the halier \ bx means of springs 

rubbing on metal rings plneed on the sett teal axis. 

To determine the value of th a ddk of paper is placed at (\ 
divided by a diameter parallel to filf into f w* ♦ parts, one of which 

is painted red and the other green. 

When the instrument h in motion 11 red rinde m seen at V 

when 0 is positive, the radius of which indicates roughly the 

value of tf. When () m negative, 14 green circle in seen at (\ 

By moans of nuts working «ti screws ntinehed to the electro¬ 

magnet* the axis C/(T in adjusted to he n principal avis having 

its moment of inertia just exceeding that round the n\in A, so m 

to make the instrument very sensitive to the action of tin* force 

if it exists. 

The chief dlUieulty in the experiments a rune from the dis¬ 

turbing action of the earth s magnetic force, winch canned the 

electromagnet to ad like 14 dipneedle, The results obtained 

were on this account very rough, hut no evidence of any change 

in 0 could he obtained even when n 11 iron uitv xvar* inserted in 

the coil, so as to make it a powerful electromagnet. 

If, therefore, a magnet contains matter in rapid rotation, the 

angular momentum of this rotation must he very small com¬ 

pared with any quantities which we can measure, and w« have 

as yet no evidence of the existence of tlm terms 7*, derived from 

their mechanical action. 

57(1] Let uh next consider the forces acting on the currents of 

electricity, that in, the electromotive forces. 

Let Y he tin* effective eloetrumotive force due to induction, 

the electromotive force which must act on the circuit from 

without to balance it is 1 ' — V, and, by taigranges equation, 

r- r ■ _ fi i(f * *if 
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Since there are no terms in T involving the coordinate y, the 
second term is zero, and Y is reduced to its first term. Hence, 
electromotive force cannot exist in a system at rest, and with 
constant currents.. 

Again, if we divide Y into three parts, Ymi Ye, and Yme, 
corresponding to the three parts of T, we find that, since Tm 
does not contain y, Ym = 0. 

Y~~ _ ddl\ 
dt dy 

Here^™ is a linear function of the 
dy 

We also find 

dT. 
currents, and this part of 

the electromotive force is equal to the rate of change of this 
function. This is the electromotive force of induction dis¬ 
covered by Faraday. We shall consider it more at length 
afterwards. 

577.] From the part of T, depending on velocities multiplied 

by currents, we find Y— — ~ * 
dT dt 

Now —y™ is a linear function of the velocities of the con- 
dy 

ductors. If, therefore, any terms of Tme have an actual existence, 

it would be possible to produce an electromotive force indepen¬ 
dently of all existing currents by simply altering the velocities 
of the conductors. For instance, in the case of the suspended 
coil at Art. 574, if, when the coil is at rest, we suddenly set it in 
rotation about the vertical axis, an electromotive force would be 
called into action proportional to the acceleration of this motion. 
It would vanish when the motion became uniform, and be re¬ 
versed when the motion was retarded. 

Now few scientific observations can be made with greater pre¬ 
cision than that which determines the, existence or non-existence 
of a current by means of a galvanometer. The delicacy of this 
method far exceeds that of most of the arrangements for 
measuring the mechanical force acting on a body. If, therefore, 
any currents could be produced in this way they would be de¬ 
tected, even if they were very feeble. They would be distin¬ 
guished from ordinary currents of induction by the following 

characteristics. 
(1) They would depend entirely on the motions of the con¬ 

ductors, and in no degree on the strength of currents or magnetic 

forces already in the field. 
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(2) They would depend not on the absolute velocities of the 
conductors, but on their accelerations, and on squares and 
products of velocities, anti they would change when the aecudora¬ 
tion becomes a retardation, though the absolute velocity in the 
same. 

Now in all the cases actually observed, the induced currents 
depend altogether on the strength and the variation of currents 
in the held, and cannot be excited in a held devoid of magnetic 
force and of currents. In so far as they depend on the motion 
of conductors, they depend on the absolute velocity, and not on 
the change of velocity of these motions. 

We have thus three methods of detecting the existence of the 
terms of the form Twm% none of which have hitherto led to any 
positive result. 1 have pointed them out with the greater care 
because it appears to me important that we should attain the 
greatest amount of certitude within our reach on a point bearing 
so strongly on the true theory of electricity. 

Since, however, no evidence has yet been obtained of such 
terms, I shall now proceed on the assumption that they do not 
exist, or at least that they produce no sensible effect, an assump¬ 
tion which will considerably simplify our dynamical theory. 
We shall have occasion, however, in discussing the relation of 
magnetism to light, to shew that the motion which constitutes 
light may enter as a factor into terms involving the motion 
which constitutes magnetism, 



CHAPTEE VII. 

THEORY OP ELECTRIC CIRCUITS. 

578.] We may now. confine our attention to that part of the 
kinetic energy of the system which depends on squares and 
products of the strengths of the electric currents. We may call 
this the Electrokinetic Energy of the system. The part de¬ 
pending on the motion of the conductors belongs to ordinary 

dynamics, and we have seen that the part depending on products 
of velocities and currents does not exist. 

Let A2, &c. denote the different conducting circuits. Let 
their form and relative position be expressed in terms of the 
variables cc19 x2> &c. the number of which is equal to the number 
of degrees of freedom of the mechanical system. We shall call 
these the Geometrical Variables. 

Let yx denote the quantity of electricity which has crossed 
a given section of the conductor A* since the beginning of the 
time t. The strength of the current will be denoted bj yXy the 
fluxion of this quantity. 

We shall call yx the actual current, and yx the integral cur¬ 
rent. There is one variable of this kind for each circuit in the 

system. 
Let T denote the electrokinetic energy of the system. It is 

a homogeneous function of the second degree with respect to the 

strengths of the currents, and is of the form 
T = £ L.xy* + i L2y? + &c.+Mnyjt+See., (1) 

where the coefficients Z, if, &c. are functions of the geometrical 
variables ccx, %2, &c. The electrical variables yx, y2 do not enter 

into the expression. 
We may call Lv Z2, &c. the electric moments of inertia of the 

circuits Ax, A2i See., and if12 the electric product of inertia of the 
two circuits Ax and A2. When we wish to avoid the language of 
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the dynamical theory, we shall call I*x the coefficient of self- 

induction of the circuit A {, and Mv> the coefficient of mutual 

induction of the circuits Ax and Ar Mv> is also called the puten- 
tial of the circuit A, with respect to A .. These quantities depend 

only on the form ami relative position of the circuits. We shall 

find that in the electromagnetic system <*f measurement they are 

quantities of the dimension of a line. Set' Art. Hi17, 
By differentiating T with respect to jq we obtain the quantity 

pu which, in the dynamical theory, may he called the mo¬ 

mentum corresponding to //r in the electric theory we shall 

call px the eleetrokinetie momentum of the circuit Its 

value m p% = Lt gl f. d/l,4f4q<&c. 

The eleetrokinetie momentum of the circuit d, is therefore 

made up of the product of its own current into its coefficient 

of self-induction, together with the sum of the products of the 

currents in the other circuits, each into the coeflicieiit of mutual 

induction of At and that other circuit. 

Electron totire Force, 

579.] Let Ebe the impressed electromotive force in tin* circuit 

A, arising from some cause, such as a voltaic or thermo-electric 
battery, which would produce a current independently of mag- 
nelo-oleetrio induction. 

Let It ho the resistance of the circuit, then, hy Ohm a law, an 

electromotive force Itg is required to overcome the resistance, 

leaving an electromotive force E - Ug available for changing the 

momentum of the circuit. 1 "ailing this force Y\ we have, hy 

dp dT 
til tin * 

hut since T does not involve //, the last term disappurto 

Hence, the equation of electromotive force is 

ti-lijz* r ,l‘‘, 
tit 

or K = Hy + . 

The impressed electromotive force E is therefore the sum o! 

two parts. The first, Jig, is required to maintain the current j 

against the resistance Jt. The second part is required U 

the general equations, 

F 
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increase the electromagnetic momentum p. This is the electro¬ 

motive force which must be supplied from sources independent 
of magneto-electric induction. The electromotive-force arising 

from magneto-electric induction alone is evidently — or, 
cue 

the rate of decrease of the electrohinetic momentum of the cir¬ 
cuit. 

Electromagnetic Force. 

580.] Let X' be the impressed mechanical force arising from 
external causes, and tending to increase the variable x. By the 

general equations d dT dT 
X'= 

dt deb dx 

Since the expression for the electrokinetic energy does not 
contain the velocity (#), the first term of the second member 

disappears, and we find 
xr,_ dT 
X “ dx' 

Here Xf is the external force required to balance the forces 
arising from electrical causes. It is usual to consider this force 
as the reaction against the electromagnetic force, which we shall 
call X, and which is equal and opposite to Xr. 

Hence 
T dT 
A. == —z 9 

dx 
or, the electromagnetic force tending to increase any variable is 
equal to ike rate of increase of the electrohinetic energy per unit 
increase of that variable, the currents being maintained constant. 

If the currents are maintained constant by a battery during a 
displacement in which a quantity, W, of work is done by electro¬ 
motive force, the electrokinetic energy of the system will be at 

the same time increased by W. Hence the battery will be 
drawn upon for a double quantity of energy, or 2 W, in addition 
to that which is spent in generating heat in the circuit. This 
was first pointed out by Sir W. Thomson*. Compare this 

result with the electrostatic property in Art. 93. 

* Nichol’s Cyclopaedia of the Physical Sciences, ed. I860; article ‘ Magnetism, 
Dynamical Kelations of.’ 
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(-We of Two Cin it Ha. 

581.] Lot Ax bo called the Primary Circuit, and A>2 tho 

Secondary Circuit. Tho electrokmetie energy of tho system 

may bo written 
T = § Ay 1" 4* 4 J Ay./, 

whore A and N are tho coefficients of self-induction of tho 
primary and secondary circuits respectively, and M is tho co¬ 

efficient of their mutual induction. 
Let uh suppose that no electromotive force acta on the 

secondary eiremit except that due to the induction of the primary 

current. We have then 

a; = /Lyu + fit (Mft + Aya) = 0. 

Integrating this equation with rcBjmai to t, we have 

/ldi/,4 4 Myx 4 if#.x * (\ a constant, 

where y% in the integral current in the necontlary circuit. 
The method of measuring an integral current of abort duration 

will he described in Art. 748, and it Is ©titty in most cases to 

ensure that the duration of the secondary current shall he very 

short. 
Lot the values of the variable quantities in the equation at the 

end of the time t be accented, then, if ij4 is tho integral current* 

or the whole quantity of electricity which flows through a section 
of tho secondary circuit during the time I, 

f v^-(w+ rtlb 
If tho secondary current arises entirely from induction, its 

initial value ya must ho soro if tho primary currwnt is constant, 
and tho conductors arc at rest imforo tho beginning of tho time t. 

If tho tirno t is sulUciont to allow tins secondary current to die 
away, y./, its final value, is also asero, so that the equation becomes 

Tho integral current of tho secondary circuit depends in this 

case on tho initial and final values of Afyt. 

indurtxl Current*. 

582,] Lot us begin by supposing the primary circuit broken, 
or yt = 0, and lot a current y/ bo established in it when contact 
is made. 
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The equation which determines the secondary integral current 

is R2y2 = -M'y'. 

When the circuits are placed side by side, and in the same 
direction, M' is a positive quantity. Hence, when contact is 
made in the primary circuit, a negative current is induced in 
the secondary circuit. 

When the contact is broken in the primary circuit, the primary 
current ceases, and the induced integral current is y2y where 

R2y2 = 

The secondary current is in this case positive. 

If the primary current is maintained constant, and the form 
or relative position of the circuits altered so that M becomes M', 
the integral secondary current is y2, where 

R,y2= (M-Myv 

In the case of two circuits placed side by side and in the same 
direction M diminishes as the distance between the circuits in¬ 
creases. Hence, the induced current is positive when this 
distance is increased and negative when it is diminished. 

These are the elementary cases of induced currents described 

in Art. 530. 

Mechanical Action between the Two Circuits. 

583.] Let x be any one of the geometrical variables on which 
the form and relative position of the circuits depend, the electro¬ 

magnetic force tending to increase x is 

X : 
±.2dL . . dMjLl .2dN 

** fa + ~fa% 

If the motion of the system corresponding to the variation of 

X is such that each circuit moves as a rigid body, L and X will 
be independent of x} and the equation will be reduced to the form 

T . ,dM 
x==^~fa' 

Hence, if the primary and secondary currents are of the same 
sign, the force X, which acts between the circuits, will tend to 

move them so as to increase M. 
If the circuits are placed side by side, and the currents flow 

in the same direction, M will be increased by their being 
brought nearer together. Hence the force X is in this case an 

attraction. 
Q % 
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584.] The whole of the phenomena of the mutual action of 
two circuits, whether the induction of currents or the mechanical 
force between them, depend on the quantity M, which we have 
called the coefficient of mutual induction. The method of calcu¬ 

lating this quantity from the geometrical relations of the circuits 

is givQn in Art. 524, but in the investiga¬ 
tions of the next chapter we shall not 
assume a knowledge of the mathematical 
form of this quantity. We shall consider 

it as deduced from experiments on in¬ 
duction, as, for instance, by observing 
the integral current when the secondary 
circuit is suddenly moved from a given 
position to an infinite distance, or to 
any position in which we know that 

M = o. _ 

Note.— {There is a model in the Cavendish 

Laboratory designed by Maxwell which illustrates 

very clearly the laws of the induction of currents. 

It is represented in Fig. 34 a. P and Q are two 

disks, the rotation of P represents the primary 

current, that of Q the secondary. These disks 

are connected together by a differential gearing. 

The intermediate wheel carries a fly-wheel the 

moment of inertia of which can be altered hy 

moving weights inwards or outwards. The resistance 

of the secondary circuit is represented by the friction 

of a string passing over Q and kept tight by an 

Fig. 34 a. elastic band. If the disk P is set in rotation (a 

current started in the primary) the disk Q will turn 

in the opposite direction (inverse current when the primary is started). When the 

velocity of rotation of P becomes uniform, Q is at rest (no current in the 

. secondary when the primary current is constant); if the disk P is stopped, Q 

commences to rotate in the direction in which P was previously moving (direct 

current in the secondary on breaking the circuit). The effect of an iron core in 

increasing the induction can he illustrated by increasing the moment of inertia of the 

fly-wheel, j 



CHAPTER VIII. 

RXlTOltATlON OP TIIM PII*H#0 BY MRANH OP TICK HKOONOAltY 

OlttnilT. 

585.] Wk have proved in Arts. 682, 582, 584 that the electro¬ 

magnetic action between the primary and the secondary circuit 

depends on tho quantity denoted by if, which m a function of 
the form and relative position of the two circuits. 

Although thin quantity M in in fact the name m the potential 

of the two circuita, the mathematical form and propertioH of 

which we deduced in Arts. 423, 482, 521, 539 from magnetic 

and idectroiiiagnetiii phenomena, we shall here make no reference 

to thesis results, hut begin again from a new foundation! without 

any assumptions except thorns of the dynamical theory m stated 

in Chapter VU. 
The electrokinetics momentum of the secondary circuit cons inis 

of two parts {Art 578), one, Miu depending on the primary 

current q, white the other, N4, depends on this secondary current 
ir We are now to investigate the first of them* parts, which 
we shall denote by p% whore 

p as Miv (1) 

Wd shall alio suppose the primary circuit fixed, and the 

primary current constant. The quantity p% the elecirok metric 

momentum of the mseondary circuit, will in this ctm© depend only 

on the form and position of tins secondary circuit, m> that if any 

closed curve bu taken for the secondary circuit, and if the direc¬ 

tion along tins curve, which is to be reckoned positive, be chosen, 

the value of p for this closed curves is determinate. If the 

opposite direction along the curve had been chosen as the 

positive direction, the sign of the quantity p would have been 

reversed 
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586. ] Since the quantity depends on the form and position 
of the circuit, we may suppose that each portion of the circuit 
contributes something to the value of p, and that the part con¬ 
tributed by each portion of the circuit depends on the form and 
position of that portion only, and not on the position of other 
parts of the circuit. 

This assumption is legitimate, because we are not now con¬ 
sidering a current, the parts of which may, and indeed do, act on 
one another, but a mere circuit, that is, a closed curve along 
which a current may flow, and this is a purely geometrical 
figure, the parts of which cannot be conceived to have any 
physical action on each other. 

We may therefore assume that the part contributed by the 
element ds of the circuit is Jds, where J is a quantity depend¬ 
ing on the position and direction of the element ds. Hence, the 
value of p may be expressed as a line-integral 

p—Jjds, (2) 

where the integration is to be extended once round the circuit. 
587. ] We have next to determine the form of the quantity J. 

In the first place, if ds is reversed in direction, J is reversed in 
sign. Hence, if two circuits ABGE and AECD 
have the arc AEG common, but reckoned in 
opposite directions in the two circuits, the sum 
of the values of p for the two circuits ABGE 
and AECD will be equal to the value of p for 

the circuit ABGE, which is made up of the two circuits. 
For the parts of the line-integral depending on the arc AEG 

are equal but of opposite sign in the two partial circuits, so that 
they destroy each other when the sum is taken, leaving only 
those parts of the line-integral which depend on the external 
boundary of ABGE. 

In the same way we may shew that if a surface bounded by a 
closed curve be divided into any number of parts, and if the 
boundary of each of these parts be considered as a circuit, the 
positive direction round every circuit being the same as that 
round the external closed curve, then the value of p for the 
closed curve is equal to the sum of the values of p for all the 
circuits. See Art. 483. 

588. ] Let us now consider a portion of a surface, the dimen- 

tf 1 
0 

Fig. 35. 
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hiouh of which are ho small with respect io the principal radii of 
curvature of the surface that the variation of the direction of the 

normal within this portion may ho neglected. Wo shall also 

suppose that if any very small circuit he carried parallel to 

itself from otto part of this portion to another, thoi value of p for 

the small circuit is not sensibly altered. Tins will evidently he 

the case if the dimensions of the portion of surface arc, small 
enough compared with its distance from the primary circuit. 

// tt n\j c/tw ti i'u roe hr i/rtni'H on iIt is port ion o f the. Hurfttee, 

ihv vtthit* oj p nut! hr propnrtioftul to tin urnt* 

For tin' areas of any two circuits may he divided into small 
elements all of the same dimensions, and having the same value 

of /#. The areas of the two circuits arc as the numbers of these 
elements which they contain, and the values of p for the two 
circuits are also in iho same proportion. 

Hence, the value of p for the circuit which hounds any 
clement tlH of a surface is of the form 

/•/#s; 

where / is a quantity depending on the position of <IS and on 

the direction of its normal. We have therefore a new expression 
for o» ,♦ . J> ~ j 11<IS, (3) 

where the double integral is extended over any surface hounded 

hy the circuit. 

5H111 Let A lH7> he 11 circuit, of winch At* is an elementary 

portion, so small that it may ho considered 

straight, l-iot A PH and (*(jH he small equal 

areas in the same plane, then the value of p will 

lie the same for the small circuits A PH and PQH, 

or p(A PH) p(tym, 

lleticn p(APIitif7f) t*{AHqt't)) t p{APH)t 

-- p(AHQ< 71)4 p(CQH)> 

^ p{AUVP\ 

or the value of /# m not altered hy the aulmtitutum of the crooked 

line A Ityt1 for iho straight lino AC\ provided the area of the 

circuit ta not sensibly altered. This, in fact* is the principle 

ostiddbhod by Am giro's second experiment (Art, fi§S)t in which 

a crooked portion of a circuit is shewn to he equivalent to a 

G ’*4 

Fig. M. 
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Htraight portion provided no pint «f the ef-.h.-d portion tM at a 

HWiHililo distance from the straight |»»lum 
If therefore we hulmtitutr h*r the . I. iii.xit ■ /.- three stiudl 

©lomontH, </./•, tty, and </;, drawn in m. m to form a 
continuous path from the h.gttinsiigt*> the **nd <>f the element ,/*, 

and if Fdx, (id;/, and ll d. denote the i h im-nl > of the line- 

integral corresponding to dx, */»/, mtd ■< i< t.pi-n iv <-ly, then 

Jd* h'd.< t Ud i , ltd:. (4) 

5<!0,1 \Ve are now aide to tleterinin*' the mode m whieli the 

quantity J depends on the dim'tmu of the «'lement d«. For, 

by (-1), ,,d.r «/»/ d: 
& , * ’ i * H I tlH <M «f * 

Thin in the expression fur the lemdved jnut, in tho direction of 

da% of a vector, the component* of which, in the direc¬ 

tions of the axes of y, and ate F, f#\ and If respectively* 

If this voetor he denoted hy SI, and Urn fi mu tin* origin 

to a point of the circuit hy ft, the element «*f the circuit will tm 

dm and the quaternion expression Im Jd^ mill he 

W© may now write aquation (*J) in ilm form 

•K ♦«: 
: - js^nd,,. 

.‘0 . ,,di 
I , iU jit 
da if# («) 

(’J 

The vector SI and its constituent** f\ f#\ If depun*! on the 
position of da in the field, and not mi the direction in which 

it in drawn. They are Uiet ©fore function* **f /, »/, the cu* 

ordinates of da, and not of /, nt* #«f it* dmtrtiumcositti'*. 

The vector $1 represent#! in direction and magnitude the time* 
integral of the electromotive inietinity which n particle placed at 

the point (if, y% 5) would experience if the primary current were 

suddenly stopped. We shall thcrofore cull it the Klectrokiuatic 

Momentum at the /Wnt f.i\ y, It h identical with the 
quantity which we investigated in Art. to"* under the name 

of the vector-potential of magnetic induction, 

The eleotrokinetic momentum of any tinilc lino or circuit m 
the line-integral, extended along the line or circuit* of the 

resolved part of the eleetrokiiielic ittoiiwtiiiniti at tmcli point of 
the same. 
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591.] Let us next determine the value oi p for the elementary 
rectangle ABGD, of which the sides are dy and dz, the positive 
direction being from the direction of the z 
axis of y to that of z. 

Let the coordinates of 0, the centre of % --— 
gravity of the element, be x0,y0>z0, and _o_b_ 
let (?0, H0 be the values of Q and of H 
at this point. * 

The coordinates of A, the middle point 
of the first side of the rectangle, are y0 Flg* ^ 

and z0~^dz. The corresponding value of G is 

yv yv 1 dG , , 
-dz+ &c., 

and the part of the value of p which arises from the side A is 

_*_ i l ... ry i 1 Cl G ~ .. 
approximately 

Similarly, for B, 

for D, 

°ody~2~d^dydZt 

Hadz + \d^dydz, 

-G0dy-\~dydz, 

-H0dz + l~dydz. 

Adding these four quantities, we find the value of p for the 

rectangle, viz. dE dGs , , „ A. 

r~^dy dz 

If we now assume three new quantities, a, b} c, such that 
dG \ 

a dy dz5 
7 dl dH 

_dG dF \ 
C ~~ dx dy j 

and consider these as the constituents of a new vector 33, then 
by Theorem IY, Art. 24, we may express the line-integral of 21 
round any circuit in the form of the surface-integral of 33 over a 

surface bounded by the circuit, thus 

P=f(F^ + G^ + H^)ds=ff(la + mb + nc)dS, (11) 
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or P =Jt. 21 cos eds = ff T. 33 cosTjdS, (12) 

■where e is the angle between 21 and cfe, and 77 that between 
SB and the normal to dS} whose direction-cosines are l, m, n, 
and ^.21, T.SS denote the numerical values of 21 and SB. 

Comparing this result with equation (3), it is evident that the 
quantity I in that equation is equal to 33 cos or the resolved 
part of 33 normal to dS. 

592. ] We have already seen (Arts. 490, 541) that, according to 

Faraday's theory, the phenomena of electromagnetic force and 
induction in a circuit depend on the variation of the number of 
lines of magnetic induction which pass through the circuit. 

Now the number of these lines is expressed mathematically 
by the surface-integral of the magnetic induction through any 
surface bounded by the circuit. Hence, we must regard the 
vector 33 and its components a, b, c as representing what we 
are already acquainted with as the magnetic induction and its 
components. 

In the present investigation we propose to deduce the pro¬ 
perties of this vector from the dynamical principles stated in 
the last chapter, with as few appeals to experiment as possible. 

In identifying this vector, which has appeared as the result of 
a mathematical investigation, with the magnetic induction, the 
properties of which we learned from experiments on magnets, 
we do not depart from this method, for we introduce no new 
fact into the theory, we only give a name to a mathematical 
quantity, and the propriety of so doing is to be judged by the 
agreement of the relations of the mathematical quantity with 
those of the physical quantity indicated by the name. 

The vector 23, since it occurs in a surface-integral, belongs 
evidently to the category of fluxes described in Art. 12. The 
vector 21, on the other hand, belongs to the category of forces, 
since it appears in a line-integral. 

593. ] We must here recall to mind the conventions about 
positive and negative quantities and directions, some of which 
were stated in Art. 23. We adopt the right-handed system of 
axes, so that if a right-handed screw is placed in the direction of 
the axis of x, and a nut on this screw is turned in the positive 
direction of rotation, that is, from the direction of y to that of z, 
it will move along the screw in the positive direction of x. 
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We also consider vitreous electricity and austral magnetism 
as positive. The positive direction of an electric current, or 
of a line of electric induction, is the direction in which positive 
electricity moves or tends to move, and the positive direction of 

a line of magnetic induction is the direction in which a compass 
needle points with that end which turns to the north. See 
Fig. 24, Art. 498, and Fig. 25, Art. 501. 

The student is recommended to select whatever method ap¬ 

pears to him most effectual in order to fix these conventions 
securely in his memory, for it is far more difficult to remember 
a rule which determines in which of two previously indifferent 
ways a statement is to be made, than a rule which selects one 
way out of many. 

594.] We have next to deduce from dynamical principles the 
expressions for the electromagnetic force acting on a conductor 
carrying an electric current through the magnetic field, and for 
the electromotive force acting on the electricity within a body 
moving in the magnetic field. The mathematical method which 
we shall adopt may be compared with the experimental method 
used by Faraday* in exploring the field by means of a wire, 
and with what we have already done in Art. 490, by a method 
founded on experiments. What we have now to do is to 
determine the effect on the value of p% the electrokinetic 
momentum of the secondary circuit, due to given alterations 

of the form of that circuit. 
Let AA\ BB' be two parallel straight conductors connected 

by the conducting arc (7, which may be of any form, and by 
a straight conductor AB, which is capable of sliding parallel 

to itself along the conducting rails AA! and BBr. 

* Exp. Mes., 8082, 8087, 3118. 



Let the circuit thus formed he considered m the secondary 

circuit, and let the direction A HU he assumed m the pimitke 

direction round it. 

Lot the sliding piece move parallel to itself from the position 

AB to the position Af H\ We have to determine tlu* variation 
of p, the eleetrokineiic momentum of tin' circuit, due to this 

displacement of the sliding piece. 

The secondary circuit is changed from A H< * to A'B'< \ hence, 

by Arb. 587, p(A'J?C)-i> (AIiV)= P{AA'IM). (l:i) 

We have therefore to determine the value of p for the parallel¬ 

ogram AA'B'B. If this paralh‘logram Ik so small that we may 
neglect the variations of the direction and magnitude of the 

magnetic induction at different points of its plane, the value 

of p is, hy Art. 591, $ cos ?/. A A If B, where SB is tin' magnetic* 

induction, and ij the angle which it makes with the positive 

direction of tin' normal to the parallelogram A A* It It. 
We may represent the result geometrically hy the volume of 

the parallelepiped, whose base is the parallelogram A *47171, 

and one of whose edges k the lino Ail, which represents in 

direction and magnitude the magnetic induction slb If the 
parallelogram is in the plane of the paper, and if A M m drawn 

upwards from the paper, or more generally, if tin* directions of 
the circuit A Hy of the magnetic induction AM, and of the din 

placement AA \ form a right-handed system when iakmi in this 

cyclical order, the volume of the parallelepiped is to he taken 
positively. 

The volume of this parafltdepiped represents the increment of 

the value of p for the secondary circuit due to the displacement 
of the sliding piece from AH to A'IP* 

MeHrtmnfim Force milm/ tm the Hfidhoj l*tree., 

595, | The electromotive force produced in the secondary 

circuit hy the motion of the sliding piece k, by Art, 579, 

* "Jr <>«> 

If wo auppoHo AA* to Ik, the displacement in unit of 

then AA' will rcproHont the velocity, and the parallelepiped wilt 

represent » and therefore, hy equation (H), the electromotive 

force in the negative direction HA. 
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Hence, the electromotive force acting on the sliding piece AB, 
in consequence of its motion through the magnetic field, is 
represented by the volume of the parallelepiped, whose edges 
represent in direction and magnitude—the velocity, the mag¬ 
netic induction, and the sliding piece itself, and is positive when 
these three directions are in right-handed cyclical order. 

Electromagnetic Force acting on the Sliding Piece. 

596. ] Let i2 denote the current in the secondary circuit in the 
positive direction ABC, then the work done by the electro¬ 
magnetic force on AB while it slides from the position AB to 
the position AfB' is (M'—M) ix i2, where M and Mr are the 
values of Ml2 in the initial and final positions of AB. But 
(M'—M) ix is equal to p' — p, and this is represented by the 
volume of the parallelepiped on AB, AM, and AAr. Hence, if 
we draw a line parallel to AB to represent the quantity AB. i2, 
the parallelepiped contained by this line, by AM, the magnetic 
induction, and by AA', the displacement, will represent the 

work done during this displacement. 
For a given distance of displacement this will be greatest 

when the displacement is perpendicular to the parallelogram 
whose sides are AB and AM. The electromagnetic force is 
therefore represented by the area of the parallelogram on AB 
and AM multiplied by i2) and is in the direction of the normal 
to this parallelogram, drawn so that AB, AM, and the normal 

are in right-handed cyclical order. 

Four Definitions of a Line of Magnetic Induction. 

597. ] If the direction AAr, in which the motion of the sliding 
piece takes place, coincides with AM, the direction of the mag¬ 
netic induction, the motion of the sliding .piece will not call 
electromotive force into action, whatever be the direction of AB, 
and if AB carries an electric current there will be no tendency 

to slide along AA\ 
Again, if AB, th*e sliding piece, coincides in direction with 

AM, the direction of magnetic induction, there will be no elec¬ 
tromotive force called into action by any motion of AB, and 
a current through AB will not cause AB to be acted on by 

mechanical force. - 
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Wo may therefore define a lino of magnot ic induction in four 

different way«. It in a lino nuch that 
(1) If a conductor bo moved along it parallel to itmdf it will 

oxperionco no electromotive force. 
(2) If a conductor carry’mg a current he free to move along 

a lino of magnetic induction it will experience no tendency to 

do BO. 
(3) If a linear conductor coincide in direction with a line of 

magnetic induction, and he moved parallel to itnelf in any direc¬ 

tion, it will experience no electromotive force in the direction of 

itn length. 
(4) If a linear conductor carrying an electric current coincide 

in direction with a line of magnetic induction it will not ex¬ 

perience any mechanical force* 

General Equation# of Etedinmmihm Int&mity* 

598.] We have noun that Ef the electromotive force duo to in¬ 

duction acting on the aocondary circuit, m equal to — ^» where 

+ <>) 

To determine the value of K, let uh differentiate the quantity 
under the integral nign with mqwet to t, mmonl>ering that if the 

Koeondary circuit is in motion,.r, y, and z are funetiouH of the 

time. Wo obtain 

„ [\<IFtl,r tl(i>ly d H ih x . 

j'.dFdx L (lady dltdz.dx 
~j <\ix \t + dx 7h 4 iLr 7* > dt(iH 

r, dFds tlU dy dll dz . dy . 

J ' dy tin 4" dy tin dy tin ’ dt ‘ * 

f.dFdx d(idy dll dz , dz , 

J ' d: dn + dz dn + dz dJdtiiH 

«%*»?£*■ w 
Kow conaider the necond lino of the integral, and aulmtitutc 

1 
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lilltt tilt’ll Itl’lMUlll’N, 

ft ■'hj / 
~P'd* d 

which wii may writ<> 

dFdx 

dx <ln 
<//<'</// (IF thy lx . 

d,j dn + (h'lHt 

d F .dx , 
1 ,/J 

Treating the third ami fourth linen in the natim way, and col- 
. . ilx thf if * 

lcctmg the terms m ^ > and ^ * remembering that 

fttlFiix ilxx x t nd,r 
J t ,/„ ,// 4 Kindt)1* ~ h dt ' ^ 

and therefore that the integral* when taken round the closed 
curve* vanishes, 

d<! db\ dx 
* dt " l>dt ~ dt * ><Ih 

di dx dtP Xu 
•* dt “ " dt " dt ■> }dn 

. dx d>/ dll \d« 
h dt * ■" dt ' dt Pin 

Wu may wrilo thin ttxpmMum in th« form 

r, ,.dx ..dil ,.di 

where P «■ 

Q ■ ■ a 

tlif 
dt ' 

i ih 
'• ,u 

dp 
“ dt" * 

iU dx dtf </«•}' 
tU m r tU " ’ </* ’ </// ’ 
the djj d // </+ 
ill “ •'Kir " <// </; 

Equation* of 

Klwetromutlve (B) 
InUmuily* 

The terms involving the new quantity ♦ are introduced for 

the sake of giving generality to the expressions for 1\ Q, JU 

They disappear from the integral when extended round the 

cloned circuit, The quantity ♦ is therefore indeterminate as far 

as regards the problem now before us, in which the electro¬ 

motive force round the circuit m to bn determined. We shall 

find, however, that when we know all the circumstances of the 
problem, we can assign a definite value to +, and that it re¬ 

presents, according to a certain definition, the dmirm potential 

at the point (^, y, %)* 
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The quantity under the integral sign in equation (f>) re¬ 

presents the electromotive intensity acting on the element* tin 
of the circuit 

If we denote by T. i$\ the numerical value of the rcMulfant of 
l\ and It, and by i, the angle between the direction of thin 

resultant ami that of the eleiueni we may write equation (5), 

K = J T.tfcoHtds, (ti) 

The vector (# is tlic% electromotive intensity at the moving 
element <ls. Its direction and magnitude depend on the position 

and motion of </s, and on the variation of the magnetic field, bat 

not on the direction of </*. lienee we may now disregard the 
circumstance that da forms part of a circuit, ami consider it 

simply iih a portion of a moving body, acted on by tin1 eleeiro- 
motive intensity (5*. The electromotive intensity Itm already 

been defined in Art. OB. ii is also called the resultant electrical 

intensity, being the force which would be experienced by a unit 

of positive electricity placed at that point. We have now ob¬ 

tained the most general value of this quantity m the case <»f 

a body moving in a magnetic field due to a variable electric 
system. 

if the hotly is a conductor, the electromotive force will pro¬ 

duce a current; if it is a dielectric, the electromotive force will 

produce only electric displacement, 

The electromotive intensity, or the force on a particle, must be 
carefully distinguished from the electromotive force along an nrr 

of a curve, the latter quantity being the lino-integral of the 
former. Hce Art. (HI. 

509. | The electromotive intensity, the components of which are 

defined by equations (B), depends on three (drcumstauceH. The 

first of these is the motion of the particle through the magnetic 

held. The part of the force depending on tins ninthnt hi ex¬ 

pressed by the first two terms on the right of each equation, It 

depends cm the velocity of the particle transverse to the linen of 

magnetic induction. If W in a vendor representing the velocity, 

and *6 another representing the magnetic induction, then if w 

the part of the electromotive intensity depending cm the motion* 

(51 = r.cm (7) 
or, tins electromotive intensity is the vector part of the product 

of the magnetic induction multiplied by the velocity# that is to 
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say, the magnitude of the electromotive intensityis represented by 
the area of the parallelogram, whose sides represent the velocity 
and the magnetic induction, and its direction is the normal to 
this parallelogram, drawn so that the velocity, the magnetic in¬ 
duction, and the electromotive intensity are in right-handed 
cyclical order. 

_ The third term in each of the equations (B) depends on the 
time-variation of the magnetic field. This may he due either 
to the time-variation of the electric current in the primary 
circuit, or to motion of the primary circuit. Let @2 he the part 
of the electromotive intensity which depends, on these terms. 
Its components are 

dF dO , dH 
dt dt dt 

and these are the components of the vector, — ^ or — 2f. 
. dt 

Hence, @2=-2L (8) 

The last term of each equation (B) is due to the variation of 
the function ^ in different parts of the field. We may write 
the third part of the electromotive intensity, which is due to this 

cause, @3 = -V*. (9) 

The electromotive intensity, as defined by equations (B), may 
therefore be written in the quaternion form, 

e = F.@g3-2[-V9. (10) 

On the Modification of the Equations of Electromotive Intensity 
when the Axes to which they are referred are moving in Space. 

600.] Let x\ y\ zr be the coordinates of a point referred to a 
system of rectangular axes moving in space, and let x: y, 0 be the 
coordinates of the same point referred to fixed axes. 

Let the components of the velocity of the origin of the moving 
system be u, v,nu, and those of its angular velocity o>13 co2, <*>3 
referred to the fixed system of axes, and let us choose the fixed 
axes so as to coincide at the given instant with the moving 
ones, then the only quantities which will be different for the two 
systems of axes will be those differentiated with respect to the 

* See $ ... 
time. If —- denotes a component velocity at a point moving 

^ dx da! 
in rigid connexion with the moving axes, and ^ and those 

von. 11. R 
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of any moving point, having the mmm instantaneous position, 

referred to the fixed and the moving axes respectively, then 
tlx 5 x tlS 

dt “ M + dt$ (1) 
with similar equations for the other components. 

By the theory of the motion of a body of invariable form, 

9x \ 
t =r % -f* <*>.j Z *— //, | 

e 4" (*>| c, 

Sinco Fin ft component of a directed quantity parallel to x, if 
dJfV d F 

bo tho value of referred to the moving axtm, it may bo 

ah own that 

dF' dFbx dFby dFbz „ „ dF 

dt = d,c It + dy It + dz U + H^+ dt ' (:i) 

d V d F 
iSulmtituting for and ^ their vhIuoh uh <ieducod from tho 

equatiom (A) of magnetic induction, and remomltering that, by (2), 

d bx _ d by d bz 

ilxht ” ’ dm bt * “a* */>«<" "Wa‘ W 
wo llnd 

<IF = <IXbx „d bit d(!by d by t/H’Az d bz 

dt dx bt dir. bt + dx bt ** * dx ht + dx bt + ‘ dxbt 

If wo now put 

bit . bz dF 

~rM+t,M* dt * 

•*'” + < + “u 
dr d.4>' by . Is dF 

dt = dx ~vht 4l,bt + dt' W 

Tlio equation for J\ the component of the electromotive inten¬ 
sity parallel to x, in, by (B), 

n _ dy dz dF */+ 

1 ~rdt -f,&- dt"~ dx’ (8> 

referred to the fixed axes. Substituting the values of the qu&nti* 
ties aw reiorred to the moving axes, wa have 
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p, dy' dF dft + V) 
* = e-3t-blg--dt-dF’ 

for the value of P referred to the moving axes. 

601.] It appears from this that the electromotive intensity is 
expressed by a formula of the same type, whether the motions 
of the conductors be referred to fixed axes or to axes moving in 
space, the only difference between the formulae being that in 
the case of moving axes the electric potential # must be changed 
into # + 

In all cases in which a current is produced in a conducting 
circuit, the electromotive force is the line-integral 

taken round the curve. The value of 'P disappears from this 
integral, so that the introduction of 'P' has no influence on its 
value. In all phenomena, therefore, relating to closed circuits 
and the currents in them, it is indifferent whether the axes 
to which we refer the system be at rest or in motion. See 

Art. 668. 

On the Electromagnetic Force acting on a Conductor which 
carries an Electric Current through a Magnetic Field. 

602.] We have seen in the general investigation, Art. 583, that 

if xL is one of the variables which determine the position and 
form of the secondary circuit, and if X1 is the force acting on 

the secondary circuit tending to increase this variable, then 
dM 

X, = 
dxi 

1 * 

Since ix is independent of xXi we may write 

^ix=_p=y(. F 
dx 

ds 
G^ + H^s)ds, 

ds 

(1) 

(2) 

and we have for the value of X19 

Now let us suppose that the displacement consists in moving 
every point of the circuit through a distance bx in the direction 
of x, hx being any continuous function of s, so that the different 
parts of the circuit move independently of each other, while the 

circuit remains continuous and closed. 
£ % 
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Also let X be the total force in the direction of x acting on 
the part of the circuit from s = 0 to s = s, then the part corre- 

dX 
sponding to the element ds will be ds. We shall then have 

the following expression for the work done by the force during 
the displacement, 

where the integration is to be extended round the closed curve, 
remembering that hx is an arbitrary function of s. We may 
therefore perform the differentiation with respect to 5# in the 
same way that we differentiated with respect to t in Art. 598, 
remembering that 

dx „ dy ___ ^ dz = 1, dbx 
and 

dbx 
= 0. <5) dbx 

We thus find 

/f“:= - hdi)'£<*>*>*■ <6> 

The last term vanishes when the integration is extended 
round the closed curve, and since the equation must hold for all 
forms of the function hx, we must have 

dX . , dy ,dz^ 
= P> 

an equation which gives the force parallel to x on any unit 
element of the circuit. The forces parallel to y and z are 

dY . / dz dx-, . . 
= M(8) ea)' 

A)- (») 

ds 

dZ • (i dx 

ds ~~ ' ds w ds 
The resultant force on- the element is given in direction and 

magnitude by the quaternion expression i2V. c?p©, where i.2 is the 
numerical measure of the current, and dp and S3 are vectors 
representing the element of the circuit and the magnetic in¬ 
duction, and the multiplication is to be understood in the Hamil¬ 
tonian sense. 

603.] If the conductor is to be treated not as a line but as a 
body, we must express the force on the element of length, and the 
current through the complete section, in terms of symbols denoting 
the force per unit of volume, and the current per unit of area. 

Let X, Y, Z now represent the components of the force referred 
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to unit of volume, and u, v, w those of the current referred to 
unit of area. Then, if 8 represents the section of the conductor, 
which we shall suppose small, the volume of the element 

ds will be Sds, and u = ^ ~ • Hence, equation (7) will become _ 
Sds' 
XSds 

= S(vc—wb), (10) 

(Equations of 
Electromagnetic 

Force.) <C) 

ds 
or X = vc —wb. 
Similarly Y = wa—ucA 

and Z = ub — va.) 

Here X,Y, Z are the components of the electromagnetic force 
on an element of a conductor divided by the volume of that 
element; u, v, w are the components of the electric current 
through the element referred to unit of area, and a, b, c are the 
components of the magnetic induction at the element, which are 
also referred to unit of area. 

If the vector % represents in magnitude and direction the force 
acting on unit of volume of the conductor, and if ® represents 
the electric current flowing through it, 

% = (11) 

[The equations (B) of Art. 598 may be proved by the following method, derived 
from Professor Maxwell’s Memoir on A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic 
Field. JPMl. Trans. 1865, pp. 459-512. 

The time variation of —may be taken in two parts,, one of which depends and the 
other does not depend on the motion of the circuit. The latter part is clearly 

(dip , dG , <2J2\ 

-/e - dx+ -77 dy+ • r<&). 
To find the former let us consider an arc 8s forming part of a circuit, and let us 

imagine this arc to move along rails, which may be taken as parallel, with velocity v 
whose components are x, y, z, the rest of the circuit being meanwhile supposed 
stationary. We may then suppose that a small parallelogram is generated by the 
moving arc, the direction-cosines of the normal to which are 

ny-*mz Iz—nx mx — ly 
X, fly V — ^ Q 3 ^ Q > ^ gjjj $ * 

where Z, m, n are the direction-cosines of 5 s, and 9 is the angle between v and 8 s. 
To verify the signs of A, /*, v we may put m = —1, £b = v; they then become 

0, 0, —1 as they ought to do with a right-handed system of axes. 
Now let by o be the components of magnetic induction, we then have, due to the 

motion of 5s in time 81, 
== (a\Jrbn + cv) v 5t 5ssin 9. 

If we suppose each part of the circuit to move in a similar manner the resultant 
effect will be the motion of the circuit as a whole, the currents in the rails forming a 
balance in each case, of two adjacent arcs. The time variation of — p due to the 

motion of the circuit is therefore 

—J*{a (ny—mz) +two similar terms) ds 

taken round the circuit 
be f (cy—bz) dx + two similar integrals. 

The results in Art. 602 for the components of electromagnetic force may be deduced 
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from the fthcvo expression for <?/>; via. I«t the arc 8# be displaced In tlm d»rn*fiou 
w/j n' through ft distance <S/» then 

ftp 1 f'(rm~b») 4 two Htmilnr terms} 8s R#/, 

Now lot X bo the ,r*eompuneni of the tbreo upon the arc «, thou for unit current w« 
liml by Art, 5lt&$ ,/j; 

if# tijt 
** an*™lw,) 

Kqttufiitm of the Kteetromwjnvti# JFiM, 

• | If wo luwume that electric current i atw ays flow in closed circulta, we can w iihnut 
introibicing the vcoU>r-p*>tcntial dciluce r.|inaiuii4 which wilt determine the state of 
tho electromagnetic held. 

For lot i bu the strength of the current round any circuit which we shall sm-umie 
to bo at rout. The ekwtrokinetir energy T duo to this current U 

■If hi i mi* t iic'i */*V 

whore aft ii an element of a surface boimded by the current, 

<t ar 
<tt (U 

equals f/*</*# tih de 

,mM *»Ui 
bonce if X, F, % are the f’ompemmta of the eWtrotnoil ve in tenuity 

• dti tih tlr 

Hence — the totid elretroiuetivc force round the circuit tending to Increase § 

<tt ,m,u 

J) 

but by Btokei* Theorem the leftdiMiil aldo of this w| nation is equal to 

{,/d& «IF\ /*IX tlZ . /dr #IX \ i 

^ W " rf.) * "W« + " ,/y 
liquating thi« integral to the rightdmnd side of equation (l)t mm obtain, iiiiee the 
surface cloning up the current i* quite arbitrary. 

!pt 

Those with the relations 

az a r a<t 
tty tL ~ at1 
ax az at* 
di ~ djr " 
ar ax do 
a$ ¥ ** ” titm 

ay afi 
, . H'll 

" asf 
a* ay 

1 WP 
m\h~dT 

tit* 
line 

at ~ 

.r r 
If1 

e m 
If 

, w 
Z 

In a conductor whtwe ipeeifki resistance in n ; 

k ax kar K az 
4* at * " 4» «ii * iff at 

In an Insulator whose sped fie inductive capacity I* A% arts *ufllel«tit in tlr-iprsnliic the 
state of the «leotrt»magiiciie field, Tfie boundary oondlllcma at mtf surface mm %lmt 
the magnetic induction norma! to the should !» mniitmam, and that tli» 
nm^nctlc force parallel to the surface should also \m continuous. 

This method of Investigating the ntneLroittatfiiatta i#Iit ban tha merit nf »liiij*IIcity, 
It liiut been strongly supported by Mr, Heaviahta* It i« tint however m general a* 
the method in tlm text, which could b# applied even If U» ©tnmniti dhl ml always 
flow in closed circuits,} 
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(lENKKAb K4UATION8 OF T1IK fUiKFTUOM AONKTIO FlMTiD. 

604) In our theoretical di«uit#iion of electrodynamics wo 
began by assuming that a system of circuits carrying electric 
nurrontH in a dynamical system, in which the currents may be 
regarded an vcIcku ties, and in which the coordinates corresponding 
to those velocities do not themselves appear in tho equations. 
It foliowh from thin that the kinetic energy of the system, in 
bo far m it depends on the currents, is a homogeneous (piadratic 
function cif tho currents, in which the ooeffieientH depend only 
on the form and relative position of the circuits. Assuming 
these coefficients to bo knowris hy experiment or otherwise, 
wn deduced, by purely dynamical reasoning, the laws of tho 
induction of currents, and of electromagnetic attraction. In 
this investigation we introduced the conceptions of tho electro- 
kinetic energy of a system of currents, of tho electromagnetic 
momentum of a circuit, and of tho mutual potential of two 
circuits* 

We then proceeded to explore tho field hy means of various 
configurations of the secondary circuit, and wore thus led to 
the conception of a vector SI* having a determinate magnitude 
and dimotion at any given point of tho field. We called this 
vector the tdoctromagnetlo momentum at that point. This 
quantity may be considered m the time-integral of the electro¬ 
motive intensity which would be produced at that point by the 
sudden removal of all tho current! from the field* It is 
identical with the quantity already investigated in Art. 405 
m the vector* potential of magnetic induction. Its components 
parallel to //, anti z are t\ <i, and IL The electromagnetic 
momentum of a circuit m the liniidiitiigral of fl round the circuit. 
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We then, by means of Theorem IV, Art. 24, transformed the 
line-integral of 21 into the surface-integral of another vector, S3, 
whose components are a, b, c, and we found that the phenomena 
of induction due to motion of a conductor, and those of electro¬ 
magnetic force can be expressed in terms of 33. We gave to 
23 the name of the magnetic induction, since its properties are 
identical with those of the lines of magnetic induction as 

investigated by Faraday. 
W e also established three sets of equations: the first set, 

(A), are those of magnetic induction, expressing it in terms of 
the electromagnetic momentum. The second set, (B), are those 
of electromotive intensity, expressing it in terms of the motion 
of the conductor across the lines of magnetic induction, and 
of the rate of variation of the electromagnetic momentum. 
The third set, (C), are the equations of electromagnetic force, 
expressing it in terms of the current and the magnetic in¬ 
duction. 

The current in all these cases is to be understood as the 
actual current, which includes not only the current of con¬ 
duction, but the current due to variation of the electric dis¬ 
placement. 

The magnetic induction 23 is the quantity which we have 
already considered in Art. 400. In an unmagnetized body it 
is identical with the force on a unit magnetic pole, but if the 
body is magnetized, either permanently or by induction, it is 
the force which would be exerted on a unit pole, if placed in 
a narrow crevasse in the body, the walls of which are per¬ 
pendicular to the direction of magnetization. The components 
of 23 are a, b, c, 

It follows from the equations (A), by which a, b, c are defined, 

that cla db dc _ 

dx + dy + dz~ 

This was shewn at Art. 403 to be a property of the magnetic 
induction. 

605.] We have defined the magnetic force within a magnet, 
as distinguished from the magnetic induction, to be the force 
on a unit pole placed in a narrow crevasse cut parallel to the 
direction of magnetization. This quantity is denoted by and 
its components by a, /3, y. See Art. 398. J 
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If 3 is the intensity of magnetization, and A, B, 0 its 
components, then, by Art. 400, 

a = a-j- 4:77 A) \ 

& = ^ + 4 7T B} r (Equations of Magnetization.) (D) 
C = y -f- 4 7T (7. / 

We may call these the equations of magnetization, and they 
indicate that in the electromagnetic system the magnetic in¬ 
duction 35, considered as a vector, is the sum, in the Hamiltonian 
sense, of two vectors, the magnetic force and the magnetiza¬ 
tion 3 multiplied by 4 7r, or 

35 = £ + 47r3. 

In certain substances, the magnetization depends on the mag¬ 
netic force, and this is expressed, by the system of equations of 
induced magnetism given at Arts. 426 and 435. 

606.] Up to this point of our investigation we have deduced 
everything from purely dynamical considerations, without any 
reference to quantitative experiments in electricity or magnetism. 
The only use we have made of experimental knowledge is to 

recognise, in the abstract quantities deduced from the theory, 
the concrete quantities discovered by experiment, and to denote 
them by names which indicate their physical relations rather 
than their mathematical generation. 

In this way we have pointed out the existence of the electro¬ 
magnetic momentum 51 as a vector whose direction and mag¬ 
nitude vary from one part of space to another, and from this we 
have deduced, by a mathematical process, the magnetic induction, 
S3, as a derived vector. We have not, however, obtained any 
data for determining either 51 or 35 from the distribution of 
currents in the field. For this purpose we must find the mathe¬ 
matical connexion between these quantities and the currents. 

We begin by admitting the existence of permanent magnets, 
the mutual action of which satisfies the principle of the 
conservation of energy. We make no assumption with respect 
to the laws of magnetic force except that which follows from 
this principle, namely, that the force acting on a magnetic pole 
must be capable of being derived from a potential. 

We then observe the action between currents and magnets, 
and we find that a current acts on a magnet in a manner 
apparently the same as another magnet would act if its strength, 
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form, and position were properly adjusted, and that the magnet 
acts on the current in the same way as another current. These 
observations need not be supposed to be accompanied by 
actual measurements of the forces. They are not therefore to 
be considered as furnishing numerical data, but are useful only 
in suggesting questions for our consideration. 

The question these observation suggest is, whether the mag¬ 
netic field produced by electric currents, as it is similar to that 
produced by permanent magnets in many respects, resembles it 
also in being related to a potential ? 

The evidence that an electric circuit produces, in the space 
surrounding it, magnetic effects precisely the same as those 
produced by a magnetic shell bounded by the circuit, has been 
stated in Arts. 482-485. 

We know that in the case of the magnetic shell there is a 
potential, which has a determinate value for all points outside 
the substance of the shell, but that the values of the potential 
at two neighbouring points, on opposite sides of the shell, differ 

by a finite quantity. 
If the magnetic field in the neighbourhood of an electric 

current resembles that in the neighbourhood of a magnetic shell, 

the magnetic potential, as found by a line-integration of the 
magnetic force, will be the same for any two lines of integration, 
provided one of these lines can be transformed into the other by 
continuous motion without cutting the electric current. 

If, however, one line of integration cannot be transformed 
into the other without cutting the current, the. line-integral of 
the magnetic force along the one line will differ from that along 
the other by a quantity depending on the strength of the 
current. The magnetic potential due to an electric current is 
therefore a function having an infinite series of values with 
a common difference, the particular value depending on the 
course of the line of integration. Within the substance of the 
conductor, there is no such thing as a magnetic potential. 

607.] Assuming that the magnetic action of a current has 
a magnetic potential of this kind, we proceed to express this 
result mathematically. 

In the first place, the line-integral of the magnetic force round 
any closed curve is zero, provided the closed curve does not 

surround the electric current. 
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In the next place, if the current passes once, and only once, 
through the closed curve in the positive direction, the line- 
integral has a determinate value, which may be used as a 
measure of the strength of the current. For if the closed curve 
alters its form in any continuous manner without cutting the 
current, the line-integral will remain the same. 

In electromagnetic measure, the line-integral of the magnetic 
force round a closed curve is numerically equal to the current 
through the closed curve multiplied by 4 tt. 

If we take for the closed curve the rectangle whose sides 
are dy and dz, the line-integral of the magnetic force round the 
parallelogram is d d„ 

and if u, v, w are the components of the flow of electricity, the 
current through the parallelogram is 

udydz. 

Multiplying this by 4 7r, and equating the result to the line- 

integral, we obtain the equation 

. dy 
47tU = - 

with the similar equations 
dy 

dfi x 
'dz ’ 

, da dy 
4:71V = -=- 

dz dx 

A df3 da 
4:7XW = V--y- 3 

dx dy 

(Equations of 
Electric Currents.) (E) 

which determine the magnitude and direction of the electric 
currents when the magnetic force at every point is given. 

When there is no current, these equations are equivalent to 

the condition that 
adx + fidy+ydz = —Df2, 

or that the magnetic force is derivable from a magnetic poten¬ 
tial in all points of the field where there are no currents. 

By differentiating the equations (E) with respect to x, y, and z 

respectively, and adding the results, we obtain the equation 
du dv dw ____ 

dx + dy dz~~ 5 
which indicates that the current whose components are u, v> w 
is subj ect to the condition of motion of an incompressible fluid, 

and that it must necessarily flow in closed circuits. 
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This equation is true only if we take u, v, and w as the com¬ 
ponents of that electric flow which is due to the variation of 
electric displacement as well as to true conduction. 

We have very little experimental evidence relating to the 
direct electromagnetic action of currents due to the variation of 
electric displacement in dielectrics, but the extreme difficulty 

of reconciling the laws of electromagnetism with the existence 
of electric currents which are not closed is one reason among 
many why we must admit the existence of transient currents 
due to the variation of displacement. Their importance will be 
seen when we come to the electromagnetic theory of light. 

608.] We have now determined the relations of the principal 
quantities concerned in the phenomena discovered by Grsted, 
Amp&re, and Faraday. To connect these with the phenomena 
described in the former parts of this treatise, some additional 
relations are necessary. 

When electromotive intensity acts on a material body, it pro¬ 
duces in it two electrical effects, called by Faraday Induction 
and Conduction, the first being most conspicuous in dielectrics, 
and the second in conductors. 

In this treatise, static electric induction is measured by what 
we have called the electric displacement, a directed quantity or 
vector which we have denoted by 2), and its components by 

/. 9, fr¬ 
ill isotropic substances, the displacement is in the same 

direction as the electromotive intensity which produces it, and 
is proportional to it, at least for small values of this intensity. 
This may be expressed by the equation 

4 7T 

(Equation of Electric 
Displacement.) (F) 

where K is the dielectric capacity of the substance. See 
Art. 68. 

In substances which are not isotropic, the components /, g, h 
of the electric displacement 2) are linear functions of the com¬ 
ponents P, Q, It of the electromotive intensity @. 

The form of the equations of electric displacement is similar 
to that of the equations of conduction as given in Art. 298. 

These relations may be expressed by saying that K is, in 
isotropic bodies, a scalar quantity, but in other bodies it is a 
linear and vector function, operating on the vector (§. 
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609. ] The other effect of electromotive intensity is conduction. 
The laws of conduction as the result of electromotive intensity 
were established by Ohm, and are explained in the second part of 
this treatise, Art. 241. They may he summed up in the equation 

$ = C ($, (Equation of Conductivity.) (G) 

where @ is the electromotive intensity at the point, ff is the 
density of the current of conduction, the components of which 
are p, q, and r, and G is the conductivity of the substance, 
which in the case of isotropic substances, is a simple scalar 
quantity, hut in other substances becomes a linear and vector 
function operating on the vector The form of this function 
is given in Cartesian coordinates in Art. 298. 

610. ] One of the chief peculiarities of this treatise is the 
doctrine which it asserts, that the true electric current &, that 
bn which the electromagnetic phenomena depend, is not the 
same thing as the current of conduction, but that the time- 

variation of S), the electric displacement, must be taken into 
account in estimating the total movement of electricity, so that 

we must write, 
(£ = 55 + 2D, (Equation of True Currents.) (H) 

or, in terms of the components, 

«=»+§• (=*> 

'W = T + 

611.] Since both £ and 2) depend on the electromotive intensity 
we may express the true current S in terms of the electro¬ 

motive intensity, thus 

® = (c+i7irJ)®' (I> 
or, in the case in which C and K are constants, 

u -CP+HK~dt ’) 

v=CQ + — K^,\ 

. w=zCR + hKd£ ■) 
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(512,] The volume-density of tin* free electricity at any point 

in found from the components of electric displacement by the 

(•(juation ,// f/,; ,//, 

‘‘ “ <l.r + ,!;t + th * 

(513.] The surface density of electricity in # 

<r = //*»f mtj f uh 4 t'f 4 e// | 11 h\ (K) 

whore /» w, v are the dimitum-cosines of the normal drawn from 

the surface into the medium in which/, </, h are the components 

of the displacement, and l\ mf, /dare those of the normal drawn 

from tin*, surface into the medium in winch they are/', tf% h\ 
014] When the magnetization of the medium i« entirely 

induced hy the magnetic force acting on it, we may write the 

equation of induced magnetization, 

s = m 
whore g is the coefHcient of magnetic permeability, which may 

ho considered a scalar quantity, or a linear urn! vector function, 

operating on according m the medium is inotropic or not, 

015,] These may he regarded as the principal reflations among 
the quantities we have been considering. They may he com¬ 

bined ho as to eliminate some of these quantities, hut our object 

at present is not to obtain compactness in the mathematical 
formulae, hut to express every relation of which wo have any 

knowledge, To eliminate a quantity which expresses a useful 

idea would be rather a loss than a gain in this stage of our 

enquiry. 

There is one result, however, which we may obtain hy com¬ 

bining equations (A) and (K), and which is of very great im¬ 

portance. 

If we suppose that no magnets exist in the field except in the 

form of electric circuits, the distinction winch we have hitherto 
maintained between the magnetic force and the magnetic in¬ 

duction vanishes, because it is only in magnetized matter that 

those quantities differ from each other. 

According to Ampere's hypothesis, which will lie explained in 

Art. 833, the properties of what we call magnetized matter are 

due to molecular electric circuits, so that it is only when we 
regard the substance in largo masses that our theory of mag¬ 

netization is applicable, and if our mathematical methods are 

supposed capable of taking account of what goes on within the 
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individual molecules, they will discover nothing but electric 
circuits, and we shall find the magnetic force and the magnetic 
induction everywhere identical. In order, however, to be able 
to make use of the electrostatic or of the electromagnetic system 
of measurement at pleasure we shall retain the coefficient pt, 

remembering that its value is unity in the electromagnetic 

system. 

616.] The components of the magnetic induction are by 

equations (A), Art. 591, 
dH dG \ 

a=z-j~r- 
dy dz3 
dF^dH 

~~ dz dx3 

c_dG __ dF 

dx ~~ dy 

The components of the electric current are by equations (E), 

Art. 607, given by dy dH \ 

da dy 

dz ~~ dx ’ 
d/3 da 

‘ dx~~ dy*) 

According to our hypothesis, <x, 6, c are identical with pa, /x/3, 

jiy respectively. We therefore obtain {when ^ is constant) 

47TfJLU 

4:71V = 

4.HW- 

d2F d2H 
dz2 ^ dzdx 

d2G. _d?F 

dxdy dy- 

dF dG dH 
If we write d^+*/ di3 

, /d2 d2 d2, 
V — f _7_.« + dy2 dz2'’ and* v - - 

we may write equation (1), 
dJ 

4 = 
dJ 

(1) 

(2) 

’(3) 

Similarly, 

+ V2F> 

= ^- +V2(?, (4) 

* The negative sign is employed here in order to make our expressions 

with those in which Quaternions are employed. 

consistent 
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If wo write 

(t' zr. p.J lj .(I ,r tltjtl Z, 

= ih-dgih.! 

[617. 

(5) 

X = 
1 

4 IT 

Isdijih, («> 

whore v in tho distance of the given {mint from the element 
(x, v/, z) and the integrations are to ho extended over all space, 

then 
F F "X . 

fix* I 
/, n> (ix l (? z:. (t — t ♦ > 

<¥ 

!/=//' / 
rf:'/ 

cn 

The quantity x disappears from the equation* (At, find it in 

not related to any physical phenomenon. If wo suppose it to lm 

y.oro everywhere, J will also he aero every where, and equations 

(5), omitting the accents, will give the true values of the 

components of SI. 

617.] We may therefore adopt* as 11 definition of SI, flint it 
is the vector-potential of the electric current* standing in the 

same relation to the electric current that the scalar jmtential 

stands to the matter of which it in the potential, and obtained 

by a similar process of integration, which may Im thus d«- 
scribed 

From a given point let a vector he drawn, representing in 

magnitude and direction a given tileineni of 1111 electric current, 
divided by the numerical value of the distance of the element 

from the given point. Lot this he done fur every element of 

the electric current. The resultant of all the vectors thus 

found is tho potential of the whole current. Since the current 

is a vector quantity, its potential is also a vector. See Art, 422. 

When the distribution of electric currents is given, there is 
one, and only one, distribution of the values of ?!„ such that If 
is everywhere finite and continuous, anil satisfies the equations 

Vn>l= 4irgf, F.vn * 0t 

and vanishes at an infinite distance from the electric system. 
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This value is that given by equations (5), which may he written 
in the quaternion form 

—/// dxdydz. 

Quaternion Expressions for the Electromagnetic Equcdions. 

618.] In this treatise we have endeavoured to avoid any 
process demanding from the reader a knowledge of the Calculus 
of Quaternions. At the same time we have not scrupled to 
introduce the idea of a vector when it was necessary to do so. 
When we have had occasion to denote a vector by a symbol, 
we have used a German letter, the number of different vectors 
being so great that Hamilton s favourite symbols would have 
been exhausted at once. Whenever therefore a German letter 
is used it denotes a Hamiltonian vector, and indicates not only 
its magnitude but its direction. The constituents of a vector 

are denoted by Roman or Greek letters. 
The principal vectors which we have to consider are 

Constituents. 
vector. 

The radius vector of a point . p x y z 
The electromagnetic momentum at a point 21 F GH 
The magnetic induction . 23 a b o 
The (total) electric current. ® u v w 

The electric displacement . 2D f 9 k 
;<The electromotive intensity . @ P QR 
The mechanical force . 3 Xlc Z 
The velocity of a point . ©or p x y z 

The magnetic force. a Z3 Y 
The intensity of magnetization. 3 ABC 

The current of conduction. $ P 9. T 
We have also the following scalar functions: 

The electric potential 'k 
The magnetic potential (where it exists) S2. 

The electric density e. < 
The density of magnetic c matter5 nt. 

Besides these we have the following quantities, indicating 

physical properties of the medium at each point:— 
C, the conductivity for electric currents. 

Ky the dielectric inductive capacity. 
/x, the magnetic inductive capacity. 

VOL. ii. s 
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These quantities art', in roj«u* media, un-re .cnliir functions 

of p, hut in general they are linear and verier operators mi the 

vector functions to which they arc applied. K and m ntv certainly 

always self-conjugate, ami (' in probably .so also. 

(ill).] The equations (A) of magnetic induction, of which the 

first is, till ‘l<> 

may now bo written 
whore V is the operator 

tit/ </; 

'it =- r.v 'll. 

Lor 

. tl . tl . >1 

I . -\J , t ; . 
(/.C tl'l tl- 

and V indicates tliat the vector part of the result of this operation 

is to iio taken. 
Since 21 is subject to the condition ^ .V 'li it, t Vi is a pure 

vector, and the symbol V is unnecessary. 

Tlic equations (H) of electromotive force, ot which thi' first is 

l> = v9-b.- dl - )h.> 

become <$** K. <»*-#- V*. 

The equations (0) of iiwehanieiil force, of which the firnt in 

„ . ,, n 
A s= re —/nr i Hi m . , 

iij* 

bo coiner B’= * r{* - m ViL 

Tho equations (D) of mngncUy.atitm, of which the brut m 

a rs a *f 4 it J, 

become %B Jq 4* 4 it A 

Tho equations (K) of electric currents, of which the first in 

tly ii/l 
4iru -a* i *■' i i 

iiy <lz 

become 4tt(S = r.V*&. 

t The equation of the current of rnuducthm in, by Olnn^ l aw, 

St = (*(*. 

That of electric displacement in 

/; = 1 m 
4 w 

* f hi the iht am! ant! wtlUmw of il*I# work -■ t wm wrltl#» f«*r I* in litl* 1 iU 
The commotion i» due to Pruf. tl. F» Fiwg@ra*M M, H, iiMim„ i HU j. * 
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The equation of the total current, arising from the variation of 
the electric displacement as •well as from conduction, is 

@ = «+a>. 

When the magnetization arises from magnetic induction, 

We have also, to determine the electric volume-density, 
e = d.V®. 

To determine the magnetic volume-density, 

m = S.V% 
When the magnetic force can be derived from a potential, 

£ = -Vfl. 

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IX. 

The expressions (5) are not in general accurate if the electromagnetic 

field contains substances of different magnetic permeabilities, for in that 

case, at the surface of separation of two surfaces of different magnetic 

permeabilities, there will in general he free magnetism; this will con¬ 

tribute terms to the expression for the vector potential which are 

given by equations (22), p. 30. The boundary equations at the surface 

separating two media whose magnetic permeabilities are fxx and y2) and 

where Fl: G19 Hl and F2, 6r2, H2 denote the values of the components of 

the vector potential on the two sides of the surface of separation, Z, m9 n 

the direction cosines of the normal to this surface; are (1), since the 

normal induction is continuous, 

(dA. 
dz '(f- 

cZGU (d 

dG2\ (dF2 

cZj5",\ 

dE0\ (dG-2 dF2\ 
dyF -)+nhbT- dy dz J ^ dz dx / 1 v^dx 

and (2), since the magnetic force along the surface is continuous, 

1 (dH1 dG^\ 1 (dH, d&2\ 

Ml v dy dz ) M2 V dy dz ) 

1 (dF, d*i) 

l 

1 (d*t 

’ Mi v dz dx J ~2 \ dz dx ) 

m 

1 (dQl dFr\ 1 (d62 dFA 

Mi v dx M2 (dx dy) 

n 

S % 
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The expressions (5) do not in general satisfy both these surface conditions. 

It is therefore best to regard F, G} H as given by the equations 

V2F = 47TfXW 

V2 & = 4:77[JLV 

V2 AT = 4 

and the preceding boundary conditions.} 

{It does not appear legitimate to assume that in equations (B) 

represents the electrostatic potential when the conductors are moving, 

for in deducing those equations Maxwell leaves out the term 

-.*(Fte+G*L 
ds \ dt dt +*£)■ ds V dt dt dt' 

since it vanishes when integrated round a closed circuit. If we insert this 

term, then % is no longer the electrostatic potential but is the sum of 
this potential, and dx d d 

F-j- + + H— • 
dt dt dt 

This has an important application to a problem which has attracted 

much attention, that of a sphere rotating with angular velocity co about 

a vertical axis in a uniform magnetic field where the magnetic force is 

vertical and equal to c. Equations (B) become in this case, supposing 

the sphere to have settled down into a steady state, 

^ d^r 

oy--, 

Since the sphere is a conductor and in a steady state, and since 

^ 5 —• j are the components of the current, 

dP dQ 

djx ^ dy dz ’ 

, ^ d2<Sr d2^r d2^r 
hence 2ca> = _+ 

This equation has usually been interpreted to mean that throughout the 

sphere there is a distribution of electricity whose volume density is 

— co>/2ir, but this is only legitimate if we assume that is the 

electrostatic potential. 

If in accordance with the investigation by which equations (B) were 

deduced we assume that, $ being the electrostatic potential, 

^ dx dy dz _ dx 

dt 

dy dz 

GI+HTt' 
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or in this case 

then, since 
¥ = $ + oo(Gx—Fy), 

dG dF\ 

we see that since d2^r d2<P d2<5r 

dx2 dy2 dz2 

d2$ d2 $ 

2c, 

dx dyJ 

2 Cco, 

«fc>‘+^r+*?as0; 
that is, there is no distribution of free electricity throughout the 
volume of the sphere. 

There is therefore nothing in the equations of the electromagnetic 

field which would lead us to suppose that a rotating sphere contains free 

electricity. 

jEquations of the Electromagnetic Field expressed in 
Polar and Cylindrical Co-ordinates. 

If F, G, H are the components of the vector potential along the 

radius vector, the meridian and a parallel of latitude respectively, 

a, b, c the components of the magnetic induction, a, /3, y the components 

of the magnetic force, and u, v, w the components of the current in those 

directions, then we can easily prove that 

4’r”= ('8i” 
1 (da d . . . } 

4tirv= —t—^ j-ri — 'T' V sm dy) C> r sin 6 (dtp dr J 

1 ( d . a. da) 

^W=r\Tr^^-TeV 
If P, Q, R are the components of the electromotive intensity along 

the radius vector, the meridian and a parallel of latitude, 

r2sm 6 }dOK 1 d(j)K dt 

db_ 

dt 

dc 

dt = -M Tr^-Tei' 
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If the cylindrical co-ordinates are p, 0, z, and if F, G, H are the com¬ 

ponents of the vector potential parallel to p, 6, z; a, b, c the components 

of the magnetic induction, a, ft, y the components of the magnetic force, 

and % v, w the components of the current in these directions, then 

1 \dH d I 

fl=p0-&w(' 
h_dF_dS 
b ” dz dp’ 

C~ p\dp(pG^ dd\’ 

da dy 
47TV = -z-r“3 

d£ dp 

*™ = -p\ TpW-%}' 
If P, Q, B are the components of the electromotive intensity parallel 

to p, e, z, 



CHAPTER X. 

DIMENSIONS OF ELECTRIC UNITS. 

620. ] Evert electromagnetic quantity may be defined with 
reference to the fundamental units of Length, Mass, and Time. 
If we begin with the definition of the unit of electricity, as 

given in Art. 65, we may obtain definitions of the units of every 
other electromagnetic quantity, in virtue of the equations into 
which they enter along with quantities of electricity. The 
system of units thus obtained is called the Electrostatic System. 

If, on the other hand, we begin with the definition of the unit 
magnetic pole, as given in Art. 374, we obtain a different system 
of units of the same set of quantities. This system of units is 
not consistent with the former system, and is called the Electro¬ 

magnetic System. 
We shall begin, by stating those relations between the different 

units which are common to both systems, and we shall then 
form a table of the dimensions of the units according to each 
system. 

621. ] We shall arrange the primary quantities which we have 
to consider in pairs. In the first three pairs, the product of the 
two quantities in each pair is a quantity of energy or work. In 
the second three pairs, the product of each pair is a quantity of 

energy referred to unit of volume. 

First Three Pairs. 

Electrostatic Pair. 
Symbol. 

(1) Quantity of electricity ...... e 
(2) Electromotive force, or electric potential . . E 
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J/ii<|iirfiV /Wr, Symhnl 

(3) Quantity of free magtiHimttn or strength of a polo m 

(4) Magnetic potential li. 

Kin (ntki itrI iV Vn l r. 

(5) Eloefrokmetie momentum of a circuit * , , /1 

(U) Kloctric current . . * • ■ * 

Si-roxo Tiihi.k Paiiis, 

Hint n^Uttie Pair, 

(7) Electric displacement (measured by surfuemdensity) 

(8) Electromotive intensity ... . tf 

Mmfudk Pair, 

(9) Magnetic induction , . . . . . ® 

(10) Magnetic force.. * 

Electmki twite Pttit\ 

(11) Intensity of electric current at a point . . (? 

(12) Vector potential of electric currents . * 

622, The following relation* exist lmtwoim tlniio ciuantitkh. 
Ij? M t 

In the lifBfc place, «tiiC4§ the diiMmssoiiM of energy arc h 
r *M 1 * ** 

and of onorgy rufrnvd to unit of voluuttt I I. v« hav»> 
the following equation* of dmn>ns»ioiw: ' J 

[c/l’] * v [/rfJ] ^ [4'j"]’ (') 

LWjj.WI ■insi|--j/",|. (•-■) 

Hocondly, tdneo p, p, ami 9f aro thu timu-intogmlH of (>\ H, 
and t?' rfHjKsetivuly, 

W IXH^J m- (3) 
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Thirdly, since E, 12, and p are the line-integrals of «£). 
and 21 respectively, 

GHSHfl-ro* w 
Finally, since e, G, and m are the surface-integrals of 2), (£, 

and 23 respectively, 

<5> 
628.] These fifteen equations are not independent, and in 

order to deduce the dimensions of the twelve units involved, we 

require one additional equation. If, however, we take either 

e or m as an independent unit, we can deduce the dimensions of 

the rest in terms of either of these. 

(1) m =M =LwJ- 

(2) [i] =[^F'] = [rJ' 

rL2M 1 
(3) and (5) [p] = [m] = |_-^r J = N- 

and (6) [0] = [12] 
-K - 

1-
1 

§
 

1-
1 

(7) [$] - 
Fin. 
LmjTj 

(8) [®] -[&]- 

r ml 
VltY 

(9) m =S] - 

rml 

LX®]’ 

(10) m =u= in
u

 
^
 f

ei
 

1—
1 

(11) [®] = [l5r] = 
TJL1. 
ImT2J 

(12) [«q 
\LM-\ 

~VeT\ ~ 

fm] 

Lx J* 

* j~We liave also iM 
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624. ] The relations of the first ten of these quantities may be 
exhibited by means of the following arrangement:— 

e, 5), G and 12. E, @, S, m and p. 
m and p, 35, E. G and 12, <£>, 2), e. 

The quantities in the first line are derived from e by the same 
operations as the corresponding quantities in the second line are 

derived from m. It will be seen that the order of the quantities 
in the first line is exactly the reverse of the order in the" second 
line. The first four of each line have the first symbol in the 
numerator. The second four in each line have" it in the de¬ 
nominator. 

All the relations given above are true whatever system of 
units we adopt. 

625. ] The only systems of any scientific value are the electro¬ 
static and the electromagnetic systems. The electrostatic system 
is founded on the definition of the unit of electricity, Arts. 41, 
42, and may be deduced from the equation 

which expresses that the resultant electric intensity @ at any 
point, due to the action of a quantity of electricity e at a 
distance L, is found by dividing e by L2. Substituting in the 
equations of dimensions (l) and (8), we find 

rLMi __ r e fm 1 r M ~ 
L eT2 J ” IT2}3 ILT] ~ 3 

whence [e] = [Z* m = 
in the electrostatic system. 

The electromagnetic system is founded on a precisely similar 
definition of the unit of strength of a magnetic pole, Art. 374, 
leading to the equation m 

«=i*' 

, r«i rli r LM i rmi wence [lt\ ""Ur.]’ I_to2,2J~U2J’ 
and [e] = [m] = [Z^Z7-1], 

in the electromagnetic system. Prom these results we find the 
dimensions of the other quantities. 
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Ptthie of Dnucnnionx. 
DummxitmH in 

Syml k»1, MWtro**tnUo Wt'otronmgnutie 
‘ ‘ SynUnu. Kyniam. 

Quantity of olrctriciiy .... e [UMlf1] [XU/i], 

■tass*-"? • • * 
Quantity of magnet inm » 

Kloctrokinetie momentum * * [/J ] | lA J/J 7r~7]. 

of a circuit ) ' 

.IS 
.... ® |A * M'Tr) [A" UR]. 

Electromotive intensity , ... ($ [// 4 A ft T 1) [/J AM 7T~2]. 

Magnetic induction ...... » [/r'? ilM j ’ [/, U/J T ‘i]. 

Magnetic* foreo ......... £ |),U/1 7r~al [//i J/i 

Strength of current at a point (£ [/7"4 AM 7T“a] [L »JM 77"1]. 

Vector potential ........ VI [/, UMj ” ilM 71 !].* 
027, | Wo have already considered the product** of the pairs of 

these quantities in tint order in which they stand. Their ratios 

are in contain ciinoh of scientific importance. Thus 

Klwitmaiatio KliK’tronm^mofcic 
Symbol. Hysten*. Hy*tom. 

j'"J (A4'1/11 [AU/5 7'-1]. 

{$ [AU/OM] [AU/Sr-rj. 

*' = capacity of an accumulator , . q [/^| L J # 

j coefficient of self-induction \ rT”1 
** -j of h circuit* or electro- >.A ^ [M]* 

v magmatic capacity * 

5) ( specific inductive capacity ) ^ [7*1 

y w | of dielectric I l*1 

* = magnetic inductive capacity . . g . J {0 |* 
%y L*' J 

A’ , r'/’ rAi 
j,, = rtwHtaiuw of a conductor . ... it ^ LrJ" 

(f _ f NIHWiile rt'HixtftnCO <)f ft ( r r y,t I R I. 
~ ( HullKtlHU’-O I L'AJ 

6^K,] If tho ututH of length, tnftHH, and timo aro tho smno in tho 

two systems, tho number of oloctrostutic unitn of oleetrioity cou- 
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taint'd in onu olwlrmimgnt'tu' unit in nmufrirully njunl to a certain 

velocity, the aliHoluin vnhio of which dt>cn not <li jn‘inl on the mag* 

mludoofthe fumlamontftl units employed. Thi* velocity in mi im¬ 

portant physical quantity, which we shall denote hy the Hyudml y. 

Number vf Electrostatic Vtilts lit one Etc, trotiimjtictir Vnit. 

For e, V, ll, 3), .£>, <$,.in 

For v/i, P, tH. 

For electrostatic capacity, dielectric inductive capacity, and 

conductivity, vK 
For electromagnetic capacity, magnetic inductive CH|*acity} 

and resistance, *1 • 

Several methods of determining the velocity e will lie given 

in Aria 708 780, 
In the electrostatic system the specific dielectric inductive 

capacity of air in iiwtimed equal to unity. Thin quantity is 

therefore reprcHented hy ^ in the olcctroiiiagnctic system. 

In the electromagnetic system the specific magnetic inductive 

capacity of air ia assumed equal to unity. Thin quantity ii 

therefore represented hy ^ in the electrostatic ay at cut. 

Pmvtit'uf jSyt*tnn uf FJt'dt'it' Vnita, 

629,] Of the two systems of units, the electroiiingiitdic in of 

the greater uae to those practical electricians who are occupied 

with electromagnetic telegraphs. If, however, the units of 

length, time, and mass are those commonly used in other scientific 

work, huch as the imHro or the centimetre* the second, and the 

gramme, the units of resistance and of electromotive forms will 

ho ho small that to express the quantities occurring in practice 

enormous numbers must he used, and the units of quantity and 
capacity will he bo large that only exceedingly small fractions of 

them can even* occur in practice. Practical electricians have there* 

fore adopted a set of electrical units deduced by the tdoetroimignetic 
system from a large unit of length ami a small unit of mass. 

The unit of length used for this purpose is tun million of 

metres, or approximately the length of & quadrant of a meridian 
of the earth. 
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The unit of time is, ns before, one second. 

Tho unit of mass is Urn grammes, or one hundred, millionth 

part of a milligramme. 

The electrical units derived from these fundamental units 

have been named after eminent electrical discoverers. Thus tho 

practical unit of resistance is called the Ohm, and is represented 

hy the resistance-coil issued by tho British Association, and 

described in Art. 310. It is expressed in tho electromagnetic 

system by a velocity of 10,000,000 metres per second. 

The practical unit of electromotive force is called the Volt, 

and is not very different from that of a Darnell’s cell. Mr. 

Latimer < dark has recently invented a very constant coll, whoso 

electromotive force is almost exactly 1 54 Volts. 

The practical unit of capacity is called tho Farad. The 

quantity of electricity which Hows through one Ohm under the 

electromotive force of one Volt during one second, is equal to tho 

charge produced in a condenser whose capacity is one Farad by 

an electromotive force of one Volt. 

Tho use of these names is found to be more convenient in 

practice than tho constant repetition of the words 4 electro¬ 

magnetic units,* with the additional statement of tho particular 

fundamental units on which they are founded 

When very largo quantities are to be measured, a large unit is 

formed by multiplying the original unit hy one million, and 

placing before its name the prolix mvtja* 

In like manner by prefixing micro a small unit is formed, one 

millionth of the original unit. 

The following table gives the values of these practical units in 

the different systems which have been at various times adopted. 

.. .. 
Ft WHAM *81‘AW UtueneAt, H. A. IUmmT, 

Thomson. Wkbkr. 
Units, Hyhtkm. 1803. 

itt'wjth) blnrth'* Qumlrmnt) MM re, Centimetre, Mlllimdrc, 

Time, Stmmd) Second, Seeond, Second, 

Mum. to-** (jiitmmf. Gramme. Gramme* Milligramme. 

IWfdifctMSMft Ohm 107 W io1" 

KtoatrnmoUva f«rtw Volt l()n io* 10u 

CapiMtity Farad 10-? 10-8 io-“ 

Quantity Farad 
(charged to a Volt) 

10-* io-1 10 



CHAPTER XL 

ON ENERGY AND STRESS IN the KI # 1*. (T IU»M A <«N E TIC * FIELD. 

Eltrtnmtuiit* Enrm#/. 

680.] The energy of the system may bo divided into the 

Potential Energy ami the Kinetic Energy. 
The potential energy due to electrification him been tdrtmdy 

considered in Art. 85. It may be written 

i s<e*). (i) 

whore e in the charge of tdeetrkdiy at a {dare where the electric 

potential in d7, and the Bummniion m to l*e extended to every 

place where them i« ehudri fixation. 

If/, <j> h are the components of the electric displacement, the 

quantity of electricity in the element of volume dxd'jdz ia 

tdf <hi dh x t 
<*=(/-•f / + | )dxiiijth, 

xdx f/i/ tlz1 m 

(*) 

where the integration i« to be extended throughout nil space, 

681.] Integrating thin expression by parts, and remembering 

that when the distance, r, from a given point of a finite elec¬ 
trified system becomes infinite, the jmteiitint ♦ bitumen an 

infinitely Htnall quantity of the order r K itmt that /, g* /# Iwicimne 
infinitely small quantities of the order r %f the expnwjoii is 
reduced to 

lf = * fl/V t/41 , d^\ , , , . . 

<u + ,Jdy+f,ada’eil!/,h' (4) 
where the integration in to bo extended throughout all space. 
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If we now write P, Q, R for the components of the electro¬ 

motive intensity, instead of — ^, — — and — — 5 we find 
dx dy dz 

W ~ i JJj[Pf+Qg + Rh)dxdydz* (5) 

Hence, the electrostatic energy of the whole field will he the 
same if we suppose that it resides in every part of the field where 
electrical force and electrical displacement occur, instead of being 
confined to the places where free electricity is found. 

The energy in unit of volume is half the product of the electro¬ 
motive force and the electric displacement, multiplied by the 
cosine of the angle which these vectors include. 

In Quaternion language it is —-J 

Magnetic Energy. 

1632.] We may treat the energy due to magnetization in a way 
similar to that pursued in the case of electrification, Art. 85. If 

A, P, O are the components of magnetization and a, j3, y the 
components of magnetic force, the potential energy of the system 
of magnets is then, by Art. 389, 

— \JJJ(A « + B{3 + Gy) dx dy dz, (6) 

the integration being extended over the space occupied by mag¬ 
netized matter. This part of the energy, however, will be 
included in the kinetic energy in the form in which we shall 

presently obtain it. 
633.] We may transform this expression when there are no 

electric currents by the following method. 

We know that da db dc M 

di + Ty + di = C- (7) 

* {Tliis expression for the electrostatic energy was deduced in the first volume on 
the assumption that the electrostatic force could be derived from a potential function. 
This proof will not hold when part of the electromotive intensity is due to 
electromagnetic induction. If however we take the view that this part of the 
energy arises from the polarized state of the dielectric and is per unit volume 

(j>* 4. (/ + h2), the potential energy will then only depend on the polarization 

of the dielectric no matter how it is produced. Thus the energy will, since 

f _t> & ~ n ^ _ t? 

be equal to £ (P/+ Qg + JRh) per unit volume.} 
•f See Appendix I at the end of this Chapter, 
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Hence, by Art. 97, if 

dil dSl d£l 
a dd)9 ~~ dy ’ ^ dz ’ ^ 

sb in always the case in magnetic phenomena where there are no 
currents, r r r 

/ / / (aa + &j3 + cy) dxdydz = 0, (9) 

the integral being extended throughout all space, or 

fff a + (/^ + 4 7r J5) /3 + (y + 4y} dxdy dz = 0. (10) 

Hence, the energy due to a magnetic system 

— 4 JJJ+ Gy)dxdydz = jj*(a2 + j32 + y2) dx dy dz, 

= ^fff ^dxdydz- (n) 

jEfectrohinetic Energy. 

634] We have already, in Art. 578, expressed the kinetic 
energy of a system of currents in the form 

2T= 4 2 (pi), (12) 

where p is the electromagnetic momentum of a circuit, and i is 
the strength of the current flowing round it, and the summation 
extends to all the circuits. 

But we have proved, in Art. 590, that p may he expressed as 
a lino-integral of the form 

*=/(*§+fff+J?SS)*- (,3> 
where F9 0, II are the components of the electromagnetic mo¬ 
mentum, 21, at the point (x,y,z), and the integration is to be ex¬ 
tended round the closed circuit s. We therefore find 

T^hSi^F^+G^+H^da. (14) 

If u, v, w are tho components of the density of the current at 
any point of tho conducting circuit, and if S is the transverse 
section of tho circuit, then wo may write 

i-~- = uS, = vS, i~=wS, (15) 
ds ds ds v 7 

and wo may also write the volume 
Sds c=s dxdydz, 
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ami wo now find 

T — lj j'J (Fu + (/i< + //>t')<lcthj<lz, (16) 

wlioro tho integration is to ho oxtendud to (ivory part of space 
whom thoro am olootrio currenta. 

<i35.| hot ns now Hulmtituto for u, v, w thoir values as given 
by tho equations of olootrio currents (K), Art. (>07, interns of 

the components a, yt, y of tht> magnetic, force. Wo then have 

* Uffly Cl - p* < -:!;>+< - 
where tho integration i« extended over a portion of space in¬ 
cluding alt tho currents. 

If we integrate thin by parts, and remember that, at a great 
distance r from the system, a, ft, and y are of tho order of 
magnitude r jam! that at a surface separating two media, JP 

0, //» and the tangential magnetic force are continuous,} wo find 

that when the integration in extended throughout all space, the 
expression its reduced to 

1 f/A ,tlir itu. .dF dll, fdU dV,\, 7 . 
y ” Hvjjj l dy ” da ^ ^ dz ~ tlx ) + dj- dy )\dxdVd:- 0s) 

By (hi' equations (A), Art. HD I, of magnetic induction, wo may 

substitute tor tho quantities in small brackets tho components 

of magnetic induction tt% A, r, so that the kinetic energy may he 
written - 

T ^ ^ j 11(ua + hfi + c y)tlxdydz, (19) 

where the integration k to bo extended throughout every part of 

space in which the magnetic force and magnetic induction have 

values differing from %ero. 
The quantity within brackets in this expression is the product 

of the magnetic induction into the resolved part of the magnetic 

force in its own direction. 
in the language of quaternions this may be written more simply, 

where S in the magnetic induction, whose components are a, b, c, 

and 4) is the magnetic force, whose components are «, ft, y. 

OSflJ The electrokinetic energy of the system may therefore 

be expressed either as an integral to be taken whore thoro are 

electric currents, or as an integral to be taken over every part of 

von. n. 
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the field in which magnetic force **xi^tM. The first integral, 

however, in the natural expression of the theory which supposes 

the currents to act upon each other directly nt n distance, while 

the second is appropriate to the theory which endeavours to 

explain the action between the currents hy imium of some 

intermediate action in the spare between them, Ah in this 

treatise wo have adopted the latter method ol investigation, 
wo naturally adopt tin* second expression n« giving the most 

significant form to the kinetic energy. 
According to our hypothesis, we assume the kinetic energy to 

exist wherever then' is magnetic force, that hg in general, in 

every part of the field. The amount of thhi energy per unit of 

volume is — * E. ^ %fi, and this energy exists in the form of some 
8 n 

kind of motion of the matter in every portion of space, 

When we come to consider Faraday’s dbenvery of the effect 

of magnetism on polarised light, we shall point out minims for 
believing that wherever there nre lines of magnetic force, there 

is a rotatory motion of matter round those linen, See Art. 82L 

a nd Ehriniknirth' Enrr>jy n#ny#nrr</, 

037.] We found in Art. 42:i that the mutual potential energy 
of two magnetic shells, of strengths <|« ami »/«\ and hounded hy 

the closed curves s anti / respectively, is 

tint f#f, 

whore « is the angle lietween the directions of tU ami d»\ and r 
is the distance between them. 

We also found in Art. 521 that the mutual energy of two 
circuits « and s', in which currents # and F flow, is 

If i9 If are equal to «/>, «|/ resjieetively, the mechanical action 

between the magnetic shells is equal to that lad ween the cor¬ 

responding electric- circuits, and in the mute direction, In the 
case of the magnetic shells the force tends to diminish their 

mutual potential energy, in the case of the circuits it tends to 

increase their mutual energy, because this energy is kinetic. 

It is impossible, hy any arrangement of iiiagneiiml matter, to 
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produce a system corresponding in all respects to an electric 
circuit, for tin' potential of the magnetic system in single valued 

ai every point of space, whereas that of the electric system is 
many-valued, 

But it is always possible, by a proper arrangement of infinitely 
small electric circuits, to produce a system corresponding in all 
respects to any magnetic system, provides! the line of integration 

which wo follow in calculating the' potential is prevented from 

passing through any of these small circuits. This will be more 
fully explained in Art. H33. 

The action of magnets at a distance is perfectly identical with 
that of electric currents. We therefore endeavour to trace both 

to the same cause, and since we cannot explain electric currents 
hy means of magnets, we must adopt the other alternative, and 

explain magnets by means of molecular electric currents. 

r>38.] In our investigation of magnetic phenomena, in Part III 

of this treatise, we made no attempt to aecount for magnetic 

action at a distance, hut treated this action as a fundamental 
fact of experience. We therefore assumed that the energy of a 

magnetic system is potential energy, ami that this energy is 

d/ari/oVm/ when the parts of the system yield to the magnetic 

forces which act on them. 

If, however, we regard magnets as deriving their properties from 

electric currents circulating within their molecules, their energy 

is kinetic, and tin* force between them is such that it tends to 

move them in a direction such that if the strengths of the cur¬ 
rents were maintained constant the kinetic energy would Increase. 

Thin mode of explaining magnetism requires xm also to abandon 
the method followed m Part III, in which we regarded the magnet 
as a continuous and homogeneous body, the minutest part of 

which lias magnetic properties of the same kind as the whole, 

We must now regard a magnet as containing a finite, though 
very great, number of electric circuits, so that it has essentially 
a molecular, as distinguished from a continuous structure. 

If we suppose our mathematical machinery to bo so coarse 

that our line of integration cannot thread a molecular circuit, 
and that an immense number of magnetic molecules arc contained 

in our clement of volume, we shall still arrive at results similar 
to those of Part III, but if we suppose our machinery of a finer 

order, and capable of investigating all that goes on in the 

T % 
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interior of the molecules, wo muni give up the old theory of 

magnetism, and adopt that of Ampere* whirh admits of jU) 
magnets except those which consist of electric currents. 

Wo must also regard both magnetic and electromagnetic 
energy an kinetic energy* and we must attrihute to it the proper 
sign, as given in Art 05. 

In what follows, though wo may omudonnlly t m in Art. B:j<) 

&CM attempt to carry out the old theory of magnetism, we shall 
find that we obtain a perfectly consistent system only when we 

abandon that theory and adopt Ampere's theory of molecular 
currents, as in Art. iU i. 

The energy of flic field therefore consists of two parts only, 
the electrostatic or potential energy 

and the electromagnetic or kinetic energy 

ON TJIR FOltUKH WHICH ACT ON AN fTEStflNT ilF A fitifj? 

CHAC1FJ) IN TIIK KLKOTIimi AOMITIi! FIHtJO 

FunYH netiti<f ttti it Mthjnrtir Kirrnrat. 

*639.] The potential energy of the i*ieiti«>ut </*■«/*/*/; of I»o<ly 
magnetized with an intensity whose components «re *{, // Q 

ami placed in a fiehl of magnetic force whoso components arc 

a* }if y, is —{/la f It}i 4 ('y)iLi iUjd%, 

Hence, if the force urging the element to move without rotation 
in the direction of x is Xx tU'dydz, 

r 4d m tid $ */y 

and if tlio moment of tho emijilo tumliiijj t*» turn tho ohsinont 
about the axis of .r from y towards z in l,,i.nlyd:t 

L is Hy ,i, (2) 

Tho forccH anil tho momuntH <'iirr**Hj»f»niltti|£ to tho axon of y 

anil z may ho written ilmvn hy making tho jirujmr MihHlitutions. 
040. | If tho ma«notiiwii hotly oarrioH an ohrtiio curmit, of 

which tho oomponontH aro u, v, v\ thou, hy o.jtmtiims (f'), Art, (503, 

* H*« Apimmli, Ji Hi tl.e end of Uii. 1It.jiwr 
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there will lie jui additional electromagnetic force whoso com¬ 
ponents nre A"„, H, of which X., is given by 

A'.j -- rc -'tt'h, (3) 

Hence, the total force, A', arising from the magnetism of the 
molecule, as well as the current passing through it, is 

A ' A . t It . -t 6 . -t- re — vh. (l) 
<i.r <(.>• <i,r v ‘ 

The quantities a, l>, r are the components of magnetic induction, 

and are related to «, /I, y, the components of magnetic force, by 
the equations given in Art. ‘100, 

a = « + 4 it A, \ 

h =z pi + 4 n/i, i (5) 

. c = y + inO. 1 

The components of the current, u, v, w, can ho expressed in 
terms of «, fi, y by the equations of Art*. 607, 

</y <//t \ 
4 it il = , —- , - 9 

dy dz 

m da dy , , 

tlx dy / 
Hence 

{(«-<'%(/. ;;xs- £)} 

C da , da . da I d , „ , 1 C it a . d a j{( r 
4 it ( dx dif 

By Art, 403, 

it a 1 (/, / „ „ m) 

dz.+ ^ + 

dii dh do . , + + = 0. 
<lw dy dz 

Multiplying this equation, (H), by «, anil dividing by d 7r, we 

may add the result to (7), and we find 

X 55 h{dAna • i(«a + ^+y“)]+^/L^l + ^ 

also, by (2), L = 4\((!>~!i)y-(e~y)ti), (10) 

= (11) 
where X is the force referred to unit of volume in the direction 

of X) and L m the moment of the forces (per unit volume) about 

this axis. 
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(hi the Hd'phnutthm of there h\nver foj the Up pot heme of a 

Medium in <t Stote of Strew, 

641.] Let tin denote a stress of any kind referred to unit of 

aim by a symbol of tin* form Jhk, where the first suffix, ht 

indieates that tho normal to the surface on which tin' stivsh lx 

supposed to act is parallel to Urn axis of h% ami the second 
sutllx, fc1 indicates that tin* direction of tho stress with which 

tho part of the body on the positive side of the surface acts <m 

the part cm the negative side is parallel to the axis of h\ 
The directions of h and k may ho the same* in which case the 

stress is a normal stress* They may be oblhjuo to each oilier, in 

which ease tho stress is an oblique stress, or they may be perpen¬ 

dicular to each other, in which ease the stress is a tangential 

stress* 
The condition that the stresses shall not produce any tendency 

to rotation in the elementary jmrtions of the body is 

Ji - /*. 

In tho case of a magnetised body, however, there is such a 

tendency to rotation, and therefore this condition, which holds 
in the ordinary theory of stress, is not fulfilled. 

Let ns consider tin* effect of the stresses on the six sides of 

the elementary portion of the hotly dj'diptz, inking tho origin 
of coordinates at its centre of gravity. 

On tho positive face dydz% for which the value of & is J du\ 
tho forces are-.- 

1’aralkd to j\ (4,+ 4 dJ"ds) <///</; v.: A',,, 

Pamllul to v/, (J,0 + kdtJ”tlx)dy<lz ^JF+P, 

ti P 
Parallel to 5, (/]44* 1 J^d^dipb ^ Z„. 

Tim forces acting on the opposite side, -A',.*, ~Y t% ami 

— A may ho found from these by changing the sign of dj% 
\\fe may express in tins same way the systems of three forces 

acting cm each of tho other faces of the element, the direction 

of the force being indicated by tho capital letter, anti the face on 
which it acts by tho suffix. 
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If Xdxdydz is the whole force parallel to x acting on the 
element, 0 

Xdxdydz = X+x + X+v + X^+X_x +X_v+X_z> 

— (d-Exx . dPyX dP^ 
~^dx +-df+-fo)dxdydz’ 

whence X = — p + — P 4-—P /10\ 
dxxx + dyvx+dz±ix' (13) 

If Ldxdydz is the moment of the forces about the axis of x 
tending to turn the element from y to z, 

L dxdydz =\dy {Z+v-Z_v) -\dz (7+z- 7 z), 

(pm p~y) dx dy dz, 
whence L = P„-PV. (14) 

Comparing the values pf X and L given by equations (9) and 
(11) with those given by (13) and (14), we find that, if we make 

^ 1 
4tt 

{aa—l (a2 + p2 + y2)}, \ 

^ = i^{^-M“2 + P2+y2)}, 

P = ^ZX - 

JP •*-xy 

-H«2 + Pz+y2)}, 

4>’ Pztl — 

1 1 

4^“’ J*s=4^ay’ 

Pvx= ia’ 

(15) 

the force arising from a system of stress of which, these are the 
components will be statically equivalent, in its effects on each 
element of the body, to the forces arising from the magnetiza¬ 
tion and electric currents. 

642.] The nature of the stress of which these are the com¬ 
ponents may be easily found, by making the axis of x bisect 
the angle between the directions of the magnetic force and 
the magnetic induction, and taking the axis of y in the plane 
of these directions, and measured towards the side of the 

magnetic force. 
If we put Jq for the numerical value of the magnetic force, 

23 for that of the magnetic induction, and 2 e for the angle 

between their directions. 
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a = <£) cos e, /3 = — <£j sin e, 
a = 53 cos e3 6 = — 33 sin e, 

1 

477 

y = o, 
c 

°’l 
0;/ 

[642. 

(16) 

JL = ( + 53*£) cos2 e- 

^ = ^(-33^811x^-1^), 

p . -£y« 1 

1 

4tt 
P 

(i?) 
(~i£2), 

_ p _ r o 

== -i- 53£ cos e sin e, 

jPyX= — t^-53^ cos € sin e. 
4 7T / 

Hence, the* state of stress may be cSnsidered as compounded 
of— 

(1) A pressure equal in all directions = — <&2. 
8 7r 

(2) A tension along the line bisecting the angle between the 
directions of the magnetic foree and the magnetic induction 

= -^-33§ COS2 €. 

(3) A pressure along the line bisecting the exterior angle 

47T 
(4) A couple tending to turn every element of the substance 

in the plane of the two directions from the direction of magnetic 

between these directions -53<£) sin2e. 

induction to the direction of magnetic force = — 53<£j sin 2 e. 
47T 

When the magnetic induction is in the same direction as the 
magnetic force, as it always is in fluids and non-magnetized 

solids, then e = 0, and making the axis of x coincide with the 
direction of the magnetic force, 

3» = P“=-8^’ 
(18) 

and the tangential stresses disappear. 

The stress in this case is therefore a hydrostatic pressure 
1 1 

— <£)2, combined with a longitudinal tension — SB <£) along the 
OTT 4*77 
lines of force. 
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(MIL| Whon ili«‘rc* is no magnetization, © = and the stress 

in ntili further simplified, being n tension along the linos of 

force equal to 1 *£r, combined with a pressure in all directions 

at right angles to tins lino of force, numerically equal also to 

1 The components of stress in this important case aro 

n. = 1 (tt*- 
KffV ■tP-r), 

K, - 

T i 

J‘ 1 l » 
* 8.(y 

-d1 — tf*), 

- 

t 
= ,liry«. 

n« 

The .r-cmnptment of the force arising from those stresses on an 

element of the medium referred to unit of volume is 

t> . ,l /* L. d l> 

Jr1 ,„'{y\ + 1 \adli ftda] + --1-1 Iid.y + y ~y\ 
fi<U vdx\* 4irl dy dy) 4irl dz 

<*** + '!?.) + 1 y(dT~<{7) ~ 
#/ ii #/%/ A nr * ff tl.VJ 4 *K ' f/ivC ((*?/ 

4 ire </**: 7 tin) 4 A dy dy) 4ir| dz dz) 

I c/yf , r/y, f l dy. 1. o _ (^£h. 

4fr(«/^r * */*/ ^5 4ir7^dz dr) 4ir 'at# c^/ 

Kf f/ci . ^ Now y + y + ; —* 4irm, 
dr dy dz 

d a d y d 
T- - / = 4irv, 
a$ 

dm dy 

where m is tho density of austral magnetic matter referred to 
unit of volume, and v and w are the intensities of electric 

currents perpendicular to y and z respectively. Hence, 
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Similarly 

X = iim f’ ify "-.1. 
r ~ /*n f n‘>i ii y, 

A * ynt t M~ 

{Ks|»iiils»»iw of 

Klr» (20) 
I'MJ 1 

644,] If wo adopt the theories id’ Aihj«*iv and \\**hor m to 

the natures of magnetic. and diamagnetic bodies, and a sstuue that 

magnetic and diamagnetic p* lurtty are duo 1<» molecular electric 

currents, wo got rid of dmq inury magnetic mat ter, and Hud that 

everywhere m = o, and 

(l a d ,i ti y 

/ 1 1 / in/ 
(21) 

so that tho equations of eh‘etronmgnetic forro become 

X ry ir,it j 

Y ira a y% (22) 

7i ^ ii }i — oa. / 

These are tho components of the mcelmuirul foroe referred 

to unit of volume of the substance, The components of the 

magnetic force are «f fi, y% and thorn? of the electric current are 

u, v, ir. These equal ions are identical with those already 

established, (Kquations ((')» Art. foul,) 

(145.J In explaining the electromagnetic. force by moans of 

a state of stress in a medium, we nro only following out the 

conception of Faraday that the linen of magnetic force tend 

to shorten themselves, and that they repet eneh other when 

placed side hy side. All that we have done is to express the 

value of the tension along the lines, and the pressure at right 

angles to them, hi mathematical language, and to prove that the 

state of stress thus assumed to exist in the medium will actually 

produce the observed forces on the conductors which carry 
electric currents. 

We have asserted nothing ns yet with respect to the mode 
in which this state of stress is originated ami maintained in the 

medium. We have merely shewn flint it is possible to conceive 

the mutual action of cdectrie currents to depend on a particular 

kind of stress in the surrounding medium, instead of lanng 
a direct and immediate action at a distance. 

Any further explanation of the state of stress, hy means of 

the motion of the medium or otherwbio, must bo regarded as 

//.os Um., mmt aw, mm. 
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11 separate and independent part of ilu5 theory, which may Bland 

or fall without affecting our present position. See Art 832. 

In the find, part of this treatise, Art. 108, we*, shewed that the 

observed electrostatic ‘ forces may }>o conceived an operating 

through the intervention of a state of stress in tho surrounding 

modi tun. Wo have now done the .same for the electromagnetic 

forces, and if remaitiH to be Been whether the conception of 

a medium capable of supporting those .states of stress is consistent 

with oilier known phenomena, or whether we shall have, to put 

it aside as unfruitful. 

In a field in which electrostatic as well as (dectromagnotic 
action is taking place, we must suppose the electrostatic stress 

described in Part 1 to be superposed on the electromagnetic 
stress winch we have* been considering, 

(54ft,] If we suppose tin* total terrestrial magnetic force to be 

10 British units (grain, foot, second), as it is nearly in Britain, 
then the tension along the* lines of force is <M 28 grains weight 

per square foot. The greatest magnetic tension produced by 

Joule* by means of electromagnets was about MO pounds 
weight cm the square inch. 

* SlurjeHm'ft A nnnh \<»K v. p. 18? (IS40); or PhitamnMml Mmmzmt. 
I loo, 1851. 
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[The following note, derivtnl fi**m it U*t!»r wiiUMi hv Pn»tW*»«.r !‘lrrk Mniwull t<» 
BrofowBor Chryntal, i» impnrlnot in eoumsmo v*ith As in. UM* atid tU'j ; 

la Art. 389 tin* ewrgy due fa fIn' prcHenre of a iiutfitef whom* mag¬ 

netisation romponmtH are J|t H%, (\. placed in a licit! whoar magnetic 

form component* are a ., yh, y x b 

whore fho integration in confined to tin* magnet in vuttie of Jl% Hv c 

being zero every whore obe* 

But flu? whole energy in of the form 

f/f\ iJj -M,)!**, f *0 f *Vr J d.rdi/dz, 

the integration extending to even pm f of ap.u i* w hero there are mag¬ 

net mod bodies ami J.r //., / f3 denoting the ruiii|Mmriit.ri of magnetisation 

at. nay point exterior to the magnet. 

The whole enmgy than eu month of four part* : 

— 1 Jf/{di »| f A‘o, 1 i/.rdtjd;s (I) 

which In etmtdanf if the magnetisation of the magnet i* rigid ; 

I f<* t Ks\\dxxl%fdx% (2) 
which in equal, hy ClroeaV Theorem,, to 

— i fSf + &e»)#l„f fli/if(8) 

and ■ § ///{dw «, f $u\)dxdtjdz, (4) 

which hint we may wupjwwe to uri»e fiom i igid magnetisation* and there¬ 

fore to bo eonntiint, 

lienee the variable part of the energy of the moveable magnet, 

rigidly magnetised, in the man oi the expirjodom* f’Jt and fit), viz., 

-//JV> ll% i, | (\/^d.rdi/di. 

Hememhering that the dinplueemetit of the magnet alt era the value* of 

<**> 1%^ yy, hat not thorn* of Ji# Hi% f \* we find for the component of the 
lb roe on the magnet in any direr! mu if* 

If iunload of n magnet wo have a body magnetised by induct ion, the 

oxprowdon for the force iitintl 1«* the mtm\ vis., writing At ss; #«i, 8cc., 
we have tft f da ,f,i dy S j j <" 4+•< 4 * > Jiy'j»h- 

In thin oxpnmion a in pul for «t -f «Jf At., bill if either the magnet fowl 

hody bo anmll or *c ho xmttll wo may neglect «t its ttomparimm with as, 

itml the oxproHnion for the furre heroine?^ m in Art. 44«lt 

d«f> * ///* ^ + ii§ * y*) d*d*J*^' 

Tho work dono hy the magnetic foroea while n l««ly of #nnilt inductive 

capacity, nmguotiml iiuluctivtdy, i» miriril $*tf to infinity ia only half 

of that, for the wane hody rigidly magnetised to the mime original 

atrongth, for ua the induced magnot in carried off it Unuoi it* alrotigih.J 

./)/( i i 
•‘o/./. + 

n:lf‘ i <\‘h* 
d tfi 1 d i|* ^ 



APPENDIX IT. 

[Objection has been taken to the expression contained in Art. 639 for 

the potential eneigy per unit volume of the medium arising from mag¬ 

netic forces, for the reason that in finding that expression in Art. 389 we 

assumed the force components a, /3, y to be derivable from a potential, 

whereas in Arts. 639, 640 this is not the case. This objection extends 

to the expression for the force X, which is the space variation of the 

energy. The purpose of this note is to bring forward some considerations 
tending to confirm the accuracy of the text.] 

{The force on a piece of magnetic substance carrying a current may for 

convenience of calculation be divided into two parts, (i) the force on the 

element in consequence of the presence of the current, (2) the force 

due to the magnetism in the element. The first part will be the same 

as the force on an element of a non-magnetic substance, the components 
being respectively, 

yv—(3w} (u, v, w being components 

ato-yu, J of current, a, /3, y those 

13u—av, ( of magnetic force. 

To calculate the second force imagine a long narrow cylinder cut out 

of the magnetic substance, the axis of the cylinder being parallel to the 

direction of magnetization. 
If I is the intensity of magnetization the force parallel to x on the 

magnet per unit volume is 

or, if A, By 0 are the components of /, 
. da -da , nda 

dx dy dz 

fdfi 

A2+B(fx-^+G^+i^- 
The total force on the element parallel to a; is therefore 

7v-l3w+Ad£+B(^-^w)+C(^+i™y 

or v(y + 4:TiCr)-w{P+4:TrB)+A^+B<^ + C<?£, 

1. e. 

dx 

7 ,Ada, ndP_i_c'dv ^-wb+A^+ B^+C-, 

the expression in the text.} 



Hi AFTER XII, 

n liliMNT-SH K CT8, 

047.| A rritiiKKT-HUF.KT in tin infinitely thin stratum of eon- 

ducting matter, Iwnmded on both rides hy insulating media, so 
that electric currents may flow in tin*' sheet, hut cannot escape 

from it except at certain points called Electrodes, where cummtH 

are made to enter or to leave tin* sheet. 
In order to conduct a finite electrie current, n real sheet must 

havc^ a finite' thickness, and might therefore to l*o considered 
a conductor of three dimensions. In iiiiniy caws, however* it in 

practically convenient to deduct* the electric properties of a real 

conducting sheet, or of a thin layer of roiled wire, from those of 

a current-sheet an defined above, 

We may therefore regard a surface of any form m a current- 
sheet, Having selected one side of thin surface nn the positive 

side* wo shall always suppose any lines drawn on the surface to 

ho looked at from the positive aide of the surface, in the case 

of a cloned warfare we shall consider the outside m positive, Kce 
Art, 294, where, however* the direction of the current m defined 

as seen from the negative side of the sheet 

The Utt rreni■/u mi i it n, 

048.] Let a fixed point A on the surface lie chosen as origin, 

and let a line he drawn on tin* surface from A to another point 

i\ Let the (juantity of electricity which in unit of time crosses 
this lino from left to right ho </*, then </* in ad led tins Current- 
function at the point 1\ 

The current-function depends only tin the pomtum of the 

point V and is the same for any two farms of the line Al\ 
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provided this line can be transformed by continuous motion 
from one form to the other without passing through an electrode. 
For the two forms of the line will enclose an area within which 
there is no electrode, and therefore the same quantity of 
electricity which enters the area across one of the lines must 
issue across the other. 

If s denote the length of the line AP, the current across ds 

from left to right will be ds. 
CCS 

If <p is constant for any curve, there is no current across it. 
Such a curve is called a Current-line or a Stream-line. 

649.] Let yjr be the electric potential at any point of the sheet, 

then the electromotive force along any element ds of a curve 
will be 

-TT ds. 

provided no electromotive force exists except that which arises 
from differences of potential. 

If \j/ is constant for any curve, the curve is called an Equi- 
potential Line. 

650.] We may now suppose that the position of a point on 
the sheet is defined by the values of qf> and \j/ at that point. 
Let cfe-L be the length of the element of the equipotential line ^ 
intercepted between the two current lines (j> and <j) + dcf), and let 
ds2 be the length of the element of the current line $ intercepted 
between the two equipotential lines ^ and yjf + dyj/. We may 
consider dst and ds2 as the sides of the element d<j>d\l/ of the 
sheet. The electromotive force — d\l/ in the direction of ds2 
produces the current d(f> across dslt 

Let the resistance of a portion of the sheet whose length 

is cfe2, and whose breadth is be 

ds2 

where o- is the specific resistance of the sheet referred to unit of 

area, then _ ds9 _ 

whence 
ds2 __ ds2 

d<p ~~ d\jr 
651.] If the sheet is of a substance which conducts equally 

well in all directions, ds1 is perpendicular to ds2. In the case 
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of a sheet of uniform resistance o- is constant, and if we make 

\fs ~ crfa, we shall have 

and the stream-lines and equipotential lines will cut the surface 

into little squares. 
It follows from this that if fa and fa' are conjugate functions 

(Art. 183) of (j> and fa, the curves fa may be stream-lines in the 
sheet for which the curves are the corresponding equi- 
potential lines. One case, of course, is that in which fa = fa 
and fa' = ~<p. In this case the equipotential lines become 

current-lines, and the current-lines equipotential lines *. 
If we have obtained the solution of the distribution of electric 

currents in a uniform sheet of any form for any particular case, 
we may deduce the distribution in any other case by a proper 
transformation of the conjugate functions, according to the 
method given in Art. 190. 

652.] We have next to determine the magnetic action of a 
current-sheet in which the current is entirely confined to the 
sheet, there being no electrodes to convey the current to or from 
the sheet. 

In this case the current-function (j> has a determinate value at 
every point, and the stream-lines are closed curves which do not 
intersect each other, though any one stream-line may intersect 
itself. 

Consider the annular portion of the sheet between the stream¬ 
lines <p and cp + bfa This part of the sheet is a conducting cir¬ 
cuit in which a current of strength b (p circulates in the positive 
direction round that part of the sheet for which <p is greater 

than the given value. The magnetic effect of this circuit is the 
same as that of a magnetic shell of strength b <p at any point not 
included in the substance of the shell. Let us suppose that the 
shell coincides with that part of the current-sheet for which cp 
has a greater value than it has at the given stream-line. 

By drawing all the successive stream-lines, beginning with 
that for which cp has the greatest value, and ending with that 
for which its value is least, we shall divide the current-sheet 
into a series of circuits. Substituting for each circuit its corre¬ 

sponding magnetic shell, we find that the magnetic effect of the 

* See Thomson, Camb. Math. Journvol. iii. p. 286. 
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current-sheet at any point not included in the thickness of the 
sheet is the same as that of a complex magnetic shell, whose 
strength at any point is 0+ <£, where G is a constant. 

If the current-sheet is bounded, then we must make C+cj> = 0 
at the bounding curve. If the sheet forms a closed or an in¬ 
finite surface, there is nothing to determine the value of the 
constant (7. 

653.] The magnetic potential at any point on either side of 
the current-sheet is given, as in Art. 415, by the expression 

D- =JJ^<t>ao%6d8, 

where r is the distance of the given point from the element of 
surface dS, and 6 is the angle between the direction of r, and 
that of the normal drawn from the positive side of dS. 

This expression gives the magnetic potential for all points not 
included in the thickness of the current-sheet, and we know 
that for points within a conductor carrying a current there is no 
such thing as a magnetic potential. 

The value of £1 is discontinuous at the current-sheet, for 
if JCtj is its value at a point just within the current-sheet, 
and £l2 its value at a point close to the first but just outside 
the current-sheet, 

• £l2 = Gj-f 4 ?]-<£, 

where <fi is the current-function at that point of the sheet. 
The value of the component of magnetic force normal to the 

sheet is continuous, being the same on both sides of the sheet. 
The component of the magnetic force parallel to the current¬ 
lines is also continuous, but the tangential component per¬ 
pendicular to the current-lines is discontinuous at the sheet. If 
s is the length of a curve drawn on the sheet, the component of 
magnetic force in the direction of ds is, for the negative side, 

^ and for the positive side, - 47T 
dcp dil2 __ d£l± 

(joa ds ds ds 
The component of the magnetic force on the positive side 

therefore exceeds that on the negative side by At a 

given point this quantity will be a maximum when ds is per¬ 

pendicular to the current-lines. 
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On the Imita tion «/ FJedrk Vn nrnt* m n Sheet of 

l n fi n He (ft*mim In'ilp, 

6541 It won nhvwn in Art. fi?it tlmt in any rirniit 

K in tlio iiiij»n*wiril tdorfrotnoiivo ton**', p tin* i^Ifctro. 

kinotio momontum of tin* rinniit, H tin* rmdnttmor of iim nrcuit, 

and / tin* currant round it. If thorn m no jmjftr*m*’d rWtro- 
» t tip 

inoUw fum* and no nmi^tiiiirt% than ^ ' *>, or p in nm*unt. 

Now pt tho tdrrirnkinHio umtnvnimn of flm nmtit, was 

nhown in Art* 5 km to In* ntoiymrod hy tin* jmrfiirrdutogral «f 

nmgnotic tnduHioii through tin* rdmiit, Honor, in tin* mm 

of a mtmuttmltoot of no roitiiitminp, tin* »iirliirp4ntt^r?i! of umg» 
netio induction through tut) ourvo drawn on tin* Hiirfoiv 

lmmt ho cntintant, and thia ini|slirp tlmi tin* normal riimjifiimnt 

of magnetic induction rnimirw ruiwtant nt «*\ ory jioint «f thr 

curront-Rheofc* 

655,j If, therefore I»y the motion of magnet* or variation* 

of current-** in tin* m ighhoutlend, the ttuiguHric 11*4! t» in fifty 
way altered* electric rtirrntfH will }«< #rf nji m tin* nnri’iit^lirfi, 

nuch that their maguMie effect, continued with tlmi of tin* 

nmgncta or current* in tin* field, will maintain I hr imriiiiil 

component of magnet ie induction tit every point of tin* hliert 

unchanged. If at fii>t thorn in m» magnetic action, and «o 

currontH in tin* about, limit the notmat component of magnetic 

induction will always he y.ert» nt rvny point of tin* almat. 

The tdieet nitty therefore \m regarded m i*nj»t*rv ii*ttH to mag¬ 

netic induction, and tin* line# of magnetic induettMti will h* 

deflected hy tin* nliml exactly in the mnw whv ii* the lim^ 

of How of nn electric current in nit infinite and uniform nm- 

darting nmwi would ho deflected |*j fb« introduction of ft 

ahoet of tho name foi in nun It* of * fitiliwlintim of infinite n*- 
Hintanro, 

If thr Oivvi forttin n idiwd or nit iltlliittc* sntfiin^ itn nittgtmlir 

ticiiuim wldrh min tiiko j4it«o mt who t*«ii« <*f llm ulnmt will 

produro any nutgiudir rflWt nil tin* tillntr widn* 
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Theory of a Plane Current-sheet. 

656.] We have seen that the external magnetic action of 
a current-sheet is equivalent to that of a magnetic shell whose 
strength at any point is numerically equal to <£, the current- 
function. When the sheet is a plane one, we may express all 
the quantities required for the determination of electromagnetic 
effects in terms of a single function, P, which is the potential 
due to a sheet of imaginary matter spread over the plane with 
a surface-density <fi. The value of P is of course 

P=JJUx'dy'! (1) 

where r is the distance from the point (x, y, z) for which P is 
calculated, to the point (x\ y\ 0) in the plane of the sheet, at 
which the element dz'dy' is taken. 

To find the magnetic potential, we may regard the magnetic 
shell as consisting of two surfaces parallel to the plane of xy} the 

first, whose equation is 0 == \ c, having the surface-density - > and 
G 

the second, whose equation is 0 = — £c, having the surface- 

density <P 

The potentials due to these surfaces will be 

ip / a and — -P / c\ 
0 (—a) c (*+?) 

respectively, where the suffixes indicate that 0 - - is put for 

in the first expression, and z 4- - for 0 in the second. Expanding 

these expressions by Taylor's Theorem, adding them, and then 
making c infinitely small, we obtain for the magnetic potential 

due to the sheet at any point external to it, 

<2) 
657.] The quantity P is symmetrical with respect to the 

plane of the sheet, and is therefore the same when —z is 

substituted for 0. 
12, the magnetic potential, changes sign when —0 is put for 0. 

At the positive surface of the sheet 

J2 = - (3) 
dz 

u % 
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At the negative surface of tin- sh.-.-t 

« '‘J ' - *'}'■ (4) 

Within the ahcet, if its magm-tie rilWu arise fmm the mag. 

netizntion of its Mihslunre, tin* magmtie pot< ntial varies con¬ 

tinuously from Zrtij, nt the positive ''infm-.- 1,1 - at the 

negative surface. 

If the sheet contains electric ♦•urn-tits, tin- nmgm-tie Com-within 

it d(x-s not satisfy tin- eomlitiun of hav ing a potential. Tin- mag. 

m-tic force within the sheet is, limn-vi-r, j» itVrtiy -l. t.-nniniUo. 

Tin- normal component, 

<n> .//* 

y ,/; d.: ' ® 

is the same on hoth shies of th>- sh* ot amt throughout its 

substance. 
If a ami (i In- tlm components of tin- magnetic force parallel to 

,c mu! to y at the positive surface, ami a . i th*w on tin- negative 

Hurfac«, ,i,p 

it ill 
*» X * - 

Within tho abort the ftniijumriitu vary atmtimimndy from a 

and rf to a and ,1** 

f„, , tin *m tt ii 
I ho equation* , « * t 

dll dtt dil 

d>i ■ " d; dr 

•/y dll till 

dr 

dU d F ill! 

dx * <*/ ^ * n 

which connect the ootitjiotioula h\ i$\ 11 of the vcHor»j*oionti&l 

duo to the eurront-Hhoet with the acjit&r |«ilriiiint II* arc nullified 

ir«,„mk„ y 
thj d# 

Wo may &1ho obtain ih*m vnhir* by direct intotfmtUm, thus 

for F {wo have by Art. nifl if ^ in even whom equal l«i unity!, 

-ft" 
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the integration in io bo eHihnated over the infinite plane 
i ninee the first term vanishes at infinity, Urn expression 

il to the second term ; and by substituting 
d l p U 1 

dij r dy r 

mboring Unit </» depends on y and y\ and not on ry ?/, c, 

dP 

<ht 
i>y 0)- 

i Urn magnetic potrntiid duo to any magnetic or electric 
eternal to the sheet, we may write 

. J'u'tte, (10) 

(11) 

tall thou liavtt 

F' <!' IV = 0, 

(12) 

dV 

dIf ' '* ~~ dr * 

nnponents of the vector-potential due to this system. 

,et uk now determine the electromotive intensity nt any 
he sheet, supposing the sheet fixed. 

and V l»e the eomptmentn of the electromotive intensity 

m r and tf respectively, than, by Art Bim, we have 

£ (-■’) 

deeirie resistance of the sheet in uniform and equal to rr> 
A* sss <ru* F — tr e, (14) 

und v are the components of the current, and if <p in 

:it-funethm, 
dtp dtp . , 

u ss= / i n v. ~ /- . (15) 
dy dm 

tip 
f equation (:i)t = — . 

(i& 

«itivo Hurfftcm of tlte curront-Hhect. Honco, equations 

[13) may 1m written 

- ,f fr. = ~ , 
2r,dydz dijdir / dm 

* <'w _ d* /t>4.iv\~fht 
Uvd,i’<h dwdi * dy ’ 

(l(i) 

(17) 
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where the values of the expressions are those corresponding to 

the positive surface of the sheet. 
If we differentiate the first of these equations with respect to x, 

and the second with respect to y, and add the results, we obtain 

dSjr = Q (18) 
dy- dxr 

The only value of which satisfies this equation, and is finite 

and continuous at every point of the plane, and vanishes at an 

infinite distance, is ^ = 0. (19) 

Hence the induction of electric currents in an infinite plane 
sheet of uniform conductivity is not accompanied with differences 

of electric potential in different parts of the sheet. 
Substituting this value of \j/y and integrating equations (16), 

(17), we obtain gp _ gp _ 

2 ts dz dt dt d 
Since the values of the currents in the sheet are found by 

differentiating with respect to x or yy the arbitrary function of 0 
and t will disappear. We shall therefore leave it out of account. 

If we also write for — 9 the single symbol R, which represents 
2 7r 

a certain velocity, the equation between P and P' becomes 

dz dt + dt K ’ 
659.] Let us first suppose that there is no external magnetic 

system acting on the current-sheet. We may therefore suppose 
P' = 0. The case then becomes that of a system of electric 
currents in the sheet left to themselves, but acting on one 
another by their mutual induction, and at the same time losing ‘ 
their energy on account of the resistance of the sheet. The 
result is expressed by the equation 

dP_dP 
dz~~ dt* 

the solution of which is P = F {x, y, (z + Rt)}. 

(22) 

(2B) 
* Hence, the value of P at any point on the positive side 

* [The equations (20) and (22) are proved to be true only at the surface of the 
sheet for which z — 0. The expression (23) satisfies (22) generally, and therefore 
also at the surface of the sheet. It also satisfies the other conditions of the problem, 
and is therefore a solution. ‘ Any other solution must differ from this by a system 
of closed currents, depending on the initial state of the sheet, not due to any external 
cause, and which therefore must decay rapidly. Hence, since we assume an eternity 
of past time, this is the only solution of the problem.’ See Professor Clerk Maxwell’s 
Paper, Royal Soc. Proc.t xx. pp. 160-168.] 
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of the sheet whose coordinates are x9 y, and at a time t, is 
equal to the value of P at the point x, y, (z -f Rt) at the instant 
when t = 0. 

If therefore a system of currents is excited in a uniform plane 
sheet of infinite extent and then left to itself, its magnetic effect 
at any point on the positive side of the sheet will be the same 
as if the system of currents had been maintained constant in 
the sheet, and the sheet moved in the direction of a normal from 
its negative side with the constant velocity R. The diminution 
of the electromagnetic forces, which arises from a decay of the 
currents in the real case, is accurately represented by the 
diminution of the forces on account of the increasing distance in 
the imaginary case. 

660.] Integrating equation (21) with respect to t, we obtain 

P + F=JnC^dt. (24) 

If we suppose that at first P and P' are both zero, and that 
a magnet or electromagnet is suddenly magnetized or brought 
from an infinite distance, so as to change the value of P' 
suddenly from zero to P\ then, since the time-integral in 
the second member of (24) vanishes with the time, we must 
have at the first instant P = — P' at the surface of the sheet. 

Hence, the system of currents excited in the sheet by the 
sudden introduction of the system to which P/ is due, is such 
that at the surface of the sheet it exactly neutralizes the 

magnetic effect of this system. 
At the surface of the sheet, therefore, and consequently at all 

points on the negative side of it, the initial system of currents 
produces an effect exactly equal and opposite to that of the 
magnetic system on the positive side. We may express this 
by saying that the effect of the currents is equivalent to that 
of an image of the magnetic system, coinciding in position 
with that system, but opposite as regards the direction of its 
magnetization and of its electric currents. Such an image is 

O 

called a negative image. 
The effect of the currents in the sheet at a point on the 

positive side of it is equivalent to that of a positive image of 
the magnetic system on the negative side of the sheet, the 
lines joining corresponding points being bisected at right angles 

by the sheet. 
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The set ion at a point un ehher *ide <*t tie* short, dim to the 

currents in tho sheet, may tin■ r«*t%*1 r 1 *** regarded h,h tito un 

imago of tin* magmatic system on !In* *\*\v ot the shoot opposite 

to the point, thin Image heing a positive or n negative imago 

nocording an the point !s on tin* pu-dtiv «* m* the nognt i \ «< side of 

tiro sheet. 

6(> 1 /| If the shoot is of infinite conducth it y, H o, nmi du* 

right-hand side of (IM i is zero, ho that tIt#* imago will represent 

tho effect of fho ourronts in tlio sheet nt any fiino 

In iho oaso of a ronl shoot, tho resistance H has huitH* finite 

value. Tin* imago just desetihrd will thriofotr represent the 

effect of iho ourronts only during thr hint infant after the 

sudden introduotion of the innguotio mstem, The current* will 

hnmodiatoly begin to demy, and tin* rtl'rot of this * loony will ho 

accurately represented if we suppose the two images to move 

from thoir original positions, in the direction of normals drawn 

from tho shoot, with tin* constant velocity H. 

6(52*J Wo aro now propnrod 4o ittve*iigntc tho system of 

currents indueod in the shoot hy any sy Mem, *V, of magnets nr 

electromagnets on the positive aide of tho short, the position and 

strength of which vary in any manner, 

I ant P\ as before, ho tin* function ft mm which the direct action 

of tins system is to ho deduced hy thr c»jniiis**$m \'A)t |U), &t\, 
iU** 

then j (»t will ho the funothm mm spending to fhr system re¬ 

presented hy ** J hi. This ijiiiiiitity, which is the tnotvtiteitt of 

M in the time' 14, may he regarded iih itself rcprem'ittiug it 

magnetic system. 

If we suppose that at tho time i it positive image of tin* s)atom 

^dt ^ lH ^onm‘^ <m th*’ negative aide of tin* shoot, tin* magnetic 

action at any point on the positive side of the idiot t due to thin 

imago will ho equivalent to that due to the cements in the sheet 

ok cited hy the change in M during the that mutant after the 

change, and iho image* will continue to he njuivalrnt to this 

currents in tlm shoot, if, an soon a# it is formed, if tutgini 

to move* in tho negative direction of z with the constant 

velocity if. 

if wo suppose that in every successive element of the time ant 
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image of this kind is formed, and that as soon as it is formed 
it begins to move away from the sheet with velocity R, we shn.11 
obtain the conception of a trail of images, the last of which is 
in process of formation, while all the rest are moving like a 
rigid body away from the sheet with velocity R. 

663.] If P' denotes any function whatever arising from the 
action of the magnetic system, we may find P, the corresponding 
function arising from the currents in the sheet, by the following 
process, which is merely the symbolical expression for the theory 
of the trail of images. 

Let PT denote the value of P (the function arising from the 
currents in the shfeet) at the point (x, y, z + RT), and at the time 
t—r, and let R' denote the value of P' (the function arising 

from the magnetic system) at the point (x, y, ~{z+RT)), and at 

the time t—r. Then 
dPT_ pdZ^dP, 
dr~ dz W’ (25) 

and equation (21) becomes 

dR_dP^_ 
dr ~ dt ’ 

(26) 

and we obtain by integrating with respect to r from r = 0 
to r = co, _ dPT' 

= -/' J 0 dt 
dr (27) 

as the value of the function P, whence we obtain all the pro¬ 
perties of the current-sheet by differentiation, as in equations 
(3), (9), &c * 

664.] As an example of the process here indicated, let us take 

* {This proof may be arranged as follows : let be the value of P at the time t—r 
at the point x, y,— (ss + jRt), the rest of the notation being the same as in the text. 
Then since $r is a function of x, y, z + Pr, t—r we have 

Bd$r 
dr ' dz dt } 

and since by the footnote on page 294 equation (21) is satisfied at all points in the 
field and not merely in the plane, we have 

hence 

d$r = (IPjt 

dr dt 1 

but since P has the same value at any point as at the image of the point in the plane 
sheet, « Pr, 

hence 
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the case of a single magnetic pole of strength unity, moving 
with uniform velocity in a straight line. 

Let the coordinates of the pole at the time t be 

£= ut, rj = 0, (= c + \x>t 

The coordinates of the image of the pole formed at the time 

t—r are 
f = u (t-r), rj = 0, C = ~ (c + U1 (t-r) + iJr), 

and if r is the distance of this image fi'om the point (x, y, z), 

r2 = (x—u(f—r))2 + y2 + (0 + c + M.i (t — t) + JBt)2. 

To obtain the potential due to the trail of images we have to 

calculate d T dr ' 

dtjo r 
If we write 

'dr 

Q2 — u2 + (If —in)2 

/ 

1- 
^ ^ = — ^log {Qr + u(aj —u^) + (22 —U>) (2f + c + n)i)}, 

-f a term infinitely great which however will disappear on differ¬ 
entiation with regard to t, the value of r in this expression being 
found by making r = 0 in the expression for r given above. 

Differentiating this expression with respect to t, and putting 
t = 0, we obtain the magnetic potential due to the trail of 
images, 

Av(z + c)—ux 
Q- -u2—n>2+J?m 

a = 
Q Qr + \xx + (JR — \x>) (z + c) 

By differentiating this expression with respect to x or z, we 

obtain the components parallel to x or 0 respectively of the 
magnetic force at any point, and by putting x = 0, z = c, and 
r = 2 c in these expressions, we obtain the following values of 
the components of the force acting on the moving pole itself, 

r= 1 u , «>_HL_) 
4c2Q + JR~-ivl Q Q(Q + JR~\v)]’ 

Z 

Q + JR 
__i_ cm __ 

Q Q(Q+R— 

Q (Q 4- JR—id) ) 

665.] In these expressions we must remember that the motion 
is supposed to have been going on for an infinite time before the 

* 
{These expressions may be written in the simpler forms 

JL-B u 
‘ 4c*QQ + B-Xy)’ 

X = 

Z = 
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time considered. Hence we must not take u> a positive quan¬ 
tity, for in that case the pole must have passed through the 
sheet within a finite time. 

If we make u = 0, and it) negative, X = 0, and 

z _ 1 tt> 

4 c2 R + it)5 
or the pole as it approaches the sheet is repelled from it. 

If we make it) = 0, we find Q2 = u2 + R\ 
y__1_^ _ 1 U2 

4c2Q(Q+£) an 

The component X represents a retarding force acting on the 
pole in the direction opposite to that of its own motion. For a 
given value of R} X is a maximum when it = 1-27 R. 

When the sheet is a non-conductor, R = oc and X = 0. 
When the sheet is a perfect conductor, R = 0 and X = 0. 

The component i? represents a repulsion of the pole from the 
sheet. It increases as the velocity u increases, and ultimately 

becomes when the velocity is infinite. It has the same 

value when R is zero. 
666. ] When the magnetic pole moves in a curve parallel to 

the sheet, the calculation becomes more complicated, but it is 
easy to see that the effect of the nearest portion of the trail of 
images is to produce a force acting on the pole in the direction 
opposite to that of its motion. The effect of the portion of the 
trail immediately behind this is of the same kind as that of a 
magnet with its axis parallel to the direction of motion of the 
pole at some time before. Since the nearest pole of this magnet 
is of the same name with the moving pole, the force will consist 
partly of a repulsion, and partly of a force parallel to the former 
direction of motion, but backwards. This may be resolved into 
a retarding force, and a force towards the concave side of the 

path of the moving pole. 
667. ] Our investigation does not enable us to solve the case 

in which the system of currents cannot be completely formed, on 
account of a discontinuity or boundary of the conducting sheet. 

It is easy to see, however, that if the pole is moving parallel 
to the edge of the sheet, the currents on the side next the edge 
will be enfeebled. Hence the forces due to these currents will 
be less, and there will not only be a smaller retarding force, but. 
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since the repulsive force is least on 111*' side next tIn* edge, the 

polo will be attracted towards tin* « 

I'ltvtu'H >>t .Inn/**H‘J iU:<h\ 

) Arago discovered % that a magnet placed near a rotating 

metallic <itHk experiences a force tending 1,1 ,ll|d>.e it follow the 

motion of the disk, although when the dmk is at rest there i.s 

no action between it ami the magnet. 

Thin action of a rotating dink was attributed t<. a new kind 

of induced magnetization, till Fauelav j explained it by means 

of the electric currents induced in the disk <m account of its 

motion through the field of magnetic force. 

To determine the distribution of these induced currents, and 

their etl'cc.t on tlm magnet, we might make use of the results 

already found for a conducting sheet at rest acted on hy a 

moving magnet, availing ourselves of the method given in 

Art. (>00 for treating the electromagnetic equations when re¬ 

ferred to a moving system of axes. As this ease, however, has 

a special importance, we shall treat it in a direct manner, be¬ 

ginning by assuming that the poles of the magnet, are so far 

from the edgo of the disk that the elfeet of the limitation of the 

conducting sheet may he negleeted. 

Making use of the same nutation in in the preceding articles 

((>5(i <il!7), wo find ,equations 1 :i, $ .V.is, writing if/ for for 

tho components of the electromotive intensity parallel to .rami if 

respectively, ,/./ titjr , 
<’ a ' y A . I ,it ill- 

ti.r ,ii}> . 1 ' 

wham y m tho rami 1 vati jmrt of ilia itingitrlir foroo normal to 
tho dink. 

If wo now oxpronH u anti v in tormn t»f </♦, tho foimmi-funeiion, 

tiif* 
it = i/jf, r Lr . (2) 

and if the disk is rotating about the axis of ; with the angular 

velocity 

,ii " <,M'1 at ss w!t- (3) 

• Am.,h» ,1* t'himh el ,tr Tow* 33, ]>|>. 313 333, IB3«. 
t AV/a tlm,, hi. 
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ilwtitntin^ Uicst' vaiucH in oqiiations (1), wo find 

(4) 

0) 

ulf ijilyin^ (4) l>y .<• and (5) by y/, and adding, wo obtain 

dtji d<t>, . / d\lr d\b, 
"<•r,i„ ■■ )-"0 <r)-!!/,,')■ («) 

tdfiplying (I) l»y // and (o) by — w, and adding wo obtain 

/</> dxf/ d\fr 
(7) 

dij> <h\> 
tr r 

<hi 
• yto.r - 

" </.«• ’ 

d </> d \// 

dt) <f th' * ~ y“' a 

t /'*/> . ( (/^ r/^i> 
;r —// , ’ 

</>/ 

wo now ox press those equations in terms of rand 0, where 

,r = rv.nnO, ; ;/ = r nin 0, («) 

become 
d <fr 

,r do “y("/ 
<hl> 

~r dr’ 
(9) 

ti ih it \jr 
if 1* * 

dr dtl 
(10) 

nation (10) 1h HatLsfiod if wo assume any arbitrary function 

and and make 
i1 

* 

d 0 

<rt 
dr 

(U) 

(12) 

ymT* (13) 

liHtifuting thoHo valuoH in oqufttiem (0), it bocoinos 

/d'\ d , dx< 

"L = *T,id'd,- 

/iding by <r r\ and restoring the coordinatoH x and ;//, this 

1<’H </’4v . d™y u) m\ . 
<LvA dtf <r 

\h ih the fundamental equation of the theory, and expresses 

Ration hoiweon tin* function, and the component, y, of 

ague tie force roHolved normal to the disk. 
. Q he the potential, at any point on the positive side of the 
duo to imaginary attracting matter distributed over the 

vith the surface-density x* 

the positive surface of the disk 

dQ t> (16) 
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Hence (lie first nienilier of cqunt i**u 11 11 In.nto* 

ii'JY ,l’\ 1 ‘i J t,I ,/'() 

,/,H 4'</r " 1 <iy ’ .»v*‘ 

Hut ninee Q satisfies Laplace's eijtmt iuti nf nil j***inf.M external 

to the dink. *t:Q . 
ils * thf R 

and equation (1 i) Jimmies 

e r/*»V 
2 „ "'>• (18> 

Again, since Q w tin* put rut in! din* t«* the dim ril»ut ion \t tin* 

potent ini due to the distribution */*, or ^ , will \w ^ * From 

this we obtain for the magnetic potential due to fli^ ruircntH tit 

the dink, f/gj 

“ dthk * 

and for the component of the magnetic force normal to the 
dink due to the currents, 

tin 
h ~ ” d: tttht;3 (20) 

If il.j. is the magnetic potential title ft* external inngii'l*, an<l 

if we write , ■ 
e -■/»-/., (21) 

the component of the nmgnH ie fmee normal to the ‘link due to 
the magnets will he 

We may now write equation t i h), reimmh.-ring that 

y 7x * » 
« '/’V <i\> it-!" , 4 

2* ./e ^m,ia,L^su‘ ,n> ‘ (23) 

Integrating twice with respect to nnd writing /t for ™ • 
«» IT 

If the values of /* ami y are expressed in Upturn of ?\ the dts- 

tanei^ jrom the axis ol tin? disk* and of £ and ( two new variable* 

-V -■ ; t It, 2«; - (t, (25) 
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equation (24) becomes, by integration with respect to £, 

Q=f^PdC (26) 

669,] The form of this expression taken in conjunction with 

the method of Art. 662 shews that the magnetic action of the 
currents in the disk is equivalent to that of a trail of images of 
the magnetic system in the form of a helix. 

If the magnetic system consists of a single magnetic pole of 
strength unity, the helix will lie on the cylinder whose axis is 
that of the disk, and which passes through the magnetic pole. 
The helix will begin at the position of the optical image of the 
pole in the disk. The distance, parallel to the axis, between 

R 
consecutive coils of the helix will be 2ir —• • The magnetic effect 

of the trail will be the same as if this helix had been magnetized 
everywhere in the direction of a tangent to the cylinder perpen¬ 
dicular to its axis, with an intensity such that the magnetic 
moment of any small portion is numerically equal to the length 
of its projection on the disk. 

The calculation of the effect on the magnetic pole would be 
complicated, but it is easy to see that it will consist of— 

(1) A dragging force, parallel to the direction of motion of 
the disk. 

(2) A repulsive force acting from the disk. 
(3) A force towards the axis of the disk. 
When the pole is near the edge of the disk, the third of these 

forces may be overcome by the force towards the edge of the 
disk, indicated in Art. 667 *. 

All these forces were observed by Arago, and described by 
him in the Annales de Chimie for 1826. See also Felici, in 
Tortolini’s Annals, iv, p. 173 (1853), and v, p. 35; and E. 
Jochmann, in Crelles Journal, Ixiii, pp. 158 and 329; also in Pogg. 
Ann. cxxii, p. 214 (1864). In the latter paper the equations 
necessary for determining the induction of the currents on 
themselves are given, but this part of the action is omitted in 
the subsequent calculation of results. The method of images 
given here was published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society 

for Feb. 15, 1872. 
*{!f a is the distance of a pole from the axis of the disk, c its height above the disk, 

we can prove that for small values of <w, the dragging force on the pole is m1 aoi/S c2R, 
the repulsive force tu~ ct~ <w2/8 c2jR2, the force towards the axis jw3c&cst/4c.R2. j 
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[^70. 

l^pIdPlt tf! ( *H Vi t fit sj ft /, 

670. | Let tj> 1>e the current-funrt ion at any point y of a 

pherieal current-sheet, and U-t P 1m* the potential at a givtuL 

p point, dm* to a *diert of imaginary 

matter dmtiihutrd awv the nph^ro 

with nurture, density */., if j,s r<u 

<juitv*l to find f he magnetic po¬ 

tential lt.Il> I til*- \ erhir potential of 

the current-sheet in terms of l\ 

hot tf denote the mdiuH of the 

sphere* r fin4 tltnfliiior of tho given 

point from tin* ernhe, and p tlm 

reripri »rni of the distance uf tha 

given point from the point Q on the sphere uf whirh tin* cm mint- 

funct ion in </», 

The action of the current -short at tun point nut in iy mi\h 

stance in identical with that ot ii magnet ic shell win nr strength 

at any point in numerically ctpml to the rttrieiil function. 

The mutual potential of the magnetic shell ami a unit pole 

aeed at the point P in, hy Art, I U\ 

u fit, 
Since ji in a homogeneous fund ion of tin* degree t in r find a, 

plat 

'!/> '1/ 
f r, dr /#* 

or 
dp 
tin 

t ii 

,Uu! 
Since r and a are ci mat ant throughout tin* stiffacrdntogration, 

a - ;!JM)+*■•*) 
But If P \h the potential duo to a sheet of imaginary matter 

of Hurfaco-denatty p p 

p ' I I 

and 12, tho magnetic potential of the current sheet* may h© 
expressed in terms of Z# in the form 

Si 
i d 

a il# 
JI'O. 
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671.] We may determine F, the ^-component of the vector- 
potential, from the expression given in Art. 416, 

•where £ ??, ( are the coordinates of the element dS, and Z, m, n 
are the direction-cosines of the normal. 

Since the sheet is a sphere, the direction-cosines of the normal 
are 

a 
V m = 

a 

But 

and 

so that m 
dp 

d( 

dp 

_ z dp y dp 

*”* ady adz 

Multiplying by <j>dS} and integrating over the surface of the 
sphere, we find 

Similarly 

F_ ydP' 
a dy a dz 

~ __ xdP 
^ a~dz 

zdP 

a dx 3 

jg- dP x dP 
a dx a dy* 

The vector 2f, whose components are F, (?, E, is evidently 
perpendicular to the radius vector r, and to the vector whose 

components are and If we determine the lines 
r dx dy dz 

of intersection of the spherical surface whose radius is r, with 
the series of equipotential surfaces corresponding to values of P 
in arithmetical progression, these lines will indicate by their 
direction the direction of 21, and by their proximity the magni¬ 

tude of this vector. 
In the language of Quaternions, 

2i = -r.Pvp. 
' a 

VOL. II, X 
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672.] If we assume as the value of P within the sphere 

where is a spherical harmonic of degree i9 then outside the 

■sphere ,aJ+1 
r=A(?) rt. 

The current-function <j> is since — ^c[^)r=a ~ given 

by the equation _ 2i + 1 1 AV. 
<P - ---AjLim 

4 n a ' 

The magnetic potential within the sphere is 

a — (i+i)±AQ‘7„ 

and outside Q.'=il-A(a~)' a ^ r / 

For example, let it be‘required to produce, by means of a wire 
coiled into the form of a spherical shell, a uniform magnetic 
force M within the shell, The magnetic potential within the 
shell is, in this case, a solid harmonic of the first degree of the 

form si = — Mr cos 9, 

where M is the magnetic force. Hence A = \a?M, and 

= — Ma cos 6. 

The current-function is therefore proportional to the distance 
from the equatorial plane of the sphere, and therefore the 
number of windings of the wire between any two small circles 

must be proportional to the distance between the planes of these 

circles. 
If JV is the whole number of windings, and if y is the strength 

of the current in each winding, 
(p = cos 6. 

Hence the magnetic force within the coil is 

M = —--• 
3 a 

673.] Let us next find the method of coiling the wire in order 
to produce within the sphere a magnetic potential of the form of 

a solid zonal harmonic of the second degree, 

a = — 3 - A (I- cos20-|). ■ 
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Hero </> ~ - (* cos^d — J). 

If the who It! number of windings is N, tho number between 
the polo tuul tho polar distance 0 is |jWin*0. 

Tho windings am closest at latitude 45°. At tho equator the 

direction of winding changes, and in tho other hemisphere tho 
windings art! in tho contrary direction. 

bet y bo tho strength of tho current in tho wire, then within 

the shell 4w .. ra , 
il=z~ .fl Ny ^ (l COB*0~l), 

Let us now consider a conductor in the form of a plane closed 
curve placet 1 anywhere within the shell with its piano perpen¬ 

dicular to the axis. To determine its coefficient of induction we 

have to find the surface-integral of 

by the curve, putting y ~ 1. 

over tho plane bounded 

* A[3*-i(.«a + 2,a)}, 

Hence, if H is the area of tho closed curve, its coefficient of 
induction is u_ 

If the current in this conductor is y', there will be, by Art. 583, 
a force Z, urging it in this direction of z, where 

„ ,<IM Bn .... . 
Zs'” dz 

and, since this is indejMmdont of a", ■>/, c, tho force is tho same in 

whatever part of the shell the circuit is placed. 
674] The method given by Poisson, and described in Art. 437, 

may be applied to current-sheets by substituting for tho body, 

supposed to lie uniformly magnetised in tho direction of z with 

intensity /, a current-sheet having the form of its surface, and 

for which the current-function is 

tf> ~ Is. (l) 
The currents in the sheet will be in pianos parallel to that of osy, 
and the strength of the current round a slice of thickness dz will 

be Idg. 
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The magnetic potential duo to thin current-sheet at any point 

outside it will 1) 
12 / 

i/r 

,lz ' (2) 

{where V h the gravitation poieniial tine to the Hheoi when 

the aurfaco-denKity in unity.! 
At any point inside the sheet it will he 

12 =r - **/: ld 
d. m 

H ii (*) 

occurring in 

The components of the vortor-jmtential are 
w tdV n ,dV 
F= / , f Cf =r. ■ I . % 

(Ilf tlx 

These results can he applied to several eases 

practice. 
675* j (l) A plane electric circuit of any form, 

Let V he the potential due to a plane sheet of any form of 

which the surface-density is unity, then, if for this sheet wo 

substitute either a magnetic shell of strength I or an electric 

current of strength 1 round its boundary, the \nines of 11 and of 

b\ Of II will he those given above. 
(2) For a solid sphere of radius u, 

,, 4 ir a:5 * . fc 
I ^ when r ih greater than ot (S) 

and r 
2 it 

{lUt2 r}) when r m \vm thiin u. (6) 

Hence, if such a sphere is magnetized parallel to ; with intoft- 

nity A tho magnetic potential wilt ho 

12 
'if. ttA 

1 1 rx 
4 m 

outside the sphere, (?) 

and 12 =s ,^I 2 inside the sphere, (%) 

If, instead of being magnetized* the sphere m coiled with wire 

in equidistant circles, the total strength of current Iteiwmm two 

small circlcH whose planes are at unit distance hung /„ then out¬ 

side the sphere the value of II is ait Indore, hut within the sphere 

12^^/,. (•) 

Thin in the cam' already dismissed in Art. H72, 

(3) The case of an ellipsoid uniformly magnetics! parallel to 
a given line has been dismissed in Art. ’137. 

If the ellipsoid m coiled with wire in parallel and equidistant 

pianos, the magnetic foreu within the ellipsoid will ha uniform. 
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(4) A (hjlindric Magnet or Solenoid. 

r»70.| If the body ih a cylinder having any form of section and 

bounded by planes perpendicular to its gonorating lines, and if 

Vi iH Uin lK,t'onUal at- *1‘« point (a-, y, z) duo to a piano area of 
surface-density unity coinciding with the positive end of the 
solenoid, mid 1C, the potential at the same point duo to a plane 

area of hudace-density unity coinciding with the negative end, 
then, if the cylinder is uniformly and longitudinally magnetized, 
with intensity unity, the potential at the point (x, y, z) will be 

" = (10) 
If the cylinder, instead of being a magnotized body, is uni¬ 

formly lapped with wire, so that there are n windings of wire in 

unit of length, and if a current, y, is xnado to flow through this 

wire, the magnetic potential outside the solenoid is as before, 

ll^nyW-VJ, (11) 

but within the space bounded by the solonoid and its plane ends 

il=:ny(~47rz+ri-K2). (12) 

The magnetic potential is discontinuous at the plane ends of 
the solenoid, but the magnetic force is continuous. 

If r,, r„, the distances of the centres of inertia of tho positive 
and negative plane ends respectively from the point (x, y, z), are 

very great compared with tho transverse dimensions of the 
solenoid, wo may write 

K = K, = ~. (13) 
7 l "2 

where A 5b tho atm of either section. 

Tho magnetic force outside tho solenoid is therefore very small, 
and the force inside tho solenoid approximates to a force parallel 
to tins axis in tho positive direction and equal to 4*7my. 

If tho section of the solenoid in a circle of radius a, the values 

of \\ and K may be expressed in the series of spherical har¬ 

monies given in Thomson and Tait’s Natural Philosophy, 

Art 546, Ex, II., 

• T Pi Hh a 4* i 
l.lr4 1.1.3 

2.4a3 4+ 2.4.6a* a 
when r<a, (U 

l, as 1.1a4,, 1.1.3a® . ) , 
2 7r'! 4 - • — -—„ / , + ~——r Jl—&c.f when r>a. 

(* r 2.4r1 2 2.4.Or* 4 ) 
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In tlioso Pxpn<HHjon» r in tin' flintum-i- <>f tin* point (.r, y, 

from tlu> centre of one of the cireulur »>mls of tin- "..lemhil, and 

tlx' zonal harmonics, I'., are tlnw ct>nvsjH.miitiK to tho 

angle 0 which >• makes with the axis of the v\ linih-r, 

The (lifferential coeHicient with resjH-et t<» .* of the first of these 

It 
exprennionB In dineonlmuoiw when 0 #l » hut we mmt tmmnlm 

that within tho Holenoid we most add t*i tin* magnetic force 

deduct'd from thin expression it longitudinal force 4 n » y, 

677.] Let tin now consider n solenoid mi long tlttii in the part 

of apace which we consider, the forms depending on tho distance 

from the ends may he neglected. 

Tho magnetic induction through tiny closed mirvn drawn 

within tho Holenoid in 4 n n >■ J\ where A* L tin' amt of the 

projection of tho curve on it pittite normal to tho mm of the 

Hokmoid. 

If tho eUrnod curve i« cniimde tho wdemdd, then, if it onclciscti 

tho Holenoid, tho magnet in induction through it 1% 4 .i nyA^ 

where it ih tho area of the mTirm of the Hojenmd. if the cloned 

curve (loon not Burrmiml tho atdeymid, tho magnetic induction 

through it in scorn. 
if a wire ho wound //times round the solenoid, tlio coefficient 

of induction holwoon it and th*' 4i^i*«4«i m 

M Isiu/J. 118) 

By HUpponing these windings to coincide with n windings of 

tho solenoid, we ttnd that Ili#» coefficient of *clfdudurti<m of unit 

of length of tho solenoid, taken nt a sufficient distance from Its 

extremities i» l, =: frji/J* (IT) 

Near the mnh of a solenoid wo must take into account the 

terms depending on the imaginary distribution of i»iiigti«ttntn on 

the plane ends of the solenoid* The effort of these tcwi* in to 
make tho coefficient of indiiiiinii between the solenoid and n 

circuit winch Hurrmmds it lean than the value 4 n ii A% which it 

han when tho circuit aureminds a very tong solenoid at n groat 
distance from either end* 

Let tut take the cane of two cireultir and coax&l aciletictkls of 

tho name length /. lad the radius of the outer fmlrttttkl lit cv 

and let it be wound with wire m m t«t have n% windtitgi in unit 

of length. Let the radius of the inner solenoid \m r|# and lot tho 

number of winding« in unit of length Im iig# ihmt tltu wMdmi 
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of induction between the solenoids, if we neglect the effect of 
the ends, is M = Gg, (18) 
where - Q ~ (2qj 

an(i g = 7tc22^2. (20) 
678.] To determine the effect of the positive end of the 

.solenoid we must calculate the coefficient of induction on the 
outer solenoid due to the circular disk which forms the end of 

the inner solenoid. For this purpose we take the second ex¬ 
pression for V9 as given in equation (15), and differentiate it 
with respect to r. This gives the magnetic force in the direction 
of the radius. We then multiply this expression by 2tt 

and integrate it with respect to jx from jut = 1 to \x = ——-. 
* ^ + 
This gives the coefficient of induction with respect to a single 
winding of the outer solenoid at a distance z from the positive 

end. We then multiply this by dz and integrate with respect to 
z from 0= Z to 0=0. Finally, we multiply the result by 

and so find the effect of one of the ends in diminishing the 
coefficient of induction. 

Wo thus find for M, the value of the coefficient of mutual in¬ 
duction between the two cylinders, 

M = 4n2n1n2c22(l-~2c1a), (21) 

whore a 4^ 
+1- 1.3 1 Co 

2.3 cy2 

+ 
1.3.5 

2.4 

1 c, 

(*-i) 
(-5 

a a. 
r5 +IS+&c-’ (22> 2.4.6 4.5cx4v 2 r5 ' 2 r7 

where r is put, for brevity, instead of V/Z2 + c12. 
It appears from this, that in calculating the mutual induction 

of two coaxal solenoids, we must use in the expression (20) 
instead of the true length Z the corrected length Z—2c1a, in 
which a portion equal to acx is supposed to be cut off at each 
end. When the solenoid is very long compared with its ex¬ 

ternal radius. 2 
i 2l 

■ T*Cl2 
i 

■ ^ + &C. (23) 

679.] When a solenoid consists of a number of layers of wire 
of such a diameter that there are n layers in unit of length, the 

number of layers in the thickness dr is ndr> and we have 

G = 4:ttJn2dr, and g = nljn2r2dr> (24) 
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If the thickness of the wire is constant, and if the induction 
take place between an external coil whose outer and inner radii 
are x and y respectively, and an inner coil whose outer and inner 
■radii are y and 0, then, neglecting the effect of the ends, 

Gg = ^Hn2n^2{x—y){yz^zz). (25) 

That this may be a maximum, x and 0 being given, and y 

variable, 
x = %y-i-2- (26) 

This equation gives the best relation between the depths of 
the primary and secondary coil for an induction-machine 

without an iron core. 
If there is an iron core of radius 0, then Q remains as before, 

but r 
g = 7rZ / w,2(r2 + 47TK%2)dr, (27) 

3 3 

= irln2^ 4- i'JTKZ2(y—0)). (28) 

If y is given, the value of 0 which gives the maximum value 

of 9 is , 12 7r#c /OA, z-—2y -- • (29) 
3 ^ 127T/C 4- 1 v ; 

When, as in the case of iron, k is a large number, 0 = §y, nearly. 
If we now make x constant, and y and 0 variable, we obtain 

the maximum value of Gg, k being large, 

x:y:z::4::3:2. (30) 

• The coefficient of self-induction of a long solenoid whose outer 
and inner radii are x and y, having a long iron core whose 
radius is 0, is per unit length 

4ir^ \^J 72/2(/)2 + 'k'nicz^dr 4- ttJ ^2(r2-f 4:TTKZ2)dr^/ri2dp) 

= %Tr2n*(x—y)2(x2+2xy + 3y2 + 24:7rKZ2). (31) 

680.] We have hitherto supposed the wire to be of uniform 
thickness. We shall now determine the law according ter which 
the thickness must vary in the different layers in order that, for 
a given value of the resistance of the primary or the secondary 

coil, the value of the coefficient of mutual induction may be a 
maximum. 

Let the resistance of unit of length of a wire, such that n 

windings occupy unit of length of the solenoid, be pn2* 
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3 resistance uf the whole solenoid in 

J( 2TTft/1n^rdr. (32) 

> condition tlmtf with a given value of It, G may ho a 
. tUi ndtt 

num ib . (. } whore (7 in some constant. 
dr ilr 

is gives tr proportional to * , or the ihicknenn of the wire of 

v tenor coil muni hi' proportional to the square root of the 
h of the layer. 

order that, for a given value of Jt, tj may he a maximum 

»J=e(r + r )• (33) 

e, if there !b no iron core, the thickness of the wire of the 

or coil nhouhl he invernely as the Bcjuare root of the radius of 

*ym\ hut if there in a core of iron having a high capacity for 

oimtilon, the thickness of the wire should he more nearly 

#ly proportional to the square root of the radius. 

A ti Hmllrm Holtmoht* 

h] If a solid he generated by the revolution of a plane area 

mt an axis in its own plane, not cutting it, it will have the 

of a ring. If lids ring he coiled with wire, ho that the 
ingn of the coil are in planes pawning through the axis of 

ng, then, if n is the whole number of windings the current- 

1 
ion of the layer of wire is </> = # - enyO, where 0 is the 

of azimuth about the axis of the ring. 

SI is the magnetic potential inside the ring and St that 

le, then a «, - 4 n<f> + G = ~ 2nyO + O. 

tie tlie ring, St muni satisfy Laplace’s equation, and must 

h at an infinite distance. From the nature of the problem 

mt he a function of 0 only. The only value of St which 

\ these conditions is zero. Hence 
ii' = 0, SI = - 2nyQ + (L 

t* magnetic force at any point within the ring is porpen- 

ir to the plants passing through the axis, and is equal to 

^ where ?* is the distance from the axis# Outside the ring 

m no magnetic force. 
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If lh(> form of it dom'd rurvo ln> given 1«v tlm coon limit,og *. 

and 0 of its tracing point, ns functions of its length from a 

lixt'd point, the magnetic induction through the closed curve 

may ho found Ity integration round it of the vector potential, 

the components of which arc 

F=2 tty'll, U~2ny!':, 11:0. 

r • <><■, 
Wo thus find 2ny f t *?* 

taken round the* curve, pm\ ided the curve in wholly inside the 

ring. if tho curve lit*s wholly without the ring, hut embraces it, 

tho magnetic induction through it in 

2,,d 
where a in tho linear quantity j * , and the nneemtod 

* /« r if* 

coordinates refer not to tho cloned curve, hut to a single winding 

of the solenoid, 

Tho magnetic induction through any closed curve embracing 

the ring 1h therefore the name* nntl ei|inil ft* 2 n */f#. tf the eltmed 

curves does not embrace the ring, the magnet ie induction through 

it IB 7,01*0. 

Let a second wire he coiled in any manner round the ring 

not necessarily in conflict with it, mi m to embrace it n times* 

Tho induction through this wire is 2 n n and therefore 

;!/, the coefficient of induction of the tine coil on the other, m 

M = 2 n /do, 

Hinee thin in cjuitiv independent of the particular form or 

position of the second wire, the wires, if traversed hy electric 
currents* will experience no mechanical force acting between 

them. By making the second wire coincide with the first, wo 

obtain for the eoeUndent of Helfdndueimn nf the ring-coil 

l4 2 n Ja, 
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Cult mlrirttl Ctmductorx. 

(!82.| In a very important class of electrical arrangements the 
current is conducted through round wires of nearly uniform 

section, and either straight, or mioh that the radius of curvature 

of the axis of tho wire i» very great compared with the radius of 
the transverse section of the wire. In order to ho prepared to 

deal mathematically with sueh arrangements, wo shall begin 

with tho case in which the circuit consists of two very long 

parallel conductors, with two pieces joining their ends, and wo 
shall confine o«r attention to a part of the circuit which is so far 

from the ends of tho conductors that tho fact of their not being 

infinitely long doc* not introduce any sonaibfo change in tho 

distribution of force. 
We shall take tho axis of s parallel to tho direction of tho 

conductors, then, from tho symmetry of the arrangements in tho 
part of tho fluid considered, everything will depend on II, tho 

component of the vector-potential parallel to z. 
The components of magnetic induction bocomo, by equations 

(2) 

c = 0. 
For the sake of generality wo shall suppose tho coefficient of 

magnetic Induction to 1» p, so that a =pa, b = p/3, where a and 

fi arc the components of tho magnetic forco. 
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The equations (K) of electric ounvntx. Art. tier, jpvt* 
il,i if a 

,f.= 0, f.= «, (3) 

083.] If the current in a function of r, the distance from tho 

axis of 2, ami if wo write 

w ~ /• iuw 0, and >/ ~ r sin >\ (4) 

and ft for the magnetic force,' in the direction in which 0 in 

meammsd perpendicular to the plan*' through the axis of j, \y« 

haw ft A 1, 1 <1 , , 
4 7r it' ~ . -f d : , (;t r). (5) 

ilr r rilr ' ' 

If (! in the whole current ilowing through a section hounded 

hy a circlt' in the plant* ./•//, whose centre i» tin* origin ami whose 

radiuK is r, , fr , , ... 
(’ . / 2rrni’<lr . |ftr. (fi) 

Jo 
It appears, therefore, that the magnetic force nt a given {K>int 

duo to a current arranged in cylindrical strata, whose common 

axis is tht*t axis of z, depends only on the iota! strength of tho 

current flowing through the strata which lie between the given 

point and the axis, and not on the distribution of the current 

among the different cylindrical strata. 
For instance* let the conductor be a uniform wire of radius a, 

and let the total current through it he (\ then* if the current m 

uniformly distributed through all parts of the section, m will be 

constant* and (* ~ Tl itUrt (?) 

The current flowing through a circular section «if radius r, 

t being less than a% in ^ w iera. Hence ni any point within the, 

wire, r 
ii « *; V a t it4 

Outside the wire H vr 2 * ($) 

In the Hulmiance of the wire there is no magnetic potential, for 

within a conductor carrying an electric current the magnetic 

force does not fulfil the condition of having a potential 

Outside the wire the magnetic potent ml is 

il'T. 2 Otf. (10) 

Let us suppose that instead of a wore the conductor is a metal 

tube, whose' external and internal radii are #is and tf3* then, if (J is 

the current through the tubular conductor, 

V i #r(«i|3*-«/), (H) 
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The magnetic force within the tube is zero. In the metal of the 
tube, where r is between ax and a2, 

j8 = 2 0 

and outside the tube, 

ax — a 

p = 2"- > 
r 

(12) 

(13) 

the same as when the current flows through a solid wire. 
684.] The magnetic induction at any point is b = /x/3, and 

since, by equation (2), dH , 

S = —Jitfidr. 

The value of H outside the tube is 

(15) 

(17) 

(18) 

A-2HClogr, (16) 

where \±0 is the value of /x in the space outside the tube, and A is 
a constant, the value of which depends on the position of the 

return current. 
In the substance of the tube, 

H = A — 2MoCloga1 + i (V~r2+ 2a22l°o ~~) ' 
1 

In the space within the tube H is constant, and 
O // 2 ft 

H = A - 2 Mo C log ax + p C (1 + ^f^-2 log - 

685.] Let the circuit be completed by a return current, flowing 

in a tube or wire parallel to the first, the axes of the two currents 
being at a distance 6. To determine the kinetic energy of the 

system we have to calculate the integral 

T=i J'JJ Hwdxdydz. (19) 

If we confine our attention to that part of the system which 
lies between two planes perpendicular to the axes of the con¬ 
ductors, and distant l from each other, the expression becomes 

T =11j'J'Hwdxdy. (20) 

If we distinguish by an accent the quantities belonging to the 

return current, we may write this 

2 T 

~l : 
zj'j'Hw'dx'dy' + JJs'wdxdy + JJHwdxdy + JJ'E'w'dx'dy'. (21) 
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Since, tlio action of the current on any point outside the tube 
is the same as if the name current hud l«*en concent rated at the 

axis of the tube, the mean value of // for the section of the 

return current is A ~ 2log //, and the mean value of /f for 

the section of the positive current, is 2 ><„<’' log/*. 
Hence, in tht? expression for 7', the tirst two terms may be 

written A(?— 2g„H" log/j, and A'd - '2nJ’(f log f>. 

Integrating the two latter terms in the ordinary way, and 

adding the results, remembering that C I (" <), we obtain the 
value of the kinetic energy T. Writing this i lAwhere L k 

the coeilieient of sidf-imhiction of the system of two conductors, 

wo iind as the value ol ,L lor length / id the system 

If tbo conductors aro solid wires, at and a/ are zero, and 

-[ = *f»u loK + /)■* (23) 

It i« only in the cuho of iron wire* that need take account 

of the magnetic induction in calculating their •adfdxniuatum. In 

other canon wo may make f*ul n, and |/ till cijiieI to unity* The 

Bmallor the radii of the witch, him! the greater the distance 

between them, the greater in the wtlf-indiiciioii* 

To Jim l the Jiejnduiou^ Xt Ini own the Tmt of If In* 

6B0. j By Art. 580 wo obtain for Urn force tending to increase 6, 

A'. 
* dh ' 

* (24) 

which agree** with Ampere*!* formula* when e. l, m in air* 
0B7,) If the length of the warm in grout eont{fared with the 

dwianee between them, wo may two the ccudlieiotii of «cdf- 

induction to detennino the teimicm of the wire* iiriaing from the 
action of the current* 

* {If th* wiroi aru ei»i»fipiif\ ilw nmgnoihm In them will dUturb th« 
timpititfe Ibid ami wti vmnmi »f*|% ltw |irt?r«iiii| Mqmthm ($})> (t8) 
and (*J5) an tmly afcrlutly true whm p ♦ #i•» J 
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Z is thin tension, 

i ^ /pj i (i/ 0 , 

one of Ampere's experiments the parallel conductors con- 
f two troughs of mercury connected with each other by a 
ig bridge of wire. When a current in made to enter at the 

:nity of one of the troughs, to How along it till it reaches 

xtromity of the Heating wire, to pass into the other trough 

gh the floating bridge, and bo to return along the second 

h, the floating bridge moves along the troughs so as to 

.ion the part of the mercury traversed by the current. 

►fesHor Talt has simplified the electrical conditions of this 

iment by substituting for the wire a floating siphon of glass 

with mercury, so that the current Hows in mercury through- 
s course. 

m experiment is sometimes adduced to prove that two 
nk of a current in the same straight line repel one another, 
huH to shew that Amperes formula, which indicates such 
ulsion of eollinear elements, is more correct than that of 

maim, which gives no action between two elements in the 

straight line; Art. 520, 
b it is manifest that since the formulae both of Ampere and 
yemiann give the same results for closed circuits, and since 
tve in the experiment only a closed circuit, no result of the 

iment can favour one more than the other of those theories. 



;}20 iwuauki. cvmnisr*. 

In fact, both formulae lend t<> cht< v»-ry mmm value c 

repulsion m that already given* in which it appears tl 
the distance between the parallel conductors, in tin im 

element. 
When the length of the conductor* in unt very gnat eon; 

with their distance apart, the form t#f the value of A he 

somewhat more complicated. 
(188,] Ah the distance between the conductor* ih dimiu 

the value of A diminishes, The limit to thin diminution k 

the wires art' in contort, »r when h ot \ oth In thin < 
ga= g = 1, 

I* 2 / l log Oh t 
•t 1;. 

Thin In a minimum when a t, a*x and then 

L , 21 (log I f | J, 

* . 2/(b#H«3h 

- 3.7720/. 
This in the smallest value of the self-iiiduethm of n rotiin 

doubled on itself, the whole length of the wire being 21, 

Since the two parts of the wire must ho item tided frot 

other, the self-induction ran never acttmlly rnirh thin lit 

value. By using broad tint »lrtpa of oc tal instead of 

wires the self-induction may he diminished indefinitely, 

On the Kltvf ruiw 4 ire Knvr rryniir,?! fo tier n thin* 

lfu vyin*j t ninmihj uhmtj a (#y/i mfnrii/ I 

681),] When the current in n wire In of varying internal 

electromotive force arising from the induction of the ctirr 

itself is different in different jmrts of the urctsmi of tin 

being in general a function of the distance from tint axis 
wire as well int of the time, If we iiiipjii»iif the eylti 

conductor to consist of m bundle of wires nil forming part 
same circuit, so that the current In compelled to he of in 

strength in every part of the auction of the bundle, the met 

calculation which we have hitherto umnl wouhl Iw ft 

applicable. If however* wo consider the cylindrical con 

an a sedid mass in which electric currents are free to I 

obedience to electromotive forco, the intensity of tlin oiirnii 

not be the same at different iliitancw from the mm 
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cylinder, and the electromotive forces themselves will depend on 
the distribution of the current in the different cylindric strata of 
the wire. 

The vector-potential H, the density of the current w, and the 
electromotive intensity at any point, must be considered as func¬ 
tions of the time and of the distance from the axis of the wire. 

The total current, C, through the section of the wire, and the 
total electromotive force, E, acting round the circuit, are to be 
regarded as the variables, the relation between which we have to 
find. 

Let us assume as the value of H, 

H=S+T0 + T1r2 + &c. + Tnr2« + ..., (1) 

where S, T0, T1} &c. are functions of the time. 
Then, from the equation 

d*H ldH 
dr2 + r dr ~ i7rW’ ^ 

we find —7tw = T1 + &c. + n2Tnr2n~2+.... (3) 

If p denotes the specific resistance of the substance per unit of 
volume, the electromotive intensity at any point is pw, and this 
may be expressed in terms of the electric potential and the 
vector-potential H by equations (B), Art. 598, 

d^ dH 
Pw = - ~ ’ (4) 

or — pw 
d* dS dTi 
dz + dt + dt 

0 + + &Ci +! 

Comparing the coefficients of like powers of r in equations 

(3) and (5), dq, dS dT 

Hence we may write 

^0= T} 

7T /d'V dS dT,s 
(6) 

/A dz + dt + -£> 

l±dTi 
p22 dt 

(7) 

7T 1 dTn, 
(8) 

p v? dt 

dS _ 
dt 

= — 
dz ’ (9) 

vdT 
P dt 

ir" 1 dnT 
±n~ pn (nlf dt" 

(10) 

VOL. II. 
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690.1 To find tho total current t\ wo must integrate m over 

tho section of the wire whoso radius is n. 

-r (11) 

Substituting the value of » »' from equation (3). wo otitain 

a- (7>9 1 &<*• + *i3" i (12) • 

Tho value of // at any point outside the wire depends only on 

tho total current C, and not on tho mode in which if is distri¬ 

buted within the wire. Hence we may assume that, tins value of 

II at the surface of the win* is when* .1 is a constant to lm 

determined by calculation from the general form of tin* circuit. 

Putting // -- AO when r </, we obtain 

All « Si T0 f + &c. f 7>*“ t .... (13) 
71 ft,** 

If we now write ~ «, « is the value of the conductivity of 

unit of length of the wire, and we have* 

<! 
f (IT 2«b tPT ., »««* ii*T „ , 
(“ M + l3> OS tlfA * ‘ , - M3 Mn 1 &0-)> (n!)3 lit" 

(14) 

iInT 
A0—0~ T+a'lJ + " tli'1 4 &e. f " ' q &c, 
/l ' ^ tit f t". 2-(o!.H «»- OS) 

To eliminato T from those equations we must first reverse the 

series (I t). We thus find 

,ir „ . <ir 
a ,, • — (■ + |tt 

,/'f' 
* “ ,tf A 1 1*4' 

ilH’ .tIH! 
f&C. 'j « ti 0 f f 

^ + =s J« ^£J( -f ,, <»• f iiua> (if& 
«/*r 

<«.. tit 

Wo have also from (11) and (IS) 

, . tia d.s\ ,,, . /r , . a'/;,7* 

From tho last two equations we find 

f«f. /f . iKI . a(/T' , , .r/T' , .,/«H „ A . . 

(It “ tit ^ + ' + ^ ** (rt ” 1 3 “ </f* * * “ tit ' ~ 1 ’ *’ ** dt* +&C‘“ 0‘ ^ 

If / is tho wholo length of the circuit, It its resistance, and K 

tho electromotive force duo to other causes than tho induction of 

tho current on itself, 

UN K l 
dtm i * “n ‘ 

/* >IH' jo , pun: , r» <iH' , 
4. ^_ 4. — *• ii K ssHO + ^A + i) dt ,-a /£ ^ t «» {(„ iUt-% 3 0 /£S 

(17) 

+ &C, (18) 
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' first term, ltd, of tlio right-hand member of thin equation 
ssos the electromotive force required to overcome the resist- 
according to Ohm’s law. 

</(■ 
,) st^cond term, f(A -f |) . expresses the electromotive force 

i •would he employed in increasing the electrokinetic mo¬ 

an of the circuit, on the hypothesis that the current is of 
an strength at (‘very point of the section of the wire. 

) remaining terms express the correction of this value, 
g from the fact that the current is not of uniform strength 

derent distances from the axis of the wire. The actual 

n, of currents has a greater degree of freedom than the 
hetical system, in which the current is constrained to he 
iform strength throughout the section. Hence the electro- 

fo force required to produce a rapid change in the strength 

o current is somewhat less than it would ho on this 
hesis. 
> relation between the time-integral of the electromotive 
and the time-integral of the current is 

f Kill = ItJC'U + t{A + \)V- ^ + &c. (l!)) 

he current before the beginning of the time has a constant 
(*u, and if during the time it rises to the value and 

ns constant at that value, then the terms involving the 

miial coefficients of 0 vanish at both limits, and 

fKill = Jif (Ul l + l (A + 1 )(Ot ~ (/„), (20) 

ane value of the electromotive impulse as if the current had 

uniform throughout the wire*. 

If tho currents flowing through tho wire are periodic and vary ah tho 
n eomiipondlng to (IS) whrnt p in no longer mwumod to bo unity may be written 

V 12 It l HO it' ) 

f/,. K 1 M'/’V \‘l<! 

the upturn behave m if the rtmiatanoe were 

t self-induction 
l IfPp' 

It* 
the effective resiit&ncs© l» inereaMod when the currents are oscillatory, and 

f-induction is diminished. A* Maxwell points out, this effect is duo to the 

Y % 



i’uaiu !, t i i;ui:sih. 

On !hv iirowtl m a! Mm a r <>/ l it*» Fnjn l n ## 

W)i,J In calculating the rl«rtnnim^tn tif* iwtum uf n eummt 

(lowing in a hlmiglil *’i»n«luetMr uf nu\ snn n i*eitm on t\w 

u s i u <». ! -i: i 

ftUi'rntiuu In thn riUtrihutinfi •*! ihr « vztr.nl \\ h«"i ilv mttml *, Allrrmiun' U Is go 
lougor r»|isiilly ilininlmi™! tmr ilw> #pvii»«n *4 u»n «• *»r, l.tti ha* ft tiiithmo* 
til lmvt> til* mill rr-tt .1 fh«' an?-Ito-t 4 ihr r.m.lu* t.*r, #Uli*0 |»V t\mu 
iw» ii i!ii»l*ilph»fs tl»4 »ii4 Usrtsrf'-'irt ihiT K *iS! I% Tlw iaWtli af 
thr bsntvui. In wn!t * *?< *»« r *! !»«? *4 *0. D«m », *u«k»t th«i t urrpnl lumiii, 

di»nit»iit« »>» lliii! li>l< f'.slfilhiJi? llio II^! W|4(J|S, ||„% m,r%m m 
rriMM mrtiun in kiwu. ilir- Kim e» I u*n:v s# « tmaU ** |>aMil.|r , thin 
gi’t^ morr and f«<w anti * ? *4- 1st % *ttli wlm-i; ih«, n^tmrjittitu «f Ihr *ntm 
Is nnriMMl t* \n itnj» * v*-n :,! 4 _. A?t tX*», wi\\ »|MlW 
mdf imluotmn **f 11 »)'4< m, »s«| iS<r»p!Mi«' 1 !&«* i,#r A rnrmni Ii 

hy iiiftkii%* thv *h-n»rt ami* thm *mi ?,*,**« uf flip *'irr ll»n luslilf 
for l»* tim **».»«'».f th*- n.rrmi ihr*>wh*h *?i4 N» \ 

illtiWi lllttl fll» »lf tiiilni'lmM fut S»11>■«-* u Urn fth««< f„i • .>h*l tiifr,.* »,f ||p, mm 

An tl»*» rtiRh »»$ ili« i-iirmii o»wm4# ilir «i4c «f ih* i^It 1»*%k3 %% m *tn«lt«*r trim to 
flew thrimiih. mu rrtplllf n»Mlrr'}|«*'>*l ils< *n» s sii it,,,, lit fcllufftiiliw 
iw a %v|tli niputty rsiriPiiS* At ih*« ..3Jr ,,{ ^ir^i itMitnumiug 

farther rtwiilw am hmr, ihr .*1 »1iMi « \\ !,*, ^u«s« in tU ,Hm»i4«ttuanitMf 
Vulmiir. to* dm* Itayti^li, VMt Mm I 1 / j. :r,| ' Hi 

11>i» rululkm k4wpp|i lb* «u4 |||» r3«>. if m»u*r h,*-* la Pij4##«tt»t hf lb 

wlir*rn nA •*» |i, »j«| 

f V »n 5 '<! 
lii' , *)% ? 

f l‘» flllii In«t4 >?! 
Hltlfp l»y 11l«* 11 ® 119 ■ I"» JutlJil f-4| ii si! is *|| eat i Sli !?»•>«! 1*1 tt*|» f*;, »4l tl***l| 

wWit *v(|> ,vn xe,, 
. n| III*? »»f I hr « 

»«!$« *4 lii» f tm~,%! * wf His? fntlf||| Mill still 

*4.4 ;! I I u 2,1 i » 4 , 
fluisnn S*y Nrwto>«‘'ts niulliwl mp llt»4 

,V . 1 , 1 
4 i r 

4* . 1 
* r W 

' * V #H‘ 

t * 1 
I* |.Mi# 

1 13 
"" 45 * #m,|<i* 
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current in a parallel conductor whose section is also given, we 
have to find the integral 

JJJJl°g T dy dx'dy\ 

where dx dy is an element of the area of the first section, dx' dy' 
an element of the second section, and r the distance between 
these elemonts, the integration being extended first over every 
clement of the first section, and then over every element of the 
second. 

Hence substituting in equation (1) this value for 

B ^ Cp 
l * ita1 

itfxpa■ 

+ i Cp | A + ~ ■ 

12 \ p 
1 7r2fz*p2a* 

) 180 \ 0 1 P 
it* ppp* a? 

we get 

} 
+ ... 

L 2 48 p* 8640 * p4 
which agrees with (18) when ju=»l. This series is not convenient if na is large, but 
in that case «7*0'(ina) *» — iJ^(ind) ; Heine’s Kugelfunctionen, p. 248, 2nd Edition. 
Hence when the rate of alternation is so rapid that pp a?/p is a large quantity, 

B Cp A. „ 
t ■» o—n + AtpC; l 2 ira r 

and since w2= 4 
itfxip 

B 

l : V'5&c*c(.<Vi3-> 

Thus the resistance per unit length is 

j^ulV 
12 ltd1} 

arid increases indefinitely as p increases. 
The self-induction per unit length is 

i 

A + v; it-, 
2 it (dp 

and approaches the limit A when p is infinite. 
The magnetic force at a point inside the wire may he shown to be 

2 C J0f (inr) _ 

~ Jo {ina) 

When na is large, 

so that if r » a 

V rr2na 
—x, tbe magnetic force at a distance x from the surface of the wire is 

2 C 
*/a (a—x) 

Tims if n be very large, the magnetic force, and therefore the intensity of the 
current, diminishes very rapidly as we recede from the surface, so that 

/if tbp, wire is free from magnetic force and current. Since /* 
L tilf these effects will be much more apparent in iron wires than m those ma e 0 

noil-magnetic metals.} 



twin! i ri, itimknts. :$2c: 

If we now determine a !in«+ H, »urh that thin integral is 

to JjJJog/i, 

where A t and A, an' the areas of the two Mretioim, the h^j 

Jt will he the name whatever unit of length we ndoji 

whatever system of logarithm* we un*\ If we wiijijioi 

Heel ion h divided into elements of n|inil *i/i\ then the logii 

of ii\ imiltijdied hy the nmnlw r of pittm o| element^ \\ 

equal to the sum of the logarithm * »4 the dintunei'* of n 

pairs of elements. Here U may I*’ ruiiwidered im the groan 

mean of till the dmfnners hot w tvn pairs * if * 1* nietiiH, 

evident that the value of U must l*e iutennodinto hot wet 

greatest and the least value* ot ?*, 

If lij and Hu are the geometrienl mean dbirinern of two ft 

A ami ih from a third, (\ nod if ll4 * n hi that of the mm 

two figures from (\ then 

(d 4 H) log U11 fi ■ .1 lug H i t If lug Ji;i, 

By means of this relation we run determine tt for n coin; 

figure when we know H for the jiarta of the figure, 

$92.] KxAWetraJ 

(1) Let U hi' the menu dmtnnre from the point II t*i tit 
Alt Let fi/1 he perpenilieiilin* to A Ht thru 

AU{h%H t l) ... J/JpgfU i /7Iliigii/l i 

(2) For two lines (Fig. of lengths #t and /» drawn p 
ditutlar to the ritretiiitiwt of at line of length e niiti wit the 

Hide of it: 

tib(2 log H 4* 3) -- (n (*f j log %^*-3 pi - |i|3 4* r'4 to; 

4- (<i3 ■ r j log | 1 4' fie rj log «/ 

—r {a - tan 1 <#   ^ 4 nr tan 111 4 lm tm 
r r 

4 1 fa mil Hi® tcqpiri thins nr# Xnj4«*riii*i. J 
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& 

Dig, 42. 

(:)) For iwo linos, PQ and .HP (Fig. 43), whose directions 

intersect (it (1; 
PQ. RP(2 log It 4- 3) =■• log PR (2 O P. OR sin2 O-PJP cos 0) 

4- log QP (2 OQ. OP sin-0-QP2 cos 0) 

- log PP (2 O P. OP sinH) - PP2 cos 0) 
— log QR(‘2()Q .OR sin20 —QR2 cos 0) 

— sin O 10 P~. PPR - OQ2. PQlt + OR2. I'TlQ - OP*. PpQ}. 

o 

Q 
1% 4»* 

(4) For a point O and a rectangular area ABCD (Fig. 44). 

Let OP, OQ, OR, OP, be perpendiculars on the sides, then 

A It. AD ('2 log R + u) = 2. OP. OQ log 0A + 2.0Q. OR log OB 
4- 2. OR. OP log 00 4-JL OP. OP log OD 
+ 01*. J)OA + OQ2. A@B 
4- OR2. Jf00 + OP*. COD. 

Pig. 44. 

(fi) It is not necessary that the two figures should be different, 

for we way find the geometrical mean of the distances between 
every pair of points in the same figure. Thus, for a straight line 

of length a, log R — log a —•f, 

or R — ae~*, 
R = 0-223I3&. 
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(0) Fora rod angular tuva w!»om< nr* o ami 

tr' h h 
lu*jr It =x log /0;! '1 l h»g ■ 1 * f| ;• i (< : 1 

I *; tun 
V111 VH. 

When the rectangle is n whom* M'i«< ii a, 

log It logo * 1 l»>g - 1 vf i 4 

It . II* 1 | 7Pfitf, 

(7) Thu geometrical m«*im itidaiier *4 n puint front a circular 

lino in equal to the greiiinr of fie* two ijiiiiniitm*, tin itintmtico 

from the centre of the eirrle, ami the nnlitt* *4" the* circle, 

(h) Hence th» geometrical moult distanc*' of ?uiv figure from a 

ring bounded by two concentric cirrlm i* equal t>« if ?4 gcutitctrioai 
moan tlihtanee from tin* centre if it In cittitvlv tiut*idc the ring, 

but if ii in entirely within tin* ting 

! .n.Mngu, 

wlioro ftj anti n., tiro tho outer a ml inner radii of the ring, || 

in thin cane independent of tin* form of the figure within tit© 

ring. 
(U) Tho geometrical mean distance **f nil puirn of pointa in tin 

ring ih fouml front tho equation 

lug It : log ut 
a,- t§ * 

,i«c - * | 
pif' o ,4" ’ U . ii 

.'III,'4 fl4 

For a circular ami of rndttw u, flttn Iiccmiocn 

JogH \ log*? J, 

or It nr K 
It *■ 0*77 HH»! 

For u similar lino it Iwcomea 

It .■ ti. 
i For an elliptic area whom* acini tiro <i, I*t 

log « log" * h - |.; 
• 

In calculating tin* cwffirhnl of wulf-induct ion of ft coil 
of uniform Hwtinii, tin* I'mliu* of curvature In i»g great compared 

with tho cliimfiJxicmH of th«* tranavonio wction, w«* lirat determine 

tho geometrical moan of tho distance* of ev«-ry jmir of point ta of 
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hire section by the method already described, and then we 
calculate the coefficient of mutual induction between two linear 
conductors of the given form, placed at this distance apart. 

This will be the coefficient of self-induction when the total 
current in the coil is unity, and the current is uniform at all 
points of the section. 

But if there are n windings in the coil we must multiply the 
coefficient already obtained by n2, and thus we shall obtain the 
coefficient of self-induction on the supposition that the windings 
of the conducting wire fill the whole section of the coil. 

But the wire is cylindric, and is covered with insulating 
material, so that , the current, instead of being uniformly dis¬ 
tributed over the section, is concentrated in certain parts of it, 
and this increases the coefficient of self-induction. Besides this, 
the currents in the neighbouring wires have not the same action 
on the current in a given wire as a uniformly distributed 
current. 

The corrections arising from these considerations may be de¬ 
termined by the method of the geometrical mean distance. They 
are proportional to the length of the whole wire of the coil, and 
may be expressed as numerical quantities, by which we must 
multiply the length of the wire in order to obtain the correction 
of the coefficient of self-induction. 

Let the diameter of the wire be d. It is covered with in¬ 
sulating material, and wound into a coil. We shall suppose 
that the sections of the wires are in square order, as in Fig. 45, 

o o o 
o o o 
o o o 

Fig. 45. 

and that the distance between the axis of each wire and that of 
the next is D, whether in the direction of the breadth or the 
depth of the coil. D is evidently greater than d. 

We have first to determine the excess of self-induction of unit 



;s;iO 

of li'iif'tli of a cUhnlrio win* «>f itimort. r «/ mt«r that of unit of 

luiigth of a nquarc wire of IK or 
Hit fur tin* mjuntv 

r t • 
* H f**r the riirle 

The inductive notion of the right nramd round wirm on the 

wiro under ennsidenition in lr*** fJtnii that of the rurreMpontiiitg 
eight nquaro wire* on the ^junfe wiro in fIn-* middle by 2x 

(•01971)* 

The correction* for the wire* at a grottier dinimwa may bo 

neglected, and tho total correction itniy ha written 
4 /I 

2 (log, ( f CI.11HM). 

Tho final value of the Kclf-induction m therefore 

L = ♦ 2/(1«k. {J 4 (HI (43:.}, 

where n in tho number of winding*, ninl i the length of the wire, 

M tho mutual induction of two rirriiitu of the form of tho moan 

wire of tho roil jdtiecd lit n dmtnnre it1 from each other, whore R 
in tho mean geometrami distance betarm jmtr* of j»omt* of the 

neet ion. I> ih the tiiniunro between ci»ti*eruttvc wire*, mill d the 

diameter of tho wire. 

* j To gi4 (hit rraiili n*»lir>r llml On* inr«i$ »|t*i#tir« f**f Use wlnM In iht 
(UfttMMH* 1«4wppI* their entire*, the iiir#» tSisfum’® f.«? Sun* *qnmr» wiro# |4mwl »Iil« fey 

jNlittt In />» the tmwn f*#r two p4|siair«* r»riwf to nmmf I cell H sf 3 lK 
H«« MimwcsM, Tran*• H S. IMMvnjh, ji, #33, 1ft# 1 7':, Mr tie**** win* Ima totally 
rtHifthnt Uteri this twiwttofi fituU lii«l inking M**«rU'» m limy iUutti It» 
3 X <ummr» iafleftd t*f U n 010H71. Tim itoti U m U\hm* , 

Fur 8 ti*imwi wire* 

' »tog** iii {nm in 11 !«nlt 4 wtt in. 
For 8 twiiiil wlrtm 

H l‘*i. lh - * /(» * !'**?», Vu /<; 
liouott 

n 
8lt»g|@ « .(Miftfi'irj ; 

mid 

R!0IWU®- 
T)ib in*km the mt»l e«rrwtl*m 

•11I<V,'} * « IIMSt)' 

Itfi |K*ti{iIhlp hi>wrvpr ilmt It» mWI&ting lliii rs»rm'li»» Mint writ $my l»t« Hi@(t 
fahiea t«*r the tmmi* r«n«:| to mf dt-ritnili tti,»ii iIpmhi glfftt Is 
hl« fufejw, | 



CHAPTER XIV. 

ClIUlUt.Alt (1U II HUNTS. 

Matjndic Potential due. to a Circular Current. 

694] Thk magnetic potential at a given point, duo to a 
circuit carrying a unit current, is numorioally equal to the Holid 

angle subtended by the circuit at that point; hoo Arts. H09, 485. 
When the circuit is circular, the solid angle is that of a corns 

of' the second degree, which, when the given point is on the axis 

of the circle, becomes a right cone. When the point is not on 
the axis, the cone is an elliptic cone, and its solid angle is 

numerically equal to the area of the spherical ellipse which it 
traces on a sphere whose radius is unity. 

This ansa can be expressed in finite terms by means of elliptic 
integrals of the third kind. We shall find it more convenient to 

expand it in the form of an infinite series of spherical harmonics, 

for the facility with which mathe¬ 

matical operations may be performed 

on the general term of such a scries 

more than courtterlialances the trouble 

of calculating a mtmlmr of terms 

sufficient to ensure practical accuracy. 

For the sake of generality we shall 

assume the origin at any point on the 

axis of the circle, that is to say, on 

the line through the centre perpen¬ 

dicular to the plane of tire circle. 
I/ot 0 (Fig. 46) he the centre of the 

circle, V the point on the axis which 

wc assume as origin, // a point on 

the circle. 

Describe a sphere with 0 as centre, and CM as radius. The 

x 
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circle will lie on this sphere, and will form a small circle of the 

sphere of angular radius a. 
Let CH = c, 

OC = b = c cos a, 
0 JET = a- = c sin a. 

Let A be the pole of the sphere, and Z any point on the axis, 

and let CZ = 
Let R be any point in space, and let OR = r, and ACM = 6. 

Let P be the point where OR cuts the sphere. 
The magnetic potential due to the circular current is equal to 

that due to a magnetic shell of strength unity bounded by the 
current. As the form of the surface of the shell is indifferent, 
provided it is bounded by the circle, we may suppose it to coin¬ 

cide with the surface of the sphere. 
We have shewn in Art. 670 that if V is the potential clue to 

a stratum of matter of surface-density unity, spread over the 
surface of the sphere within the small circle, the potential <0 due 
to a magnetic shell of strength unity and bounded by the same 

circle is id, __ 
60 = —--r-(r7). 

c dr v 
We have in the first place, therefore, to find V. 
Let the given point be on the axis of the circle at Z, then the 

part of the potential at Z due to an element dS of the spherical 

surface at Pis dS 

ZP‘ 

This may be expanded in one of the two series of spherical 

harmonics, 
-f- &c. 4" Ri~~i &C. 

c 1 

or 

the first series being convergent when 2 is less than 0, and the 
second when z is greater than c. 

Writing dS = — c2dfid<j>, 
and integrating with respect to $ between the limits 0 and 2 7r, 
and with respect to ^ between the limits cos a and 1, we find 

V = 2ttc j f P0dix + &G. + -.f JPidiJ.+ &Q.l, 
(v cos a ^ ■* cos a 3 

.or >= 27r-j f1 P0dv+&c.+ -J1 + • 
^ LJ co» a ^ J cos a 3 ' 

(i) 

(0 
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By Uk* characteristic. equation of /?, 

/(7 + I)/; t 

lienee ['i :<i * 

<1 
llfX 

(1 - M") <">a, 
<ffj- J 

1 - M“ <U’' 

t- (t + 1) 

This expression fails when i 0, but since /,{ 

0. 

/ - ix. 

0) 

(••o 

<//. 
Ah the function occurs in every part of thin investigation 

wo Nhall denote it by the abbreviated symbol if. The values of 
if corresponding to several values of i arc given in Art. (>08. 

We arc now able to write down the value of V for any point 
Rt whether on the axis or not, by substituting r for c, and 
multiplying each term by the zonal harmonic of 0 of the same 
order, For lf muni be capable of expansion in a Herien of zonal 
harmonies of 0 with proper eoelheiontH. When 0 = 0 each of 
the zonal harmonics becomes equal to unity, and tins point R 
lien on the ax in. lienee the coefficients are the, terms of the 
expanse n of V for a point on the axis. We thus obtain the 
two series 

V \ltc 

or 
vt ^ ^ 

1 - COM « Ac. + .f.ff ^ /:'(«) U(°) + &0-|» (4) 

« *;; >-«+*<•.. +. ffff $ +*«•} • co 
095.') We may now find w, the magnetic potential of the 

circuit, by the method of Art. (>70, from the equation 

We thus obtain the two series 
iB ] 

1 — cos a 4 <tc, + * (6) 

• </= 2wHinil«|i /C(a)Pl(0) + &c. + ^ J + (O') 

Tint series (0) is oonvorgont for all values of r loss than <:, and 
the series (O') is convergent for all values of r greater than a. 
At the surface of the sphere, where r = c, the two series give 

the same value for w when 0 is greater than a, that is, for points 
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not occupied by the magnetic shell, hut when 0 Is less than a, 

that in, at points on the magnetic shell, 
4)hr:-, %o «f \ /r. (7) 

if we assume 0, the c.entre of the circle, iw the origin of co¬ 

ordinates, wo must put a = ’*, and the st 

= — 12ir| 1 4- #i/f(^ + Ac. *(■'• h 

, + 27r|i':;/;(()) i A,-, i (• [!, 

where the orders of nil the harmonies an 

m s heroine 

,, ,.t (s') 

uti.i * 

fh/ the Patent inf /wo'/'♦/*/ nf hen i V renfn V t *u r rents. 

Let us begin hy supposing the t wo magnetic shells 

which nrt» equivalent to the currents to he portions of two 

concentric spheres, their radii taiing 

ct and e5, of \shich rt $s the grimier 

1 V\ (Fig. *")• het iih also supjmso 
\ that the axes of the two shells 

I / , J—JX \ coiiiciile, mid that* *q is the angle 
| f **•'■ ■ j I subtended hy the radius of the 

I l v J I first sludh and a, the angle suh- 
\ \ / j tended by the radius of the second 

. \ / shell lit the Centre (\ 

y/ Let mt he the potential due to 

^the first shell at any point within 

1%, 47, it* then the work required to carry 
the second shell to an infinite dis¬ 

tance is the value of the surface-integral 

* 
* The v*ltt« c»f the tuilld Rtigfa *ubt«*iitM hy * «dr«J«* tmy tw «4»uIii«h! in » mor« 

direct way n» fellows . 
The itdhi wigb Mthtamlwl by the rln*l«» »t the j**int X In the ml* is easily Aiwa 
he i ** |«IM|»* 

« - (I - u/ )■ 

Exjiwidiiig tlili e*|ir«#fii<m In sjihfiit'*! huriwmir*, we find 

m ** 2 11) 4 \!\{%) mm* f\ o ' * * kv> i {i\(a) ***« < $\ t ,<* 4 &«,}* 

«' «* 2 v { (/*„(«)- i\(«})P 4 4U». 4 {/*, (<tj «**«»- tXi t » 

ter the exfmn#lott» ef # for {udnte **n the *xla f«r wiileli a l» Mu llimit « *m! gwater 
thm 0 mqmiMy, Thww rtmults mu ««il| Im shewn tii «#IifidiI» with then® in th« 
t«xk 
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1 lonco 

M 

(>xt(iiul(*<l over tie; Kecond kIicII. 

4 7r,JHiirotr./{ ' /['(a,) f'll(0)d&Q.+ '\ JftaJ f<J?(0)d^, + &c\ 
. (( l c JMa - } 

or, substituting the value of tho integrals from equation (2), 
Art. «»•!, 

* 1 
^7r2Hinl<qHtn i+Ac-+7(4 l)'yn«l)Jr(«,)+&c. 

697.] Lot uh next suppose that tho axis of one of tho shells is 

turned about (1 an a centre, ho that it now makes an angle 0 with 

the axis of tho other shell (Fig, -18). We have only to introduce 

tho zonal harmonica of 0 into this expression for if, and wo find 
for the more genera! value of /If, 

M l tt sur (q sm* aj' mr* 
(ti 

if (<q) 4- &C. 

1 

b { b -f“ 1 ) I 

This is tho value of the potential energy duo to tho mutual 

action of two circular currents of unit strength, placed ho that 
the normals through the centres of tho 

circles meet in a point O at an angle 
0, the distances of the circumferences 

of the circles from the point 0 being 

rt and , of which r, is the greater. 
If any displacement <hc alters the 

value of M, then the force acting in 

the direction of tho displacement is 
y ilM 

A d£* 

For instance, if tho axis of one of the shells is free to turn 
about the point C\ so as to cause 0 to vary, then tho moment of 

tho force tending to increase 6 is 0, where 

dM' 

de* 

Kg. 48, 

0; 

* {This is iiMtly proved by expressing the zonal harmonic P{ (0), which occurs in 
tho expression for w, In equation (6) a« the sum of a series of zonal and tessera! 
harmonioi, with Va for axis, and then using the formula 

M ■ 2 * 
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Performing the differentiation, and remembering that 

^P = -Sin eP/(9), 

where P- has the same signification as in the former equations, 

0 = — 47r2 sin2 cqsin2 a2 sin Qc2\\C~P{(ajP:['(a2) P[(0) + &c. 
"I ci 

698. ] As the values of P/ occur frequently in these calculations 
the following table of values of the first six degrees may be 
useful. In this table jjl stands for cos 0, and v for sin 0. 

if = i, 

if = 3m> 
if=£( 5M^-l) = 6(^.-il)2)> 

i^'=lM(7M2—3)= 

#=¥ (21/x4-14m2+1) = 15(M*-|^V + |r4)3 

= ^Xfj. (33/X4 — 30fX2 + 5) =21 fl (jU,4 — f /U2 z;2 + f^4). 

699. ] It is sometimes convenient to express the series for if in 
terms of linear quantities as follows:— 

Let a be the radius of the smaller circuit, b the distance of its 

plane from the origin, and c = Va2 + b2. 
Let A, B, and G be the corresponding quantities for the larger 

circuit. 

The series for M may then be written, 

A2 
M = 1.2. tt2-^ a2 cos 0 

A2B 
+ 2.3.7r2-^-a26(cos2^ — \ sin20) 

A2(B2 — ]LA2\ 
-f 3.4.7r2-—la2(b2 — \a?) (cos30—fsin2<9 cosQ) 

+ &c. 

If we make 0=0, the two circles become parallel and on the 
same axis. To determine the attraction between them we may 
differentiate M with respect to b. We thus find 

dM 2l2a2) B 0 o B2 
diT = *'T7r|2-3Z; + 2-3-4- 

.1^2 

O3 
b + &c.| • 
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700.] In calculating the effect of a coil of rectangular section 
we have to integrate the expressions already found with respect 
to A, the radius of the coil, and By the distance of its plane from 
the origin, and to extend the integration over the breadth and 
depth of the coil. 

In some cases direct integration is the most convenient, hut 
there are others in which the following method of approximation 
leads to more useful results. 

Let P be any function of x and and let it be required to 
find the value of P where 

r+hv 
/ Pdxdy. 

J—\y 

In this expression P is the mean value of P within the limits 
of integration. 

Let jP be the value of P when x = 0 and 2/ = 0, then, ex¬ 
panding P by Taylor's Theorem, 

P= P+ x 
dB, . dR 
dx + y dy 

+ lx2 <BP0 
dx2. 

+ &c. 

Integrating this expression between the limits, and dividing 
the result by xy, we obtain as the value of P, 

P p , 1 / n d2Pn _ 0<Z2Pa P = P0 + (a 
dx-i +y dtf > 

d4P ,74 p 

+ T*W 04 -jgt + dx2dy< + &C. 

In the case of the coil, let the outer and inner radii be A +1 £, 
and A — i £ respectively, and let the distances of the planes of the 
windings from the origin lie between P + iu and — then 
the breadth of the coil is 77, and its depth £, these quantities 
being small compared with A or <7. 

In order to calculate the magnetic effect of such a coil we may 
write the successive terms of the series (6) and (6') of Art. 695 as, 
follows:— 

2 A2-P2 ,A2 
ft 

B, 
*g(1 + 

1 

c* ■e 
1 n2 _L 

* 'ff Q4 V + 

tr2= 3tt 

YOL. II. 

2 
Q2+ gt ) « + 

Z 

iB2—3A2 
C* 

»)2+ ...|j 
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(?3 = ^¥L{Ci(8B>-12A2) + 35A2B*(5A2-i&)} 

_+f J^JL2 {A*—12J.2jB2+ SB4}, 

&c., &c.; 

9i = Tto? + iV7^2, 
g2-l-na?b + £-tt&P, 

g% = 3*a2(&2-ia,2) + (2b*-3a?) + ^a\ 

&c., &e. 

The quantities G0, G^, Cr2, &c. belong to the large coil. The 
- value of co at points for which r is less than C is 

<0 = -2Tr + 2G0—G1rIJ1(6)~-G2r2P2 (0)—&e. 

The quantities gl9 g2, &c. belong to the small coil. The value 
of </ at points for which r is greater than c is 

= 9i ~2 % (0) + 92 -» \ (e)+ &c- 

The potential of the one coil with respect to the other when 
the total current through the section of each coil is unity is 

M= G1g1P1 (i9) + G2g2J?2 (B) + &c. 

To find M by Elliptic Integrals. 

701.] When the distance of the circumferences of the two 
circles is moderate as compared with the radius of the smaller, 
the series already given do not converge rapidly. In every case, 
however, we may find the value of M for two parallel circles by 
elliptic integrals. 

For let b be the length of the line joining the centres of the 
circles, and let this line be perpendicular to the planes of the 
two circles, and let A and a be the radii of the circles, then 

' M= JJ~dsd/, 

the integration being extended round both curves. . 
In this case, 

r2 = J.2 + a2 + — %Aa cos (<£ — <£'), 

e = <#> — (jf>V d* = ad</)) ds' = Ad<j>\ 
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if: 
n2 7T Aa cos ($ — 4/) d<j> d<f>' 

V -42 + a2 + &2 — 2Aacos (0 — </>') 

= — 47rV^Or .F+ 

where c =_—_, 
V (A + a)2 -f b2 

and F and E are complete elliptic integrals to modulus c, 
From this, remembering that 

dF 1 {E-(l-c2)F}, 
dc c(l — c2) 

and that c is a function of b, we find 

dM_ w be __ _ {(2—c2) E— 2 (1 — cl) F], 
VAal-c2 

If r3 and r., denote the greatest and least values of r, 

(A + a)2 + b2, = (A — a)2 + b2, 

and if an angle y be taken such that cos y = — > 

dM 

db = 
—it 

b siny 

V Aa 
{2Fy-(l+&ec2y)Ey}, 

•where Fy and Ey denote the complete elliptic integrals of the 
first and second kind whose modulus is sin y. 

If A = a, cot y = — 9 and 
5 7 2a 

dM 

db 
= — 27r COS y {2Fy — (1 + sec2y) i?y}. 

dM 
The quantity — represents the attraction between two 

parallel circular circuits, the current in each being unity. 
On account of the importance of the quantity M in electro¬ 

magnetic calculations the values of log (M] 47r >/Aa\ which is a 
function of c and therefore of y only, have been tabulated for 
intervals of 6' in the value of the angle y between 60 and 90 

degrees. The table will be found in an appendix to this 

chapter. 
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AVrom/ ExprennUni for M. 

An expression fur M, which *s wnmhuu'H muiv convenient, in 

got by making rx =■ / *» in which case 
I'l ‘i" r2 

*m=: HxSAa 1 ;*>,) 
Cr, 

To <lraw the Lntttf 0/ 3Itt*judir Fur? far tt (% tmlar (htnrnt* 

702.] Thu linen of magnetic force are evidently in plants, 

panning through the axis of the circle, and in each id' these linos 

the value of M in constant 
iiifi 0 

Calculate the value of A% ^ ,, ,» a from liegendres 
( * sin# — r* 

tables for a sufficient number of values of ih 

Draw rectangular axel* of >r and z on the paper [tlm origin 
being at the centre of the eirede and tl$e axis of ; the axis of the 

circle}, and, with centre at. the point / - |u (sin t> p cosine 0), 

draw a circle with radius §u (conec# —sin **)• bur all points 
of this circle the value of ct will l*e sin 0, Hence, for all points of 

this circles, 
1 , , I W A\ 

A/ = Bn\/Au 
</K* 

and A - 
1*4 w£ 

Now A is the value ofV for which the value of M wm found. 

Hence, if we draw a line fur which .#• At it will cut the circle 

in two points having the given value of JA 

Giving M a series of values in arithmetical progression, the 

values of A will he as a series of squares, Drawing therefor© a 
series of lines parallel to z% for which a* 1ms the values found for 

A, the points where these lines cut the circle will ho the points 

where the corresponding lines of force cut the circle* 

* [The Rucmnd oxfmtmiltm for M mmf t» ilrditoetl from Ut« tlril t*y kuimi of lb# 
following trwwformiuimw In Klllutlc liiWgmls 

yd ! *\ t»r 

/•*{«) - (I 

ff m tV~% 
1 * <•,* 

A*^ " i + e, ^_<,‘5 *V»M 

If 

then 
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If wo put in = 8 and M = nia, then 

A = x = ii~ 

Wo may call d tho index of the lino of force. 

The forms of those limss am given in Fig. XVIII at the ontl of 
this volume. They are copied from a drawing given by Sir W. 
Thomson in his paper on 4 Vortex Motion \* 

703. J If the position of a circle having a given axis is re¬ 

garded as defined hy 5, the distance of its centre from a fixed 
point on the axis, and n, the ratlins of the circle, then M\ the 
coeflieient of induction of the circle with respect to any system 

whatever of magnets or currents, is subject to the following 

equation, <*W </W 1 <!M 

* da? dliA a da, ~ ^ 

To prove this, lot. us consider the number of lines of magnetic 
force cut. hy the circle when a or 5 is made to vary. 

(1) hoi a become o + 5u, 5 remaining constant. During this 
variation the circle, in expanding, sweeps over an annular 
surface in its own plane whose breadth is 5a. 

If V is the magnetic potential at any point, and if the axis of 

y he parallel to that of the circle, then the magnetic force per- 

d V 
pendicular to the plane of the ring is — ^ - 

To find the magnetic induction through the annular surface 
we have to integrate r8rr * dV ,, 

f — / aba~i~<*0* 
J u (Ilf 

whore 0 is the angular position of a point on the ring. 

But this quantity represents the variation of M due to the 

variation of at or , So. Hence 
da 

dM dV f 
-/- =-/ a~y~dO. (2) 
da Jo Uy 

(2) Let 5 become 5 + 55, while a remains constant. During 

this variat ion the circle sweeps over a cylindric surface of radius 
a and length 55, f and the lines of force which pass through this 

surface are those which cease to pass through the circle}. 
The magnetic force perpendicular to this surface at any point 

d F* 
is — , , wlioro r is tho dintanco from tho axis. Honco 

(It 
dM r-av (3) 
db J„ dr v ' 

* Tram. U. 8. MUn,, vol. xxv. p. 217 (1B69). 
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Differentiating equation (2) with respect to at ami (:i) with 

respect to />, we get 

drM n*dv . , d: Y . 
= — / ttI it tltl, 

dtr J ,> t /// J o iirdtj w 

,llr \l, 'V„</ 
- (5) 

.«, *» H, r-'/w 
(Ur do~ Jh djl («) 

-1,1 f I'.v fa 

Transposing the lust term wo obtain equation (I), 

(Uief'teind of I toituiIon uf To'o I^irnilrl (*/ retes tola n the 

Distance hetieera ike Aren in mooli anu pared neith the 

Hait i tin of either Hi trie. 

704. | Wo might deduce iho value of M in this ease from ill© 

expansion of the elliptic integrals already given when their 

modulus in nearly unity. The following method, however, k a 

more direct application of electrical principles, 

HirU A itprttJ'i mat ion. 

lad. tt and a -fr hr tin* radii of tin* envies and h the distune# 

between their plam*s, then tin* shortest distance hot ween ilmlr 

circumferences in given by 

r . t A -k h\ 

Wo have to find the magnetic induction through the one circle 

duo to a unit current in the other. 

Wo shall begin by supposing the two circles to tm in one 

piano. Consider a small element hn of the circle whoso no 1 ins in 

«-H\ At a point in the plane of the circle, distant *# from the 

centre of Bn, measured in a direction making an angle O miththo 

direction of ort the magnetic force due tu h-n is jsu pmtdieular to 
th plane anti espial to | 

sin 0 A##. 
r 

To calculate the surface integral of this force over iho space 

which lies within the circle of radius a wo must find the value 

of tho integral /•**/•».„iu & , , 
2bn f i diiilft, 

J»i J >, i> 
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where r15 r2 are the roots of the equation 

viz. 

r2—2 (a + c) sin<9r + c2 + 2ac = 0, 

: (a + c) sin0 + V"(a4-o)2sin26—c2 —2 ac, 

and 

r2 = (a + c) sin <9— V(a + c)2 sin2 6—c2 — 2ac, 
. o, c2 + 2ac 

sm2 67 = 7-75 * 
1 (c + a)2 

When c is small compared to <x we may put 

2 a sin 6, 

r2~c/ sin 

Integrating with regard to p we have 

2 6s/"* log (—sin2#) . sin0cZ<9 == 

2 bs [cos 0 j2—log sin2 #) j> + 2 log tan ^ j5" 

= 26s(loge — — 2)5 nearly. 

We thus find for the whole induction 

Mac = 4 7r a (logc — -2), 

Since the magnetic force at any point, the distance of which 
from a curved wire is small compared with the radius of curva¬ 
ture, is nearly the same as if the wire had been straight, we can 
(Art. 684) calculate the difference between the induction through 
the circle whose radius is a — c and the circle A by the formula 

MaA~~Mac = lira {logec—loger}. 

Hence we find the value of the induction between A and a 

be 2£Aa = 47ra(loga8a—log6r—2) 

approximately, provided r the shortest distance between the 

circles is small compared with a. 
705.] Since the mutual induction between two windings of 

the same coil is a very important quantity in the calculation of 
experimental results, I shall now describe a method by which the 
approximation to the value of M for this case can be carried to 

any required degree of accuracy. 
* We shall asstime that the value of M is of the form 

M = itr^Alog^+B^, 
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nfi coy2 

where A = a + A2x + A2 — + A2 — + Az + Az -~2 -f &c. 
CL CL CL*J Co 

+ a-0»-U {xnAn + af*~2yiA'n + a;”-4y*A"n +...}+ &c., 

and B = -2a + Bxx + B,p + B+- + BA +Bz'^( + &e-, 
G CL CL CL 

where a and a + x are the radii of the circles, and y the distance 
between their planes. 

We have to determine the values of the coefficients A and J5. 
It is manifest that only even powers of y can occur in these 
quantities, because, if the, sign of y is reversed, the value of M 
must remain the same. 

We get another set of conditions from the reciprocal property 
of the coefficient of induction, which remains the same whichever 
circle we take as the primary circuit. The value of M must 
therefore remain the same when we substitute a + x for a, and 
— x for x in the above expressions. 

We thus find the following conditions of reciprocity by equat¬ 
ing the coefficients of similar combinations of x and y, 

^ = 1-^, Bx = l-2-5x, 
Az =—A2 A39 S3 = ^ \AX+A2 B2 S3, 
A8'=-Aa'-A8', Bi= A2 — B2 — S3 ; 

(— )nAn — A2 + (n — 2)A3 + ^^-- ^14 + &c. + An, 

(-)*5.=-1 + 

+Bs+(»-2)S,+ fcAfcA)s,+&0.+5.. 

From the general equation of if, Art. 703, 
d2M dm_\_dM_ 0 

da? dy2 a + x dx ~~ 9 

we obtain another set of conditions* 
2A2 + 2A'2 = A1} 

2 A2 + 2 A g + 6 A3 -f- 2 A!3 — 2 A2 j 
ca (xi— 1) An + (ji +1) 7iAn+1 + 1.2 A'n +1.2A'n+1 = 7iAn, 

*(n— 1) ('ft— 2)Arn + n(n — 1) A'n+1 + 2.3 A"n + 2.3 A"n+i 
= (n~2)A'n3 &c.; 

4:A2+ A-^ = 2j??2 + 2S\— B-^ = 4:Ar29 

6A3 + 3j12= 2B'2 + §B3 +2^3= §A'z + 2A'2, 

* {Mr. Chree finds that this equation should he 
(pi-— 2) (ti—3)^)i + (n— X) (ti—2)aLn+i + 3 + 3.4^4.«j-. 
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+ (2 n + 2) /I n+1 = (2 //, - -1) A\ + (2n + 2) A'n+X 

- ("• ■ “) + + ') nHn+1 + 1.2 11',, +1.2 jr%+,. 
Iving these equations mul substituting the values of the 
cionis, tho sorios lor M hocomoB 

, Hof . x 
•I 7W lOg <1 + 4 + 

r ( <( 

+ 3 ij~ 
l (nr 

uv* + 3 xj/* 
32 wl 

+ See 

-I' *1 TMt < — 2 — | ’ -f 
( (l 

^-r 
War ‘ 

■ 0 ■,vyi 

48<d' 
•+ &c. I 

'.nd the form, of a coif for which, the coefficient of netf¬ 

ul act ion. in a 'iiitu.iiii.wiii, the total Icntjlli. and ifurkuenn of 
ic 'tcirc heiutj ijiren, 

1.] Omitting the corrections of Art. 705,woliml by Art. (>!)3 

L = I tmi-a (log *^ — 2), 

o n, is the number of windings of the wire, a is the moan 

h of the coil, and It is the geometrical mean distance of the 
verse section of the coil from itself. See Art. 601. If thin 

in is always similar to itself, 11 is proportional to its linear 
isions, and n varies us lti\ 

ice the t otal length of tho wire is ‘2 van,, a varies inversely 
Hence 

dn till 
— 2 ., j 

•w 11 
and 

die UK 

11 ’ 

ve find tho condition that h may bo a maximum 
Hu. . 

Kr It 

•ho triuinvorwi nootion of tho channel of tho coil is 
Huh t\ then, by Art. 692, 

co 

and u 
4' > 

a : 3*22 c; 

circular, 

hi* mm It may 1m obtained dlrootly by tho method suggested in “Art 704, 
th« t'Xpfttiftiumi of this elliptic integrals In tho expression for M found in 

1* Htw Cayley’s Mlijrtfo JFunotium, Art, 75.] 
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or, the moan radius of (ho roil should In* :i»2*2 times Urn radius o 

the transverse section of (hr channel of tin* coil in order thal 

sur.h a coil may have (hr greatest coefficient of self induction 
This result was found hy (hums*. 

If then channel in which tin* roil is wound has a square trans¬ 

verse motion, the mean diameter of the mil should he ;i*7 thuei 
the side of the square section of the channel, 

* H'rrht*, I I«t. \ , J«, ^ 



APPENDIX I. 

Table of the values of log 
M 

4 ir V A a 
(Art. 701). 

The Logarithms are to base 10. 

M l„g — . 
Airy A a 

, M log— 
' iir^/Aa 

M Iagt 
A r~A—’ 4 iry Aa 

60° O' T-4994783 63° 30' 1-5963782 67° O' 1-6927081 
6' 1*5022651 36' 1-5991329 6' 1-6954642 

12' 1*5050505 42' 1*6018871 12' 1-6982209 
18' 1-5078345 4 8' 1*6046408 18' 1-7009782 
24' 1-5106173 54' T-6073942 24' 1-7037362 
30' 1*5133989 64° 0' 1-6101472 30' 1*7064949 
36' 1*5161791 6' 1-6128998 36' 1*7092544 
42' 1*5189582 12' 1*6156522 42' 1-7120146 
4 8' 1-5217361 18' 1-0184042 48' 1*7147756 
64' 1*5245128 24' 1-6211560 54' 1*7175375 

61° 0' T- 52 7 288 3 30' 1-6239076 68° 0' 1-7203003 

«' T-5300028 36' 1-6266589 6' 1*7230640 

12' 1*5328361 42' 1-6294101 12' 1*7258286 
18' 1*5356084 48' 1*6321612 18' 1*7285942 

24' 1*5383796 54' 1*6349121 24' 1*7313609 

30' 1*54114 98 65° 0' 1-6376629 30' 1-7341287 

36' 1-5-139190 6' T-6404137 36' 1*7368975 

42' 1*54 66872 12' 1*64 31645 4?' r*7396675 

4 8' 1*54 94545 18' 1*6459153 48' 1-7424387 

54' 1-5522209 24' T-6486660 54' T-7452111 

02° O' 1*5549864 30' T-6514169 69° 0' 1*7479848 

0' 1-5577510 36' 1*6541678 6' 1*7507597 

12' 1-5605147 42' 1*6569189 12' T-7535361 

18' 1-5632776 48' 1-6596701 18' 1-7563138 

24' 1*5660398 54' 1-6624215 24' 1*7590929 

30' 1*5688011 66° 0' 1-6651732 30' 1*761*8735 

36' 1*5715618 6' 1-6679250 36' 1*7646556 

42' 1-5743217 12' 1-6706772 42' 1*7674392 

48' 1-5770809 18' T-6734296 . 48' 1*7702245 

64' 1-5798394 24' 1*6761824 54' T-7730114 

03° 0' T-5825973 30' 1*6789356 70° 0' 1-7758000 

6' 1*5853546 36' 1-6816891 6' 1-7785903 

12' T-5881113 42' 1*6844431 12' T-7813823 

18' f-5908675 48' 1*6871976 18' 1-7841762 

24' 1-5936231 54' 1-6899526 24' 

. 

1*7869720 
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St 

I W % M ll 

V 
I a* %f 

!i 

f .« 

70s' :so -7 Hl*T t'.***v 7 

:ir/ 1.7025002 

if 1-7053700 

if 1 <7oh! 7 l.'t 

5 r 1 -8000803 

71 * 0* 1 -8037882 

if 1 .8005083 

vf i.8oni m; 

IH* 1-8122253 

2 r j l.tf i;.» 123 

:n/ 1 -H1 780,1 7 7 

a*»# 1 1 .8200.830 

42* ! .82350*0 

if 1.8203310 

Bf 1-82010 15 

72“ o' l-h:i I 
tr 1.831*310 _ 

vf 1.8370003 , 

IB' [■8105000 1 

2-r 1.8133531 

:ici* 1.810 100* ' 

:w# 1-8 I'.nt 103 

'12' |.8510iUH 

•IK* 1 -85 17•*. 5 

M' 1.857010 1 j 

73" </ 1.800 1785 ; 

<r 1.80.33 1 lo ! 

uf 1.8002170 ; 

ir 1.8000852 ■* 

aV f'.H’lfllM 1 

ao' 1.8718 100 
1.8777237 ;j 

vf 1.88(10. M»0 * 

if 1.8835013 ! 

nr 1.8803058 ji 

7 1” 0' 1-88020 13 \ 
i? 1-8021000 • 

I*/ 1.8051030. . 

18' 1-80801 11 

2 r 1.0000203 ! 
no' J.0038180 

(■0007728 

•la’ I <0007012 

48* 1-0120311 , 

H* | MM 53717 | 

It* ■ •« I hM I I 7*4 

if • 42 1 tilt 3 :n\' 

12' 4*7 i l f :«:• 12' 

i3 1 .*» 7;i 7 ii 7 1H ’ 

2 t# | jm :*r 

lift 1 .4 333 mm 4 *414 M 

I \t i 1’/ 

vf i;r 

\f i*!t vj 1 h' 

4 r I 4§ i;*77 St*» 2 r 

o' $.**! M2 !'.*«♦ * :uf 

fi |.!iM22«*7» | :it» 

VI 42' 

1* Iimi j 4K 

2 r j 5i i 

a*r, ViHYJIt* I 1 * 1 

n ti" M*i»ii:ii;i7 | r/| 

424 i r*:i r ! ia ! 

4ufi 1 .*1723*48:1 '■ 1h\ 

nv 1417544**7 a r! 
«1 

«i# J4»7«5i»7!l rut i 

lY !'*!B 157 31 : 
vf t 4*H1»* I.M 12* j 

If Mm 7 72 13 •lHf ; 

at* | .mam IM 7*!fl 

:ki’ 1444:17* Mi’j na 41 nf; 

:i i r J .**MViM)K7 if 

rr I N | 1 ?f 

1 f »i h i :i;f :i $ H* 

nr 4«#tnl»n4 j Ilf 

M if 4111*1 i*l/4l :uf 

ir \ .it| i%:iHf» 1 -i mf 

If j 4M I 
1 

rf 

if j .ni I 4«* 

ir i 41221 m nf 

tm* ; 4*2 '42**51* ' H, f rf 

air 1 412H l^nii I rf 

42 I 4*;$ll»7't'l j vf 

i4 (i 44J |«H5/* 1H# 

m# j ant >11111 1 4 
•1 

flV 

f if i 41114273 1 
'il 

:nf 

if j 4,Mir#i*;i:i mf 

Vf ; 4l4#Pll!iB if 

1 8 j| if 

24 i .0313317 il 

M 
i # \//f f| 

•«*;i r*; i in 

•«m; ! 

rr* i h < 
• <»70H |] 

4*7 iihh 

atHiiHtl 

i*27n: 

4i*i i mi i 

4i!»M7H 
4HI7«lflll 

*! n III ft‘I 

• |l*H28H 
4 1177*1 

• I 152«ti 
■ t t HMO^ 
• 122:11* 
• I 2500] 
■laoi*; 
• mow 
. i ;uui~i 
■ I •ltl.'ltM 
■ I nos; 
• H 7i.2i 
man 

| I fi7.Hl 

i -ir.K7-i 
• ir.aia 
. 100.20 

. I t:im7 
! .1 7772 
i .1*138 

.1*518 

, .irtini! 
.Htaai 

•2«iai 
•20531 
•20!H i 

" .21351 
' 2170’ 
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u* " • 
4 ir s/ A a 

. M log - 
4 tt^/A a 

log M 
4 tr a/ A a 

*2217823 O' •8180007 88° 0' ■4385420 
•2250728 O' •3101002 o' •4405341 
*230 I 98*1 12' •3243843 12' •454 8004 
•23-hooo 18' •3207387 18' *4033880 
•2887501 24' *3351702 24' •4723127 
•2120070 30' •3407012 30' •4810206 
*24 7-17*18 80' ■3403184 30' •4013505 
*25(80-10 •12' ■3520327 42' , *5015870 
•25(!85(i 1 4 8' *3578495 48' •5123738 
•2008020 5-1' •30377*10 54' •5238079 
• 20 5-1 I 52 87" 0' •3008153 80° 0' •5300007 
•2700150 0' •3759777 6' •5400909 
*2740055 12' •3822700 12' •5032880 
*2793070 18' -3887000 18' •5788406 
•28-11221 24' •3052702 24' •5901320 
•2880820 30' •4020102 30' *0157370 
•293HO l 8 30' *4 089234 30' ■0385007 
-2987312 42' •4100138 4 2' ■0003883 
•8087288 4 8' -1233022 48' *7027705 
•3087828 54' *4308053 54' -7580941 



[AlTKNhiX II. 

In tho vriy bttjtmtwit rowo **f (hc riimljir mitu! mil* Lord 11»jlrigli 

him MlggrMrd ill flit' 1IW’ of flit' foi tuning faWni n v«'i;v €:<i«v«niient 

formula of tipgwnxiuiofion. Tbr hamuhi, apidintUr t*» un* numWr of 

vttrtnbltni. otrtirH in Mr. Mnmftrttt^ K* pmt *«» Lhmdintnrm nmt inter* 

point ion to thv Hrif Lit A«MH*iiifinn, Innd \n nffrilitifnl fu tli« late 

Mr, if. ♦!, i’urkkr. In tho pi mod inntnurv flir uumh« r of variables ig 
four. 

l*ot // in* tin* number of winding in ihm * ml#, 

ri, a tlto rittUi of fln-ir rriifnil w indtngn, 

ft thr dkiiutcr Ilirir r»iitrr«, 

2 A, 2K tho radial bread! bn of the mil in 

2k\ 2k* the muni breadth#. 

Also h i f ({*, it\ h) be the rwrfitrtrist of liiiltinil titdttrffoli for fliii centra] 

winding*. Thru the cwfilrirnt of mutual iinliirfion of f ho iw« roila ii 

j/{« + /** n\ f»M /(rt th »*, M 

1 4/{<i*t*# f «•* h\ h\ 
| WH 4%/ (**» w ^ i k) I / *#Si ** » A ! 

| +/(«, »\ M &*) f /(*. n\ & ~k*) 
{ ~8/(ci, <•',*). 1 

Iappkndix in. 

$vlf-huinrVwn vj a virvnlar mil nf t’trUtwjuhtr mditm* 

!f if denote the iiirrifi mtliii« of »i mil of n winding* wliuftr Mt&l 

brood th in h iii*«1 radial breadth in r» flint the m4l tfitltirltm, iw e*&)ettkted 

by WriuiH of tin' aerie* of Ail, 7o5fc Inin Imrn f?ltt#wii by Weiiuifam WidL 

Aim. xxi. %p«| to Ini 

A *1 w ii1 (o A 4s f*)» 
where, writing # for A/rl 

A = i„gHert + ^ .. *' - JluK (I | .r’) j 1 '1 

+ ' *) t«*>~!A 

M = {^(l [(1«K 8J‘ - - 1«K {1 ♦ -< n) (I + 3 *•) + 3-« J 

221 
4s |j() - i *6 w+ 3*2 ^ttuP1^ 

- 10 +*■> + 



CHAPTER XV, 

I? I, HOT ROM AO! N K T10 I NSTltXTMBOTS. 

Galvanometers. 

707.] A GaIjVanom bt kk is an instrument by means of which an 
oleotrio current is indicated or measured by its magnetic action. 

When the instrument is intended to indicate the existence of 
a feeble current, it is called a Sensitive Galvanometer. 

When it is intended to measure a current with the greatest 
accuracy in terms of standard units, it is called a Standard Galva¬ 
nometer. 

All galvanometers are founded on the principle of Schweigger’s 
Multiplier, in which the current is made to pass through a wire, 
which is coiled so as to pass many times round an open space, 

within which a magnet is suspended, so as to produce within this 

space an electromagnetic foroo, the intensity of which is indicated 
by the magnet. 

In sensitive galvanometers the coil is so arranged that its 
windings occupy the positions in which their influence on the 

magnet is greatest. Thoy aro therefore packed closely together 
in order to he near the magnet. 

Standard galvanometers are constructed so that the dimensions 

and relative positions of all their fixed parts may be accurately 
known, and that any small uncertainty about the position of the 
moveable parts may introduce the smallest possible error into the 

calculations. 
In constructing a sensitive galvanomoter we aim at making the 

field of electromagnetic forco in which the magnet is suspended as 
intense as possible. In designing a standard galvanometer we 
wish to make the field of electromagnetic force near the magnet 

as uniform as possible, and to know its exaot intensity in terms 

of the strength of the current. 



r.u:<Ti;H'! u.m i!■' mi vrs. 
[708. 

(hi fit it i\*hl nt f#i ’/jii*mrfr fst 

70K| Ina standard giilvii!»«miei«*r the strength uf cUrre^ 

has to he determined from f 11»^ hove which it «'\erttt cm tlio bus 

jHiiitUn] magnet. Now the di»trihntit*u nf the ttifigtnddHm withiu 

the magnet .and tin4 *ii uf it* <vtiir.« when impended, aro not 

<uij*ahli* of htdng determined with nns grunt degree <»f uceura 

Hence it in noeeMHnr) that llm mil dnmM he arranged ho as to 

producea field uf form which in vmv m-nrh uniform throughout 
the whuluspaceoccupied l*\ themagnet dinting itn {wmsiblomotion 

Thu dimensions of the rut! must ihcrefntv in general be much 
larger than those of the magnet. 

Hy ti proper arrangement ids* \»*rnl n>iJthe held of (ovm within 

thorn may ho made much muse uniform than wtirn * mo coil only 

is iiiiimIj ami tht» tliiitoriiiiifp tif the inutrisiiiuiif may be thus reduced 
anti itn rnmnihility iticrciued, The error* uf tin* linear measure- 
monta. however, introduce greater iiiitwiiiiiitiiw* into the values 
of the electrical cimniant^ lot* «ii»IJ instrument* than for large 
mim* It in therefore htmi to determine On* electrical cumatants 
of small kmtrmmmU* not by direct nwmummmt of their 
dimetmimiH* hut hy an electrical Cf»ui|#ari*tm with a large 
standard instrument, uf which tin? diittonaionii ant more ac¬ 
curately known; hoc ArL 71di. 

In all Htaud&rd galvattciftictorN the euila mm cd reular* The 
channel in which the coil is to lm wound ia carefully turned.* 



MKASllllIOMKNT OF TUT! C10IT,. 353 709.] 
Itn breadth in tna<l<^ equal to some multiple, //, of the diameter 

of the covered wire. A hole is bored in the wide of the channel 
where the wire in to enter, and one end of the covered wire is 

pushed out through this hole to form the inner connexion of the 

coil. The channel is placed on a lathe, and a wooden axis is 
fasten (id to it; see Fig. 49. The end of a Jong string is nailed 

to the wooden axis at the same part of the circumference as the 
entrance of the wire. The whole is then turned round, and the 

wire is smoothly and regularly laid on the bottom of the channel 
till it is completely covered by n windings. During this process 

the string has been wound y*. times round the wooden axis, and 
a nail is driven into the string at the y/th turn. The windings 

of the string should bo kept exposed so that they can easily 

be counted. The external circumference of the first layer of 
windings is then measured and a now layer is begun, and so on 

till the proper number of layers has been wound on. The use 

of the string is to count the number of windings. If for any 

reason we have to unwind part of the coil, the string is also 
unwound, so that wo do not lose our reckoning of the actual 
number of windings of the coil. The nails serve to distinguish 
the number of windings in each layer. 

The measure of the circumference of each layer furnishes a 

test of tlm regularity of the winding, and enables us to calculate 

the electrical constants of the coil. For if wo take the arithmetic 
mean of the circumferences of the channel and of the outer layer, 

and then add to this tins circumferences of all the intermediate 
layers, and divide the sum by the number of layers, we shall 

obtain the mean circumference, and from this wo can deduce 
the mean radius of the coil. The circumference of each layer 
may bo measured by moans of a steel tape, or better by means 

of a graduated wheel which rolls on the coil as the coil revolves 

in the process of winding. The value of the divisions of the tape 

or wheel must be ascertained by comparison with a straight scale. 

709. | The moment of the force with which a unit current in 

the coil acts upon the suspended apparatus may be expressed by 

the series /r . „ /r . „ n///A 0 
Gl(ji sin 0 + sm 0 (0) + &c., 

where the coefficients U refer to tins coil, and the .coefficients <7 to 

the suspended apparatus, 0 being the angle between the axis of 

the coil and that of the suspended apparatus; see Art. 700. 
vol. it. A a 
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WIh'D ilti' suspended apparatus t> ii thin uniformly and longi¬ 

tudinally magneti/ed \mr magnet of 1*nh 2 / uml strength unity, 

suspended by its middle, 

tjx - 2/, *j, o, #/1 2/&e, 

The values of the coefficients Fur a bar magnet of length 21 

magnetized in any other way an* smaller than when it in 

magnetised uni form ly. 

710,| When the apparatus is ummI tm a fungi-nt galvanometer 

the coil is fixed with its plane vertirnl and pataUd tu the direction 

of tin- cart Ida magnetic force. The r«jtmibm uf ei|uililirimn of 

the magnet is in thin cane 

/m/j II cos 0 nt y sin tf ' (»f </. I 1$ g, jr |il| | \c. |, 

where wtjx in the magnetic moment of the mngmT }{ the |iorp 

zoninl component of the terrestrial magnetie force, ami y fho 

strength of the current in the coil. When the length of the 

magnet in Hinall compared with the radiim of tie* coil the terms 

after the first in U ami ij may he neglected, am! we Find 

H ' 
> ,. '''* * 

rri 
The angle usually measured in the deflexion, of the magnet 

which in the complement of i*t no t hat cot U t nu 

1 he current is thus proport ional t«» th* tangent of the deflexion, 

and the instrument is therefore railed a Tang* nt i hit\HUnmeier. 

Allother method in to make the wled** apparat ua inoveablo 
ahoui a vertical axis, nnd to tutu if ttil the magnet m in 

ecjuilihriniii with its axis parallel fM the plane of the coil, If 

the angle In'twecn the piano of the coil and the magnetic meridian 
in 5, the equation of eijuilihrinm in 

tUf/l 11 sin h ss my ' tr}0, ! '! ri g. ♦ %\C, ; > 

whence y - 11 Hill A, 
|rif Am! 

Since the current in measured hy the sine of flu* deflexion, the 

instrument when used hi this way is culled n Sine C Snlvatiomatar* 

fihe method of amen can he applied only w hen the current mm 

steady that we can regard it $m constant duttug the time of ad¬ 

just ing the instrument ami hiinging the magnet to riprilihrium, 

71 1.1 We have next to consider the arrangement of the ©tills 

of a standard gahamnneter, 

1 he simplest form in that in which there in a single coil, and 
tlit! magnet i# suspended at it# centre. 
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.Let A 1)0 the moan radius of iho coil, £ its depth, r/ its breadth, 

and n tho number of windings, tho values of tho coefficients arc 
2 trU 

G\ 

a= o, 
/y WW ( 
6y = — 

^4 = 0, &C. 

J1 + x £2 i T)‘0 

? _*r\. 
H yl ~j ’ 

Tho principal correction is that arising from 0.r The series 

])econu‘s approximately 

UI !Jl (I - 3 jjj® (com2 0 -1 sin" 0)) • 

The factor of correction will (liftin' most from unity when tho 
magnet is uniformly magnetized and when. 0 = 0. In this case it 

/* 
becomes 1 — 2 ^ . It vanishes when tan 0 = 2, or when the de¬ 

flexion is tan 1or 20/' 3-1'. Some observers, therefore, arrange 

their experiments so as to make the observed deflexion as near 
this angle as possible. Tho best method, however, is to use a 

magnet so short compared with tho radius of the coil that the 
correction may bo altogether neglected. 

The suspended magnet is carefully adjusted so that its centre 

shall coincide as nearly as possible) with the centre of tho coil. 
If, however, this adjustment is not perfect, and if tho coordinates 

of the centre of the magnet relative to tho centre of tho coil 

are j\ v/3 c, z being measured parallel to the axis of tho coil, 
the factor of correction is 

(l + 
a/4+ ;//*—2 

’A* ) 
When tho radius of the coil is large, and tho adjustment of the 

magnet carefully made, we may assume that this correction is 

insensible. 

* {The couple on tl)o bar magnet when its axis makes an angle 0 with that of the 

eoil is |w|n0 | § (22s — (/a f y%))} +3 cob0Oy8:yV -m/]. 

Since + 0’8 fj (22* — (:r* 4-^)) is the force at j4, y, s parallel to tho axis of the coil and 

8 OiZ«/jr*+f 
is the force at right angles to the axis. Thus when the arrangement is used as a sine 
galvanometer tho factor of correction is 

1 + | (2 s9 —(a;* + which is equal to 1- | {2— (ma -I-2/aj)} }* 

A a 2 
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ttti i$tj«u a V* /I mi v*jt mv at, 

712.| In order to got rid of tli*’ conedion depending on (/ 

(laugnin couHtrueted a galvanometer in which this form wan 
rendered zero by suspending the magnet, nut nt thr centre of tin* 

coil, but at a point on tin* n\b at a distance from the centre 
equal to half the radius of the mil. The form of (i % b 

A:\H l Jb 
r; » 

and, wince in this arrangement U \ J, (iA o. 

This arrangement would I*»* ?tn imp*ovrumni on the first form 
if we could be ware that tli*■ centre of tin* suspended magnet in 

exactly at the point thus defined, The jnedthm of tin* contra of 

the magnet, however, is always uncertain, and thin uncertainty 

introduces it factor of correction of unknow n nuiointt depending 

(Ui (t2 and of the form { 1 S * l» whore „* in the unknown excess 

of distance of the mitre of the magnet from the plane of the 

coil* Thin correction depends on the first power of ' * Hence 

(huigam'n coil with eccentrically auH|*ended magnet b subject to 

far greater uncertainty than tlie old form, 

//f / inftuft ^ t* A t'fil n*}t mvid, 

71T | Helmholtz* eonvnied i iuugainb galvanometer into a 

trustworthy instrument by placing a second etui, equal to the 

first, at tin ccpntl distance on the other aide of the magnet. 

By placing the coils swnmetricnliy *»?t both sides of the magnet 

we get rid at once of all terms of even order. 

Hoi A hi the mean radius of either coil* the distance between 

their mean planes b made equal to J, and the magnet in suspended 

at the middle point of their common axis. The ciadfkdetiti are 

flt - 

l fJ n tt 1 t* 1 J 1 t 

A #5N J; r. Cr, 
a,^ 

tt a 
»•«.*, is , 4 .d :l 1 

*i V' U A 

0, 

wheire n dunotos the number of winding;* in both coil* together. 
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It appears from these results that if the section of the channel 

of the </» coils bo rectangular, the depth being £ and tho breadth 
»/, the. value of <7a, as corrected for tho finite size of the section, 
will he small, and will vanish, if £a is to */2 as 36 to 31. 

it is therefore <{uite unnecessary to attempt to wind tho coils 

upon a conical surface, as has been done by some instrument 
makers, for the conditions may be satisfied by coils of rectangular 

section, which can be constructed with far greater accuracy than 
coils wound upon an obtuse cone. 

Tho arrangement of the coils in Helmholtz/s double galvano¬ 
meter is represented in Mg. 53, Art. 725. 

The field of force due to the double coil is represented in 

section in Fig. XIX at tho end of this volume. 

(rufna noiiu'ft'r of Four (hilx. 

714.] By combining four coils we may get rid of the coefficients 

(/.,, (t\t (4, and (/fl. For by any symmetrical combination 
wo got rid of the coefficients of oven orders. Lot the four coils 
he parallel circles belonging to the same sphere, corresponding 

to angles d, </>, 7t — </>, and n — 0. 

Let the number of windings on the first and fourth coils be -a, 

and tho number on the second and third /no Then tho condition 

that (t\ =~ 0 for the combination gives 

n wn\*Q + pti !{(<!)) = 0, (l) 

and the condition that =■ 0 gives 

u »iriA61%{0) 4*pn shrh/> if (</>) = 0. (2) 

Butting HiriAQ = x an<l </> = y, (3) 

and expressing if and if (Art. 698) in terms of these quantities, 

the equations (i) and (2) become 

4 x — 5x* 4* 4 pH — pjf = 0, (4) 

8^-28^*421 .irl + 8/ri/—28/w/a4 2\pif = 0. (5) 

Taking twice (4) from (f>), and dividing by 3, we got 

6 *rf — 7xli 4 dpy1 — 7 pf = 0. 

Hence, from (4) and (6), 
_X 5 x — 4 ^ xA 7 x«— 6 

^ 88 —** y’lWX7y* 
ami we obtain 

_ 4 7x 6 J[ 32 70-6% 
* ^ ^ 5iC — 4* 49x(5u? —4):i 
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Hoth .#• find // art* tin* <m|UMvh of fin* sine* of angle* and um#fc 

therefore lie between o and I. Hence,either s i,% between o ^l{[ 

7, in which cum* //is between 2 Hint I, and I p between x and f* 

or else ,r m hot worn rJ and 1, in which vmv y m between o aiuj 

*, amt l//> between o ami \ 

(ttil rtf numt ft T t *f Tit •ft (**tifs, 

715*] The im»Ht convenient arrangement in that in which*/* = l 
Two of the coils then coiurhto nmt forpi a great circle of 

Hphero whose radium in The number of w hiding* jn 

compound coil in f>i. The other two coils form aiimll cireleH of 

the sphere. The rndiuH of each of them is v $ (\ The distance 
of either of them from the plane of f he first is l (\ The number 
of windings on each of them* eoila in to. 

The value of (t\ i« * 8 * 

Thin arrangement of coils in represented in Fig. not 

Since in thin three-coiled guUnuunteter the first term after 

Ci i which Iiiiw a finite 
value hi (t ,t a large por¬ 

tion of the sphere on 

whose fUU face the coils 

lie forma a field of force 

mouldy uniform, 

If we could \\ ind the 

wire over the whole 

of it spherical wirtkcMi, 

ns described in Art, 072, 
we should obtain a field 
of perfectly uniform 

form. It in practically 

ijftptmsfldr* however, to 
flCI* distribute the winding!? 

. . . nii a spherical surface 
with mjfticumt twmuat’y, ov.n if »,ioh a ooi! w.<r« not habit. to 
tint objection that it forum a Horn! surface, h» that its interior in 
umeaoHHiblo. 

Hy putting the middle coil out of the circuit, ami making the 
current flow in opposite .lireetious through tin* two aide coils, wo 

obtain a held of force which exerts it nearly uniform action in 
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lireetion of the ax in on a magnet or coil suspended within it, 

ifcw axis coinciding with that of the coils; sou Art. (573. For 

in cane all tlus coelfieients of odd orders disappear, and since 

M = v'f, /.{' = S/^(7/x“ — 3) = 0. 

nice the (‘X|mission ((»), Art. (595, for the magnetic potential 

the centre ot the coil becomes, there being 76 windings in 
of the coils, 

i, the Proper Thivktum of the Wire of a Gtafvanometer, the 

A\dernal Resida/nee belay yiuim. 

(>.] Let the form of the channel in which the galvanometer 

,h to bo wound be given, and let it be required to determine 

Jut it ought to be filled with a long thin wire or with a 
,er thick wire. 

;t l be the length of the wire, y its radius, y + b the radius 
o wire when covered, p its specific resistance, </ the value of 

r unit of length of the wire, and r the part of the resistance 
h is independent of the galvanometer. 
io resistance of the galvanometer wire is 

r-1' [. 
7r y1 

to volume of the coil is 

F=7t % + A)2. 

to electromagnetic force is yU, where y is the strength of the 

■nt and (i _ ui 

1C is* the electromotive force acting in the circuit whoso 

^nce is /i + A ft = y(/£ + r). 

ie electromagnetic force due to this electromotive force is 

a 

lt + r9 

h we have to make a maximum by the variation of y and L 

verting the fraction, we find that 
p 1 r 

Try yl (jL 

be made a minimum, lienee 

E 
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If tin.' voluino of thf t*uil tviunitt* otnr>Uint. 

1 > - "■ / // f <* 

Eliminating t// and d*h “htnin 

p h I f 

[7*8- 

v * 

°r H H 

Ucmco the* thinkm** of thr wim of flm gal\imoutHm nhould 

|)0 Hiicli that (ht* ovtorna! ivaUtiuu'p i* it* Urn ro-dMtium© of the 

gillvan*uuotor roil hh tin* <iiinurlm* of lln* oo\*^I’*1* 1 in tho 

diamotor of tho wtro ilatdf. 

On StHMiit tv (wU'nm*wrl**fH, 

717*] lit tho couhtruction of a Honaitiv© galvanometer tki aim 

of «v«ry part of lliu arrnngomotit i* t*» prod non tli« greatait 

{Mi«aililo cliifkxioti of tho iiiagnot by liinifift of n given mtmll 

olortrnmolivo foroo noting hot worn the elertrndea of the anil, 

The current. through the win* produce* flu* greatest effect when 

it in placed im near in* puahible to t!i«™ fuiapemlnt magnet. The 

magnet, however* muM bo loft ft**** to oscillate, and therefore 

there 5m ii certain hpnee which inin4 he 1*4*1 empty witliin tho 

©oil. Thin dothica tho internal boundary of iho roll, 

Outmdu of thiH Hpare each winding mint ho placed mu m to 

have tho greatent pohnible effect oti ilio magnet, A* tin* number 

of wimlingH increaMn*, the immt advantngeoUH jt«»iti«i|in Imicitni 

filled up, ho that nt limi the inerenred roHudimee of a flow 

winding ctiiiiiniwlioH tho effect of tho current in tin* fumiiir 

wimlingH more than tin* now winding ifc»elf add* to it. By 

making tho mi tor wimlingH of thicker min* than the inner mm 

wo obtain tin* greatest magnetic effect from a given idi'ctromotive 

force. 
718. ] Wo nhall HUppoao that the winding# of the galvanometer 

art* circle*, tho ax in of tin* galvanometer jinking through the 

control* of theme circle# nt right angle# to their planoa. 

Lot r Bin 0 1h* tin* inditi* of tin© of I heat* circle*, and r oo* # tlii 

dintanaa of ita contn* from tin* mmtm of tin* galvaficnimttir, tltta* 

if l m lliu length of a portion of wire coiitchlitig mdth tliii oirclfi 
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y fho current which flows in it, the magnetic force at the 
o of the galvanometer resolved 
Lis direction of the axis is 

. sin 0 
W ,, • 

vve write r*! = ,r2sind, (I) 

• i 1 LKpression becomes y „. 

nee, if a surface be constructed, 

%r to those represented in section 

g. 51, whoso polar equation is 

rB = J'f sin d, (2) 

,5 a‘j is any constant, a given length 

re hent into the form of a circular 
nil produce a greater magnetic 

when it lies within this surface 

when it lies outside it. It follows from this that the outer 

:*o of any layer of win* ought to have a constant value of *r, 
* */• is greater at one place than another a portion of wire 

t he transferred from the first place to the second, so as to 

tso the force at the centre of the galvanometer, 

u whole force due to the coil in y(t\ whore 

integration being extended over the whole length of the 

;/•' being considered as a function of/. 
).) Let // bo the radius of tin', wire, its transverse section 

do a//*4. Let p be the specific resistance of the material 

ieh the wire in made referred to unit of volume, then the 

ance of a length / is , and the whole resistance of the a 

Ki-. 51. 

(4) 

i y is considered a function of l. 
r P be the wva of the quadrilateral whose angles are the 

ns of tine axes of four neighbouring wires of the coil by a 
through the axis, then P/ is the volume occupied in the 

>y a length l of wire together with its insulating covering, 
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and including any vacant spnee ueecfisarily left bet ween the 

windings of the coil. limn* the whole \otumn ol tin* coil is 

V r. j>•’«//. (5) 

whon^ V \h considered it function of/. 

Hut since the coil in a ligure of ievolution 

V .. 2 n j j r' frintftlt'tlth (6) 

or, expressing r in terms of j\ by *o|mitii*n (l), 

V 2 nr / I j:] tnin till (7) 

Now 2 tr / {ain O)%tl0 in a numerical quantity, call it then 

i .w- i,;. (a) 

whore VQ is the volume of tin* interior space loft for the 
magnet. 

Let m now consider a lajor of t!ie coil contained between the 

surfaces a* and *r 4 dx. 
The volume of this layer is 

d r AW,r ^ Y di% (9) 

where til In tln^ length of wire in tide layer. 

Thin given na dt in terms of dj\ Substituting this in equations 

(3) mul (-1), we find ^ ,/r 
■it; s'!;:, 

i * 
(lo) 

ut x" 
B 1 \f /J 

(H) 

where d(l and dll represent the piirlioii.fi of tins values of U and 

of H due to thin layer of the coil. 
Now if E he the given electromotive force, 

E y(ll k rl 

where r m the rmmiMtnm of the external part of the circuit, 

independent of the gulvtutomeicr, and the force ut the centre In 

#• p f* yit h . 
r U 4 r 

We have therefore to make * a maximum, by properly 

adjusting the section of thu wore in tmefi layer* This &l*to ftectst- 

nturtly involves a variation of F l«a?auso F tlojaimk on 
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Let <70 and J{() 1)0 the values of G and of .li + r when the given 
layer is excluded from the calculation. We have then 

</ _ G0 + dO h . 

+ Jt0 +dll9 i j 

and to make this a maximum by the variation of the value of y 
for the given layer wo must have 

<1 Jr 

dy _<h+tUl G_ 
(l /r> lL + dli~R + r' y } 

Wince dx is very small and ultimately vanishes, will be 
Jt0 

sensibly, and ultimately exactly, the same whichever layer is 

excluded, and wo may therefore regard it as constant. Wo have 
therefore, by (10) and (11), 

puPf- , y <fy\ Jt+r . , /- 
+ — .' ) = /r = constant. (14) 

7r?/ v ytlY' (r 

If the method of covering the wire and of winding it is such 

that the space occupied by the metal of the wire bears the same 

proportion to the space between the wires whether the wire is 
thick or thin, then 

r<fy^, 
ydY~ s 

and we must make both y and Y proportional to x} that is to 

say, the diameter of the wire in any layer must he proportional 

to the linear dimension of that layer. 
If the thickness of the insulating covering is constant and 

equal to h, and if the wires are arranged in square order, 

r=2(y+&), («) 
and the condition is 

xz(2 y + b) . . 
—• ' = constant. 

In this case the diameter of the wii*o increases with the dia¬ 
meter of the layer of which it forms part, hut not at so groat a 

rate. 
If we adopt the first of these two hypotheses, which will be 

nearly true if the wire itself nearly fills up the whole space, then 

■we may put y = aa. y=/% 
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when* a (uni ji air ooimtimt imnmi ieul i|imitlitm*. mid ; hy (joj 

ami (11)! 

t; 

It 

.V 
11 fi*’ if 

.V i* t 
T, ti\j: 

I 
if 

t t 
f * 

J4 

whore (t is a constant doponding upon flu* *i/o and form of the* 

live space loft inside thr roil. 

lienee, if wo make the thickness nf the wiro vary in tho sumo 

ratio an j\ wo obtain von Hitlo nd\autugr by increasing tho ex- 

tornal size of t ho coil a ft or the external dimensions havo become 

a large multiple of tho intorunl dimoUMuns' 

7"rw0. j II increase id resistance In imt regarded its a defect* an 

whott tho external resistance is fur greater than that of tho 

galvanometer, or whon our only object in to produce n ftohl of 

intense force, wo may make #/ ami V constant. Wo have then 

is if ,i» 

It » *v ?r,.* 
' ysfn(-> II :o 

w here a is a roust ant depending oft the \ aeuut spare tttidde tho 

roil. In this ruse tho vnluo of (t increases uniformly as tho 

dimonsUmH ol tho roil aro increased, hu flint there is no limit to 

tho vnluo of (t except tin* lahmir amt expense of making tho 

roil 

On Sufrpttidnl 1 *m/x 

7*1. | In thti ordinary galvanometer a suspended magnet k 

nested on l»y a fixes 1 roil. Hut if tho ouil rim bo suspended with 

sufficient delicacy, we may determine tho notion uf thr magnet, 

or of anothrr coil on tho Hioxpcxttlcd roil, by its iIoHoxinti from 
tho position of rejuilibrium. 

Wo cannot, however, introduce thr olortrir current into thti 

crnil unless there is metallic comm % ion between the electrodes of 

tho hatirry and thoso of tho wiro of thr mil. This etmmnckm 

may ho made in two different waj h, by tho Hi filar Suspension, 

and hy wires in opposite directions, 

Tho hitilar xunpciminu has alroaely boon demntbed in Art. 459 

a« applied to magnets. The arrangement of the upper part of 

tho iuspunsion is shown in Fig. 54, When applied to roils, tho 

two fibres are no longer of silk hut of metal, and nine© the 
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torsion of a metal wire capable of supporting the coil and. 
transmitting the current is much greator than that of a silk 
fibre, it must be taken specially into account. This suspension 

has been brought to great perfection in the instruments con¬ 
structed by M. Weber. 

The other method of suspension is by means of a single wire 

which is connected to one extremity of the coil. The other ex¬ 
tremity of the coil is connected to 

another wire which is made to hang 

down, in tho same vertical straight 
lino with tho first wire, into a cup 
of mercury, as is shewn in Fig. 56, 

Art. 726. In certain cases it is 
convenient to fasten tho extremities 

of the two wires to pieces by which 

they may bo tightly stretched, care 
being taken that tho lino of those 

wires passes through the centre of 
gravity of tho coil. The apparatus 
in this form may bo used when the 

axis is not vortical; see Fig. 52. 
722.] Tho suspended coil may be used as an exceedingly 

sensitive galvanometer, for, by increasing tho intensity of the 

magnetic force in tho field in which it hangs, the force duo to 

a feeble current in the coil may bo greatly increased without 
adding to tho mass of tho coil. The magnetic force for this 
purpose may bo produced by moans of permanent magnets, or 

by electromagnets excited by an auxiliary current, and it may 

be powerfully concentrated on the suspended coil by means of 
soft iron armatures. Thus, in Sir W. Thomson’s recording 
apparatus, Fig. 52, tho coil is suspended between tho opposite 

poles of tho electromagnets if and 8, and in order to concentrate 
the linos of magnetic force on the vertical sides of the coil, 

a piece of soft iron, D, is fixed between the poles of the magnets. 
This iron becoming magnetized by induction, produces a very 

powerful field of force, in the intervals between it and the two 

magnets, through which the vertical sides of the coil are free to 
move, so that the coil, even when the current through it is very 
feeble, is acted on by a considerable force tending to turn it 

about its vertical axis. 
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72*V| Another application of tie* MHpembMl roil is to determine, 

by comparison with a tangent galvanometer, thr horizontal com. 

ponrnt of terrestrial magnetism, 

The coil in suspended ho that it U in stable equilibrium when 

its plane in parallel to tIs*' magnetic meridian, A current y m 

panned through the** coil and cauniw it t< * ho deflected into a new 

position of to juili! *riunik making an angle ii wit It the magnetic 

meridian. .If tit*1 suspension in hitihir, the iiminnit of thr couple 

which produces thin deflr\ion in /min 0, and this must hr equal 

to Ityfj cos 0y where It ih tin* hot i/ntUul eotnp*ment of terrestrial 

magnetism, y \h the current in tie* coil, and <j i» the sum of the 

areas of all the windings of the mi). Hence 

F 
It y - tan 

•/ 
If A i» the iiionteni of inertia of the coil about its axis of nm* 

pension, and T the time of a half vibration, when no current » 

passing, 
FT* - wM. 

and we obtain tty z-~ till!1, 
Ihj 

If the same current pansc* through the mil of a tangent 

galvanometer, mid deflects the magnet through an tingle <f>t 

it 
where U is the principal constant of tin* tangent galvanometer. 

Ait 7UK 

From these two equations we obtain 

// - n / ^ b’ tim 0 „ Tt / A ttiti 0 tan 4* 
f A/ f|tniii|* * 1 A/ itij 

This method wan given by F. KohirniiHch *. 
724, j Sir William Thomson has ctmuti iicted a single iiiifrninfiiit 

by means of which the obrnwitfiotw rr«|iiireil to determine It mil 

y may he made Himuitaneomdy by the *«*nie observer, 

Tlte coil in suspended mi m in be in etjuilibrium with lift plan© 

in the magnetic meridian* and in deflected from this position 

whim the current flows through it, A very am all magnet m %m- 

pendod at the centre of the coil, ami in deflected by the current 

in the direction opposite to that of tlm deflexion of tint coil. Lot 

Uy;g, f Am, mmnlk |>|*» I t©, A«if. tltlf 
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of lex ion o( tho coil be 0, and that of tho magnet </>, then the 
bio pari of the energy of the system is 

— //y//nin 0 — my(} Bin (0 —^>) — //W cos0 —JFcos 0. 

foron tutting with respect to 0 and </>, we obtain tho oqua~ 
of e()uilil)rium of tho (soil and of the magnet respectively, 

— JlytfemQ — iH.yU am (0—</>) + JPsin0 = 0, 
)uyU cos (()•—</)) + I/m sin </> = 0. 

>m these equations we, lind, by eliminating II or y, a quad- 

equation from which y or II may be found. If m, the 

otic moment of tho suspended magnet, is very small, wo 
u the following approximate values, 

1/ ~ A (I sin 0 cos (() — </>) m(I cos (0 — <j)) 

//cost) Biu</) a cos 0 9 // cos 0 sin 0 

— yl sin 0 sin c/> 

(Uj cos 0 cos (t) “ </>) 

, sin (l> 
+ J * / - 

2 (j cos 0 

these expressions <7 and // are the principal (dectric con- 

4 of the coil, A its moment of inertia, T its half-time of vibra- 

m the magnetic moment of the magnet, II tho intensity of 

lorizontal magnetic force, y tho strength of tho current, 0 
of lex ion of tho coil, ami </> that of the magnet, 

me ihe deflexion of the coil is in the opposite direction to 

eflexion of the magnet, these values of II and // will always 
al 

Wvher'# Ebvinnlynavumietev. 

5.] In this instrument a small coil is suspended by two 

i within a larger coil which is fixed. When a current is 
1 to flow through both coils, the suspended coil tends to place 

parallel to the fixed coil. This tendency is counteracted 
m moment of the forces arising from the bifilar suspension, 

it is also affected by the action of terrestrial magnetism on 
impended coil. 

the ordinary use of tho instrument tho pianos of tho two 

are nearly at rigid angles to each other, so that tho mutual 
n of the currents in the coils may bo as great as possible, 
lie plane of tho suspended coil is nearly at right angles to 

mgnotic meridian, so that the action of terrestrial magnetism 

be as small as possible. 
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Let the magnetic azimuth of flu* plain* of the llx«*<l coil he a, 

ami let the angle which the 11 xin of the suspended coil makes 

with i111** plane of the fixed roil he d f T, where ti is the value 

of thin angle when the roil is in e*juilihrium and no current is 

flowing, ami 0 in the deflexion due to the current, The equation 

of equilibrium in, y, being fie* current in the fixed, y, that in the 

moveable coil 

(*<jyxy < cos pi | ti) ..//»/ y. nin (d I /I I u) Fnintl ■- n. 

Let uh suppose that tin* instrument m adjusted ho that « anti $ 

art' both very small, and that //*/>, is small compared with }\ 

We have in this ease, approximately, 

({ijyty.t'tw A thj y sittM t .*0 IFFfyxy: 

F f F- F*   * 

If the deflexions when the signs of y% and yt nre changed are 

m follows, fis when yt in \ and yy | , 

(h 

** »» * 

t-b „ - „ I * 

then we find 
F 

y, y, - | ,, , ttnii th =t'tan if, tun f1. — tun OX 
(ttj cos 4 1 * 4 * 

If it in tin' same cnrrent wideh flows through hutli coil# we may 

put yx ytJ,.. yy, ami thus obtain the value of y. 

When the cm rents nre not very constant it in beat to adopt 

this method, which is called the Method of Tangents, 

If the rurretiiH are so cmiHtntit tlmf we can adjust the angle 

of the tomiimdieiyl of the instnimeiit, wt* may get ri*l of fcha 

correction for kuTtMcittl tmigsmiUtit lit once l»y tin* method of 
sines. 

In this method ti in mIju*te< 1 till the deflexion is awo, so that 

11 .-r ~ ,1 

If ihn signs of yx anti y$ are indicated by tlw suffixes of fi an 

IsTore, 

^ - Ftftft yj, ■ (**Jy%y% f Htjy^mn a* 

Fmn ' ‘ F Sill y\% . — (itj yK y; — l$ij yt Hill a, 

F 
and yxyt * — ^ (sin f4t •§ win /la<~ aitt >*, —urn ftj* 

This is the metlmd adopted tiy Mix I^tiiner ('lark in hii um 

of the iiiitrunient coUHtrtioti.nl by tin* iilccUrical Cumin 
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the British Association, We are indebted to Mr, (dark for the 
drawing of the oleetrodynamomeier in Fig. 5:t, in which Holm- 

holts'/** arrangement of two coils m adopted both fur the fixed 

and for the suspended coil *. The torsion-head of the instrument 

by which the bifilar suspension is adjusted* is represented in 
Fig. 54. The equality of the tensions of the suspension wires is 
ensured by their being attached to the extremities of a silk 

[725. 

§% u. 

thread which pitwtift over a wiitinh and their distance in regulated 

hy two guide-wheels* which mm t lie w*t at the dwtfttm 
The suspended coil can lie moved vertically hy ttiaatw of a iorew 

acting cm the Hu*pciumm-wh«Hd, and homtm tally in two directions 

hy the sliding pieces slum’ll at the Iwtiiitn of Fig* 51* It w 
adjusted in iwinmth hy menus of the tormotwmrew* which 
turns the torskm-head routnl 11 vertical axis (mm Art, 45!*). The 
asdmuth of the mwjHmded coil in nacerffiined hy olwerving the 

* la itw miml %hm wrm ll«# U* «i*t ftsim lb# oott* 
nwt tint sprturi niilAi I» if*p flgni#t tun iw m clcm# ***fi*fe«r *# !»*•* 
iltilfi mm%Q attitrillif mak eilwf $ iitiw wilm* 
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acting on the suspended coil limy be made nearly uniform within 

a small distance of the position ot equilibrium. 
Another coil may l>o fixed I** the other extremity of the arm 

of the torsion-balance ami pineal hot wren two fixed coils. If 
the two suspended coils arc similar, hut witti the current flowing 

in opposite directions, the effect of terrestrial magnetism on the 

position of the arm of the turnon-balance will l*e completely 

eliminated, 
727, | If the suspended coil in in the shape of a long solenoid* 

and In capable of moving parallel to %tn axis, an m to pass into 

the interior of a larger fixed solenoid having the same axis, then, 

if the current is in the same direction in both solenoids, the sus¬ 

pended solenoid will he sucked into the fixed «§ne by a force which 

will ho nearly nniform m long m mme of the extremities of the 

HokmohiN arc near one Another. 
72H,] To produce a uniform longitudinal force on 11 small coil 

placed between two cijniil coils of much larger dtfiietistciiiii* w© 

should make tho ratio of the diameter of the targe coils to the 

distance between their planes that of i to </3, If we mind the 
same current through these coils in opposite directions, then, in 

the expression for «i# the terms involving odd power* of r dis¬ 

appear, and since mn'Ja ** | amt cosh* f, the term involving r4 

disappear* also, and we have, by Art. 713, m the variable part of 
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which indicates a nearly uniform force on a small suspended coil. 
The arrangement of the coils in this ease is that of tho two outer 

coils in tho galvanometer with three coils, described at Art. 715. 
See Fig. 50. 

729.] If wo wish to suspend a coil between two coils placed 
so near it that the distance between the mutually acting wires is 

small compared with the radii of tho coils, tho most uniform 

force is obtained by making tho radius of either of the outer coils 

exceed that of the middle one by* , . of the distance between the 

planes of the middle and outer coils. This follows from the 

expression proved in Art. 705 for the mutual induction between 

two circular currents 

* {In thin nw©, if M is tho mutual potential energy of tho inside and on© of the 
outside coil#, then, u»mg the notation of Art. 705, the variation in the fore© for a 
displacement y will, sine© the coils arc symmetrically placed, ho proportional to 
<l*M/dy*, The most important term in this expression ii d3 log r/ciy3, which vanishes 
when 3 te% —jA J 



CHAPTER XVI. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS. 

730.] So many of the measurements of electrical quantities 
depend on observations of the motion of a vibrating body that 
we shall devote some attention to the nature of this motion, and 

the best methods of observing it. 
The small oscillations of a body about a position of stable 

equilibrium are, in general, similar to those of a point acted on 
by a force varying directly as the distance from a fixed point. 

In the case of the vibrating bodies in our experiments there 
is also a resistance to the motion, depending on a variety of 
causes, such as the viscosity of the air, and that of the suspension 
fibre. In many electrical instruments there is another cause of 
resistance, namely, the reflex action of currents induced in con¬ 
ducting circuits placed near vibrating magnets. These currents 
are induced by the motion of the magnet, and their action on the 
magnet is, by the law of Lenz, invariably opposed to its motion. 
This is in many cases the principal part of the resistance. 

A metallic circuit, called a Damper, is sometimes placed near 
a magnet for the express purpose of damping or deadening its 
vibrations. We shall therefore speak of this kind of resistance 
as Damping. 

In the case of slow vibrations, such as can be easily observed, 
the whole resistance, from whatever causes it may arise, appears 
to be proportional to the velocity. It is only when the velocity 
is much greater than in the ordinary vibrations of electro¬ 
magnetic instruments that we have evidence of a resistance 
proportional to the square of the velocity. 

We have therefore to investigate the motion of a body subject 
to an attraction varying as the distance, and to a resistance 
varying as the velocity. 
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731.] The following application, by Professor Tait * of the 

principle of the Hodograph, enablos us to investigate this kind 
of motion in a very simple manner by means of the equiangular 
spiral. 

Lot it be required to find the acceleration of a particle which 

describes a logarithmic or equiangular spiral with uniform angular 

velocity co about the pole. 
The property of this spiral is, that the tangent FT makes 

with the radius vector PS a constant angle a. 
If v is the velocity at the point F, then 

v. sin a = co . SP. 

Hence, if wo draw SP' parallel to FT and equal to SP, the 

velocity at F will be given both in magnitude and direction by 

Fig. 57. 

Hence P' will bo a point in the hodograph. But SP' is SP 
turned through a constant angle tt — «, so that the hodograph 

described by P' is the same as the original spiral turned about 

its polo through an angle n —a. 
The accoloration of Pis represented in magnitude and direction 

CO 

by tho velocity of P' multiplied by the same factor, ■- • 

* Proo. S.8. Min., Deo. 16, 1867. 
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Hnm<\ if we perforin un S{* tin* Mima operation of turning ^ 

through an angle jt a into Urn position SP’\ the acceleration uf 
P will In* equal in magnitude and direction to 

whom SP,f in equal to SI* turned through mi ntig!«» 2 - 2a, 

If wo draw PP equal am! parallel to SP'\ tint acceleration 

will he* , Pb\ whirl* wo nm\ resohe into 
nnr u 

u\ PS urn! °r. Ph\ 
MU a Mil'll 

Tim first of these component# i« n central acceleration towards 
S proportional to tin* distance. 

Tim second in in n direction opposite to the udocit vt and «im»r 

nr /,# v. sin n Vim a 

m 
thin acceleration may ho written 

Tim aewlomtmn of tin* particle in Uiorof«*t oriuuj#otmdrd uf two 
jmrtH, tlm first of which m dim to nn nt tradin' force #*rt directed 
towards S% and proportiomil to the dininneiq and the around is 

- 2/ri\ a resistance to the motion proportional in tlm velocity, 
whom 

F - . . . andk , «/ . 
am a MU II 

It m these ox pi notions wo make ** - ^ * the orhit he comes a 

circle, find wo have ^ <• «#w* flint 1* ss n. 

Hence, if lilt! force iii unit distance remain* flip »min\ |* and 

m ^ mit nin «» 

or tlm angular velocity in different spirals with the mum law of 
attraction m proportional to the aim* of tin* tingle of tlm ftpiraJ, 

| It wo now consider tin* motion of a point which in th# 
projection of the moving point /* on tlm imiimmirnl Urn IT, wii 

ili&ll find that it* dictation from S ami it# vtdoeiiy are tlm hori¬ 

zontal component** of flaw* of I\ Hence tli© acceleration of 
thk point itt also an attractum toward# St wpial to p, Iiiimi* its 

distance from *V, together with a retardation equal to 21 times* 
its velocity. 
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Wo have therefore a complete construction for the rectilinear 

motion of a point, subject to an attraction proportional to the 

distance from a fixed point, and to a resistance proportional to 
the velocity. The motion of such a point is simply the hori¬ 

zontal part of the motion of another point which moves with 
uniform angular velocity in a logarithmic spiral. 

733.1 The equation of the spiral is 
r = da “4h,uU. 

To determine the horizontal motion, wo put 

<l> = x = a + r sin </>, 

where a is the value of x for the point of equilibrium. 

if we draw USD making an angle a with the vertical, then 

the tangents HX} 1)Y, UZ, &c. will he vortical, and X, Y, Z, &c. 
will be the extremities of successive oscillations. 

734] The observations which are made on vibrating bodies 
are— 

(1) The scale-reading at the stationary points. Those are 

called Elongations. 

(2) The time of passing a definite division of the scale in the 

positive or negative direction. 
(3) The scale-reading at certain definite times. Observations 

of this kind ait) not often made except in the case of 

vibrations of long period * 
The quantities which we have to determine are— 
(1) The scale-reading at the position of equilibrium, 

(2) The logarithmic decrement of the vibrations. 

(3) The time of vibration. 

* To determine the Reading at the Position of Eqwilibrium 
from Three Oonmmtlve ElongaMom. 

735.] Lot xx, xp xz bo the observed scale-readings, correspond¬ 

ing to the elongations X, Y, Z, and let a be the reading at the 
position of equilibrium, IS, and let rx be the value of SB, 

xx — a = r, sin a, 

a;2—a =s — rx sin a 
#3—a = rx sin ae~‘i7routa. 

* Se© Gams and W. Weber, MesultaU da magmtUchm Vemm, 1830. Chap. 13, 
pp. 34-50. 
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From those values we fhitl 
~*i> - «>*, 

-f ] •' j '* ■; 
whence <* „ . r *, r 

,1 t f .# 4 « *c 4 

When clora not <liilhr much from .r, wo may Um> ns an 

approximate formula 
,t ■■■; i Ut * 2j\. » 

To (IrftTiii!nr (III- f.otj.irithmU- /Vcrcim/if. 

736.] The logarithm of tlm rutin of the umplitmto of a vibration 

to that of tlm next following in calhul tlm Logarithmic Decrement,. 

If wo write i> for thin ratio, 

P = ^ 
JU 

I l ' I**Kio*'* hfUf1- 

L is called tho common logarithmic decrement, anti A the 

Napierian logarithmic decrement. It is manifest that 

A » h log* l(l - - <!t,i 11 * 

Htmco cut 

which determines the angle of the logarithmic spiral 
In making a special determination of a we allow the body to 

perform a considerable number of vibrations. If«t is the ampli¬ 

tude of tho first, and cH that of the »,fl vibration* 

A- J 
If wo suppose the accuracy of olmervatiou to lit' the mine for 

small vibrations as for large often* then* to obtain the bent value 

of A, we should allow the vibration* to mtbfdde till the ratio of 

to en becomes most nearly equal to c# tlm bit*® of the Napierian 

logarithms. This gives for a tlm inmr»#t whole tiiiiiilmr to | *f b 

Since, however* in most ciuma time in V(iiuabh\ ii m liast to take 

tho second sot of observations bufore the diminution of amplitude 

has proceeded ho far, 

787,] In certain (Vises we may tuivii to tietcrinma the jamition 
of equilibrium from two consecutive elongations, tin* logarithmic 

decrement being known from n special i**|Mfrmmnt« We have then 

it 
I f ** 
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Tvme of Vibration. 

*1 1 (living determined the scale-reading of the point of 

brium, a conspicuous mark in placed at that point of the 

or as near it m possible, and the times of the passage of 
uirk are noted lor several successive vibrations, 

us suppose that the mark is at an unknown but very 

distance x on the positive side of the point of equilibrium, 
bat Zj is the observed time ol the first transit of the mark 

positive direction, and L, /a, Ac. the times of the following 
t«. 

V be the time of vibration {i, o. the time between two 

mtivo passages through the position of equilibrium}, and 

ia, &c. the times of transit of the true point of equilibrium, 

/?+ , 
1 f\ 

= J.J + 
x 

U — l[ = 

• f'p ‘t'v are the successive velocities of transit, which wo 
uppose uniform for the very small distance x. 

is the ratio of the amplitude of a vibration to that of the 
n succession, 

V0 : and 
x 

% 

X 

hroo transits are observed at times tut21L9 wo find 

x i, — 2 t,j 4* tn 

ii 0 >+0' 
> time of vibration is therefore 

7 5 (<3—O- i/f+ t 2^ + ^)- 

i time of the second passage of the true point of equili- 

i is (n — l V2 
/> = I (^ + 2^+g-i^l^(i1--2fcl+«s). 

"co transits are sufficient to determine those three quantities, 
ny greater number may be combined by the method of 

wjuares. Thus, for five transits, 

2/# + <4-- iV ih~ 2^ + 24- 2 + 0 • (2 ■ 1 +(> 
i time of tho third transit is, 

1 Ci + 2<a+ + + 4)”1 (tl—‘2tti+2t3—2tt + ts)^ 

».] Tho saino method may bo extended to a series of any 

or of vibrations. If the vibrations are so rapid that the 
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time or every transit cannot be reeurded, we may record the. 

time of every third or every fifth transit, taking care that the 

directions of HueccRsivc transits art' opposite. If the vibrations 

continue regular for it long time* we need not observe during the 

whole time. We may begin by observing it sufficient uumlier of 

Iran hi in to determine approximately the t hue of vibration, 1\ 
and the time of the middle transit, /*, noting whether this transit 

in in the positive or the negative direction. \\ e may then either 

go on counting the vibrations without recording the times of 

transit, or we may leave the apparatus unmatched. We then 

observe a second series of transits, and deduce the time of 

vibration T* and the time of middle transit l%\ noting the 

direction of this transit. 
if T and T\ the times of vibration as deduced from the two 

sets of observations, are nearly ©quitl, we may proceed to a 

more accurate determination of the period by combining the 

two series of observations. 

Dividing /y-~ t* by *l\ the quotient ought to lie very nearly 

an integer, even or odd according as the transits V amt t* arc 

in the same or in opposite direelifiim If this is not the case, 
the series of observations is worthless, but if the result is very 

nearly a whole numlwr n, wo divide l* by n, and thus find 
the mean value of T for the whole time of swinging, 

740. j The time of vibration T thus found m the actual mean 

time of vibration, ami is subject to corrections if wo wish to 

deduce from it the time of vibration in infinitely small arcs and 

without damping. 

To redueo the observed lime to lh© time in infinitely small 

area, we observe that the time of a vibration from rent to rest of 

amplitude e 11 in general of tint form 

**,(!+«rS. 
whuro * in a eoofileient, which, in the awn <»f the ordinary pen* 
dulutn, in Now the amplitude* of the mmhhwiuvm vibration* 
arc r, (•)> l, *, mo that th« whole time of a vibration* it* 

m 1 * j J/«3 “ 

' I* — 1 f 

who « T i« the turn* deduced from the ohnorvatiotw. 
Honco, to lirnl the time Tt in infinitely ntu&U arc*, wo have 

approximately, •V/ 
1 r 
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To find tho Unit' 7'„ wlum Llioro is no damping, wehavo Art. 7,’il 
7',, — 7', Kin a 

fv 11 
~~5 11 / " 

V 7T" + A*1 
741.1 Tho equal ion of the rectilinear motion of a body, attracted 

to a lixi'd point. I l>y a f’orco proportional to tho distance} and 
ro.si.stod by a forco varying as tlm velocity, is 

d \v , d,r 

dr- '{ lkdt +«*(>*-•«) = <>> (i) 

whore .r in tho coordinates of tho body at tho time l, and a is tho 
coordinates of tho point of equilibrium. 

To naive thin aquation, let 
.r -a ■= e kty ; (2) 

then * jf, 4-(w2 —AM)y/ = 0; (3) 

tho Holution of which in 
?/ = O can ( or It *>t + a), when k is lens than o> ; (4) 

;// = A + #/, when /»* in <*<junl to <*>; (5) 
an<l y ™: (*' cos h (Vfr — t>r t + a'), when A; in greater than <*>. (G) 

The value of ;r may Ins obtained from that of y by equation (2). 

When k is Ichh than «>, the motion consists of an infinite Berios of 
oscillations, of constant periodic time, hut of continually de¬ 
creasing amplitude, Ah k increases, the periodic time becomes 

longer, and the diminution of amplitudes becomes more rapid. 

When k (half tins coefficient of resistance) becomes equal to or 

greater than «, (the square root of the acceleration at unit 

distance from tins point of equilibrium,) tho motion ceases to bo 
oscillatory, and during the whole motion tho body can only 

once pass through tins point of equilibrium, after which it 
reaches a position of greatest elongation, and then returns 

towards tho point of equilibrium, continually approaching, but 

never reaching it. 
Galvanometers in which tho resistance is so great that the 

motion is of this kind are called dead beat galvanometers. 

They arc useful in many experiments, but especially in tele¬ 

graphic signalling, in which tho existence of free vibrations 
would quite disguise the movements which are meant to be 

observed. 
Whatever be the values of k and &>, the value of a, tho scale¬ 

reading at the point of equilibrium, may ho deduced from five 
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scmle-readings, //, 7, /\ s, f, taken ut equal intervals of time, by 

the formula 

7 (rs —7/) + r (/4~ /•*} f * 7/* — 

1 (/>-- 2// f r) ir- 2* l /} (7 — 2 r f *),J 

O/i //o* Oihsf ii'uia* 11 0/ thr (itifPtt inniirtt‘t\ 

742.] To measure a constant current with the tangent gal vano* 

motor, tins instrument \h adjusted with the piano of its coils 

parallel to the magnetic meridian, and tin* zero reading is taken. 

The current in then made to pass through the coils, and the 

deflexion of the magnet corresponding to its new position of 

equilibrium is observed. Let this he denoted hy <t>. 

Then, if II is tin' horizontal magnetic force, if the coefficient 
of the galvanometer, and y the strength of the current, 

y ‘ (1) 

If the coefficient of torsion of the suspension fibre is tMIl (see 

Art 452), we must use the corrected formula 

y ' jj (tan «|i k t# sec </>), (2) 

Hr'd Pulue itf tin Ih fl*\rum t 

7441. j In some galvanometer* the mtmher of windings of the 

coil through which tin* current flows cat* !«* altered at pleasure. 

In others a known fraction of the current can lie diverted from 

the galvanometer by 11 conductor called a Shunt. In either mm 

the values of (/, the effect of 11 unit current cm the magnet, is 
made to vary. 

Let us determine the value of 17* for which 11 given error in the 

observation of tint deflexion correspond* to the mtmllmi error of 

the deducts! value of the strength of the current. 

Differentiating equation (1), we find 

!z /fw*. (b) 

Eliminating (/, Kill 2 </(. 

Thin in a maximum for a givon valoti of y whim th« 4«'flt*xion 
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OH n('!U'1.V <«Iual to 11 ,l« iM possible; ho that for strong currents it 
m bettor not to uho too Hfirwitivo a galvanometer? 

On the Bed Method of applying the Current. 

744] When the observer jH ablo, by means of a key, to make 

or break the connexions of the circuit at any instant, it is 
advisable to operate with the koy in such a way as to’ make 

the magnet arrive at its position of equilibrium with the least 

possible velocity. The following method was devised by Gauss 
for thin purpose. 

Suppose that tho magnet in in its position of equilibrium, and 
that there in no current. rllto observer now makes contact for a 

short time, so that the magnet is sot in motion towards its new 

position of equilibrium. Ho then breaks contact. The force is 
now towards the original position of equilibrium, and the motion 

is retarded. If this is ho managed that the magnet comes to rest 

exactly at tho new position of equilibrium, and if the observer 

again makes contact at that instant and maintains the contact, 
the magnet will remain at rest in its new position. 

If we neglect the effect of tho resistances and also the 

inequality of the total force acting in the new and the old 

positions, then, since we wish tho new force to generate as much 
kinetic energy during the time of its first action as the original 

force destroys while the circuit is broken, we must prolong the 
first action of the current till the magnet has moved over half 
the distance from the first position to the second. Then if the 

original force acts while the magnet moves over the other half 
of its course, it will exactly stop it. Now the time required to 
pass from a point of greatest elongation to a point half way to 

the position of equilibrium is one-third of the period, from rest 

to rest. 
The operator, therefore, having previously ascertained the time 

of a vibration from rest to rest, makes contact for one-third of 

that time, breaks contact for another third of the same time, 
and then makes contact again during the continuance of the ex¬ 

periment. The magnet is then either at rest, or its vibrations are 
so small that observations may be taken at once, without waiting 

for the motion to die away. For this purpose a metronome 
may be adjusted bo as to beat three times for each vibration of 

the magnet. 
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The* rule is somewhat more complicated when the resistance m 

of Buflieicnt magnitude to be taken into ucnmnt, hut in this cane 
tlirt vibrations dir a wav so fast that it is unnecessary to apply 

any corrections to the rule. 
When the magnet is to l**' restored to its original position, the 

e.hvuii in broken for one-third of it ubrafioti, made again for an 

equal time, and finally broken. This leaxes tin* magnet at rent 

in ith former posit ion. 

If the reversed reading is to be taken immediately after the 

direct one, the circuit b broken fur the time of a single vibra¬ 
tion ami then reversed. This brings the magnet to rest in the 

reversed position. 

Mt'itwttrmmi htj thr Ftr&t Strintj, 

745.] When there is no time to make more than one observa¬ 

tion, the current may be measured by the extreme elongation 

observed in the first awing of the magnet. If there is no re¬ 

sistance, the permanent deflexion </» is half tin* extreme elongation. 

If the resistance is such that the ratio of one vibration to the 

next is /*» and if t\% m the aero rending, and t\ the extreme 

elongation in the first swing, the deflex loti, »/*, ronvHpcmding 

to the point (if equilibrium b 
if l.ii 

iii ■ * 

' Ui. 

In this way the deflexion may be calculated without waiting 

for the magnet to eume to rest in its position <»f equilibrium. 

7b mu hr *i Srtten u( (tl^rrvnt 

7411,] The best way of making ft considerable number of 

measures of a constant current in by observing three elongations 

while the current In in the jKmttivo direction, then breaking 

contact for about the time of a single vibration, m m to let the 

magnet swing into the {losition of negative deflexion, than 

reversing the current and observing three sttcmudvn elongations 

on the negative aide, then breaking emitiiet for the time of a 

single vibration and repeating the obnervaiitma on the positive 

side, and so on till a sufficient number of ofmervations have been 

obtained. In tins way the errors which may arise from a change 

in the direction of the earth s magnetics force during the time of 
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observation are eliminated. The operator, by carefully timing 

the making and breaking o( contact, can easily regulate the 

extent of the vibrations, so as to make them sufficiently small 

without being indistinct. The motion of the magnet is graphi¬ 

cally represented in Fig. 58, where the abscissa represents the 

time, and the ordinate the deflexion of the magnet. If OV..0C) 

be the observed algebraical values of the elongations, the de¬ 

flexion is given by the equation 

8</> = + + 

1%. 58. 

Method of Multiplication: 

747.] In certain cases, in which the deflexion of the galva¬ 

nometer magnet is very small, it may bo advisable to increase 
the visible effect by reversing the current at proper intervals, so, 

as to set up a swinging motion of the magnet. For thispurposo 

aftor ascertaining the time, 1\ of a single vibration fie. one 

from rest to restj of the magnet, the current is sent in the 

positive direction for a time fl\ then in the reverse direction for 
an equal time, and ho on. When the motion of the magnet has 

become visible, wo may make the reversal of the current at the 

observed times of greatest elongation. 
Let the magnet be at the positive elongation 0O, and lot the 

current be stmt through the coil in the negative direction. The 

point of equilibrium Is then — 4>, and the magnet will swing to 

a negative elongation 0V stick that 

— P (<l> + ®i) — (°o 4 *)> 

or — = 0O + (p 41) 0* 
Similarly, if the current is now made positive while the 

magnet swings to 0%, 
/) 02 ass — 0X + (p + 1) <l>i 

or p*0a = 0O + (p +1)2<#>; 
and if the current is reversed n times in succession, we find 

VOL. XL 0 c 
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whence we may find </> in tin* form 

If n in a number ho great that a ** tuny he neglected, the ex- 

proHHion become! 
«/» 

i * 1 

V t I 
The applicantion of tbin method to « uni tuonant'emeui requires 

an accurate knowledge of f*t the rath* of one vibration of the 

magnet to the next under the influence of the tvaistnucoH which 

it experiences. The uneertuintien nribng from the difheulty of 

avoiding irregular!!irn in the value of §i generally outweigh the 

advantages of the large angular elongation. It in only where 

we wish to establish the existence of a \ery small current hy 

causing it to produce a visible movement of the needle that this 

method in realty valuable. 

On flit MrtiNii rrimmi t*f Tni i mi rut < ’u rrt*nt&, 

74H,] When a current laatH only during a very mtrnll fraction 

of the time of vibration of the giiiviiumitetcr-tungurt, tin* whole 

quantity of eleririeity tmm*mitted by the current may bo 

measured by flic angular velueity communicated in the magnet 

during flu* passage of the current, and lltb-t may he determined 

from tin' elongaturn of the first vibration of the magnet. 

If we neglect the resistance which damps the vibrations of the 

magnet, the inventignf ion becomes very wimple, 

Let y he the Intensity of the current at any instant, mid Q the 

quantity of electricity which it trnnamtt*, then 

v as 
Lot M ho the magmatic moment, A the moment of inertia of the 

magnet and suspended apparatus, and il the angle the magnet 

makes with the plane of the coil, 

f|® 0 
A ^ 4s MII util 0 zk Miiy cam 0, (2) 

If tlui tinto of tl»i< of tlio current i« vary HtimU, wu may 

integrate with reapi-et to t during thin abort timo without re¬ 
garding the change of 0, ntul w« tiud 

A ^ = MU cm dpj yilt ft' MUtJ cm 0„ f < (3) 
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rn.iH shews (lull, (,1m passage of tlm quantity Q produces an angular 

momentum M(iQ cos 0n in the magnet, where 0n is the value of 0 
at the instant of passage of tlm curront. If the magnet is 
initially in equilibrium, we may put 0O = o, (7= 0. 

Th(' magnet Hum swings freely and roachos an elongation 6 
If there ,s no resistance, the work done against the magnetic 
loree during thin swing in Mil (l — cos 0X). 

rI'he energy communicated to (ho magnet by the current is 

M'"|: 
<(t 

Equating these quantities, we find 

whence 

do 

dt 
do 
dt 

„ MU, 
2 A i1-0080!)’ 

2 /Mil 

MU 

(4) 

sin i 0, 
A 

A ' Q l»y (3)- (S) 

Hut if T bo the time of a single vibration of the magnet from 
rest to rest, 

and we find 

T 

Q 
UT 

61 v 

A' 
MU’ 

2 sin | 0V 

(6) 

0) 

whore 11 is tlm horizontal magnetic force, Q the coefficient of 

tlm galvanometer, T the time of a single vibration, and Qi the 
first elongation of the magnet. 

749,] In many actual experiments the elongation is a small 
angle, and it in then easy to take into account the effect of re¬ 
sistance, for wo may treat the equation of motion as a linear 
equation. 

Lot tlm magnet be at rest at its position of equilibrium, let an 

angular velocity v bo communicated to it instantaneously, and 

let its first elongation be 0V 

The aquation of motion is 
0 = (3) 

^ = (7c*)lsoc^e"w^tim^cos(<*)1^ + /3). (9) 

When t = 0, 0 = 0, and 
<10 

dt 
= G <*q = v. 

o e a 
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When (o/-f■ fi — ^ 

Hence 

Hence *«“// V A* C5) 

“-"✓XV5.<") 
which given the first elongation in terms of the i{imntify of 

electricity in the transient current* antl conversely, where *l\ 

in the observed time of a mnglo vibration as affected hy the 

actual resistance of (lamping. When k in small we limy um» 

the approximate formula 

Q + |A)e),. Hr) 
(i 7t 

MtUnnl 0/ lift 

750,] The method given above supposes the magitet to lm at 

rent in its position of equilibrium when tins transient cut mutt k 

panned til rough the coil. if we wish to repeat the uxftcrimcttt 

wo must wait till the magnet In again at rent. In certain cases, 
however, in which we are aide to produce transient current* of 

equal intensity, and to do m% at any desired instant, the follow¬ 

ing method, descriliod hy Weber*, in the most cosiveitient for 

making a continued series of observations. 

Suppose that wo act the magnet swinging hy mmtw of n tran¬ 

sient current whose value is Qu, Ifs for brevity, wo write 

it ~*hun »* tP 
* ..... .. M it r% <mm ir4 

jf/ f% 

thou the first elongation 

(I, =* KQU m «, (my). 

(l«) 

{!») 

• (J&U08 & W«li®r, dm V§mm^ t§ift# fi, If, 
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The velocity instantaneously communicate,1 u> Um magnet at 

starting in ,1/C/ 
'’«* " A V„- (20) 

When it returns through (lie point of <•,|ui 1 i 1 uiuu, in a, ne,native 

direction its velocity will lie ° 

ri IY '■ 
The nest. negative elongation will he 

0. i\r ' A. 

(21) 

(22) V / 
When the magnet returns to the point "f eipiililiriuni, it,s velocity 

Mil,. 
will la 

Now let. an instantaneous current, wlm-e total quantity is 

..Qi, he transmitteil t.hrntmh the coil at the instant when the 

magnet is at the zero point. It will change the velocity into 

r„—r, where ,|/C/ 
* r U. (*>a\ 

If Q is greater than V,,' 

anti t'lpial to 

the new 

.Mi 

t « 
a. 

\ riurif \ 

1. 

"ill In* negative 

Tho mot inn of tlm mngu**t w ill thnn U* i * \ * i »« »l, ami tin' next 

elongation will bo nngui ivr, 

• A* (V V,* ' * i A’V * »*,' . (25) 

Thcunfignot is thru filb*w**l t«» n.m< in if’* j.». ifi\» *’h fixation 

tb . *>,< x ' 'lA'V ' ’ b (25) 

im«l whon it lignin f ^nrln n i1m> puiuf *«f ♦••jmbi i unn n j»o,siiivo 

current whom* ijuiintit\ n IJ u> 11 im im!f« *1 Tin* t blown the 

magnet luirk in Urn »lif«rfi*»n in th. j<« «-li»ngation 

lb i*\M f?4 ' * (27) 

Of, culling thin the lit nt i-!»a»/!if inn *4 n >n 1 i < »f |i»ui\ 

n, K f/fi r ‘ 'i < ■' < S (2H) 

Pmaoiwlitfg in t h$n \\n\ , bv nb-n j v * f i; * t « ** * ‘ ir*, | fliel -- , 
then Howling a ueguti\«» vmtrni nsi«l nb'«*\mr; tw»» *IrntgaiionH 

_ mol f » then hotnliftg n rtuii uf, r,i *i .« < n, **»« obtain 

a suriwi ing nf f«’tm| i*»u j inn-' ,n « m| which 
,f h 
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If a aeriort of elongations ha\ e been observed, thru \\ e 

logarithmic decrement from the countion 

as(A> , , 

^ V(,|) *(■) '■ r * 

ami Q from the equation 

hPQ(\ H-A)(2n~l) 
:--ShUI-I* - e 4 il) {t M’ K) t"t i*L «\d'’ rA 

¥k, UK 

The motion of tlu* magnet in the method of recoil h 
(‘ally rcprcHented in Fig. Ml% where the a I esc mm re jut,* 

time, and the ordinate the deflexion of the magnet at il 

Hoc Art 7(Hi, 

d/rf/iotl f»f Jfit/t 

751*] If we make the transient cunvitf \mm every f 

the magnet pannes through the »?m point, mid iilwn 

to increaMe the \elucity of tin* magnet, then, if iKit 

the HUoeoHHi ve elongations, 

d, k\l e 
fl;l ; I ixtl e A&r 

The ultimate value to which the elongation tend* nftr 

many vibrations m fmtnd by putting tlH .7; d^r|> wtmtm 

« ■ • , .KV. 

If A in Himill, the value of the ultimate elongation 

l&rge* hut tttttee thin involved n long continued tncjierintc 

careful detenniimtion of A, and since n unstiSl error in 

duces a large error in the determiiiiiiiiiit of Qt thin ti 

rarely useful for numerical determination, and whuul 

nerved for obtaining evidence of Urn caiatowm nr turn- 

of currents too small to las observed directly* 

In all experiment* in which immmut curnuiti ;; 
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to act on tho moving magnet of the galvanometer, it is essential 

that tho whole current should pass while tho distance of the 

magnet from the zero point remains a small. fraction of the 

total elongation. Tho time of vibration should therefore bo 

largo compared with tho time required to produce the current, 

and tho operator should have his eye on the motion of tho 

magnet, so as to regulate tho instant of passage of the current 

by tho instant of passage of the magnet through its point of 

equilibrium. 

To estimate tin's error introduced by a failure of the operator 

to product*! the current at the proper instant, we observe that 

the died of an impulse in increasing tho elongation varies as 

<5*Um/,coh (4> + p)* 
and that this is a maximum when </>=(). Hence tho error 

arising from a mistiming of the current will always lead to 

an underestimation of its value, and the amount of the error 

may bo estimated by comparing the cosine of the phase of tho 

vibration at the time of the passage of tho current with unity. 

* { I have not hu minded In verifying thin expression; uniug tho notation of Art. 748. 
I find that tho oh mention whim tho impulse is applied at </> hears to tho elongation 
produced hy the mum impulno when </> U the ratio 

A wj , t 

l1 + Moq r 
whoro </» htw Imm awtumod to he no small that its mjuarea and higher powers may be 
ueglixitiid, J 
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COM I'.V li I SOS hK ( t UI.S, 

Kj'ptt'i mrttttti Ihiftmumimn t*f tlit' hir*’tre til ( 

14 I I t M|/, 

752.| Wb have hwh iii Art 717 flint in n Hemdtive gi 

meter the coils nhould In* of Htnnll radio*, and *hottId 

many windingn of the wire, It wcnilil ho extremely < 

to determine the electrical ronfltnnti* of mich a coil hy 

muaHuremcnt of ita form nnil difnenrionw, even if w§ 

obtain acochh to every winding of the w ire in order f*» i 

it ltut in find- the greater number of the wiitdingH tiro n 

completely hidden by the outer windings but wi? nn? nt 

whether tli*% prepare of the miter windings inny m; 

altered the form of the inner one* after the roiling of the 

It in hotter therefore to determine the electrical cutittl 

the anil by direct electrical cotit|»ari»on witli n utiiinli 

whone ccimdiwitH tire known. 

Kitten the tlltm-mlmm of the «tiiinliird coil iinnit !#*♦ det* 

hy actual menmirement, it nnint l*e made of conatdernl 

ho that the unavoidable error of ineaHttrcntent of it* d 

fir circumference tuny tie im hiiiiiU ah jto*MthIe cniiifnired % 
quantity tnuaHuml. The channel in which the coil in 

nhould Im of rectangular n«?cii«iii» and the dittieti*ioui! 
noction should be minill cumjmred with the rndiuH of I 

Thin is mmmnmj, not ho much in order to ditninhih I 

rectlcm for the m/.o of t he Meet ion, it# to prevent any nna 

about the position of thmm windings of the coil wh 

hidden hy the external windings 

* tftftjfpftt fiU%mi»«lie-|r| * mm «»m** % 'tumn ttw4« Hill* H cif 

tliit'tiiin r!ft|f «*f <ntiiwiilrriit*l«* ihh'Unrm, nhwh I* *nttC keltf »i;lt to 

withmit, M*y Tftin im tiwi j* gmA |4«i t-r * *hm*Ur4 itettMifwitt, 
ktbitUim wf Itii mmmi wiltuii iI#p tsm*ttttrtct iI4»|*#a4» m %\w iwtiiliv* tut 
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The principal constants which we wish to determine are— 
(1) The magnetic force at the centre of the coil due to a 

unit-current. This is the quantity denoted by Gq in Art. 700. 
(2) The magnetic moment of the coil due to a unit-current. 

This is the quantity gx. 

753.] To determine Gq. Since the coils of the working galva¬ 
nometer are much smaller than the standard coil, we place the 
galvanometer within the standard coil, so that their centres 
coincide, the planes of both coils being vertical and parallel 
to the earth’s magnetic force. We have thus obtained a differ¬ 
ential galvanometer one of whose coils is the standard coil, for 
which the value of Gq is known, while the constant of the other 
coil is Gq', the value of which we have to determine. 

The magnet suspended in the centre of the galvanometer coil 
is acted on by the currents in both coils. If the strength of the 
current in the standard coil is y, and that in the galvanometer 
coil y\ then, if these currents flowing in opposite directions pro¬ 
duce a deflexion b of the magnet, 

J?tan6= (1) 
where H is the horizontal'magnetic force of the earth. 

If the currents are so arranged as to produce no deflexion, we 

may find Gq' by the equation 

= i- (2) 

We may determine the ratio of y to y' in several ways. Since 
the value of Gq is in general greater for the galvanometer than 
for the standard coil, we may arrange the circuit so that the 
whole current y flows through the standard coil, and is then 
divided so that y flows through the galvanometer and resistance 
coils, the combined resistance of which is while the re¬ 
mainder y — y flows through another set of resistance coils whose 

combined resistance is jR2. 

of its various parts. Hence any concealed flaw in the continuity of the metal may 
cause the main stream of electricity to flow either close to the outside or close to the 
inside of the circular ring. Thus the true path of the current becomes uncertain. 
Besides this, when the current flows only once round the circle, especial care is 
necessary to avoid any action on the suspended magnet due to the current on its 
way to or from the circle, because the current in the electrodes is equal to that in 
the circle. In the construction of many instruments the action of this part of the 

current seems to have been altogether lost sight of. 
The most perfect method is to make one of the electrodes in the form of a metal 

tube, and the other a wire covered with insulating material, and placed inside the 
tube and concentric with it. The external action of the electrodes when thus arranged 

is zero, by Art. 683. 
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Wt‘ have then, 11y An. « rr>, 

>Ki 

or 
/*,»a. 

and 

IL 

n, t w. 

u. 

If there is any uncertainty about the actual tvshfimri 

galvanometer coil (on urnmnt, aa\, of an unentniuty i 

temperature) we may add resonance roil* to it, jo that <h 

alien of tin* gnhauometiT it self forms but a small pari of 

iluiH introduce* but lit!In uneertainty info the dual resttl 

7.Vh J 7o ilrtt i'itt i at <JX, t Im magnet in Moment ot It .HI 

dun to a unit current through it, the magnet is * 

ponded at the centre of tlio standard noil, but the mi 

Is moved parallel to itself along tin* common axis of he 

till the name current, flow nig in opposite dii eel ions ru 

coils, no longer deflects the magnet, tf the distance 

the centres of the roils is /\ hiivn now (Ait. 7c)fi| 

•» *h (L , + M , ,v... r% f,k 

Ily repenting the experiment with the smalt roil on i! 

Hilt4 side of the Blnluhsrd roil, and fiieiisiiring the distance 

the positions of the small coif we rltuttijfiie the timvriii 

in the determination of the potation of the centres of the 

and of the small roil* and we get rid of the trims in */4, < 

If the standard roil \n im iiiTiinged that we nut n 

current through half the titttitber of windings mi an 
it different value to f#|s w»' may determine » new \alue « 

tluiH, m in Art* •i.Vll we may oliftittiitle the term involvit 

It ia often ptiwthlig however* to determine <4 by direct t 

nurnt of the amall noil with sullieioiit amuiiaey to mnke 

ahlo in calculating the value of the cor reel ion to ho tip 

gi in the equation I 
;/« g-.e-'e']. 

whoro lls ntr(iUc f «'C)» l*y Art. ?<»>. 
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Oompavitfon of Coeffidaitn of Induction. 

755.] It Is only in a small number of eases tliat the dlroct 

calculation of the coefficients of induction from the form and 

position of the circuits can bo easily performed. In order to 

attain a sufficient degree of accuracy, it is necessary that the 

distance between the circuits should be capable of exact measure¬ 
ment. .Hut when the distance between the circuits is suffi¬ 

cient to prevent errors of measurement from introducing large 

errors into the result, the coefficient of induction itself is neces¬ 

sarily very much reduced in magnitude. Now for many experi¬ 

ments it is necessary to make the coefficient of induction largo, 

and wo can only do so by bringing the circuits close together, 

so that the method of direct measurement becomes impossible, 

and, in order to determine the coefficient of induction, wo must 

compare it with that of a pair of coils arranged so that their 
coefficient may be obtained by 
direct measurement and calcu¬ 

lation* 

This may be done as follows : 

Let A and a be the standard 

pair of coils, B and h the coils to 
be compared with them. Con¬ 
nect A and B in one circuit, 

and place the electrodes of the 
galvanometer, 09 at P and Q, 
ho that the resistance of PAQ 

is /£, and that of QBP is tf, K 
being the resistance of the galvanometer. Connect a and b in 

one circuit with the battery. 
Lot the current in A bo u\ that in B, y, and that- in the gal¬ 

vanometer, i~y, that in the battery circuit being y. 

Then, if Mx is the coefficient of induction between A and a, and 

M2 that between B and b, the integral induction current through 

the galvanometer at breaking the battery circuit is 

o 

It 

1 4* 

K 
It + 

K_ 
8 

(8) 

By adjusting the resistances It and S till there is no current 
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through the galvanometer at making nr Freaking the 

circuit, flu* ratio of 3/., to Mx may he determined ]*y nt< 

that of S to IL 

* [The expression |H) may he proved ns follows: Let 

N and F hr the coeHieients of srlf-induef tun of tlio coils , 

and the galvanometer respectively. The kinetic energy 

system in then approximately, 

l Arr3 f l l* f f l * V //;' f 5 -V, ‘ f Mvry \ M.^yy 

The dissipation function F, i. e. half the rate at wl 

energy of the currents is wanted in h»uiing the coils, is (,*• 
llayleigh's 77#rory 0/ S^tntJ, \ot, k p. 7H) 

l J ' l\ f \ jrS f ,J ti ■ j/i'K f J /Hj, 

where Q is the resist unco of the battery and hnttery noil? 

The equation of currents corresponding to any vnriii 

then of the form ,/ (ff ,/y* JF 

f it f/x *Lt * i/.r %l* 

where £ in the corresponding electromotive force. 

Hence we have 

J-{*r f Ff> -//} t Mty I IU* K (x— y) - o, 
hjf F(.r~ if | | M^y I jSy K |jr y! ft 

These equations run he nt once integrated in regard to 

nerving that j\ J\ y, y, y are zero initially, if wo write ,v 

we find, on eliminating //, nn equation of the form 

J til/ I F: l>y + Ky, 
A short time after hnttery eontaef the current y w 

heroine steady and the current .■ will have died away* 

t’i Ay. 
This gives the expression (H) above, fttnl it shews th 

the total quantity of electricity puling through the | 

nmter is zero we must have A* <q or M2 ft ■■■■ M, S « 

equation (8') further shews flint if there in no current wlui 

the galvanometer we uniat also have /I ^ o, or Jf3 /#t dfj / 

* (Tier* Itivrn!Igalt*11 In ^i|Unri« tmmkt4<-u n»lu«ti VIr. Whmilngk ti*i|p« « 
C*lt?rk f .whirr#, |*»m fiip|j»ftrt|uty tt*t**r«’*t m l«lfl|| $*itrl * 
Inciliir*' tMhwml !»y ilw Vrutvnutuf' In XIr, ill# |4ntf? i*f I 
iwmt differs from llmt gHun In iliff ir«i In hmiud itw »iwl 
htervlmwnl) 7 

f {t**iW« tl**» L| - Ml| tu - 0 !* »|i|ir«iiit»»ifr!y fnlfiil«| |Iip hi 
o»y»«l in tlip li'ifu nf flip gni¥#if*piiir4pf l»y it» ir»n*a*nt riiirriiu i*rt 

wlili iw*iniwy wlwihw llwr® U nr k iwl * 1 kkk * «f lli» n%h‘ia 
diming Hitt buttwy olrouli. \ 
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('ompavixon oj a Coefficient of Pelf-T nd notion with a Coefficient 
of .Mutual I mind ion. 

75f>.] In tho branch AF of Whoatefconifs Bridge let a coil be 
iiiHcrtod, tho eocHiciimt of Holf-iiuluction of which wo wish to 
find. Let us call it L. 

In the connecting wire between A and tho battery another 
(-oil in inserted. Tho coellicient of mutual induction between 
thin coil and the coil in A F in M* It 
may be meuBured by the method 
deBeribed in Art. 755. 

if the current from A to F in x, 
and that from A to 11 in ;//, that from 
Z to Ay through ]{, will be x + y. 
The external electromotive force from 
A to F is 

A -MM?+«($ + $. (») 

Tho external electromotive force 
along A It h 

A-Il^Qy. (10) 

If the galvanometer placed between F and 11 indicates no 
current, either transient or permanent, then by (9) and (10), 
Hinco H-F= 0, px^Qy. (ii) 

aixl L dt + Mi(d + \it) ~ (12) 

wlu;nc« L = — (l + L) M. (13) 

Since L is always positive, M must ho negative, and therefore 
tho current must ilow in opposite directions through tho coils 
placed in /’ and in Ji. In making tho experiment we may 
either begin by adjusting the resistances so that 

i’S' = QJl, (14) 
which is the condition that there may bo no permanent current, 
and then adjust the distance between tho coils till tho galvano¬ 
meter ceases to indicate a transient current on making and 
breaking the battery connexion ; or, if this distance is not 
capable of adjustment, wo may get rid of tho transient current 
by altering the resistances Q and in such a way that the ratio 
of Q to H remains constant. 


